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FORWARD 

This book is a statistical study of the losses of personnel and combat equipment of the 
Soviet Armed Forces in wars, combat operations and military conflicts during the period from 
1918 through 1989. 

During this time our country was repeatedly SUbjected to aggression. The gr~test of these 
was 'the attack by fascist Germany in 1941. Millions of Soviet people had to take up arms in 
order to defend the Fatherland. Many losses were suffered in the name of freedom and 
independence ' for Our ' Homeland. 

The courage and heroism of the sons and daugliters of the Fatherland, who in the battles 
for freedom-for their native land gave up the most precious thing- their lives, are seen behind 
these bitter numbers. Those who defended the country against numerous interventionists, who 
courageously opposed the Nazis and who died in battles around Minsk and Kiev, around Moscow 
and .Leningiad, who went from the Volga to Berlin and who fell at the walls of the Reichstag, 
who died from wounds in a hospital, who up to their last hour maintained their fidelity to the 
Homeland in the hel~sh conditions of fascist imprisonment, and who perished as internationalist 
soldiers clearly stand out. -

Up until recently statistical information about the military losses was classified as 
"Secret". Tbepractice of the temporary classifying of thIS information was common in many 
countries of the world. However the process of removing the cover has "dragged out" for us. 
Therefore among some historians and publicists the desire arose to determine independently the 

. scale of the military losses. During this their calculations were based on fragmentary information, 
on subjective arguments that were not supported 'by documentation. In some parts of the mass 
media calculations about losses which were taken from foreign sources that were also far from 
the historical truth appeared. All of this leads to the distortion of the real state of affairs and 
sometimes to attempts to devalue the Victory in the Great Patriotic War and to depreciate the . 
high moral spirit of our soldiers, the fighting and organizational qualities of the command 
personnel of the army and navy, and their loyalty to the Homeland. 

In~ection with the removal of the stamp of secrecy from documents about the losses 
of the Soviet Armed Forces, the collective of authors of this book for the first time conducted 
a statistical study of all types of personnel (and equipment for 1941-1945) losses by the army and 
navy during the years of Soviet power. 

The main task of this work is to give to historians, publicists, military cadres and a broad 
range of readers generalized, objectively presented factual quantitative material. 

The information about the military losses presented in this book, a~ it seems, can be 
objectively underStood in the mass of those great difficulties by which various- stages of the civil 
and Great Patriotic wars are characterized, in the strong and weak sides of the combat and 
mobilizational readiness of the army to repel an aggressor, in the state of the defense capabilitY 
of the country, and in the strength of the spirit of the Soviet people. These studies give the 
opportunity to evaluate more realistically the role of the Soviet art of war in battles and 
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operations as well. The authors hope that the material of the statistical study, taking into account 
all of the brevity of the presentation, will tum out to be useful for those who are studying the 
military history of our Homeland. - ' 

, :: -- :) , ." 

In the course of the research work, which took several years, thousands of separate report '" 
and statistical documents that are stored in various archives were summarized, and ' analyses ' and 
comparisons were made. The search that was undertaken showed that the statistics for-the War 
years, unfortunately, are far from complete. The years of the civil war and the first peiiodoft1J.e 
Great Patriotic War are distinguished by their meagerness. This is explained by the difficult 
conditions in which the Red Army conducted combat operations. Often infonnation about losses 
was lost, and sometimes it was, generally speaking, not reported to anyone (such a shortcoming 
is inherent to materials concerning the losses of fascist Germany in -1945, when its concise 
system of repoI1s and accounting for the losses had completely. ,disintegrated). In individual cases, ',' 
when it was not possible to find the missing documents, the authors of the book deten:ni1ied the 
number of losses by means of calculations. 

The main contents of the book are an analysis of the losses of personnel ofth~a~tive 
army and fleet, and also the strategic formations, formations and units which directly participated 
in individual armed conflicts. Also, it presents the losses of border and interior-troops which are 
taken into account during stages of the medical evacuation. In 1988 at the request of the General 
Staff, workers of the KGB and the Soviet Ministry of Internal Affairs did the necess:;uy 
calculations of the irrecoverable losses of personnel for the Soviet Armed forces in the Great 
Patriotic War. 

To compare and evaluate the scale of the losses information about the size of the Red 
Army and the Navy in various stages of their combat activity is presented in a series of tables. 
Information about the losses is presented in standard tables and diagrams. They show the types 
of losses, the categories of the killed servicemen and those who died by years (quarters) of the 
war, by fronts, by operations" and by the branches of the Armed Forces and the arms of service, 
with the exception of those cases when because of the absence of information it was not possible 
to do this. 

The mak~-up of the killed and wounded servicemen, regardless of-how they are termed, 

.: ..::-' 

- (~->~ 

...... ./ 

is basically given in contemporary terminology. The officers include the middle, senior and - ' , ' 
higher command personnel, students of military educational establishments, generals and 
admirals; the sergeants include the ' junior command persoimel, ranking NCO's and warrant 
officers; and the soldiers include the Red Army soldiers, Red Fleet sailors, seamen, and also 
cadets of military educational establishments. 

The personnel losses of the active army (fleet) are subdivided in the bo~k into: 

a) irrecoverable- they include those killed on the battlefield, those who died from 
wounds during stages of medical evacuation, those who were missing in action 
and who ended up as prisoners (the number of those who died from wounds and 
diseases in hospitals is shown only in the overall losses of the Anned Forces). The 
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number of the irrecoverable losses for the active army includes also the 
noncombat losses not connected with the direct conduct of military actions - those 

. who died as a result of accidents,tliosesentenced by military tribunals to the 
highest degree of punishment for various sorts of crimes, those who ended their 
lives by suicide, and those who died from disease in hospitals_ . .. --

sick, injured and wounded - they consist of wounded, injun~d, burned, sick and 
frost bitten servicemen who were evacuated from regions of com oat acti oils in 
army, front and rear area hospitals_ During the estimating of the overall number 
of the sick, injured and wounded it is necessary to bear in mind that manysoldiers 
during the course of the war received two or more wounds and were more than 
once under treatment for disease, and therefore they are taken into account in the 
infonnation about the losses two or more times accordingly. 

It is also necessary to direct attention to the fact that double counting is possible not only 
among the wounded, but also in general during the calculating of the combat losses. For example, 
if a serviceman, who returned to duty after being wounded, was killed, then he is counted twice 
in the combat losses: once among the wounded and a second time among the killed 
Unfortunately, it is impossible to specify exactly the number of such caseS". 

Each type of loss is shown in the tables in absolute figures and in a percentage 
relationship to the total number of losses. Also, the correlation of the total and the average 
monthly losses for fronts, fleets and the entire active army for a quarter, year and war to the 
average monthly recorded number oftheir personnel is give~. 

The losses of combat equipment and weapons are considered as irrecoverable, that is, as 
not subject to repair and recovery for reuse, although such actions by restored equipment did 
occur. But because of the-difficulty in accounting for them and the small number of them, they 
were not analyzed. 

There are in the book four chapters of information from the statistical research . 

• n,..tll~ first chapter information about the losses of the Red Army in the years of. the 
civil war and the foreign military intervention is concentrated. This information-(by years, fronts, 
and arms of service is linked with the dividing up into periods of the armed defense of Soviet 
power. Losses incurred by the army while suppressing anti-Soviet actions are also accounted for 
here. 

The chapter ends with the concluding events of the war in the Far East. 

Data about the losses were determined, as a rule, on the basis of archive documents. In 
individual cases in view of the absence of exact information they were dermed more precisely 
by the calculation method. . 

In the second chapter the losses of Red Anny personnel in combat actions and military 
conflicts in the period between the wars are studied_ They include information about the losses 
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in the Sino-Soviet miliary conflict on the Chinese-Eastern Railroad (1929), among the Soviet 
military volunteers in Spain (1936-1939) and China (19~7-1939), in combat actions around Lake . 
Khasan (1938) and on the Khalkhin-Gol River (1939), during the campaign into WestemUkraine ' 
and into Western Belorussia (1939), and inthe Soviet-Finnish War (November 1939 to March 
1940). . . . . , , ., . 

The third chapter, the largesf is dedicated to an analysis of the losses' of the SoViet 
Arriled Forces in the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945. Cumulative data' from 'the state 
Committee of the USSR for Statistics about the hmnan losses of the country are presented here. 
The losses of the servicemen of all categories are calculated here. Data about the irrecovm-able 
losses (killed, died from wounds, missing in action, captured, killed as a result of unfortunate 
incidents and for other reasons) for the entire period of the war are summarized. An analysis is 
made of the mititary-medical statistics - sick, wounded and injured, outcomes of treatment, the 
number of people who returned to duty and who were discharged from the . army due to the 
condition of their health. . 

' "" 

Combat losses of the active army and fleet for the years and periods of the war, for the 
basic arms of service, strategic operations and battles, and for fronts and fleets are 'given. The 
total number is calculated and a ' description is given for losses for officers accordmg to rank and 
main duties. One of the sections of the chapter is devoted to Soviet soldiers who were captured 
and missing in action. Another section "reveals the losses of weapons and militaryequiptnent in . 
the years of the Great Patriotic War, They are shown in numbers and percentages, with. an. 
analysis by years, periods of the war and operations. ' 

There are several pages about irrecoverable human losses for the armed forces of fascist 
Germany and its allies in the war against the USSR. Information about those killed, those who 
died from woundS, the missing in action and the captured is given. The irrecoverable losses of 
Gennany's allies and foreign fbrmations of the Wehrmacht (Vlasov's troops, Moslems, Baltic and 
other subunits) are shown. The 19s5eS by Japan (August-September 1945) are shown. 

The fourth chapter considers the losses of the Soviet Armed Forces personnel who 
participated in several local wars and other events abroad. Included in particular here are the war 
in Korea (1%0.-1953), events in Hungary in 1956, the sending of troops into Czechoslovakia 
(1968), and the war in Afghanistan (1979-1989). 

Documentary information of the military department and a number of archive institutions 
of the former Soviet Union were used during the preparation of this book. They include the 
General Staff of the Armed Forces, the Central Party Archives of the Institute of Marxism
Leninism (CP AIML) under the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
the Central State Archives of the October Revolution (CSAOR) the Central Archives of the 
Ministry of Defense (CAMD), the Central State Archives of the Soviet Anny (CSASA), the 
Central State Archives of the Navy (CSAN), and the Central Naval Archives (CNA). 
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LIST OF MAIN ABBREVIATIONS 

A - army 
bnnp - marine brigade 
vdbr - airborne brigade 
vdd - airborne division 
gsd - mountain infantry division 
id - anti~tank gun partisan division 
kbr - cavalry brigade 
kd - cavalry division 
kk - cavalry corps 
ltbr - light tank brigade 
md - mechanized division 
m.k - mechanized corps 
mekhbr - mechanized brigade 
insbr - motorized rifle brigade 
msd - motorized rifle division 
o - independent 
pbr - infantry brigade 
pd - infantry division 
sabr · - self-propelled artillery brigade 
sbr - rifle brigade 
sd - rifle division 
sk - rifle corps 
tbr - tank brigade 
td - tank division 
tk - tank corps 
UR - fortified region 

-----
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Chapter I 

PERSONNEL LOSSES FOR THE RED ARMY DURING THE 
CIVIL WAR AND THE FOREIGN MILITARY INTERVENTION 

The civil war in our country started shortly after the victory of the October socialist 
revolution and was an armed fight by the defenders of the . new power agairist the anti-Soviet 
forces. It actually lasted five years (from October 1917 to October 1922). 

The lengthy and intensive nature of the civil war, which inflicted enormous disasters ' on 
millions of people, was worsened by the foreign military interference which took the form of an 
intervention. ' 

It should, however, be noted that military questions were the main thing and occupied the 
primary place in the life of the republic in the period from May 1918 (the start of the mutiny of 
the Czechoslovak corps) up to November 1920 (the defeat of Vrangel's army in the Crimea). 

In this segment of time with a length of two and a half years the fate of'the country was 
resolved exclusively on the fronts of the civil war. During these same years the regular Soviet 
Anned Forces, which consisted of the Red Anny and the Red Fleet, were created, their maximum 
size was achieved (5,427,273 men on 1 November, 1920) 
I, the most important operations to defeat the interventionists and the White Guard were carried 
out, an~ the largest part of the territory of the country was liberated. 

The victories of the young Red Army over the united forces of the interventionists and 
the White Guard made it possible for the Soviet Republic at the end of 1920 to start the 
transition from war to peace. By this time the majority of the fronts of the civil war had been 
eliminated. And although in a number of places there were still individual focal points for 
military opposition (in the Transcaucasus, Central Asia and the Far East), they no longer 
determined the main directions in the policy of the Soviet state. The resolution of the military 
tasks had withdrawn to the backstage . 

. :~-

The features of the dividing up of the civil war into periods that are "examined are 
reflected in this book, where all of the statistical material about the losses 2 of the Red Anny is 
divided basically into two parts: losses for the period from 1918 through 1920, in which the main 
burden of the armed fight took place, and losses for the period of 1921-1922, when the Red 
Anny waged military actions basically against individual bandit formations, infiltrators from 

1 See: Directives of the Command of the Red Army Fronts (1917-1922). (Ditektivy 
komandovaniya frontov Krasnoy Armii (1917-1922)). Moscow, 1978. Volume 4. Page 227. 
(Henceforth references to this publication are denoted as Directives of the Command of the 

Fronts.) 

2 Here and henceforth the term "losses" means only losses in personnel. 
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. 
abroad, and also against anti-Soviet uprisings and Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement 
actions. 

Red Army Losses for 1918-1920 

. .-
The civil war and the military intervention inflicted ~normous destruction and losses on 

our country, The harm that was caused to its economy cost about 50 billion gold rubles. The 
o industrial production fell as a result of the war by 4-20% of the level for pre-revolution RUssia 
(for 1913). The size of the working class was reduced by approximately half, and agricultural 
production dropped by the same amount. The total demographic losses for the popUlation on the 
fronts and iii the rear of the warring sides (in battles, from starvation, .epidemics and terror) 
reached 8 million people1

• This number also includes losses in personnel of the Red Army who 
were killed and who died from wounds and disease during 1918-1922. 

There are great divergences in various sources in the literature about the question of the 
size of the losses among the combatants and the commanders of the Workers and Peasants Red 
Aimy (RKKA) in the civil war. 0 In modem encyclopedic publications - (The Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia (Bol'shaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya), The Soviet Historical Encyclopedia 

. --=-
.- _- ~~';:?i::-::;.~~ 

~ . 

(Sovetskaya istoricheskaya entsiklopediya), and The Civil War and the Military Intervention in 0-c",; 

the Soviet Union (Grazhdanskaya voyna i voyennaya interventsiya v SSSR)) the same number 
of killed servicemen is given - about one million men2

• 

The famous Soviet researcher B.Ts. Urlanis, in the book Wars and the PopUlation of 
Europe (Voyny i narodonaseleniye Yevropy), lists different figures: approximately 125,000 people 
killed on the front, and approximately 300,000 people who died in the active army and in 
military districts J

• The total number of the killed and those who died all together was 425,000 
men. This is approximately half of that figure for losses which is cited in the aforementioned 0 

encyclopedias: 

There are also large contradictions in the statistical materials of the central organs of the 
RKKA whieh summarized information about the combat losses of personnel in the civil war. For 
example, according to accounts of the Mobilization Directorate of the FIeld Staff of the 

1 See: The Civil War in the USSR (Grazhdanskaya voyna v SSSR): In 2 volumes. 
Moscow, 1986, Vol. 2. P. 406. 

2 See: The Great Soviet Encyclopedia (Bol'shaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya). Moscow, 
1972. Vol. 7, p. 234; The Soviet Historical Encyclopedia (Sovetskaya istoricheskaya 
entsiklopediya) Moscow, 1965. Vol. 6, p. 79, and The Civil War and the Milltaryfutervention 
ill the Soviet Union: · Encyclopedia (Grazhdanskaya voyna i voyennaya interventsiya v SSSR: 
Entsiklopediya). Moscow, 1983. P. 14. 

J See UrIanis, B.Ts.o Wars and the Population of Europe (Voyny i narodonaseleniye 
Yevropy). Moscow, 1960. P. 183 and 305. 
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Revolutionary Military COlUlCil of the Republic the number of killed fighters and commanders 
for December 1920 was 85,343 and the number of wounded was 502,016'1. . 

Different data about the losses of Red Army personnel for 1918- 1920 are . given , in 
information of the report and statistical section of the Main Directorate of the RKKA from 26 
July 1924. They are: 

Irrecoverable losses 

Killed and died ........ . . . .. . . . ...... . ................ . . . . . . ' 40,000 men 
Missing in action ... . . . .. . ...... . .................. . ........ 96,000 men 
Captured ... .. .. .. .. . .. . ..... . ..... . . . .................... 24,000 men , 
Deserted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 20,000 men 

Sick, wounded and injured 

Wounded and injured .. . .. . ...... . ...... . . : ................. . 360,000 men 
Sick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,040,000 men 

Total ....... . ... . .. 1,580,000 rrien2 

Here the total number of the irrecoverable losses according to the presented calculations 
were 180,000 men, and the sick, injured and wounded numbered 1,400,000 men. 

The following year the same Main Directorate of the RKKA in its letter to the Budget 
Directorate of the People's Commissariat of Finances for the RSFSR dated 11 June" 1925 
iriformation about the total p~rsonnel losses for the same years was presented in a somewhat 
changed fonn: 

Irrecoverable losses 

Killed and died .. . . .. ... . ......... . ..................... . . .. 60,000 men 
Missing in at~fl ...... . ..... . ... . .. . ........... . .. . ... - ..... )50,000 men 

Sick, injured and wounded 

Wounded and injured .. . ..................... . ............... 260,000 men 
Sick . .. . . . .... . ............... . ...... . ................ 1,000,000 men 

1 CSASA, file 7, catalog 7, d. 1159, p. 14. 

2 CSASA, file 54/36, cat. 5, d. 8, p. 13. 

3 CSASA, file 54, cat. 6, d. 493, p. 3-4. 
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When comparing the data that has been presented it is clear that th~ ,:t~kiI : loss~s of 
personnel in 1925 in teITIlS of the killed and dead is 20,000 men more, and the IbSS¢s, forihe <-
wounded and irljured are 100,000 men less. - . . • ....... . ,. 

Then information about losses of the Red .Anny for 1918-1922 has be~n, pub.iished in the 
book The National Economy of the USSR in Figures (Narodnoye khozyaystvoSSSR v.~i:frak:h) 
(according to data of the statistical section of the Main Directorate of the~). They are" I . . ... .. . . .... . .. . 
presented in table 1 , which IS shown below. 

" >: ; Table 1 
Types of losses Yean; of the civil war Totar 

. . 
1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 

.. 

Combat 8292 131,396 300,059 171,185 20,826 631,758 

Sick, injured 5127 150j24 212,580 194,758 18,277 5iH,Q66 

and wounded - .. 
(with 

" .. 
evacuation) 

.. .. 
Total . . . . - . . 13,419 281,720 512,639 365,943 39,103 1,212,824 .' . 

This table is a very important military statistical docmnent ~hich <i<:?s.~fvessp~clal 
attention when examining the question of the human losses in the civil war. Bufin. coilnectIon 
with the fact that the compilers of this table diei not explain. what they meant bycqIl1bataI1d sick, " 
in.jured and wounded losses, contradictory interpretations of this docmnent appeared in thepr¢Ss~ :: 
In the previously cited book by B.Ts.Urlanis, Wars and the Population of Eurcipe~forsotrie ' 
reason only figures for combat losses are taken 'from this table and analyZed. It say{4ere thattbe 
"comparison and the absolute value of the figures .. give grounds to suppose that the combat losses< 
include the killed and wounded"2 (our emphasis - the authors). 

In Yu.A Polyakov's book~ The Soviet Country After the End of the Civil War: Territ6ry 
and population (Sovetskaya strana posle. okonchaniya grazhdansRoj voyriy: teiritonyai . 
naseleniye), a disagreement with B.Ts. Urlanis's version is stated and a different interpretation 
of the combat losses and the sick, injured and wounded losses of the Red Anny in the table that 
we are looking at is given3

• "It is logical to assmne," we read in. Yu.A. Polyakov, "that in both 
cases we are talking about the fatal outcomes, for it talks about the sick, injured and wounded, , 

,' .; . 

1 See: The National Economy of the USSR in Figures (Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR v 
tsifrakh). Moscow, 1925, p. 110. 

2 Urlanis, B.Ts. Cited work. P.18l. 

3 See: Polyakov, Yu.A. The Soviet Country After the End of the Civil War: TerritorY and 
Population (Sovetskaya s~a posle okonchaniya grazhdanskoj voyny: territoriya i nase1eniye) . . 
Moscow, 1986. . . 
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and not about the number of those who were sick l (that is, in the author's opinion, combat losses 
and sick, injured and wounded indicated in the table should mean the number of servicemen who 
were kiUe(l and died). Lat~r it is proposed to accept these table data as the base and to consider 
the sum of them of 1,212,824 men as the total nUmber of all of the servicemen ofthe.RKKA 
whciperished in 1918-19222

• -

The disparity and disagreement of the published data in terms of the same .type~. of losses 
for the civil war is explained by the inadequate completeness or even absence of information on 
these matters in many report documents which went from the troops to the higher and central 
military organs. There _ were also frequent cases when -_ the troop staffs did not give due 
significance to accounting and statistics for personnel losses or did not have the opportunity to 

-work on this important matter by virtue of unforeseen acute complications of the operational 
situation. As a result, the archive stocks for the civil war suffer from a shortage_ of many primary 
documents which are necessary for developing statistical data, including for losses. Such 
problems are especially frequently encountered in the archive files for 1918-1919. 

The situation in this area started to improve orily after the Accounting-Statistical 
Information Department, which is part of the AlI-
Russian Main Staff, was created in September 19193

• The work done by it heiped orgaruze the 
accounting and the reporting for all types of losses in the subsequent period of the civil war, 
starting from 1920. On the basis of the information about the combat losses for 1918-1920 that 
was collected by the department, in 1926 the Directorate for Organization and Services for the 
troops of the Main, Directorate of the RKKA made the "List of Names of the Losses on the 
Fronts in the Workers and Peasants Red Army 'during the Time of the Civil War" (Imennoy 
spisok poter' na -frontakh v Roboche-Krest'yanskoy Krasnoy Armiyi za vremya grazhdanskoy 
voyny) (Moscow, .1?26). About 51,000 last names of servicemen who died at the fronts (killed 
and died in stages of the medical evacuation), and also a small number of those who died from 
diseases, appear on it. ' 

In spite -of the fact that this list is far from complete and contains only a small part of the 
last names of the deceased servicemen, even today it is of great importance as a historical 
document arid as a unique memorial which immortalizes the memory of ?Uf soldiers. 

• !~-

1 Polyakov, Yu.A. Cited work P. 102. 

2 Ibid, p. 103. 

3 The Accounting-Statistical Information Department was created as part of the Directorate 
for Command Personnel of the All-Russian Main Staff by order No 1488 of the -'Revolutionary 
Military Council of the Republic dated September 19 1919 with the task of carrying out the 
accounting and recording of all types of losses of the Red Army on the civil war fronts, and 
also of carrying out an accounting of the losses of the Russian Army for the period of the first 
world war. This department was also given the task of the scientific-statistical processing of 
materials about the combat losses and the satisfying of the requests that came in. 
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The collectiveof the authors of this book,when taking into account the experience of 
their predecessors in finding the losses in the civil war and when canying ou.t this" same task ill .... 
new conditions, relied primarily on archive documents in its work. For example, the' number' ()f< . 
those killed, missing inacti9n and captured was determined on the basis of't~~ ,gQ~unientaIY 
information of the Operational Directorate of the Field Staff of the Rev6Iuti<>ilruyM{lit~rY 
Council of the Republic which in accordance with the Table of Normal-Priority ' Messages about " 
losses was received from the front and army staffsl. The number of the woun~ed'~lIld5ick Was 
produced according to data from the Main Military-Medical Directorate, to' which infQrmation 
about the wounded, injured, sick and frost-bitten was sent from the medical units oftheannies 
and fronts. Documents of other military departments were also used. 

Unfortunately, even in these archive stores there isa shortage of many reports from the 
troops abourthe number of the losses for large intervals of time, which un.d()ubtedly affected the 
completeness of the statistical information that is being presented. All . of these cases are 
discussed specifically in the notes to the tables on losses. 

The statistical material about the average monthly number of personnel of both the active 
troops and the Red Army on the whole for each year of the war has an important significance 
for estimating the losses in the period under examination. These data, presented in two tables (2 
and 3), were used to calculate the relative values of the losses (in %). 

Years 

1918 
1919 
1920 

Number of personnel of the active army troops 
for 1918-1920 using the average monthly number2 

For which months Number of 
the number is used personnel 

', . 

July 225,000 
July 1,307,376 

On I July 1,539,667 

Average monthly number 1,024,014 

Table 2 

When comparing the data of the tables that are given, we see that the toW size of the Red 
Army, taken for the average of each year of the war, significantly exceeded (by 1.6 to 2.3 times) 
the size of the active troops for the same time. This is exphlined by the fact the total size of the 
army and the navy included a large number of rear services, reserve and auxiliary formations, 
military installations and establishments (replacement reserve, reserve and training units, district 
and local military administrations, military educational establishments, railroad guard troops and 

1 The reporting is done by the Table of Normal-Priority Messages ill Ma-y 1919 (order of 
the Revolutionary Military Council of the Republic No 909 from 5 May, 1919). 

2 In connection with the impossibility of calculating the average monthly number of 
personnel of the active army (because of the absence of complete data), its total size for July 
1918 and 1919, and for 1 June, 1920 is given. 
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other auxiliary troops, district military hospitals with a large number of wounded and sick 
servicemen, and others). In 1919-1920 the troops at the disposal of the rear services of the 
'Workers and Peasants Red Anny was further supplemented by such large troop ' strategic 
formations as ' the replacement reserve army of the republic and the replacement reserve armies 
of a number of fronts, and also the labor annies subordinate to the Revolutionary Military 
Council of the RepUblic. . 
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Number of personnel of the Armed Forces 
of the Soviet Republic in 1918-19201 

Table 3 

For each tiYllc the Total number Brcakdown according to the Branches of Service" . .. --
number is given ofpc",onnel and the arms of service 

of the Armed .' 
Year Number and Forces Ground Troops Navy Rear serviccs 9onstruction 

month units units -
1918 I June 374,551 326,335 48,216 - --
1919 I July 2,320,542 ' 2,212,047 ' 33,520 • 60,808 s 14,167 • 

1920 I June 4,424,317 ' 3,875,257 • 46,405 261,415 241,240 • 

Average annual number 2,373,137 2,137,880 42,714 
. , 

161 ,112 127,704 

I In connection with the impossibility of calculating the average monthly s ize of th;;Anned Forces in 1918-1920, the total number of pCtlionDel on 

I July of caehycarof the war is given. 
, Also, there were 112,000 workers of defense factories on pay in the Red Army. 
) The given number for the Anncd Forces includes 187,000 mcn who were $ick., wounded and located in transit camps. 
• The reduction in the number of Navy pc","nnel in comparison with 1918 by 14,696 men occurred as a result of the departure of almost a third of 

the comrnand= and Red Fleet sailo", to tbe ground troop fronts of tbe civil war. 
S The column "Rear services units~ includes information about, the size of the following e.iablishmen'ts of the Ground Troops: supply, military 

communications service, medical in.iallations (evacuation) and veterinary installation .. and also the animal-drawn transpor1ation serviee units subordinate directly 

to the fronts, military districts and the center. 
• The size of units of the military ficld con.iruction with a central subordination is given. 
, Also, on the pay of the Red Army at that time were 189,801 workers of defense facto", and 12,090 peasants involved in shipping military frt:ighlli, 

and, also a certain number of artists and other people who received army food rations. 
• Tbis includes 201 ,282 people of the tCl11jlOracy duty pcrsonnel of treatment imiaJlations, 343,365 servicemen located at stations (at evacuation, .1aged, 

distribution, and feeding stations), and 222,328 men of the internal guard troops personnel. 
• The composition of the coru.1ruction units includes labor armies, military field construction units and yarious construction and logging detachments. 

The fonning of the labor armies was done in accordance with the IS January 1920 decree of the Couneil of People's Commissars, "In Connection with the Seva-e 
Economic Situation of the Count!)' and the Impossibility of Demobilizing the Red Army in View of the Unceasing Military Threats on the Part of tbe Imperialist 
Powers". According to the decree the labor armies could at any time he joined into the regular active army. 

It should be said that structural elements of the Red Army rear services during the course 
of the war and the military construction continuously developed and grew. Nevertheless, for the 
length ' of ahnost the entire period of the civil war being examined an acute shortage of soldiers 
and commanders was experienced at the front. For instance, at the start of 1919 the active troops 
of the Red Anny were short, at a minimum, 280,000 infantrymen and cavalrymen 1 It was 
proposed to fill this shortage in 2-3 months. In actuality, the All-Russian Main Staff during this 
indicated~~ could allocate from the existing reserves no more than -157,000 men. In fact, the 
front received only 111,900 men, that is, 71 % of the envisioned number. 

ABa result, the situation became even worse. The replacements that were allocated to the 
armies, as was noted in the 9 May 1919 Report of the Main Command, "could not even replace 
the natural loss of people on the fronts and the loss from the developing extreme desertion rate, 

1 See: Directives of the Main Command of the Red Army (1917-1920) (Direktivy 
Glavnogo komandovaniya Krasnoy Armii (1917-1920)_ Moscow, 1969.P_ 164, (Henceforth 
referred to as: Directives of the Main Command). 
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and at the present time the number of infantrymen and cavalrymen both in the active army and 
in the units of the internal districts decreased by 85,00Q, that is, by about 20%".1 

In the report of the Main Command from 26 May 1919 it said the following about the .. 
shortage of people in the active troops: "In the armies and on the fronts they are about 400,000. 
infantrymen below the prescribed strength level. The Southern Front, which cC)!1sists of up to 
10,000 infantrymen in several armies, is especially weak in the constant battles. 'I'he replacements 
are arriving extremely slowly and in greatly too small numbers in comparison with tKe number 
of detailed replacements for the front,,2. 

The main reasons for the unsatisfactory state of affairs with the manning levels of the 
combat troops for · the fronts were the incomplete organization of the · drafting of the people 
subject to a military obligation, their training and being dispatched a,?cording to their 
assignments, the deserting of the conscripts which took on a mass character, the shortage of 
weapons, first of all rifles, with which those formations being sent to the front should have been 
equipped, the poor working of the railroad transportation, and also the separating of many state 
and military organs from the needs and demands of the active troops. All of this was talked about 
many times in the reports from the commander-in-chief to the Defense Council concerning the 
condition at the fronts. Here are several excerpts from them. 

"So far we do not yet have the right to state that our Republic has devoted the proper 
attention to the anned forces. So far it has gone like in the old ways, when the war department 
fought, but the other departments went on in their own ways"J. As a result, "there were frequent 
cases... when those citizens being drafted for military service rebelled and went home only 
because there were no barracks quarters allocated for them or for the lack of such things. Such 
cases occurred almost everywhere, and there turned out to be no places because the quarters and 
even the barracks of the old army, the quarters of the cadet corps, and the quarters of the 
religious seminaries turned out to be occupied by other commissariats. It was often necessary to 
stop the drafting of citizens because there were no boots, there was no clothing. It was often 
necessary to witness mutinies and dissatisfaction among the Red Army units because the interests 
of the citizens who are fighting for the good of the revolution and the socialist Republic were 
ignored by the local authorities"4 . 

. '~-

. -- - - .. ~ 

One of the reports of the commander-in-chief in May 1919 spoke with great alarm about ·- c"",,: 

the catastrophic shortage of rifles and cartridges in the active army and about the degree of 
separation of the state-wide and military rear services from the needs of the front: "Questions of 

1 Directives of the Main Command. P. 319. 

2 Directives of the Main Command. P. 423. 

3 Directives of the Main Command. P. 171. 

4 Ibid. 
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supply are very acute regarding rifles and cartridges ... after 2-3 months during decisive actions 
on the fronts there will not be a single cartridge at .ollr disposal in the rear or at the fronts" 1. 

And later: " ... the failure tocariy out the orders ofth~ Main Command in the last two and 
a half months (to replenish the troops with 'personnel - Author) occurre.d no(only ' be~ause of the . 
general conditions which have developed in the Republic, but also partly also from the 'fa.ctthat · 
our system suffers from a separation of the rear from the front not only on ~ state-wide scale; 
but also ... in the framework of the war department,,2. ' . .. 

The problem of the recruiting and manning for the active troops and the replacing of their , 
losses in personnel remained unresolved amost for the entire length of the civil war, and 
therefore the direct combat personnel from the troops of the front strategic formations of the Red 
Anny in the-majority of cases were inferior to the enemy in terms of the !1mnber of infantry and 
cavalry. Only by the' middle of 1920 did the situation start to change fof the better, which is 
shown by the data about the ratio and the size of the combat personnel of the active troops of 
the sides for 1918-1920 (see table4)3. 

The number only of the combat troops of the Red Anny who were active at the fronts of . 
the civil war is given in the table, and therefore its summary data is less than the total number 
of the active troops shown in table 2. 

From a comparison of the numerical data of tables 2 and 3 it is seen that during the war 
the ratio of the number of active and nonactive (rear services, internal, auxiliary, reserve, 
replacement and others) troops changed in the direction of a quantitative growth of the latter. 
This testified, on the one hand, about the natural growth of the role of the rear services support 
of the fr6nts~ and on the other hand about the extreme expanding and growth of the nUmber of 
rear services structures to the detriment of the fronts since the former "swallowed up" a large 
amount of the drafted and, mobilized personnel. 

In its turn, in the active army itself there were also both combat troops who were locai~d . 
directly in the fOlWard line and headquarters, installations and rear services units as well as 
reserve and replacement troops, The numerical ratio between them can be seen in the example 
of the rQIl.--mIJl1ber of personnel of troops of the fronts and the active anny on the whole, taken 
on 15 October, 1920 (see table 5). 

1 Ibid. P. 322. 

2 Ibid. P. 323. 

3 The number of the combat personnel of the active troops is the a~tual number of infantry 
and cavalry of units, formations and strategic formations intended fat the direct carrying out 
of a combat miSSiOIL 
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Years 

1918 

1919 

1920 

,1920 

- ''-:-- . -

Number 
of com~at troops of the Red Army and 

opposing troops active on the froilts in 1918-1920 

Date for which the Fronts Number 
nU!'lber of troops is (independent 
givCD armies) Red Anny enemy 

1-10 December' Northern Pront 20.020 34,053 
Independent We.1em 7.840 93,350 
Anny (16th Anny) 
Southern Front 
Eastern Front 105,910 220,000 

86.850 11 &,662 . . 

Total . . . . . .. 220.610 .. 466,065 

Second half of 6th Independent 13,820 39.500 
June) Anny (former 

Northern Front) 
Western Front 139,595 378.600 
Southern Front 76,194 109,500 
Eastern Fro." 125.240 129,000 

Total . . .. . . . 354,849 656,600 

First half of 7tb Independent 21,986 114.090 
May' Anny 

Western Front 8&,952 74.850 
South-Western FrOIl! 42,877 97,360 
Cauca~"Us Front 
Turkestan Front 66,448 63.800 

30,685 10,900 

Total ... . '" 250.948 361.000 . 

1 November' 7th Independent 33.934 102,900 
Army 
Western Front 86.726 87,000 
South-Western From 72. 192 45,500 
Southern Front 
(against Vrangel) 186,068 up to 
Caucasus Front 41.000 
Turkestan Front &5,902 28,400 

. 34.069 up to 
13,000 

-
Total . . . . .. , 498,891 317,800 
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Table 4 

Ratio .-

- .-
1:1.7 
1:11.9' 

1:2.1 
1 :1.4 

1:2.1 

1:2.9 

1:2.7 
1:1.4 
1:1 

1: 1.8 

1:5.2 

1.2: 1 
1:2 .3 

1:1 
2.8:1 

1:1.4 

1:3 · 

1:1 
1.6:1 

4.5 :1 

3:1 
2.6:1 

1.6:1 

, The data about the number of troops of the Red Anny and the enemy that arc presented in the table include only the number of iDfimtry and cavalry 
of the combat troops (without taking .into aCcount the size of the headquarters, rear services and reserve units of fronts and armies). They arc taken from collections 
of documents on the ci~il war. "Directives of the Main Command" and "Directives of the Command of the Fronts of the Red Army (1917-1922)". 

'Sec: Directives of the Main Command. P. 132; Directives of the Command of the Fronts. Vol. 4. P. 51, 468-473 . 
'Sec: Directives of the Command of the Fronts.VoIA. P. 70-71. 480-482 . 
• Sec: Directives of the Main Command. P. 327; Directives of the Command ofthc Fronts. Vol. 4. P . 220-227. 
'Sec: Directives of the Command ofthc Fronts.VoI.4. P220·227,525-526. 

-~ 

From the sununer of 1918 higher operational-strategic formations (fronts), which were 
formed by the decision of the Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) 
and the Soviet government and by the . decree of the Defense Council, anfi which were formed 
by the order of the Revolutionary War Council of the Republic started to be created in the 
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composItIon of the active anny. These fronts were considered to be the main ones 1. The 
chronological . sequence of the creation of them and the time of their existence are shown in table 
6. 

Table 7 presents statistical infonnation about the average monthly numbei~f troops of 
each front (independent anny) during 1920, and table 8 presents data about their losses in 
personnel for the same year. It was not possible to fmd analogous informatiop. about the losses 
of the fronts (independent armies) for 1918 and 1919. 

Operational-strategic and 
opcllltionai strategic 
foonations 

7th Independent Army 
Western Front 
South-Western Front 
Southern Fro·nt 

1st Caval!)' Army 
Caucasus Front 

Turke"tan Front 
Troops of assistant 
conunandcr-in-chicf for 
Siberia 

Total ...... • .•. , . 

Composition of the troops of the Active army and 
the number of them on 15 October 1920 1 

Total Breakdown 
number of' .-

active combat troops reserve and replacement headquarters. rear services 
troops units in::'1.allations and units 

Number. % of total Number. % or total . Number, % of total 
men number men number men number 

117,282 72,432 61.8 - - 44,850 3S.2 

431,591 151,399 35.1 146,864 34.0 133,328 30.9 

296,713 110,429 37.2 IS,513 6.3 167,771 56.5 

468,472 290,738 62.1 43,601 9.3 134,133 28.6 

49,822 33,898 68.0 - - 15,924 32.0 
304,437 158,961 52.2 43,393 14.3 102,0113 33.5 
73,470 46,511 63.3 - - 26,959 36.7 

124,526 55,158 44.3 - - 69,368 55.7 

1,866,313 919,526 49.3 252,371 13.5 694,416 37.2 

Table 5 

I The table has bccD prepared according to statistical materials about the combat and numerical composition of the troops of the active army on 15 
October, 1920 (Directives of the Command of the Fronts. Vol. 4. P. 200-217). 

. The summary information about the total number of irrecoverable and the sick, injured . 
and wounded losses of personnel for the Red Army for 1918-1920 (see table 9), which was made 
up . from the number of losses of the active anny and the losses of the military districts, is of 
special interest. The latter include basically data about the number of sick who were undergoing 
hospital. treatJnent and the number of those who died from wounds and disease in district 
hospitals. 

I Besides the main fronts there were local fronts which were created at the decision of the 
local party, soviet and military organs, They were also manned from local population 
resources. We are speaking specifically about the Semirechech'ye, Caspian, Ferg ana , 
Aktyubinsk and other local fronts. The fronts were sometimes also officially called 
independent combat sectors and regions of combat operations of Soviet troops which were part 
of the . composition of the main fronts or independent armies (for exa,mple, the Georgiyevsk, 
Kuban-Black Sea, Tsarytsin, Steppe, Kamysbln, Ural-Orenburg, North-Siberian, Archangel'sk, 
Petro grad, and so on), 
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The statistical material presented in the table testifies~bout the constant gmwthofall 
types of losses in the years of the war, which was (me of the reasons for the shortage of . 
personnel in the active troops. The large number of sick, wounded and injured losses, especially 
in 1919 and 1920, draws attention to itself. For comparison, we will note: whereas in 1918 they 
comprised (rounded off) 138,000 meri; already in 1919 they grew to 1,275,OOOaIict"iri1920 to 
2,908,000 men. This scale of sick, injured arid wounded losses is explained by the wide spread
nature of epidemic diseases (3-4 types oftyphus,cholern, dysentery, smallpox an~ otherS) at the : . 
front and in the rear services troops. In 1918-1920 over halfofall of the sicks.ervicemenwete · 
stricken by them. Epidemics, especially of typhus, were a serious problem for the Red Anny 
during the civil war. . 
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PERIODS FOR THE EXISTENCE 
of fronts (hldependent armies;defenseregions) in the civil war (1918-1922) 

I , 

2t' , 'i .', 

V i! : 

I ; '", ' 

Table 6 
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Notes for Table 6: I. Years and months of the war; 2. Name of the fronts (independent armies, dcfen..e regions); 3· Periods for the existence; 4· .Eastern Front; 5· Northern Front; 6· Southern Front; (against DeniJ<in); 
7 • Western defen.e region; 8. Independent Western Army; 9. Caspian.Caucasus Front; \0. Ukrainian Front; 11. Western Front; 12· 6th Independent Army; 13 - 11th Independent Army; 14 - Turkestan Front; 

15. South-Eastern Front; 16 _ South-Western Front; 17 - 5th·1ndcpendent Army; 18· Caucasus Front; 19· 7th Independent Army; 20 - Southern Front (against Vrange1) Table 7 

Average monthly number of personnel 
r 1920 

- -

Name of the fronts t-Iumber For which months the 
(independent armies) number is taken 

Command Junior commanders Total 
personnel and soldiers 

7th Independent Army 13,5N3 141,070 154,653 July-August 
Western Front 26,272 355,799 382,071 July·August 
South-Western Front 17,231 265,276 

, 
282,507 July-August 

Southern Front (against Vrangel) 26,576 395,731 422,307 October 

Caucasus Front 32,336 307,862 340,198 July.August 

Turkestan Front 10,688 150,167 160,855 July-August 
5th Independent Army 9,432 104,778 114,210 July-August 

Note. The average monthly size of active furmatlons of fronts (indcpendent .armics) together with their Slam., rcar services and reserve units is shown in the table. However, there were significantly fewer soldiers 
and commanders who directly carried Out combat missions in them. Data is given below about the number of combat pe[$onnel of the fronts and independent armies for I August, 1920: 

7th Independent Army· 49,188 
Western Front· \36,292. 
Caucasus Front - 147,875; 

Turkestan Front - 29,758; 
Southern Front (on 15 October, 1920) - 114,787; 
5th Independent Army - 42,187 
(Sec: Directives of the Command of the Fronts. Vol. 4. P. 180·184,210) 

One of the main reasons for the mass illnesses of the personnel with typhus and other ~cutely contagious diseases was the 
difficult medical condition of the troops, when there were not enough medical personnel, drugs, medical equipment, etc. everywhere. 
If one takes into account that in a number of regions along which the fronts of the civil war extended even in the pre-revolution time 
there were centers for typhus, cholera, plague, natural small pox, malaria and other dangerous infections, then the main source for the 
spread of the epidemics, including the, typhus-spotted fever epidemics, will become clear. Even in 1912 in Russia there were 

13,000,000 patients with infectious diseases. The flrst world war, famine, devastation, civil war, ~nd the intervention greatly worsened 
the medical cOLldition of the country, and therefore in 1918-1923 over 7.5 cases of European tyPhus alone spotted f.ever, werere~o~ded. 
Over 700,000 people died from it. But these figures are not complete since it was impossible to count aU of those who y;ere slck . . 

Another source for epidemic diseases among the personnel of the Workers and Peasants Red Army w~sthe- enJmy troops. 
It is known, for example, that in connection with the very poor state ofthemilitary medical affairs in the White Guard armies they 
were almost completely infected with typhus which through prisoner~ and refugees was spread to the Red Army as well. This was 
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especially characteristic for the fronts active against Deniken's and Kolchak's armies. Here is one 
of the testimonies of that time, taken from the recorcLs of the peoples commissar for public health, 
N.A. Semashko. "When our troops," wrote N.A. Semashko, "moved beyond . the Urals and into 
Turkestan, an enormous avalanche of epidemic diseases (typhus of all three vari~ties) advanced 
on our army from Kolchak's and Dutov's troops. It is enough to recall that of the 60,000 man 
enemy army which came to our side in the fIrst days after the defeat of Kolcllak and Dutov, 80% 
turned out to be infected with typhus. European typhus on the Eastern Front and recurrent fever 
mainly on the South-Eastern Front were aimed at us with a rapid flow. Even typhoid, this true 
symptom of the absence of elementary sanitary measures, at least of inoculations, developed in 
a broad wave in Dutov's army and came over to US"l . 

The situation was worsened even more by the uninterrupted burdens of war time and by 
the acute slrortage of food. All of this led to the weakening of the human body which became 
less resistent to infections. 

The fight against epidemics which gripped the army and the civilian population was 
waged on the state-wide scale. For this, fully empowered commissions both in the center and in 
the regions of the spread of the epidemics, as well as at the fronts, including the Emergency 
Military Medical Commission, were created; The Council of People's COmn:llssars issued a series 
of decrees directed at combating the epidemics: "About Measures for Combating Typhus" (28 
January, 1919), "About Mandatory Typhus Inoculations" (10 April, 1919), "About Measures to 
Combat Epidemics" (10 April, 1919) and others. 

Leadership of medical-sanitary affairs in the Red Army was carried out by the Military,. 
Medical Department, created in the structure of the People's Commissariat for Public Health. On . 
29 June, 1919, at its initiative a decree was issued about the mobilization of medical personnel, 
the execution of which helped bring about a reduction of the shortage of medical personnel in 
the Red Army from 40-50% in 1919 to 20-22% in 1920. 

Emergency anti-epidemic measures were conducted in the troops. A ' network ' of 
quarantines, isolation-pass stations, and front hospital installations for infectious patients was 
created there. At the initiative of the Military-Medical Department the mass vaccination of the 
anny and.:-navy personnel was begun. The following fact testifies about the scale of it: in 1918 
out of 140 out of every 1000 servicemen were immunized, in 1920700 were itiimunized, in 1921 
847 were immunized, and in 1922 almost all of the personnel of the front and rear troops were 
covered by inoculations. 

Infonnation about the number of infectious patients among the personnel of the Red Army 
for 1918-1920 is shown in table 10, prepared on the basis of documents and analysis data of the 
Main Military-Medical Directorate of the Soviet Armed Forces. 2 

I "lNews of the Peoples Commissariat for Public Health" (Izvestiya Narodnogo 
komissariata zdravovkhraneniya). 1920. No 1-2. P. 11. 

2 CSASA, file 4, cat. 5, d. 19, p. 140. 
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Table 8 
Personnellosses of civil war fronts for 1920 

Types of losses .. ~ (independent Armies) 

l .-

7th Independent Anny Wcstbm Front South-Western Front 
(fonner Northern \ 

Front) \ 
\ 

Total Of Total Of - Total. Ofthcm, 
them, them, comm-

comm- comm- anders 
anders andcrs 

Killed and Number 245 23 6989 763 10653 1292 
died in % of losses 3.1 7 4.8 10.2 12.2 16.9 

stages of 
.,!TIcdical 
evacuation .. 

Missing in Number 1155 43 53805 1864 41075 1905 
a.ction, taken % of los..;cs 14.5 13.1 37.3 24.8 46.9 24.8 

Irrceov- prisoner 

crable 
losses. Noncombat Number 1065 31 11597 381 5949 135 

lo~cs % oflosscs 13.4 9.4 8 5.1 6.8 1.8 

Total of Number 2465 97 72391 3008 - 57677 3332 
irrecov-

erable losses of losses 31 29.5 50.1 40.1 65.9 435 

% of avg. monthly size 1.6 0.7 18.9 11.5 20.4 19.3 

Wounded, Number 608 52 38861 3203 6653 3237 
injured and % oflosscs 7.6 15.8 26.9 42.7 7.6 42.2 

Sickness,i burned 

njury and 
wounded Sick Number 4878 180 33171 1296 23234 1100 

losses % oflosscs 61.4 54.7 23 17.2 26.5 14.3 

(with 
Total of Number 5486 evacu- 232 72032 4499 29887 4337 

ation to sick, injury •.. 
hosp.) and ofloss05 69 70.5 49.9 59.9 34.1 56.5 

wounded 
losses 

of avg monthly size 3.6 1.7 18.9 17.1 10.6 252 
%" 

Number 7951 329 144423 7507 87564 7669 

-
T otafOf'tosscs of losses 100 100 100 100 100 100 

% 
of avg monthly size 5.2 2.4 37.8 28.6 31 44.5 
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Table 8 continued 
-

I..' 
Fronts (independent Annies) 

Muthern Front Cauca.'iUS Front Turkestan Front 5th Independent Anny Total number of 10""";' . 
(former E""tem Front) 

Total Of Total Of Total Of them, Total Of them, Total Of them, 
them, them, comrn- comm- cemm-

comm - comm- anders andcrs. andcrs 
andc", andcn. 

BIl 115 3139 245 333 15 218 14 22388 2467. 

3.4 9.2 8.B 14.1 22.2 23.4 1.1 2.4 7 12.9 . 

-
'. 

14819 562 9576 423 97 1588 - 122115 4797 

62.3 44.8 26.9 24.4 6.5 7.8 - 38 25.1 

599 32 657 12 . - 151 3 20018 594 

2.5 2 .6 1.9 0.7 - 0.7 0.5 38 3.1 

16229 709 13372 680 430 15 1957 17 164521 .. 
7858 

68.2 56.6 37.6 39.2 28.7 23.4 9.6 2.9 51.2 4U 

3.8 2.7 3.9 2.1 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.2 8.9 5.8 

3548 340 6846 642 292 5 667 65 57475 7544 

14.9 27.1 19.3 37.0 19.5 7.8 3.3 11.3 17.9 39.4 

4019 204 15318 413 777 44 17698 494 99095 3731 

16.9 16.3 43.1 23.8 51.8 68.8 87.1 85.8 30.9 19.5 

7567 544 22164 1055 1069 49 18365 559 156570 11275 . 

31.8 43.4 62.4 60.8 71.3 76.6 90.4 97.1 48.8 58.9 

1.8 2 6.5 3.3 0.6 0.5 16.1 5.9 8.4 8.3 

23796 1253 35536 1735 . 1499 64 20322 576 321091 19133 

-
100 '100- 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 \00 

". 

5.6 4.7 10.4 5.4 0.9 0.6 17.& 6 .1 17.3 14.1 

Note. Infonnation about the 10""05 ofthc froots for 1920 i. incomplete, and also there i. no infonnation in it about the losses for January.· Therefore. 
the summary infortnation about the irrecoverable and sick, injured and wounded losses of the fronts docs not match analogous information about the losses of 
the Anned Forces tbr 1920 (CSASA, file, 7, cat. 6, d, 802, p. 86, 86a and 99). The lo,",es of the independent fronts for 1anuary 1920 comprised: W""tem Front-
174 men killed, 1094 dies from wounds and dis"""",,, 952 men were wounded and 19,772 were siek; South-Western Front - 15 men were killed, 1053 died from 
wounds and diseases, 1768 men ·were sounded and 37,022 were sick; 6th Independent Anny - 3 men were killed, 2i8' men di.cd from wounds and discases, 40 
men were wounded and 2860 were sick. It was not possible to find information about the losses for January for the other fronts (CSASA, file 6, cat. 6, d, 308, 

p. 65, 66 and 84). 
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Types of losses 

Irrecoverable losses: 

of active troops 
(naval forces): 
killed and died in 
stages of medical 
evacuation 

missing in action 
captured 
died as a result of 
accldcntsJ sentences, 
deserted, committed 
suicide 

of military districts· 
died from wounds and 
disca.'lCs 

Total of irrecoverable 
losses 

Wounded, siek and 
injured losses: 
of a~"tiv e troops 

(naval forces): 

wounded, inj ured, 
frost-bitten, burned 
sick 

,, ' 

of military districts -
sick 

Total of wounded, 
sick and injured losses 

Of alliosscs 

1918 

Nl1lIlber % 
of losses 
for year of avg. 

monthly 
nl1lllber of 
personnel 

1662' 0.7 

2060 ' 0.9 

199 ' 0.1 

4258 ' -

8179 -

15335 6 6.9 

45542 7 20.2 

77322 • -
138199 -

146378 -

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

. Total losses of personnel of the Armed Forces of 
the Soviet Republic for the Civil War (1918-1920) I 

Number 'of losses by years Total number of losses for 1918-

1919 
1920 

1920 I 

Number of % Number of % Nl1lIlber of % 
losses for losses for losses for 

of losses year ofavg. of losses year of avg. of losses three years of avg. of 
monthly monthly annual losses 
number of number of number of 
pcrsol\llel persol1llel personnel 

1.1 22569 • 1.7 1.7 122257 16 7.9 3.8 14648R" 14.3 3.1 

U 37839 ,. 2.9 2.8 122130 17 7.9 3.R 162029 ,. 15.8 3.4 

0.1 7343 " 0.6 0.4 20018 " 1.3 0.6 27560 " 2.7 0.6 

2.9 18395 " - 1.4 17539 " - 0.6 40192 " - 0.9 

: 

5.6 86146 - 6.3 281944 - 8.8 376269 - 8 

, 

10.5 202293 Il 15.5 14.9 319097 !O 20.7 10 536725 52.4 11.4 . 

31.1 819617 " 62.7 60.2 2203078 " 143.7 69.1 3068237 299.6 65.3 : 

52.8 253502 " - 18.6 386455 " - 12.1 717279 - 15.3 

94.4 1275412 - 93.7 2908630 - 91.2 4322241 - 92 

100 1361558 - 100 3190574 - 100 4698510 - 100 
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I The losses ofpe,,",nncl an: shown in the table without a breakdown according to categories ofservieemen since it was no! poSSIble to find full ,and , 
reliable information about this. During the calculating of the percentage indicators for the irrecoverable losses and ~iek, wounded and i'njUrcdlosscS th~ average 
monthly of active troops was used (see, table 2). , " , 

, Includes 962 men killed (CSASA, file 6, cal. 4, d. 739, p. J69), 681 men who died from wounds arid disca;;;;'(jub1:. for tlui"6th Airiiy for August: 
December, 1918, and 8th and ,9th Armies for November-December, 1918} (CSASA, file 6, cat. 6, d J08, p. 65, 66) and 19 menlosf for the navy (CSAN, file 
R-715, cal I, d. 137, p. 229). The information is incomplcte. ' ' , " , ' 

) Includes 1479 men missing in action, 181 men eaplured(CSASA, file 6, cal. 4, d. 739, p. J69} and '400 men lost by"ihe '';;~, ~prUrcd on 25 
December 1918 on the dc.troyers "Spartak" and "Avtroil" (CSAN, file R-55, cat. I, d 19, p. 63). ' 

• CSASA, file 6, elll. 4, d. 739, p. 369. , 
'Here "the number of those who died from wounds and diseases in the Moscow, Orlov, and Volga Milila!)' Districts for the 'period or May-December , 

1918 is givcn (CSASA, tilc 6, cat. 6, d. 308, p. 57, 63, 73). ", ' 
, • Includes in the troops of the Eastern Front for September-November 1918 - 8470 men, of the South-Western Frontfoi: November-Da:cmber 1918:-

5334 men, of the 6th Army for Augu.1-Novcml>cr 1918 - 1439 men (CSASA, file 6, cat 6, d. 308, p. 65; 66,82), and 92 men lost for ~he navy (CSAN, ,file R-
715, cat. I, d. 137, p. 229). The information is incomplete. ': : ' 

'Includes in the troop'-ofthe Ea.>1ern Front for September 1918· 3394 men, for the 6th Army· Septeml>cr l'iI8~" 1536 men {CSASA file 6, cat 
6, d. 308, p. 57,82}, in the troops of the fronts and independent armies for tbe second half of 1918 - 40,585 men (CSASA, file 6, cat. 4,d. 739, p. 383) and 27 
men 10.1 forthe navy (highly infectious patients of the Baltie Flect(CSAN, file R-588, eat. I, d. 263; p. I). ' , ' ' , 

• The given number i~c1udes the number of sick in the Moscow Milila!)' District for March·Junc i918 (-24,174 ';'en) and in the Orlov Milila!)' Di.-trict 
(5591 men for May-June), and also the sick for the second half of the year in all oflhe military di.1ricts (CSASA, file 6, cal '6, 4- 308, ,p;' .7:i; cal. 4, d . .739, p. 
3~~ - , - . ' . , 

, Includes 7311 men killed (CSASA, -tile 6, cat. 4, d 739, p. 369), 898 men who died from wound, and 13,387 men who died from diseases • the 
10",= of the ITonts (CSASA, file 6, cal 4, d. 739, p. 393), as well as 757 men killed and 216 men who died from diseases· the'losseS of the 'riavy (for re""';'nccs 
to sources sec paragraph 14). 

10 Includes 30,799 men missing in ""tion and 6830 taken prisoner. losses of the 'fronts (CSASA, file 6, cat. 4, d. 739, p. 367-369), 101 men missing 
in action and 109 men taken prisoner. losses ofthc navy (for references to sources sec paragraph 14), 

" CSASA, file 6, cat. 4, d. 739, p. 367·369. 
"The number ofpcrsonnel who died from wounds and diseases in the milirary di.1riets (Moscow and Volga) from I January, 1919, to I January, 

1920, and in the OrJov District from I January, 1919, t9 Uuly, 1919} is shown (CSASA, file 6, cal 6, d. 308, p. 57, 63, 73). 
"Includes 201,269 men· losses for the lTonts (CSASA, file 6, eat. 4, d. 739, p. 383) and 1024'men -losses rot the navy (for references to the 

sources sec paragraph 14)., " ' 
.. Includes 818,244 men· losses for the fronts (CSASA, file 6, cat. 4, d. 739, p. 383) and 1373 men • lossci for the navy (highly 'infectious paticnts, 

treated in the Kronshtadt and Petrograd Naval Hospitals of the Baltic Flec! and in the hospital of the A.1I"dkhan-Caspiao Flotilla). ' ':' ' 
According to \he report of the bead of the Main Naval Pmonnel Directorate the losses for the navy for 1919 were about 4000 men (cSAN, file R-I, 

cat. I, d. 288, p. 18-19), however it was no! possible to confirm them with documentary information. It was possible to confirm with documi:nt.5 losseS of 3580 
men (ofthcm 757. men were killed, 216 men died from diseases, 1024 men were wounded, 210 men were missing in action, and 1373 men were sick with highly 
infectiou~ diseases). This confirmed information is included iii tbe book. . 

Document sources for the navy losses arc: 
for the Baltic Fleet: CSAN, file R.I, cat. I, d. 604, p. 25-67; file R-55, eat. I, d. 23; file R-187, cal. I, d 324, 343; . file R·307, cat I, d. 1O;d. II, 

p. 12,13,26; d 13; d 16, p. 24; file R-588, cal. I, d. 263,271, 273; 283; 
for the Astrakhan·Caspian Naval Flotilla: CSAN, file 'R-I, cal I, d.203; tile R-55, cat I, d. 26; file R-562, cae. 2, d. 316, p~ 1-8; d 345; filei R-:588, 

cat. I, d 273, p. 112·113; 

d 343; 
for the Doepr NavaIFlotilla: ,~AN, file,R-I, cat. I, d. 208, p. 29,32; cat. 3, d. 396, p. 19,25; file R-139, call, d. 42, p. 41; file R.187, cal. I, 

for the ODega Military flotilla: CSAN, file R-55, cal. I, d. 26, p. 95; file 1t-124, cat. I, d. 141, p. 303; file R-342, cal. I, d. 776, p. 9; 
for the North·Dvlna Military FlotlUa: CSAN, file R·I, cat. 3, d. 55, p. 6-9. 
for the Chudskoye Military Rotilla: CSAN, file R-I, cat. 3,d. 196, p. 81; file R·187, cai. I, d 138, p. 20. 
" The total number of sick personnel in the military districts for 1919 is shown (CSAN, file 6, d. 739, p. 383). 
" Includes 192 men killed in January 1920· only in the troops of tbe WC>1ern and South·We>1cm Fronts and the 6th Army (CSASA, file 6; d. 308, 

p. 65, 66, 84), 21,965 men (of whom 2334 were commanders) were killed in February-December 1920 (CSASA, file 7, cat. 6, d 802, p. 99) and 99,522 men 
died from wou~~ diseases (CSASA, file 6, cat. 4, d. 739, p. 383; file 4, cat. 8, d 177, 387) - losses of the fronts, 578 men killed and died from wounds 
and disca.,..,. -'Iosses of the navy (for references to .'OUrccs sec paragraph 21). '-, 

" Includes 4797 mcn who were commanders (CSASA, tile 8, ea~ 6, d. 802, p. 99) and 15 men were losses of the navy (for references to sourees 
sec paragraph 21). 

"The noncombat losses (number of deseners) an: shown for the period from 15 February to 31 December, 1920 (CSASA, file 6, eat. 4, d. 739, p. 
159-162,303,354,355, 377, 378; d 824). The information is incomplete. 

"The number of those who died from wounds and diseases for 1920 in all of the military districts is given (CSASA, file 4, caL 8, d. 177, 387). The 
information is incomplete. For all of 1920 at the front and in the rear 174,000 men died just from diseases. (Great Medical Encyclopedia (Bol'shaya meditsinskaya 
cntsiklopcdiya). 1st cd. Vol. 5. P. 450). 

,. Losses with wounds arc shown according to data presented in the "Encyclopedia Dictionary of Military Mcdieine~ (Entsiklopcdieheskom slovare 
voyennoy meditsiny) (Moscow, 1947. Vol. 2. P. 228), with an addition 'to them of 290,000 men lost by the navy. 

" Includes 1454 men lost by tbe navy with highly infectious diseases (data according to the Petrograd Naval Hospital of the Baltic Flect for 1920 
and the Volga-Caspian Naval Flotilla for January-March and November-December 1920) (CSAN, file 6, cat. 4, d. 739, p. 383). 

The column for losses for 1920 includes the losses of the navy which were 2337 men, of whom'169 were killed, 4W died from diseases, 15 were 
missing in action, 290 were wounded and 1454 were sick.. 

The document sources for the naval losses arc: 
for the Baltic Flcct: CSAN, file R-I, cat. I, d. 245; d 604, p. 25-67; filc R-641, cat. I, d. 195,212, 123; 
for the Amu·Dar'ya Rivtr Flotilla: CSAN, file R-I, cal. I, d. 183, p. 12; 
for Ibe Aral, Azov and SiberIan Military Flotillas: CSAN, file R-55, cat. I, d. 69; 
for the Volga·Caspian Military Flotilla: CSAN, file R-I, cat. 3, d. 574; file R-562, cat. 3, d. 139, p. 104; D. 380, p. 1·12; cat 2, d. 604; 
for the Dllepr Military Flotilla: CSA'N, file R-I, cat. I, d. 137, p. 39; cat. 3, d. 704; 
for the Wcstern·Dvina Military flotilla: CSAN, file R-187, cat. I, d 343; 
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for the Northern-D"ina Military Flotilla: CSAN, tile R-I, cat. I, d. 241, p. 35; 
for the Oncga Military Flotilla: CSAN, file R-I, cat. I, d. 1141. 
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" The total number of sick pers9'1ncl for thc military di.1riclll for 1920 is shown (CSASA, tile 4, cat. 8, d. 177, 387). 
" The total number of those killed and who died in stages of the medical evacu"tion is given, ineluding 31,375 men killed and 115,1l3 men who 

died in the active anny from wounds and diseases. The data about the nlrrnbcr of the killed for the three ye"", of the war arc not complete. 
Even in the far from complete name record for the losses on the fronts in the personnel of the Work"", and Peasants Red Army during the time of 

the civil war, which includes basically only those killed on the battlefield, there arc 51,000 who perished during the threc year.; of the war, tIi~i is; .i;"Ob'! 20,000 

more. 
According to the information of the Mobilization Directorate of the Workers and Peasants Red Army from 14 December 1920 th.: 10""'" for the years 

of the civil war f~r the killed and those who died from wounds and diseases was approximately 159,858 men (or 13,370 men mon:: than that shown in lhe table) 
and, also, in the military districts 48,896 men died from wounds and diseases (or 8704 men more that shown in the table). It was ,no< possible: to confirm the 
difference with documentary data (CSASA, tile 7, caL 7, d. 1158, p. 14). 

,. About half of the number of those Red Army soldiers and troop commanders ofthc W .. 1em Front missing in action and taken prj,.,ner in the table 
ended up being captured in 1920 during the 'time of the war with Poland. During this tbe older scryiccmen because of the lack of desire to tlghtvoluntarily Were 
captured. On the ,South-We.1ern Front in a number of fannations the natives of the Don and Kubin' all without exception voluntarily went ovcr to the enemy 
side". (CSASA, file 6, cat. 2, d. 17, p. 16). . 

According to information from the Mobilization Directorate of the Work"", and Peasants Red Army Staff, on 21 November 1921 75,699 servicemen 
. were returned from Poland and 40,986 men who were interned were returned from Germany - in total 116,685 Worker.;';'d Peasants Red Army servicemen. They 

included the following c~go(jcs of per.;onncl: 
command personnel - 3713 men; 
~m;.ini~trativc personnel - 412 men; 
political personnel - i296 men; 
medical personnel - 712 men; 

. Red Army soldiers and junior commanders - 100,434 men; 
servicemen, nO! broken down by category - 10,118 men. 
(CSASA~ tile 7, cat. 7, d. 287, 288; d. 1158, p. 14). 
Part of the troops of the We>1cm Front ended up interned: formations and units of the 4th, Army (together with the 3rd Cavalry Corps which was 

a part of it) and 2 divisions of the 15th Army. In August, 1920 during the withdrawal from the Vislllla region they were not able to_breakthrough to the ca.'! ~nd 
were forced to withdraw on to the territory of East Prussia, where they were imerned'hy the German authorities, and in 1921 they were returned to the Homeland 

According to information of the Mobilization Directorate of the Work"", and Peasant. Red Army Staff, on 12 January 1920 there were 38,153 men 
mi""ing in action and 107, 173 mcn priSoner, for a tolal of 145,326 men (or 16;703 mcn less than shown on the table). The difference was not confirmed by the 

,documemary information. 
Of the .162,029 men missing in actioD and taken prisoner indicated on the table, 45,344 men were considered to be dead (irrecoverable demographic 

1000os). 
"'The noncombat losses presented in the table for 1918-1920 (27,560) men consisted only of deserters from the active troops who will not 

subsequently be included in the irrecoverable (demographic) losses. ' 
,. The total number of servicemen who died from wounds and diseases in ,the military districts for 1918-1920 is given. 
The data is not complete since many rcparlll, including from the troops, about the number of deceased servicemen in the military districts for 191 s-

1920 ";e missing in the archive files. 

From the following table it is clear that the infectious diseases in the army and navy for 
1918-1920 (2,253,405 men) comprised over half of all of the wounded, sick and injured losses 
for the Red Anny for the same period (4,322,241 men, see table 9). 
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Number of infectious patie~ts in the Red Army 
(1918-1920)1 

Years I 1918 2 I 1919 I 1920 

Types of Typhus 2,022 319,765 512,776 
infections and 

Recurrent 225 182,391 787,083 
number of 
sick 

fever 

Undetermined - - 92,910 
typhus 

- Typhoid 3,296 25,990 46,455 

Cholera 176 3 1,392 4,336 

Dysentery 90 10,581 67,780 

Malaria - 39,773 78,910 

Scmvy 49 4 4,154 66,187 

Small pox 82 3,434 3,548 

Total infectious patients I 5,940 587,480 1,659,985 

, CSASA. tile 4.cat. 5. d. 19. p. 140. 
, Data about the number of infectious diseases (with the exception of cholera) is calculated from July. 1918. 
, Cholcl"d in 1918 ·;s calculated from April. 
• Scurvy in 1918 is calculated only ·forthc fronts. 
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Table 10 

·· Toful 

834,563 
° 

969,699 

92,910 

75,741 

5,904 

78,451 

118,683 
·0 

70,390 

7,064 

2,253,405 

In table 11 data is given about the nqmber of personnel of the Workers and Peasants 
Army who died from infectious diseases 
I 

- ; :---

0-
1 They are determined by the calculation method based on the existing partial information 

about the number of infectious patients who died for 1919-1922 usihg calculated lethal 
coefficients for typhus epidemics (13% is average), cholera (28%), dysyntery (14%), and other 
infectious diseases (CSASA, file 6, cat. 6, d. 294; file 5, cat.1, d. 36; file 4, cat. 8, d. 177, 
387; cat. 5,d.19,77; cat. 8, d. 479,528). 
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Table 11 

Types of losses By years of the war Total 
.. .. .' 

1918 1919 1920 

Number of iJifectious patients 5,940 587,480 1,659,985 . 2,253,405 
Those among them who died 

756 73,804 208,519 . 283,079 

.. 

As a result of the large complex of measures the infectious diseases. in the Red Army after 
1922 started to decline appreciably. Whereas in 1920 there were 1,659,985 infectious patients, 
in 1921 there were 580,548, and in 1922 (from January to October) there were 164,973, that is, 
many times fewer. Infectious diseases were ultimately eliminated in 1926. 

And now we will return to table 9, which is the basic statistical document about human 
losses of the Red Anny for 1918-1920. From the data that is contained in it, it is clear that the 
greatest number of wounded, sick and injured losses are in 1920 (2,908,630 men). In comparison 
with 1919 the number of them grew by over two ' times, basically due to the growth of epidemic 
diseases. In connection with this, the bed stock of the military medical installations was increased 
in 1920 from 158,000 to 397,000 hospital beds l

. 

The calculations that were done, which start from the hospital capacity, show that the 
average length of treatment for each hospitalized servicemen was from one to one and a half 
months. During this 407,209 men, or 9.4% of the total number of all of the wounded and sick 
died in hospita1s2

• There were 578,468 men, or 13.4%, discharged from the Red Army due to a 
disability and also on leave until their ultimate recovery3. Over three years of war a total of 
3,336,564 men, or 77.2% returned to duty after treatment. 

. ;~ -

1 See: The Civil War and the Military Intervention in the USSR. (Grazhdanskaya voyna 
i voyennaya interventsiya v SSSR). P. 341. 

2 The total number of personnel who died is produced by the calculation method: added 
to the 283,079 who died with an infectious diseases (see table 11) are 124,310 from the 
remaining number of sick, injured and wounded losses (2,068,836) who died. Here the second 
number is produced by using the lethal coefficient (6%), calculated for the wounded and 
ordinary patients applicable for the civil war (see: Urlanis, B.Ts. Cited work. P. 170, 189, 305, 
306). 

3 The given number of those discharged due to a disability and on leave . was produced by 
the difference between the totalloss of Red Army personnel for 1918-1920 (1,280,315 men) 
and the number of the irrecoverable losses for the same period (701,847) (see table 13). 
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Among all types of irrecoverable losses indicated in table 9, special attention should. be ', 
given to the so-called noncombat losses of Red Annypersonnel. They include all , c~sesof the 
death of servicemen as a result of nQncoinbatinjuries and accidents, suicide and mUrder, atidalso'; 
those executed resulting to the sentences of military tribunals and deserters. In our statiStical data' 
the number of noncombat losses for 1918-1920 includes only deserters. Infonnati'(jii 'ahouh:'lie 
other types of noncombat losses was not found. It can be presumed that these ,losses are included > 
among those killed and those who died from wounds, ' 

Information about the number of deserters that is presented in the table do~s not refleCt 
the complete picture in this matter since the report documents included only the willful cases of' ',-' 
desertion directly from the combat units. The specific nature of the civil war, about whichit is " 
necessary to speak in more detail, had an effect. ' ' 

~: -, 

Desertion 1 in the , Red Army appeared soon after the Soviet goveri:unent Was forced in' , 
May-June 1918 to change from the voluntary principle of recruitment for the .Armed Forcestci 
a system of compulsory military service. 

The main mass of the deserters at that time was due to political fluctuations and 
dissatisfaction with the policy of "war communism", especially the surplus appropriation system, 
prosperous peasants and the middle class. This was most characteristic for Ukraine, Northern ' 
Caucasus, the Tambov region, and several other regions. " " :" 

A marked growth of the overall fatigue of the people from the war and its incalculable 
burdens also affected the expanding of the scale of desertion. This point was' espe~ial1y . 
emphasized in April, 1919 by YI.Lenin in a letter to the Petrograd organizations, in which he " 
said that the "signs of the fatigue of the masses (100,000 deserters) were becoming more and 
more frequent,,2. ' 

It should be added to this that the military conscnptlOns and mobilizations of the 
population in 1918-1919, as was already noted, were frequently poorly organized and conducted ' -
during the absence of any accurate data about the number of those with military obligations. ' 
There was not enough clear leadership in places. As a result, there was a lack of coordination 
and confusiop. in the draft stations, in the training, distributing and dispatching of march ' 

;.- ._- '. -.';'" 

replacement, and in the monitoring of their arrival at $eir appointed destination. The poor -.-0_ 
informing of the population about forthcoming mobilization and drafts was a serious flaw. 

Even the Red Anny itself was not yet a unified, precisely working military organism, 
which had a negative impact on the activity of all of the military organs from thebottorfi to the 

1 During the civil war the concept of "desertion" was interpreted broadly and encompassed 
all forms of service service in the Red AMY: voluntary leaving of one'§> unit or place of 
service by a serviceman for the purpose of evading military service or participation in combat 
operations, evading attendance at draft stations or one's place service according to the 
mobilization or draft by those with a military obligation. 

2 Lenin, V.I. Complete Collected Works. (Pol. sobr. soch.). Vol 50. P. 290. 
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top. "HundredS and thousands of detachments of the most diverse size, physiognomy. discipline 
and combat capability - this is the external appearance of our Red Army up to the fall of 1918," 

. M.N. Tukhachevskiy wrote later in his memoirs. "Only . from this time does the break start. 
Detachments were refonned into · regiments, regiments start to combine into bJiEildes and 
divisions ... " I 

In connection with the situation that had been created, organs of Soviet authority and 
military departments in 1918 started to take more decisive measures against desertion. So, in 
December, 1918, the Central Temporary Commission to Combat Desertion was created from 
representatives of the All-Russian Main Staff, the All-Russian Bureau of War Commissars, and 
the NKVD. Provincial commissions which on 29 March, 1919 were given the right to examine 
cases about desertion with the imposing of punishments, were fonned ·incountry. Measures were 
established to punish desertion (from suspended imprisonment to executiop.). Revolutionary 
tribunals and provincial commissions were given the right also to use as a measure of punishment 
the confiscation of property of the deserters and depriving them of their land allotment (fully or 
partially) . 

. Everywhere the checking of all those with military obligations was strengthened, 
especially at rail centers and on conmmnication routes. As a result, during the period from 1 
January, 1919, to I December, 1920, 2,846,000 men were found and returned to service, 
1,543,000 of which were voluntary and 837,000 of which were detained in round-ups2. 

The following data exists about the willful desertion directly from the combat troops of 
the active army: 

1918 
1919 
1920 

199 men 
7,343 men 

20,918 men (59 of them commanders). 

Desertion from the active army continued even after 1920. In 1921 231,000 men deserted3
, 

including 32,773 men (1;704 of them were command personnel) from units which were fighting 
anti-Soviet attacks. In 1922 112,224 men deserted (including 3763 command personnel)4. 

ITukhachevskiy, M.N. Selected Works. (Izbrannyye proizvedeniye). Moscow, 1964. Vol. 
1. P. 73. 

2 See: The Civil War 1918-1921. (Grazhdanskaya voyna 1918-1921 gg): In 2 volumes. 
Moscow, 1928. Vol. 2. P. 83. 

3 The figure is produced by the calculation method. For 5 months of 1921 (August
December) 96,255 men or, on average, 19,251 men a month, deserted. This means that for the 
year we get approximately 231,000 men (CSASA, file 7, cat 7, d. 285-, p. 254-259). 

4 CSASA, file 7, cat. 7, d. 285, p. 246,248. 
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Since among the deserters the percentage of willful deserters was relatively small for that 
time (the flights after arriving for military service Qomprised 18-20% and the flights from the 
front line units numbered 5-7%), measures of criminal punishment did not playa major role in 
the fight against desertion. The fact that of the total number of those detainei:l. during seven 
months of 1919 (1,500,000 men) only 95,000 men were recognized as willful deserters testifies 
to this. Of these, 55,000 were sent to disciplinary units, 6000 were sentenced to imprisonment 
(suspended and not suspended) 4000 were sentenced to execution (in the overwheII:r!ing majority 
of cases - suspended), and in fact 600 men were · executed 1. 

The situation with desertion as one of the types of troop losses in the civil war deVeloped .. 
in 'rather a difficult way. In our statistical tables thenumber of irrecoverable losses includes only 
that part of the counted deserters which was not returned . to the ranks· of the Red Army in either 
a voluntary or administrative fashion. . 

1 See: The Civil War 1918-1921. (Grazhdanskaya voyna 1918-1921 gg). Vol. 2. P. 84. 
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Table 12 

Counted total number of personnel losses of the Red Army 
for 1918-1920 .: ": .";~. - ~ '" 

% -
I'" 

Types of losses Total number of losses 
of average' annual number of oflosscs 
personnel -

Irrecoverable losses: 
of active troops (naval forces): 
killed and died in ~"tages of 

medical evacuation 249,294 ' 10.5 4 .9 
missing in action, not 
returned from captivity 45,344 ' 1.9 

. . 
0 .9 

noncombat losses ) - .. 
of active troops (naval forces and - - ~~ 

military districts - died from 407,209 ' - 11.2. 
wounds and diseases 

Total of irrecoverable losses 701,847 - 14 

Losses of wounded, sick and 
injured: 
of active troops (naval forees): -
wounded, injured. fros~ 

bitt~n, burned 
sick 536,725 22.6 10.7 

of military districts - siek 
3,068,237 129.3 61 

717,279 - 14.3 

Total losses of wounded, sick and 4,322,241 - 86 
injured 

Total losses 5,024,088 - 100 

Produced by the 101l0wln8 method: startong out tTom. the total number of wounded ondieated on the tab e (536,7~ men), arid tIiC raho octwcen the 
number of the killed and wounded caleulan:d for the civil war (onc to four), the nubmer ofthc killed for 1918-1920 was determined (134,181 men). After adding 
it to the number of those who died in the active troops (l15,113 men) taken from the archive sou=, the end .result, shown in the table (249,294) was produced. 

l Of the total number of those missing in action and·\lIkenprisoncr in 1918-1920,only those who did not retuin from captivity and who died (45,344 
men), that is, purely demographic lo:ssc.~i. ArC :.hown in the tab1e. 

) Among the noncombat losses for 1918-1920 according to the documents this means only 27,560 deserters (fro", the active troops, who arc not 
included in the number of the irrecoverable demographic losses. 

, Produced by the calculation method (sec p. 32-33). 

During--the course of the presentation of the material it was already said that the 
documentary infonnation about personnel losses of the Soviet troops for 191 8-1 no used in the 
book is incomplete. Therefore, the authors made a clarification of the sunun.ary data about the 
losses by the calculation method. They are presented in a corrected fonn in table 12 which is 
accompanied by the necessary explanations. 

It is seen from the table that only data on certain types of irrecoverable losses undeIWent 
the clarification: the number of the killed and those who -died in stages of the medical evacuation 
was detennined more precisely; of the total amount of the missing in action and prisoners of war 
(162,029 men) in the table only the number of those who died is given,--that is, purely 
demographic losses are given; noncombat losses of servicemen (27,560) are excluded from the 
irrecoverable losses since in this case they consist only of deserters who do not belong to 
demographic losses. Losses from sickness, injury and wounds, in spite . of the previously 
mentioned incomplete nature of them, were not subjected to correction. It is not even possible 
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to carry this out on the basis of the existing archive materials. Also, the missing number of 
sickness, injury and wound losses is practically compensated for due to excesses of the so-called 
"repeat counting" in the medical statistics, where it certain number of servicemen because of 
repeat woundings or diseases went for treatment to military medical installations ~o or more 
times and were counted as new cases each time.1IDs makes it possible to accept the-existing data 
about injury, wound and sickness losses without great errors. 

The clarified totals for the losses for 1918-1920, and also the existing data about the 
overall size of the personnel contingent mobilized and drafted into the Red Army for these years 
give the possibility to calculate the "arrival" and "departure" of personnel of the Aimed Forces .
for the indicated period of the civil war. The numerical data which characterize the arrival and 
loss of servicemen are presented in table 13. 

The table shows that in the volunteer periOd of the building of the Soviet Anned Forces 
their size by the start of June, 1918, was 374,551 men. But this was not enough to repel the 
attack of the enemy troops which numbered about 700,000 men. The interventionists and the 
White Guards, which had almost a double superiority in forces, were able to surround the 
Republic of Soviets with a ring of fronts. In the situation that was created the government 
switched to manning the army and navy by means of a general mobilization of laborers, first of 
all workers and peasants. In connection with this, on 29 May, 1918 the Decree of the All-Union 
Central Executive Committee about the mandatory conscription into the army, . with which the 
new stage of military building was begun, was announced. The conscription into the Red Army 
was done by means of draftS of citizens of specific ages, and during this only the working masses 
received the right to defend the revolution with weapon in hand. The "nonworker elements" were 
involved in carrying out various auxiliary obligations (administrative works, construction of 
engineering installations, repairing equipment, etc.). 

The V All-Russian Congress of Soviets, which was held in July, 1918, approved the 
measures for creating the regular Red Anny. The congress established the compulsory military . 
service for citizens ages 18 to 40, abolished the appointment by election for the command . 
personnel, and also confirmed the necessity of involving military specialists from among the 
former generals and officers for service in the anny and navy. 
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The balance of the number of personnel of the Red Army 
for 1918-1920 

Types of replacements and losses of personnel Number_ 

On the rolls on 1 June, 1918 (end of the volunteer 374,55.1 _I 

period and start of the compulsory military service) 
Mobilized into the Ryd Army: 
citizens born from .1879-190 1 
according to special orders (military 4,449,383 2 

specialists, party and other workers) 
- . 

Total entering into the Red Army over three years .- . 1,883,654 3 

(together with those. in the army on 1 June 1918) 
Lost from the Red Army (total) 6,707,588 
Consisting of: 

irrecoverable losses 1,280,315 4 

discharged due to disability and 
on leave due to health condition 701,847 

On the rolls on 1 November, 1920 578,468 

5,427,273 

I The total number of pcr""onel of tbe Workers and Peasants Red Amty on I June 1915 is taken from table 3. 
'Sec; Dircetives of the Command oftbe Fronts (Dircktivy komandovaniya frontov) . Vol. 4. P. 275-276. 

5 

6 

7 

Tablel3 

~ .. . -" 

--

l The presented number of mobilized men according to special ottle", included the following categories ·of citizens acceptcd into thc Red Army from 

12 June 1918 to IS June 1920: 
former offiecrs and generals - 35,502; 
former military clerks - 3,441; 
fonner non--conunissioncd officers and warrant officers - 178,139; 
former docto", (medical and veterinary) - 3,494; 
fomter lower medical and veterinary pe",oimcl - 13,481; 
citizens of various ages called into service in the Workers and Peasants Red Anny by front line and local 

mobilizations - 366,718; 
spccisli.t. - 71,559; 
vola., wori<e'" - I 0-20 men from a vol"",) - 24,364; 
those p'~viou.ly recognized as unfit for front line (campaign) service - 63,334; 

railroad ~Crs - 47,287; 
mcrnb= of the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik) - 26,780; 

members of trade unions - 12,573; 
membe'" of the Russian Communi .. Party (Bolshevik) and trade unions - 40,938; 

postal wori<e'" - 2,355 
worke'" and employees of bus inc .. , indu.1ty and transportation - 40,024; 

students - 5,528 
those with rc-certificatioQ - 32,671; 
soldiers of the old army who had returned from captivity - 39,407; 
former prisoners of war born from IS98-1899 - 37,530; 
tbose from a mU",er (decree of the Defensc .Couneil from 27 Augu.1 1919) - 502,873; 
those mobilized in Ukraine in 1919-1920 - 214,387; 
refugees from Lithuania, Latvia, Belorussia and Ukraine - 2,648; 

leftove", from concluded drafts - 10 1,831; 

rear guard - 16,790; 

Total - 1,883,654 men. 
The presented .1ati.-tical data arc taken from document No 67, (The Number of Citizens Drafted into the Red Army from 12 June 1918 to 15 June 

1920" (Sec: D irectives of the Command orth" Fronts (Dircktivy kommandovaniya frontov). Vol. 4. P. 274). Here only data for IS June 1920 is used, and when 
they arc absent data for I September 1919 arc used. Infomtation about those drafted according to year of binh which exists in the indicated document is omitted 

since it has already been taken into account in the table (sec the paragraph "Citizens born from 1879-1901 Mobilized into the Red Army"). 
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'The \o"s of Red Army p"",onncl for 1918-1920 is produced as the differenec between the total size of the entire personnel contingent Which entered 
into the Worke;" and Peasants Red Army by drafts, mobilizations and voluntarily during the indicated period (6,707,588 men), and the total ' recorded number 
of personnel at the end of 1920 (5,427,273 men); , 

, The number irrecoverable lo",,'CS is taken ITom table 12. 
• The number of those discharged from the Red Army over the three ycars 'of ihc war because ofa disability and on leave wie to ahcaith <;andition ·c, 

comes ITom the difti::rencc between the t01ll1 loss of personnel (1,280,315 men) and the number of the irrecoverable losses (701,847 men), i!J.dicitcd in ii.c table. 
1 Sec: Directives of the Command of the Fronts (Dircktivy komandov.niya tTontov). Vol. 4. P. 227. ., ' . , 

The decree of the Congress of Soviets emphasized that each s61dierwho received a ' 
weapon was obligated to obey his officers without question and commanders. 

In August 1918, by a special decree of the Council of Peoples Commissars all of the . ' 
troops formed by various peoples ' commissariats: communication routes (railroad secUrity), 
commerce and industry (border security), and the Peoples Conunissariat for Food (food 
requisition detachments) were put under the control of tpe Peoples Commissariat for Military , 
Affairs. Somewhat later the action of the decree of the Council of Peoples Commissars was 
extended to the troops of the All-Russian Emergency Commission for the Fight Against Counter
Revolution and Sabotage as well. Then by decision of the government all of the active troops ' 
which consisted of independent detachments and 'units began to be merged into the armies and 
fronts. All of these measures were directed at the further centralization of the cOinmand of the 
Armed Forces and at givingorder-to the mobilization work as well as raismg itS effectiveness. 

From table 13 it is clear that during the bringing to life of the Law About Compulsory 
Military Service 4,449,383 men (from the 22 age groups that were subject to mobilization) were 
drafted into the Red Anny during the three years of the war. However, this number ofdtaftees 
by' age groupS did not encompass all categories of citizens who were called into service in the , ' 
Red Army. Therefore, the remainders from the named age groups were mobilized according to 
special orders, for instance, during the musters, the front line and local mobiliz~tions:. etc. Also, 
command, administrative-economic and medical personnel, and also a significant number of 
citizens who came from party, trade union, and koinsomol mobilizations were additionillycalled 
into service in the Workers and Peasants Red Army. Volunteers, those who were Ie-certified, 
former prisoners of war, refugees and others went here. 

The cited cat~gories of citizens who were drafted in a administrativemannernUillbered 
in tota1188\654 men. : 

,~ -

All together during 1918-1920, as is shown in table 13, 6,707,588 m~weremobi1ized 
and drafted into the Red Army, and the loss of servicemen due to irrecoverable losses and also 
due to those discharged from the army and navy because of disability and on leave because of 
a health condition numbered 1,280,315 men, or 19% of the mobilized personnel contingent. This 
is the main amount of the arrivals and lQsses of personnel .for the period under examination. 

Losses of the Red Army wbile cleaning up the last 
centers of counter-revolution and intervention (192:t-1922) 

With the defeat ofVrangel's forces in the spring of 1920 the main period of the civil war 
ended. The majority of its fronts were eliminated. The military question ceased being the main 
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question in the policy and activity of the Soviet state. A gradual change to peaceful · construction 
started. It was carried out in a difficult economic and p'olitical situation. In a number of places 
armed uprisings against the new order started up. 

The governments of many countries supported the remaining centers of opposition of the 
White Guards, peasant revolts and rebellions of various sorts. Due to the dispatching of armed 
formations consisting mainly of white emigrants to the territory of the Soviet repuQlic, the tension 
on its borders remained constant. -

Then the Social Revolutionaries and Menshiviks activated their anti-Soviet activity. In 
1921 a whole series of atmedrevolts broke out in the Tambov region, in Siberia, in the Northern 
Caucasus, in Ukraine, in Belorussia and in other places. This was aided by the most severe 
economic destriIction, famine (in connection with the bad harvest of 1920) an<;l the demobilization 
of the army which was beginning, as a result of whichunernployment was created. The 
difficulties and deprivations that had been endured during the war time as something that was 
necessary now caused dissatisfaction not only among the peasants, but also among part of the 
working class. The new mass fluctuations of the peasants and the middle class that occurred at 
that time showed up in the attitude of the personnel of some units of the army and navy. 

The shaIpest expression of this was the Kronshtadt rebellion of March, 1921. 

The fight with the rebels was difficult and long. Significant forces of the Red Anny 
participated in it, as well as troops of the internal service l and the All-Russian Emergency 
Commission, special pUIpose units2

, and other formations which together broke the resistance of 

1 Troops of the internal service were special military formations which carried out 
missions of protecting the rear of the Soviet state. They were also charged with guarding the 
state borders. They were created by a decree of the Council on Labor and Defense from 1 
September, 1920. They included troops for internal security of the republic. guard units, troops 
for defending railroads of the front line zone, and transport militia (rail. water). They were 
subordinate to the NKVD and the commander-in-chief. By the end of 1920 they numbered 
360,000meIL {14 divisions and 18 brigades). By a decree of the Council on Labor and 
Defense from 19 January, 1921 the troops of the internal service, from whom--the troops of 
the All-Russian Emerg~ncy Commission, the railroad and water militia and been removed. 
were transferred completely to the war department. 

2 Special purpose units were military-party detachments. They were created under factory 
party cells, rayon committees, city committees, uyezd committees, and provincial committees 
of the party on the basis of a decree of the Central Committee of the Russian Communist 
Party (Bolshevik) dated 17 April 1919 for rendering aid to the organs of Soviet authority in 
the fight against counter-revolution and for maintaining order and guarding state installations. 
The special purpose unit personnel underwent training in the General Compulsory Education 
system, and after July 1921 in the system of military education establislunents and courses of 
the Workers and Peasants Red Army. In March 1921 detachments from special purpose units 
were tranSferred into the composition of the militia units of the Red Army. III December 1921. 
the persOlUlel of the special purpose units consisted of 39,673 regular personnel and 323,373 
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the rebels; With the change to the new economic policy (NEP) the rebellion everywhere sharply 
subsided. It ended in Ukraine and in the central regions of the RSFSR basically by the spring of 
1922. In Central Asia in connection with the special conditions (national; religious, living, 
political; and geographic) and With the presence of ties between the leaders of.t1.le. opposition 
forces and · foreign states the fight against the basmatch counter-revolutionary bandit bands lasted 
until 1925-1926. Individual basmatch bands operated until 1931. 

It should be noted that simultaneously With the cleaning up of the counter-revolution 
centers and the final driving out of the interventionists there occurred a major reduction in the 
Red Army.l ts changing avemge monthly and average atll\ual size for 1921-1922 is shown in table ·· 
14. 

The-combat operations of the Red Army for defeating the counter_-:-revolutionary forces 
and the suppressing of anti-Soviet uprisings involved significant personnel losses for Soviet 
troops. Information about this is presented in tables 15 and 16. They show the losses of the active 
troops of the fronts, military districts, and operational groups, and also information on all types 
of losses. 

One should especially exanline the fight against the interventionists and White Guards in 
the Far East in 1921-1922 since here by virtue of the military and political situation that had 
developed the Far Eastern Republic, a bourgeois-democratic state formation in terms of form, was 
formed (on the territory of the Transbayka~ Amur, and Primor'ye oblasts) in April 1920. The Far 
Eastern Republic possessed a Peoples Revolutionary Army (NRA)1. . 

----

temporary personnel. 

1 Here and henceforth the ''Peoples Revolutionary Army of the Far Eastern Republic" will 
also mean the Peoples Revolutionary Navy (NRF) of the Far Eastern Republic. 
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Average monthly number of personnel in the Armed Forces 
of the Soviet Republic for 1921-19221 

Table · 14 

,. 
·For which time the size is Tolal number Broken down by branches of the Armed Forees and arms of service . 

given of Armed -
Forees 

Year Date and personnel Ground Navy Air Force Rear Services Constructi9n·· Uoits not 
month Troops Units units part ·ofthi: 

branchcs.· of 

the Arm"" 
, Forccs 

1921 On 1 July 2,009.321 1,571,856 67;273 24,251 272,507 ' 73,434 ' -
1922 On I Jan. 1,354,516 1,195,945 47,238 12,904 • 97,868 • - 561 • 

-A vcragc annual s.izc 1,681,918 1,383,400 57,255 18,577 .. 185,187 73,4.3~ . 561 

I In connection wilh the lack of the ncee"""'}' data for caleul.ting the average monthly .ize of the Armed Forces for 1921-1922·, in place of inhe 

table gives the number ofthcm on I July (for 1921) and on I January (for (922). . 
1: The composition of the rear services units includes railroad troops, the number of which together with the military communicatio.ns orgaris was 

57,870 men. 
J Only the size of the construction units is shown. The labor armies, which carl!er were part of the coO!~1TUction units. in accordance with the decree 

of the Council on Labor and Defensc from 30 March 1921, (order of the Revolutionary Military Council oflbe Republic from 18 April 1921 No 864) and in 
connection with the dcmobi1i7lllion of thc Red Army which had begun, were transferred to the control of the Peoples Commissariat·'for Labor. and by I February 
1922 had been disbanded (dceree of the CouncH on Labor and Defense from 12 Fcbruary 1921). 

• The size of the air force is given without including any militOry education c>1ablishments whieh were counted in the composition <if the Ground 

Troops. 
• Taking into account the size of the railroad troops. which together with the mililary communications organs comprised 23,753 men. 
• The number of personnel of units and i ... 1all.tio,," of thc miliwy topographic scrvice is shown in the column "Uni", not part of the branches of 

the Armed Forces". 

,.-.-:---. -
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Personnel losses of the fronts and independent armies" " 
(operationa~ groups)during the time of combat operations to defeat 

the counter-revolutionary forces andio suppress ' " 
anti-Sovieiuprisings in 1921-1922 I 

Fronts and military districts Number of losses 
. .. 

, 

Irrecovera b Ie Sick, wounded Total 
and injured 

Western Front 2 14,602 26;372 40,9'74 
Caucasus-Front 3 9,338 .. 29,617 , " 38;955 
Turkestan Front (the fight with " 

the basmatch counter-revolutionary 
bandit bands in the period from 
January 1921 to July 1922) 4 

Armed Forces of Ukraine and 926 867 1,793 
Crimea 5 .. 

Volga Military District 6 14,935 37,860 52,795 
Orlov Military District 4,164 3,192 7,356 

(suppressing of rebellion in 
Tambov province in 1921) 7 

Petrograd Military District 6,096 4,142 10,238 
(suppress.ion of Kronshtadt 
rebellion in 1921) 8 

Troops subordinate to the assistant 1,912 1,208 3,120 
commander-in-chief for Siberia 9 

Ural Military District 10 

Independent Red Banner Caucasus 3,485 11,295 14,780 
Army II 259 156 415 
Operational group of forces in 

Karelia ,~~eat of the Wbite- 2,328 8,206 - 10,534 
Finnish forces which invaded --, 

Soviet Karelia in 1921-1922) 12 

352 1,042 1,394 

Table IS 

" (' 

" 

Total ~ .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 58,397 * 123,957 182,354 ** 
• Includes 32,773 deserters. 
•• Data about the losses are ioeomplete, --
I During the calculating of the personnel losses presented in the table the following archive sources were used: 
a) Combat Operations against Anti-Soviet Forces in Ukraine, Belorussia, the Volga, Siberia and Other Regions (Boycvyye dcystviya protiv 

antisovelskikh sil na Ukraine, v Belorussii, Povolzh'ye, Sibiri i drugikh rayonakh) (CSASA, file 7, cat. 6, <I. 802, p. 71 ,101, 120, '183, 256; d. 803, p . 60, 103, 
194, 238, 266); 

b) Cleaning up the !<ron.hlad! Rebellion (Likvidatsiya kronshtadskogo myatezha) (CSASA, file 263, cal: I, <1.27, p . 49; d 51, p. 56-60; file 2M, ' 

cat. I, d. 28, p. 31; d. 29, p. 48,66); 
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c) Clean ing up the Rebellion in the Tambov Province (Likvidatsiya myatezha v Tambovskoy Gubemii) (CSASA, file 5, cat. I, d. 176; file 7 , cat. 
6, d. 802, p. 120; file 235? eat. 2, d. 254, p. 87, 182,334,523,644,695; d. 567, p. 15); 
, d) Battles in Georgia and Annenia (Boi v Gmzii i Annenii)(CSASA, file 6, <:at. 4, d. 641; file 7, cat. 6, d. 802, p. 71, IO!. 120. 183); 

c) Combat Operations against White-Finoish Forces Who Invaded Soviet Kan:liya (B6yevyyc deystviya protiv bclofinskikh voysk, ·V\orgshikhsya v 

Sovetskuyu Kareliyu) (CSASA, file 7, cat. 2, d.837, p. 17); , 
I)Losscs by the Troops of the Turke.1an Front Who Participated in the Fight Again.1 the B&maich Counter-ReVolutionary Band~ Bands in 1921-1922. 

(Poteri voysk Turkestanskogo fronta, uchBstvovavshikh v borb': sbasniachami v 1921-1922 'gg.) (CSASA, file 110, cat. 4, d. 605, p. 3-5): . 
, Troops of the Western Front in 1921-1922 look part (together with units of the All-Russian Emergency Commission, special purpose unit 

detachments the mil itia, and others) in combat operations agai""1 numerous armed formations·sent from Poland oo"to the tcrritory of Belorussia and the western 
arcas ofRu.'..ia (Bulak-Bakakhovich, Pavlovskiy, Prudnikov, Pimenov andothe",). . 

. ' l Troops of the 9th and 11th Armies of the CauCasus Front in February-March 'of 1921 at the request of thc Revolu.tionary Committee of Georgia 

partieipatc:d in armed uprisings against thc rule of the Menshikovs and their foreign sponsors. Simultaneously forces of the I th Army together with Armenian 
revolutionary detachments in Fcbruary-July 1921 defeated Dashnak's forces in the cntire territory of Armenia. 

• Rifle and cavalry un~ of the Turkestan Military District (thc Bukbara Group of Forces of the Red Army in 1921-1922 fought against major b""'111ateh 

counter-revolutionary bandit forees on the territory of the Bukhara Peoples Sovict Republic. 
, A signi ficant part of the Ukraine, and Crimea armed forces waged combat operations agai0.1 Pctlyurov's large formations sent onto the territory of 

Ukraine from Poland The largest of them (NcI'gov.kiy's, Palii.{;hemyy's, and Tyutyunnik's) were defeated by thc end of J 922. Tn 1921 a Dumbct of operations 
were concluded upon the final, defeat Makhnovcts' forees. 

'Troops of"lhe Volga Military District, located on the territory of the Samara, Tsari!>'Yn~ Astrakhan, Orenburg, and Saratov provinces, the German 
Labor Communc of the Volga, and territories of the Ural and Turgay obla.1s in 1921 waged combat operations against rebels. headed by Sapozhnikov. 

1 TroopS of the Volga Military District in January-July 1921 waged combat operations on the territory of the Tambov. province and partially on the 
Voronezh provincc to ."ppress the rebellion headed by Antonov. From February 1921 these troops were ."bordinate directly to the eorrunandcr-in:chief. In March 

1922 the Orlov Military District was disbanded. 
'In March 1921 troops of the 7th Army of the Pctrograd Military Di.1:rict under the command ofM.N. Tukhachevskiy carried out a suppressing of 

the Kroilshtldt rebellion which had engulfed the Kronshtad! garrison and crews of a numbct of ships (all together about 27,000 sailors and soldiers took part in 

the rebellion) . 
• Troops subordinate to the a.",i.,ant commander-in:chief for Siberia earried out the suppressing of an anti-Soviet we.1em Siberia rebellion in February-

Junc 1921. 
10 Troops 'of the UOII Military District, which included the territory of the Chelyabinsk, Vyatsk, Sevcro-Dvina, Tyumen' provinces and the Baskiri 

ASSR, participated ill ~upprcssing the western Siberia rebellion (February-JUDe 1921). ' 
" The Independent Red Banner Army .was created in May 1921 as a result of the refonning of the 11th Army of the Caucasus Front, whieh was 

abolished on 29 May 1921. Troops of the Caucasus Army took part iD cleaning up the banditry and anti-Sovict actions in the Northern Caucasus in 1921-1922. 
11 The Operational Group of Forces in Karelia was created in November 1921 in order to cut otrthe so:callcd ~Karcli8n adventure" (the invasion 

of White-Finnish troops into Soviet Karcliya in October 1921 - February 1922). The Operational Group ofForees that defeated the anti-Soviet forces in Kareliya 
werc commanded by ' the commander-in-chief of the Armed Forces of the Republic, 5.S. Kamencv, and the commander of the group of forces, A.I. Scdyakin. 

:~ 
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Personnel IQsses of the Red Army troops that 
participated in armed conflict with anti-Soviet 

. uprisings in 1921-1922 

Types of losses Number of losses 
-

Total % of losses Breakdown 
of 

command 
personnel 1 

In:ecoverable losses .. . 

Killed and died in stages of 9,454 6.3 926 
medical evacuation 
Missing in action, not returned 14,481 9.7 473 

from captivity 
Noncombat losses (died as a result 1,689 2 1.1 1,733 

of accidents, convicted, committed 
suicide) 

Total of irrecoverable losses 25,624 17.1 3,132 

Losses from injury, wounds and . 
sickness 

Wounded, injured, burned, frost 10,711 7.2 956 
bitten -
Sick 113,246 75.7 6,091 

Total of losses from injury, 123,957 82.9 7,047 
wounds and sickness 

Total losses 149,581 100 10J79 
.. 

Table 16 

., 

.. 

% of 
losses 

9.1 
, 

4.6 

17.1 

30.8 

9.4 

59.8 

69.2 

100 

, In the column, Breakdown of command personnel, the number of the losses of the eommand pernonnel from a platoon eormnandcr (and hi. 
equivalent) 00 up is shown (CSASA, file 7, caL 6, d, 802, p. 71,101,120,183, 256;d. 803, p . 60,103,238,266). 

, The number of the noncombat losses docs not include 32,773 deserters (from active units) who do no! belong to the irrecoverable ooncomhat losses. 
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Losses of the Peoples Revolutionary Army of the Far Eastern 
Republic in battles with the White Guards and Japanese 

Occupiers (from 1 January to 15 June 1922) 

Types of Losses Commanders . Junior Soldiers 
commanders -

Died and killed in Number 74 391 
.1JIges ofthc % of losses 13.6 5.4 

medical evacuation 

Missing in action Number 3 230 
% of loss os 0.6 5.4 

-T.ken prisoner Number r 
% oflosscs 0.1 

Noncombat los.-es Number 43 2146 
% oflosscs 7.9 29.6 

Total of Number 121 2767 
ilTccovcrB:bl~ losses 

of losses 22 .2 3S.2 

% of number of Alllos8es 1.8 7.1 
personnel 

AVerage 0.27 1.10 
monthly 

Wounded, injured, Number 145 1276 

burned % of losses 26.7 17.6 

Sick Number 278 3204 
% ofloss~ 51.\ 44.2 

Frost-bitten Number 
% oflosSCs 

, . 

Total injury, wound Number 423 44S0 
and sickness losses 

ofl~sc:i 77.8 61.8 

% of number of All losses 6.20 11.6 
personnel 

Average 0.95 1.78 
monthly -

-. 
Number 544 7247 

Alllos8cs of losses 100 100 

% of number of All losses 8 IS.7 

personnel 
Average 1.22 2.88 
monthly 

--
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Table 17 

Total 

--

465 
6 

233 
3 

I 

2189 
28.1 

2888 

37.1 

6.3 

0.97 

1421 
18.2 

3482 
44.7 

4903 

62.9 

10.8 

1.66 

7791 

100 

17.1 

2.63 
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Total losses of personnelJor the Red Army and the 
Revolutionary Army of the Far Eastern Republic in the 

concluding period of the civil war (1921.-1922) 

Table 18 

Number of human losses Total number oflosscs for 1921-

- 1922 
in Workers and PcasanlS Red in Peoples Revolutionary Army 

Types of losses Army of the Far Ea.~em Republic 

Number of % Number of % Number of % 
personnel personnel pcrsonncJ 

losses of of losses losses of of losses of of 
average average, Iqsscs average io$SCS 
annual annual annual - number _-Dumber number 

of troops of troops oftr;'ops 

Irrecoverable losses: 
of active troops: 
killed and died in stages of 954 0.6 03 465 I 6 9,919 0.6 0.4 
the medical evacuation 
missing in action, 'not 14,4111 0.8 OJ 234 0.5 3 14,715 0.8 0.5 
returned from eaptiviry 
died as a result of acd,dents 1,689 I 0.1 0.1 2,189 4.8 28.1 3,878 0.2 0.1 

sentenced by mili tary 
tnbunals. 'coounittcd suicide 

of active and nonactive troops 209,396 ' 12.5 7.8 - - - 209,396 12.1 7.8 

(died form wounds and diseases in 

hospitals) 

Total of irrecoverable los.cs 235,020 14 8.7 2,888 6.3 37.1 237,908 13.7 8.8 

Injured, sick and wounded losses: 

Wounded, injured. burned 

frost bitten 107,11 0.6 0.4 1,421 3.1 18.2 12,132 0.7 0.5 

Sick in'aetive trOOpS 
Sick i~' nonactive troopS -· 113,246 6.7 4.2 34112 7.6 44.7 116,728 6.8 43 

2340682 • 139.2 86.7 - - - 2,340,682 135.5 86.5 

Total injured, sick and wounded 2,464,639 146.5 91.3 4,9()J 10.7 62.9 2,469,542 143 91.2 

. losses 

Toiallosscs · 2,699,659 160.5 100 7,791 17 100 2,707,450 156.7 100 

- !,~ -

I The number of the noncombat losses docs notineludc 230,000 deserters for 1921 (including 32,773 deserters from·the active troops), or 112,224 

deserters for 1922 since they do not bclong to the category of irrccovcrablelosscs. 
'The number of those who died in hospitals from wounds and diseases is determined by the calculation method, starting from the following: for 1921 

there were 580,5.48 infectioUs patients, "Of whom 77,901 died (CSASA, file 4, cat. 5, d. 19, p. 122; d. 63, p. 105; cal 8, d. 528, p. 18; d. 479, p. 81). During 1922 
(from 1 January to I October) there were 164,973 infectious patients, of whom 28,368 died (CSASA, file 4, cat. 5, d. 77, p. 33). By subtracting the number of 

infectious patients for 1921-1922 (745,521 men} .from the total number of wounded, sick and injured losses for the .satJ1e years (2,464,639 men), we will get the 
number of wounded and sick with infectious diseases (1,719,118 men). Using the lethal coefficient (6%) and the above indicated number of losses we get the 
calculated quantity of dead from the number of wounded and non-infectious patients (I 03,147). Totalling th is figure with tbe previously cited quantity of dcccascd 
infectious patient (106,249 men), we will get the calculated number of those who died. in hospitals from wounds and diseases (209,396 men), which is shown 

in the table. . 
, The number of the sick persotulel of the nonactive troops of the Red Army for 1921-1922 (2,340,682) includes those hospitalized in 1921 (1,822,832 

mcn)(CSASA,file 4,ca1.5,d.19,p.J22) and for 1922 (517,850 men, produced by the calculation method). 
~ The average number of personnel for determining the percentage ratio of pcn:onncl losscs for 1921-1922 is madc..irom the average annual size of 

the Workers and peasants Red Army (1,681 ,918 men, sec table 14) and the average monthly (average annual) size of the Peoples Revolutionary Army of the Far 

Eastern Republic (45,594) and consists of 1,727,512 men. 
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Table 19 

Total number of personnel losses of the Red Army 
for the entire period of the civil war (1918-1922) . .. . 

Total number Broken down -by period 
Types of losses of losses 

during the 
. 

1918-1920 1921-f922 
civil war 

Irrecoverable losses 
Killed and died in stages of the medical 259,213 249,294 9,919 

evacuation 
Missing in action, did not return from 60,059 

.- 45,344 1 14,715 2 
'. 

captivity 
Died as a result of accidents, sentenced, 3,878 - 3,878 

committed suicide 
Died from wounds and diseases in 616,605 407,209 209,396 

treatment installations . .-

Total of irrecoverable losses 939,755 701,847 237,908 

Injured, sick and wounded losses 

Wounded, injured, burned, frost bitten 548,857 536,725 12,132 
Sick 

6,242,926 3,785,516 2,457,410 

Total of injured, sick and wounded losses 6,791,783 4,322,241 2,469,542 

I CSASA, file 7, cat. 7, d. 89, p. 287,288. 
'CSASA, file 7, cal. 6, d. 802, p. 71, 101.120, 183,256; d. 805, p. 60, 103, 194, 238,266; cat. 2, d. 527, p. 6; tile 235, cat. 2, d. 564, p. 87, 182, 

334,523,644,695; file 263, cat. I, d. 51, p. 55-60; file 264, cat. I, d 29, p. 48, 66. 

The ~~les Revolutionary Army was created in March-October 1920 on the basis of the 
partisan fonnatiolls and the rebel detachments, The Peoples Revolutionary Anny, in-essence, from 
the very beginning was an integral part of the Red Anny and was directed by directives from the 
Revolutionary Military Council of the Republic, the commander-in-chief, and the assistant 
commander-in-chief for Siberia_ 

There were 45,594 menl in the ranks of the Peoples Revolutionary Army in July, 1922: 
couunanders - 6,832 
soldiers - 38,762, 

--

1 This figure is taken as the average monthly and average arumal number of personnel for 
the Peoples Revolutionary Army of the Far Eastern Republic for 1921-1922. 
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The combat operations of the Peoples Revolutionary Army of the Far Eastern Republic ', 
began with the driving of the Semenov White Guards and the .Japanese occupiers from Chitaahd', ' 
the Transbaykal in April-November 1922. All of this made it possible to unite ilie 'Ttansbayk~r 
and Amur regions into ' one whole. By the summer of 1921 the Primor'ye area, w!J:e~~_powef was 
seized by the Stavlermik White Guards on 26 May, remained occupied. There Eh~teteberatmy' 
tried to move onto the offensive against the Peoples Revolutionary Anriyof the Far-Eastern: 
RepUblic, but was stopped, and then thrown back in February, 1922. 

In September, 1922 the forces of t1).e Peoples Revolutionary Army stopped-the movement 
of the White Guard "zemstvo host" from Primor'yein the direction of Khabamvsk; and then i,n. 
October 1922 carried out the Primor'ye offensive operation which ended with the liberntiQIl '()[ 
the Far East. With the inclusion of the Far Eastern Republic into the RSFSR on 15 No,,~rr;.bef " 
1922 the peoples Revolutionary Army was renamed the SthArmy ofth~yvorkers ' andPeasimt 
Red Army. ; " , 

Information about the personnel losses of the Peoples Revolutionary AnnYwas foundohly" ' 
for the period from 1 January to 15 June 19221 (see table 17). They consisted of 7,791mhrl;~ of 
whom 2,888 men were irrecoverable losses and 4,903 were standard losses; , " 

The battles during the course of the conduct ,of the Chita operations (1-13April,25 Apiil ... ' 
5 May and 1-31 October 1920), the Volochayevka operation (1-12 February 1922)aiid 'the 
Primor'ye operation (4-25 October 1922) were the bloodiest. Intp,e framework of the Primor'ye 
operation usually the Spasskaya operation (8-9 October 1922), which was distinguished by the 
special persistence of the opposing forces, is separated out from it. In it, the enemy lost over ' 
1000 men killed and wounded, ,and about 280 men captured2

• The los~es of the Peoples ' 
Revolutionary Army forces also, by all appearances, were significant. However no information 
was found about them in the documents. The same can be said about the losses of the Peoples ' 
Revolutionary Army in other operations, 

The summary data about the personnel losses for 1921-1?22 are pr~,s<?,D.:t~d · in. table! 8, 
where the number of losses is given broken down f()r the Workers and Pe~sants~ed ArInyand' 
the Peoples Revolutionary Army, and then in a summary form with the. breakdown'of theIl1bf 
their type._ _ " 

The total number of personnel losses for the Red Army for the whole peri()d of the civil 
war (1918-1922) is given in table 19.)t is clear from it that the irrecoverable demo~hic losses 
for the entire period were 939,755 men (killed, died from wounds and diseases, missin.g in action, 
died in captivity, and during other circumstances). 

When evaluating the number of wouI,lded, sick and injured losses du~g the 'war 
(6,791,783 men), one should take into accountthat the totalnumber given he~e for the wounded, 

I CSASA,f11e 7, cat. 6, d. 991, p. 15,38. 

2 See: The Civil War and the Military Intervention in the USSR. (Grazhdanskayavoyna 
i voyennaya interventsiya v SSSR). P. 565. 
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injured, -arid sick inevitably includes a so-called double counting (a significant part of the 
servicemen went to hospitals and other mediCal facilities for treatment two or more times and 
were counted anew each time). Also, a large number of the wounded and sick that are accounted 
for in the wourided, sick, and injured losses then ended up in the number of those who died and 
also were counted in the irrecoverable losses; - - _. 

* * 

* 
In the first chapter results are given for the comprehensive study of the personnel losses 

of the Red Anny in the civil war and, the total size of theIil, broken down by the years of the 
war (1918, 1919, 1920) and by its main periods (1918-1920 and 1921-1922), is given. Because 
of the inadequacy or absence of the necessary information it · was not possible to show the losses 
of. Soviet troops in the defense and offensive operations that they conduc.t~d. Data about the 
personnel losses of the Red Guard, which after the victory of the October Socialist Revolution 
was the main weapon for defending the Soviet Republic, are also missing. It is known that 
detachments of the Red Guard playep a deciding role during the cleaning up . of the counter
revolutionary uprisings along the Don, in the Southern Urals,Ukraine, and the Far East in the 
end of 1917. Together with the first units of the Red Army the Red · Guard detaclunents offered 
a decisive battle to the German invaders around Pskov and Narva and successfully fought agamst 
the German and Austro-Hungarian forces in Ukraine. 

The size of the Red Guard in the post-October period (before the creation of the Red 
Army) reached 253,000 men. . 

Also the question about the losses of partisans, who in 1918-1922 with weapons in hand 
operated in the rear of the White Guards and the interventionists, also remams open. 

The partisan lllovement achieved the greatest scope in Siberia, Transbaykal, along the 
Amur, and in theFar East According to incomplete data, there were 140,000-150,000 men just 
in the partisan detachments of Siberia, and the partisan detachments of the Amur region "grew 
into a real partisan am1y which by the spring of 1919 had over 100,000 active soldiers and a 
unified command. The partisans inflicted serious losses on the interventionists and the White 
Guards, having-killed up to 17,600 men"]. 

There is only scanty information about the partisan losses. It is known, for example, that 
about 4300 men from among the Amur partisans died in battles, skinnishes, ambushes and raids 2

• 

We did not research the enemy (White Guards, interventionists and other forces) losses 
because of the lack of necessary information. An idea about the size of these losses can be 
gathered only according to the approximate information which is contained in a number of works 
on the history of the civil war and in indiVidual publications on problems of ~emography and 

I Shishkin, S.N_ The Civil . War in the Far East. (Grazhdanskaya voyna na Dal'nem 

Vostoke). Moscow, 1957. P. 66. 

2 See: Kurguzov S. The Amur Partisans. (Amurskiye partizany). Khabarovsk, 1929.P. 55. 
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population. In the previously cited book by RTs. Urlanis, Wars and the Population of Europe, 
the front line losses of the Whites in the civil war (.!filled and died from wounds in stages of the 
medical evacuation) were set at 175,000 men l

, and their losses in terms of deaths -from disease 
were set at 150,000 men2

• .. _._ 

In Yu.A. Polyakov's work, The Soviet Country after the End of the Civil War: Territory 
. . 

and Population (Sovetskaya strana posle okonchaniya grazhdanskoyvoyny: __ territoriya i 
naseleniye), it is noted that the losses of the warring sides in 1918-1922 were approximately 
identical and all together comprised about 2.5 million men3

. . . . 

However, it niustbe said that the above presented information has in both cases a 
presumptive nature since it does ont have a strict documentary basis. One can agree only with 
the fact that" the personnel losses for the enemy during the time of the civil war were not less 
than those for the Red Army. 

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the statistical material about the personnel 
losses of the Soviet troops that is contained in the first chapter will help in the future to avoid 
mistakes and inaccuracies in this area and will help bring about a more complete understanding 
of many events of the civil war. -

I See: Urlanis, B.Ts. Indicated work. P. 188. 

2 See: Ibid. P. 307. 

3 See: Polyakov, Yu.A. Indicated work. P. 104. 
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Chapter II 

PERSONNEL LOSSES FOR THE RED ARMY 
IN COMBAT OPERATIONS AND MILITARY CONFLICTS 

IN THE , PERIOD BETWEEN THE WARS 

Soviet troops in the period between the wars more than once had to resolutely ~epel 
various sorts of provocateurs and aggressors and with weapon in hand to defend the interests . of 
their country. The Armed Forces of the Soviet Union suffered significant personnel losses in · 
military operatIons at that time. The types of these losses and their total size in each military . 
conflict are given on the basis of the existing documentary information. 

In this chapter the personnel losses for Soviet troops during their marches into Western 
Ukraine and Western Belorussia in 1939 and the losses among the Soviet military volunteers in 
Spain (1936-1939) and China (1937-1939) are also given. 

The participation of troops of the Turkestan Front 
(Turkestan Military District) in the fight 

against the Basmatch counter-revolutionary bands 
in ~923-1931.] 

As a result of the active combat operations of the troops of the Turkestan Front against 
the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement in 1921-1922 the majority of the armed Basmatch 
counter-revolutionary groupings were destroyed. By October 1922 there only 63 bands with a 
total size of 6,707 men th~re (from 26,061 men in the middle of May, 1922) 
I. In the following years the combat activity and the size of the Basmatch counter-revolutionary 

. sometimes ~~ sometimes shrank, depending on the military and political situation that was 
developing in the Turkestan Republic (republics of Central Asiaf 

1 CSASA, file 7, cat. 2, d. 466. p. 58. 

2 The Turkestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (TASSR) was formed as part of 
the RSFSR in April, 1918 at the V Kray Congress of Soviets of Turkestan. Between its 
western and eastern parts were the territories of two feudal despotic Moslem states - the Khiva 
khanate and the Bukhara empire. After the victory in their peoples democratic'-revolutions in 
1920 the Khorezm (June, 1920) and Bukhara (October, 1920) Peoples Soviet Republics, which 
became part of the T ASSR, were formed. 

During the national-state demarcation between the main peoples who 
(continued ... ) 
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In 1923 specially allocated parts of the Turkestan Front continued the search for and 
pursuit of the remaining odd Basmatch counter-rev<?lutionary movement detachments, inflicting 
perceptible losses on them during the combat confrontations. --

In the period from October 1922 through February 1923 the Basmatch counter
revolutionary movement lost 1'749 men killed and wounded, of which 21 were kurbashis 1, 127 
men were captured, 14 of them kurbashis. Six hundred twenty-eight men vol~tarily surrendered 
their -weapons, 56 of them kurbashis2

• The losses in personnel of the Turkestan Fronf for the same 
period were 327 men killed and wounded and 43 men captured3

• 

In 1924-1925 in connection with a severe draught and dissatisfaction by the population 
with the actions of certain organs of Soviet authority who allowed the harming of the interests 
of the poorest part of the Dexhna residents in matters of state insurance and ,who did not organize 
the timely delivery of cotton seed to the farmers, due to which many fields, ended up unplanted, 
the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement again was activated in many regions of Central 
Asia. This was the most characteristic for Tadzhikistan, where the overall leadership of the 
Basmatch counter-revolutIonary movement was carried out by a descendent of the former emir 
ofBukhara, Ibrahim-Bek. Foreign intelligence agenCies, especially the English, actively supported 
him, and supplied him with weapons, ammunition and supplies. 

When preparing for a decisive attack, Ibrahim-Bek reorganized his forces, created a 
special group for anti-Soviet propaganda and diversion attacks, and even tried to regulate the 
collecting of taxes and assessments from the population. However, in the spring of 1925 his 
grouping suffered a major defeat at the hands of the Red Army. As a result, about 30 small 
formations with a total size of a little over 400 men remained on the territory of Tadzhikistan 
(former Eastern Bukhara). 

From 1 May 1924-to 1 December 1925 the Basmatch losses were 2,104 men killed and 
638 men captured. Also, 2,279 men voluntarily surrendered. 

Units of the Red Army during that same time lost 719 men killed and wounded. 

In--19.26 troops of the Turkestan Front involved in the fight with the Basmatch counter
revolutionary movement numbered 18,477 soldiers and commanders. Duringlheyear they had 
190 combat encounters with the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement bands which just 

( ... continued) 
inhabited the territory of the TASSR, in October, 1924 the Uzbek SSR, the Turkmen SSR, the 
Tadzhik ASSR (part of the Uzbek SSR), and also the Karakirgiz and Karakalpak autonomous 
oblasts (part of the RSFSR) were formed there. 

1 A kurbashi is a commander. 

2 CSASA, file 7, cat. 2, d. 466. p. 65. 

3 Ibid, p. 66. 
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. 
from 1 April to 10 July lost 140 men killed, including 14 kurbashi, and 70 men captured, 
including 14 kwbashi One hundred forty-two men volUl}.tarily surrendered, including 16kurbashi. 
During this period the aid to the units of the Red Army from the local population Was Wider than 
before. Therefore, by the end of the Sl.UIUDer of 1926 an end was put to the major cente~. for the 
Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement. During this the armed bands were practit~lly wiped 
out in the Uzbek SSR, and in the Turkmen and Tadzhik Republics there remained riine Basmatch 
counter-revolutionary movement groups With a total size of about 100 men'. Th~ :elimination of 
them was entrusted to the militia and local self-defense detachments and the nlllitary~-units that· 
were involved in the fight against the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement were retUrned 
to their permanent deployment sites. In connection With tbis the Turkestan Front was reorganized 
into the Central Asian Military Districe. 

Howeve-r, the revolutionary reforms and the development of Soviet p()wer in Turkestan 
proceeded in a contradictory way, with great difficulties. The overall cultural. backwardness of 
the entire Central Asian area, and the rather strong influence of rich land-owning bais, . the 
fanaticism of the Moslem clergy, and also the bureaucratism and unreliability of the apparatus 
of the central and local organs of power in the republics, which were 60-80% former bureaucrats · 
of the old feudal administration, showed up here. The small size and insufficient activity of the 
republic party organizations were considered a weak point. - . 

One can add to this, that in the period of the often forced collectivization of agriculture 
the internal political situation in the country, and in partiCUlar in Central Asia, became sharply 
exacerbated. 

In August to September, 1929 the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement renewed 
activities in the eastern part of the Uzbek SSR (the Fergana oblast) and in the south of Kirgiziya 
(the Osh oblast). At this same time several Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement bands 
wbich came from Afghanistan' appeared on the territory of the Tadzhik SSR3. The leaders of these 
bands skillfully played on the mistakes of the local organs of power and also on the 
dissatisfaction of the popUlation with the methods of State grain purchases and collectivization 
of peasant farms, as well as other things. 

The-hierarchy of the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement this time made a special 
emphasis on the igniting of religious · fanaticism among the Moslem population.-The Basmatch 

1 CSASA, file 25895, cat. 14,d. 3, p. 112-120. 

2 Order of the Revolutionary Military Council of the USSR No 304 from 6 April 1926. 

3 The revival of the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement in 1929-1931, like in 
several previous years, was aided by the presence of large Basmatch counter-revolutionary 
movement groupings on the territory of neighboring Afghanistan which retreated there 
periodically from the Central Asian republics, their cOIUlection with ~eir relatives and 
supporters in the indicated republics, and also the possibility of making ahnost unprecedented 
bloody raids on Soviet territory through the then weakly guarded state border. 
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counter-revolutionary movement bands killed party and soviet workers and collective faffil 
activists, and looted and burned state and cooperatiye property. . .. 

Starting in September, 1929, in order to fight the Basmatch counter-revolutionary 
movement at the request of the leaders of the republics units of the 2nd TurkestallDivisi()njn: 
full force were called in. By the end of 1929 they had cleaned up the majority of active 
Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement formations. Those that escaped _managed to hide 
abroad. 

The losses of the Soviet trpops during the period from September through December,' 
1929 were 11 men killed, 6 men captured, and 2 men missing in action 1. 

The eoncluding stage of the combat operations for the troops of the Turkestan Military 
District against the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement bands was their partiCipation in 
the defeat in 1931 of a large Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement grouping headed by 
Ibrilhim-Bek which in March-April, 1931 with small subunits had broken through fr()m 
Afghanistan and dispersed in the territory of the Uzbek SSR In the first half of May of the same 
year its numbers had reached 2,823 men2

• 

The Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement tried to raise rebellions in a number of 
regions of Uzbekistan and to seize power, however they were not able to do this. Not only uni~ 
of the Red Army, but also the local population, including volunteer detachmentsfor .fighting the 
Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement (they consisted mainly of rural dwellers)~ the size of 
which by the end of May, 1931 was 7,213 men3

, took part in the fight against the Basmatch 
counter-revolutionary movement. . 

As a result of the measures of a political and military nature that were taken the Basmatch 
counter-revolutionary movement bands of Ibrahim-Bek by the middle of 1931 were eliminated. 

During the battles with the Basmatch coUnter-revolutionary movement from 20 March .. 
through 2 June, 1931 the personnel losses of the active troops of the Turkestan Front Were 106 
men killed, 90 men wounded, and 3 men missing in action4

• During this sallle time the enemy 
lost 1,22~-Ule_n killed and 75 men captured. Three hundred fourteen voluntarily surrendered. 

Personnel losses for troops of the Turkestan Front 
(Central Asian Military District) in the fight against 

1 CSASA, file 25895, cat. 14, d. 53. 

2 CSASA, file 25895, cat. 14, d. 178, p. 144. 

3 CSASA, file 25835, cat. 15, d. 12. 

Table 20 

4 CSASA, fIle 25835, cat. 15, <i 11, p. 37; cat. 12, d. 230,p; 201-204; cat. 14, d. 178, p. 
78. 
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the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement 
during the period from October, 1922 through June, 1931 -

BrokeD down by types of losses 

... 
Periods for which the losses arc Total Irrecoverable losses Losses from inj ury, wounds and sickness 

, calculated losses , Killed Missing Taken Total Woullded, Sick" - Frost Total of 
and died in action pris- irrcco- injured, bitten losscs 
in stages oner verable burned, - from 

of losses etc. injUlY, 
medical wounds 
cvacu- and 
alioQ sickness 

Oetober 1922 - February 1923 370 f 109 - 43 152 218 - - 218 

May 1923 56 ' 28 7 - 35 21 - - 21 

May 1924 - Dceembq)925 719 ) 239 - - 239 480 - - 480 
April - August, November- 12 • 4 - - 4 .. S - 8 
December 1926 
January - December 1927 66 ' 19 2 1 22 44 - - 44 
September - December 1929 19 ' 11 2 - 13 6 - - 6 
Mareh - lune 1931 199 ' 106 3 - 109 90 - - 90 

Total ......... . 1,441 516 14 44 574 867 - - 867 

f From the report of the commander oftbe Turkestan Front (CSASA, file 7, cal. 2, d. 466, p. 66). The document gives the total number of those killed 
and wounded -.321 men. The' broken down number of these two types oflosscs, shown in the table (109 and 218), is determined by the calculation method. Tbey 
come from the ratio of the number of the killed and wounded among the personnel of the Turkestan Front (1 :2) during the period of combat operations against 
the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement in 1921-1922. 

'CSASA, tile 5, cat. I, d. 144, p. 14-18. Data about the losses. for 1,923 arc incomplete. 
'CSASA, file 25895, cat. 14, d. 170, p. 239. The document gives the total number of tbe killed and wounded for the indicated time segment (719 

men). The broken down number of these two types of lo:ISCS is determined by the calculation method (sec first note). 
• CSASA, file 25895, cat. 14, d. 3, p. 112-120. The document gives the total number of the killed and wounded (12 men). The broken down number -. 

ofthcse two types of losses is determined by the calculation method (.co fi",t noter Data about the losses for 1926 arc incomplete. 
, CSASA, file 25895, cat. 14, d. 19, p. 59. 
• CSAsA, file 25895, cat. 14, d. 53. 
'CSASA, file 25835, cat. 15, d. II, p. 37; caL 12, d. 230, p. 201-204; cat. 14, d. 178, p. 78. 
• Data abOut the. sick, injured and wounded losses for the sick personnel of the Wlits which panicipated in combat operations against the Basmatch 

counter-revolutionary movement bands either wc,:" nO! counted as losses or -were included in the total number of the wounded and injured. 

The :fmal elimination of the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement (a few formations 
operated until 1933) was carried out without·the participation of regular Red Army units. 

Table 20 presents archive information about the losses of Soviet troops in the fight against 
the BasmatchlX>unter-revolutionary movement in Central Asia for the period from_October 1922 
through June 1931. It should be noted here that information about the total number of personnel 
losses for the period of combat operations under examination are not complete. It was not 
possible to find complete data about the losses of individual categories of servicemen either. The 
table does not show the ratio between losses and the average monthly number of personnel by 
virtue of the inability to detennine the composition and the number of the troops which were 
involved in 1922-1931 in the fight with the Basmatch counter-revolutionary movement. 

The Sino-Soviet conflict of 1929 

On 10 July, 1929 detachments of Mimchurian troops and White Guards, having violated 
the existing Sino-Soviet agreements about the joint control of the Chinese-Eastern railroad, seized 
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it, defeated the trade unions and arrested over 200 Soviet citizens. Simultaneously, Manchurian 
troops started to concentrate along the · Soviet border and to shoot at our border posts and 
population centers~ Numerous protes~ by the Soviet government against provocative actions of 
the Manchurian authorities did not lead to the expected results. Additional measures were taken 
to defend the border and to repel the invaders. ' ,.,' 

By the start of October, 1929 the Manchurian government of Chzhan-~yuelyan had at its 
disposal the so-called Mukden Anny with a size of about 300,000 men, delachmen~ of White 
Guards (up to 70,000 men) and the Sungari naval flotilla consisting of 11 warships. They were 
concentrated basically in four areas:' in the Transbaykal region (stations of Manchuria, Khaylar . 
and Tsitsikar) - about 59,000 men, 107 machine guns, 70 guns, 100 mortars, 2 armored trains, 
and 3 aircraft; in the Blagoveshchensk region - up to 5000 me~ in the Sungari region - over 
5500 men, 26 machine guns, 20 guns and 16 mortars; and in the Primor'ye region - 63,000 men, 
200 machine guns, 120 guns, and 110 mortars. . , 

The grouping of Soviet forces in the Far East consisted of two rifle corps which had been 
hastily transferred there from the Siberian Military District (one to the Transbaykal region and 
the otherto Primor'ye), and also a number of other units and formations. By order of the 
Revolutionary Military Council of the USSR from 7 August, 1920 the Special Far Eastern Army, 
under the command of Y.K. Blyukher and including the Far Eastern Flotilla, was created from 
them l

. 

It should be noted that the Soviet active forces (18,521 men) in tefms of their size were 
3-5 times smaller than: the active enemy forces in each of the regions, but surpassed them in 
military equipment and morale-political regards. 

The defeat of the grouping of Manchurian forces was carried out by the Special Far 
Eastern Anny in the period from 12 October through 20 November, 1929 in three successive 
offensive operations: the Sungari operation (12 October to 2 November), the Mishan'fu operation 
(17-18 November), and the Manchurian-Chzhalaynor operation (17-20 November). During the ' 
combat operations the enemy suffered great losses in killed, wounded and captured. For example, 
in the region of the Manchuria and Chzhalaynor stations the Soviet troops captured over 8000 
soldiers ~ )00 officers of the Mukden army. Just the personnel of the 35th Rifle Division 

.: .::;-

.;;.-.- - --:-

during the period of battles from 17 to 19 November 1929 buried 1035 killed soldiers and · 
officers from the Manchurian forces 2

• 

On 1 December 1929, the Manchurian government of Chzhan-Syuelyan was forced to 
start peace negotiations, and on 22 December the signing of the Sino-Soviet agreements about 
restoring the former situation on the Chinese-Eastern railroad took place in Khabarovsk. After 
this the Soviet troops were withdrawn from Manchurian territory. 

--

) The Amur Flotilla was called the Far Eastern Flotilla from September, 1926 to January 

1931. 

2 CSASA, file 33879, cat. 6, d. 1, p. 15. 
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Taking part in combat operations against the Manchurian forces on the Soviet side were: 
in October - the 2nd Amur Division, the Far Eastern Flotilla, and two air squadrons of the 
Primor'ye group; in November - the 21st, 35th and 36th Rifle DivisionS, the 5th Cavaliy"Brigade, 
the Buryaday _ Cavalry Brigade, and the 6th and 25th Aviation Detachments of the Transbaykal 
group. 

The average monthly number of Soviet troops that participated _ in combat ~peraticms 
during the Sino-Soviet conflict in 1920 is characterized by the following information: 

Table 21 

For which Commanders Junior Soldiers Total 
months the size commanders -. 

is taken 

(Illegible )- 1334 3097 14,090 - 18,521 
November - -

During the battles the Soviet troops suffered the following losses: 

Table 22 

Types of TOlal Commanders Junior commandcrn Soldiers 

losses 
Number of %oftolal Number of % aftotal Number of % of total 

losses number of losses number of losses ~umb~ of 
losses of lhe - losses of the loss"" of the 
given type given type given type 

Killed 143 10 7 15 10.5 118 82.5 

Missing in 4 - - I 25 3 15 .--
act ion 
Wounded and 665 59 8.9 124 18.7 482 72.4 

injured 

TOlal . . . . 812 69 8.5 140 17.2 603 74.3 

The maXllllUm number of losses, as the arChive aata shows, Iell on the rifle troo p s.llie 
losses of the.-E!her arms of service were insignificant. Thus, from the total number of personnel 
losses for the cavalry brigade there were only 11 men killed and 7 men wounded, for the Far 
Eastern Flotilla there were 4 men wounded (of whom 3 received wounds as a result of the 
explosion of their own gun on a ship during firing), for the aviation detachments which 
participated in the combat operations there was only 1 wounded. 

The existing data about the nature of the wounds for personnel of the Special Far Eastern 
Army during combat operations deserve attention as well. From this data it follows that wounds 
and injuries from artillery rounds were predominant. 

--
For example, in the 36th Rifle Division for 250 (100%) wounded duringbattles: 

16 men, or 6.4%, were wounded from shrapnel shells; 

118 men, or 47.2% were wounded from high explosive shells; 
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10 men, or 4%, were injured, and 106 men, or 42.4%, were wounded by gunshots. 

Next comes a table for personnel losses of the Special Far Eastern-Anny both in an . 
absolute and in a relative (percentage) form (see table 23). 
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Irrecoverable 
losses 

Standard 

Personilellosses for the Special JIar Eastern Army 
in the Sino;...Soviet Military Conflict 
(12 October .. 20 November 1929) I 

Types of losses Commander Junior 
s commanders 

Killed and died in Number 10 IS 
stages of medical % ofl"".,.es 14.5 10.7 

evacuation 

Missing in action Number I 
% oflosscs 0.7 

Noncombat losses Number 

- % oflosscs 

Total of Number 10 16 
irrecoverable 

losses % of losses 14.5 11.4 

of number of All losses 0.7 0.5 
pCnionncl 

Average- 054 0.38 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 59 124 
injured l burned % of losses 85.5 88.6 

Sick Number 
% oflosscs 

Frost bitten Number 
% of losses 

Number 59 124 

Total of sick, oflosscs 855 88.6 

injured and 
of number of wounded losses % v All losses 4.4 4 

pCl":'ioonc1 
Average 3.38 3.08 
monthly 

Number 69 140 

or looses 100 100 

Total of losses % -
,- :---- - of number of Alliossos 5.1 4.5 

personnel 
Average 3.92 3.46 
monthly 

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

Table 23 

- . 

Soldie", Total 

tl8 143 
19.5 17.6 

3 4 
0.5 0.5 

-. 
121 147 

20 18.1 

0.8 0.8 

0.62 0.62 

482 665 
80 81.9 

482 665 

80 81.9 

3.4 3.6 

2.6·1 2.76 

603 812 

100 100 

42 4.4 

3.23 3.38 

I CSASA, file 35083, cat. I, d. 60, 1'. 6,10; file 37977, eat I, d. 1,1'. 75; CAMD, file 5, caL 176703, d. 27, 1'. 48,49. 
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The rendering of military assistance to 
the Spanish Republic (1936-1939) 

In July of 1936 the reactionary forces of Spain, headed by General Franco andrelying on 
Hitler and Mussolini for support, raised a fascist rebellion against the SpaniS"h republic and the 
republican government. During this the rebels were able to get a large part of-the army on their . 
side (up to 100,000 men). . . . 

. A large role in the supporting of the resistance of the Spanish people against fa~cisIIlwa.~ 
played by the international solidarity movement and aid on the part of the democratic forces of 
the world. The Soviet Union, having responded to the request of the Spanish government, gave 
concurrence -to ship weapons and military hardware to" the Spanish repuhlic . . ln totalfrom 
October,1936 through January 1939, it was supplied with 648 planes, 347 tanks, 60 arrnored.cars, 
1186 artillery guns, 20,486 machine guns, and 497,813, rifles l

. 

-.. , 

Also, in accordance with the request of the republic government the Soviet Union sent 
to Spain about 3000 volunteers - military advisers, pilots, tank soldiers, sailors, various specialists 
who fought and worked on the side of the republic. One hundred fifty-eight volunteers were 
killed during this 2 

• 

Table 23a presents the irrecoverable losses of Soviet military volunteers in Spain, taking 
into account their basic types and categories of personnel. . 

Table 23a 

Types of losses Commander Junior Total 
s commanders 

Died Number 95 37 132 
% of losses 82.6 86 83.5 

Missing in action Number 20 6 26 
-"-- - % of losses 17.4 14 16.5 ... 

Total ... Number 115 43 158 
% of losses 100 100 100 

The rendering of military aid to China (1937-1939) 

1 See: History of the Second World War 1939-1945 (Istoriya vtoroy mirovoy voyny 19?9-
1945).Moscow, 1974. Vol. 2. P. 54. . . 

2 Information of the GRU, source 24/243 from 30 July, 1991. 
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In July of 1937 the ilationalliberation war of the Chinese people against the Japanese 
aggressors who had invaded the northeastern and central-regions of China began. At the initiative 
of the Chinese communist party, which acted in cooperation with the Kuomintangl~ a unlfied anti
Japanese front was created. Several liberated regions, where significant forces of the Chinese Red 
Army were concentrated, were formed in the territory occupied by the Japanes~. 

The Soviet Union, which was acting on the basis of Sino-Soviet treaties on nonaggression 
(1937), trade (1939) and extending of credits (1939), provided much assistance to China in its 
national liberation fight Just from October 1937, through September 1939 the SoViet Union 
supplied China with 985 planes, 82 tanks, over i300 pieces of artillery, over 14,000 machine 
guns, 50,000 rifles, 1550 trucks and tractors, and also arrununition, equipment and supplies 2

• 

At the request of the Nanking government, starting ih the fall of 1937, Soviet military 
specialists and military advisers were sent to China on a volunteer basis. Already by the middle 
of February 19393665 Soviet military volunteers were working there and participating in the war 
with the Japanese3

• Of them, 195 men were killed in battles for the liberation of the Chinese 
people4

• 

-

In table 23b the irrecoverable losses of Soviet military volunteers in China are given 
taking into account their basic types and the categories of the personnel. 

1 The Kuornintang is a political party in China that was created in 1912. It was the ruling 
party since 1927. The authority of the kuomintang was overthrown in 1949. 

2 See: History of the Second World War 1939-1945 (Istoriya vtoroy mirovo~ voyny 1939-
1945). Vol. 2. P. 72. 

3 See: History of the SecGnd World War 1939-1945 (Istoriya vtoroy mirovoy voyny 1939-
1945). Vol. 2. P. 73. 

4 Information of the GRU, source 24/243 from 30 July, 1991. 
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Table 23b 

Types of losses Commander Junior Soldiers Total 

Died 

Missing in 
action · 

Total ... 

s commanders 

Number 146 33 7 --

% .of losses 95.4 94.3 100. 

Number 7 2 -
% of losses 4.6 5.7 -

Number 153 35 7 
% of losses 100 100 100 

The Soviet-Japanese conflict in the region 
. of Lake Khasan in 1938 

.. "., . --,- -

186 
95.4 

9 
4.6 

195 
100 

After the seizure of Manchuria by the Japanese in 1931-1932 and the converting of it to 
the puppet state of Manchugo, a jumping off spot for an attack on the Soviet Union started to 
be created and preparations were being intensively conducted by the Japanese Kwantung anny 
for a future war. In the second palfofthe 1930's Japan, encouraged by the governments of the 
United states, England and France and supported by fascist German, moved to direct acts of 
aggression against the Soviet Union. 

Having concentrated three infantry divisions, a mechanized brigade, a cavalry regiment, 
three machine gun battalions and 70 planes in the middle of July 1938 close to the Pos'yeta 
region of the Soviet border, the Japanese on 29 July 1938 with two companies attacked our 
border post on Bezymyannaya hill which was defended by eleven border guards and penetrated 
onto Soviet territory. However, subunits of regular Worker and Peasants Red Army troops which 
had rushed to aid the border guards faced the invading Japanese soldiers and officers over the 
border. -- -

On 31 July the enemy again invaded Soviet territory and, having advanced up to 4 
kilometers, . seized tactically important hills Bezymyannaya and Zaozernaya in the region of lake 
Khasan. 

The assignment of defeating the invading Japanese forces was given by the command 
authorities of the Far Eastern Frone to the only recently created 39th Rille Corps consisting of 

1 The Far Eastern Front for Soviet troops was formed in June 1938 on the basis of the 
Special Red Banner Far Eastern Army to repel Japanese aggression. In August 1938 after the 
completion of combat operations in the region of lake Khasan the adm.jnistration over the Far 
Eastern Front was disbanded. The second existence of the Far Eastern Front belongs to the 

(continued ... ) 
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the 40th and 32nd Rifle Divisions, the 2nd Mechanized Brigade and reinforcement units with a 
size of 22,950 menlo The command authorities of the corps on the 2nd and 3rd of August made 
an attempt to drive out the enemy from heights that had been seized with forces ~f onlyfue 40th 
Rifle Division which had not yet even completed its assembly. Its actions turned. out to be 
without results since the Japanese at that time had been able to fortify and receive significant 
reinforcements. . 

. . --

The Soviet command authorities hurriedly sent to the region of the battles additional 
forces which on 6 August moved to the attack and over the course of three days fully cleared 
Japanese invaders from-Soviet territory. The new attacks undertaken by the enemy were repelled 
with great losses for him. In connection with this, on 10 August the Japanese government 
proposed to the Soviet government to start negotiations, and on 11 August combat operations 
between the · Soviet and Japanese troops were halted. 

The personnel losses during the battles around lake Khasan, according to the testimony 
of Japanese sources, were 500 men killed and 900 men wounded2

• 

Data about the losses for Soviettroops in personnel during the two-week battles with the 
Japanese in the Khasan region are shown in table 24. -

The data about the losses, presented in table 24, make it possible to detennine the ratio 
between the killed and wounded in Soviet troops, which is calculated as approximately one to 
four, that is, for each killed person there were almost four wounded. Also, the high percentage 
of losses among the command personnel, especially for the killed (18%) draws attention. 

Here it should be noted that of the total number of wounded soldiers and commanders 
(2752 men), 66 men, that is, 2.4%, died in hospitals (during the period of from 30 July to 12 
August 1938)3.··· 

- ,.,----.. -

( ... continued) 
period from July 1940 to August 1945. 

1 CSASA, file 35083, cat. 1, d. 60, p. 60. 

2 See: 1939: Lessons of History. (1939 god: Vrcki istorii). Moscow; 1990. P. 29l. 

3 CSASA, file 37299, cat. 176703, d. 27, p. 56. 
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Table 24 

Typet; of losses Commander Junior Soldiers 
. . 

Total 
commanders ' . s 

Irrecoverable losses -

- -
Killed and died in stages of the 129 191 397 

. . 

717 
medical evacuation 
Missing in action 5 8 62 75 

. . 
Total of irrecoverable losses 134 199 459 

. -. 792 . 
- .. . 

. Sick, injured and wounded 
' . 

.. 

losses 

Wounded, injured, burned 
Sick 290 406 2056 ·. 2752 

37 79 41 I 527 . 

Total of sick, injured and 327 485 2467 . ·· 3279 
wounded losses 

Table 25 
Types of wounds received by the personnel in the Khasan battles' 

Types of wounds . Number of % of total 
wounded number of 

wounded 

Gunshot 869 31.6 
Fragme(lL.. _ 1498 - 54.4 
Nonfirearms 110 4 .,. 

Mixed 275 10 

Total . .. - ........... 2752 100 
. 

I CAMD, file 5, cat. 176703, d. 27,p. 56. 

Information about the riatufe of the wounded is presented below in table 261 
• . 

1 CSASA, file 37299, cat. 2, d. 559, p. 134. 
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Table 26 

. 

In the ' .' In the In the In the In the In the In the Total 
head face neck chest abdomen arms legs 

86 78 53 252 72 1122 1146 2809 
3.1% 2.8% 1.9% 9% 2.6% 39.8% 40.8%- ··100% 

The statistical data about the types and nature of the wounds that is shown in tables 25 
and 26 make it possible to conclude that the fragment wounds (54.4%) in the upper and lower 
extremities (80.6%) predominate among them. 

If one takes the personnel losses due to diseases, then 56.1 % of the total number of them 
were gastrointestinal connected with the failure to supply the active troops wIth potable water, 
18.9% were catarrhal diseases, 13.3% were malaria illnesses, and 11.7% were other I. 

The data about the treatment outcome for the soldiers and commanders of the Red Army 
who received wounds and were sick during the battles with the Japanese invaders in the region 
of Lake Khasan are of certain interest (see table 27). 

Table 27 

Sickness. injured and wounded Indieator.; for Toral who went to Of them 
Josses sickness, injured and medical facilities 

wounded losses returned to duty discharged and died 
removed from 

accounting, given 
leave for treatment ,. 

Wounded, injured .and Number 2752 1973 470 93 
burned I % 100 71.7 17 3.4 
Siek' Number 527 271 liS I 

% 100 51.4 21.8 0.2 

Total ... . , . . . .. Number 3279 2244 585 94 
% 100 68.4 - 17.9 2.9 .-

. Data only about those who sent to OO'1"13ls lor treatment arc presented In the table. There tS no ,nformanoo iiliout -the nUIl1QCr ot. w~ Injure 

burned and siek or about those who returned to duty by regimental and divisional medical statioos. 
J In colunUls 4, 5, and 6 (because of the absence of data) the outcome ofthc treatment for 216 wounded, injured and burned (7.9%) and for 140 

siek (26.6%) is not indicated.. 

Here we should also talk about several special features in the rendering of first aid to the 
wounded and injured during the combat operations around Lake Khasan. First of all it was 
assumed that this aid would be rendered in battalion aid stations since at that time there were 
doctors on the rolls in the battalions. However, the first days of the battles showed that the 
battalion aid stations that were deployed on open terrain became a good target for enemy 
artillery. Therefore in the majority of battalions there were not deployed and the battalion doctors 
together with the medical corpsmen worked (directly in the combat fOImations) on rendering first 
aid, dressing the wounded, and evacuating them to the rear. 

1 CSASA, file 37299, cat. 5, d. 560, p. 19-21. 
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In conclusion, data about the average monthly number of troops (table 28) and also about 
the number of personnel losses with a breakdown by arms of service (table 29) and categories 
of personnel (table 30) are given. . . 

Total personnel 
in active troops 

-
22,950 

.:~ -

Average monthly number of Soviet troops who took 
part in combat operations at Khasan 

Breakdown 

commanders JunIOr soldiers 
commanders -. 

1636 3442 17,872 

67 

Table 28 

For which 
months the 
number is 

taken 

August 1938 

". 

- . ~:" -
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Table 29 

Personnel losses by arms of serVice 

Anus of Categories of Types of losses 
." . . 

service servicemen 
Killed I 

-
Wounded Missing in 

- action 

Rifle Commanders 55 268 5 
troops Junior commanders 68 391 1 

Soldiers 243 2056 7 
- -

- Total - . .. .... . 366 2715 13 --. 

% 91.1 98.7 72.2 

Tank Commanders 10 22 -
troops Junior commanders 23 15 5 

Soldiers - - -

Total · . ... . ... 33 37 5 
% 8.2 1.3 27.8 

Artillery Commanders - - -
(corps) Junior commanders 1 - -

Soldiers 1 - -
--1-' 

Total · ........ 2 - -
% 0.5 - -

Signal Commanders 1 - -
Junior commanders - - -
Soldiers - - -

Total · .. . . . ... 1 - -
% 0.2 - -

- ::-- -
Total 402 2752 --.. 18 
% 100 100 100 

I Data about the killed is incomplete_ 

-. 
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Personnel losses for Soviet troops during combat operations 
in Lake Khasan region (29 July - 11 August 1938) 

Types of losses Conunande", Junior Soldiers .. 
commanders 

Killed and died Number 129 191 - 397 --
in stages of % of Josses 28 27.9 13.6 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 5 8 62 
act.ion, taken % oflosscs 1.1 0.1 2 . 1 

prisoner . . 

Irrccov- - -. 
crable Noncombat Number . 

losses Josses %" of lo,sscs 

Total of Number 134 199 459 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 29. 1 29.1 15.7 

% of number of AU losses . 8.2 5.8 2 .6 
pCnionncl 

Averag e .-

monthly 

Wounded, Number 290 406 2056 
injured and % o f losses 62.9 59.4 70.3 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Siek Number 37 79 411 

wounded % oflosscs 8 11.5 14 

losses (with 
Frost bitten Number 

evacuation 
10 hospi.tal) 

% of losses 

Total of sick. Number 327 485 2467 

injury and , .. 
wounded losses of losses 70.9 70.9 84.3 

o fnumbcr of An looses 20 14.1 13.8 

% personnel 
Average 
monthly 

Number 461 684_ 2926 

- ~---- ... 
Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 28.2 19.9 16 .4 

personnel 
Average 
monthly 

I CSASA file 35083, cal. I. d . 60, p . 6,.10; d. 105, p. 1-22; file 37977. cal. 1. d. I , p. 75 . 
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Table 30 

Total 

717 

17.6 

75 
1.8 

792 

19.4 

3.4 

2752 
67 .7 

527 

12.9 

3279 

80.6 

14.3 

4071 

100 

17.7 
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Defeat of the Japanese invaders 
around the Khalkhin-Gol -region in 1939 
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After having been convinced of the · strength of the Soviet border and the l?ck ofprospects 
for their military efforts in the coastal area during the time of the Khasan battles of 1938, the 
Japanese military in May 1939 organized a number of major provocations against"the Mongolian 
Peoples Republic with the simultaneous incursion of Japanese troops into its territory in the · 
Khalkhin-Gol River region. However, the joint operations of the Soviet troops located there in 
accordance with the Mutual Assistance Protocol (1936)1 and troops of the Mongol Peoples 
Revolutionary Army2 decisively repelled Japanese. After this the command authorities of the 
Kwantung Anuy concentrated a major grouping of troops on the Mongolian Peoples Republic 
border which by the end of June consisted of 38,000 soldierS and officers, 310 gmis, 135 tanks 
and 225 aircraft. The Soviet-Mongolian forces, of which G.K.Zhukov (from -31 July a corps 
commander) took command, numbered 12,500 soldiers and commanders, 109 guns, 266 armored .. 
vehicles, 186 tanks and 82 aircraft. 

The enemy, using his numerical superiority, on 2 July started to attack with the goal of 
surrounding and destroying the Soviet-Mongolian units and capturing an operational beachhead 
on the western shore of the Khalkhin-Gol River in order to set up future offensive operations in 
the direction of the Soviet Transbaykal. However, during three days of bloody battles all of the 
Japanese troops who managed to cross the river were destroyed or thrown back to the eastern 
shore. Subsequent attacks by the Japanese during almost all of July did not result in success since 
there were repelled everywhere. 

However, the Japanese command authorities, in spite of the major failures and losses, 
stubbornly adhered to their aggressive plans. They started to prepare their so-called general 

I In January 1936 in the situation of an increased threat of attack on the Mongolian 
Peoples Republic on the part of Japan the government of Mongolia appealed to the 
govemment:-ef the USSR with a request about offering military assistance. In February of the 
same year the Soviet government announced that the Soviet Union would help the Mongolian 
Peoples Republic to repel Japanese aggression. Right after this, on 12 March, the Soviet
Mongolian Protocol about 
Mutual Assistance for a period of 10 years, which replaced the agreement of 1934, was signed 
in Ulan-Bator. In accordance with this protocol Soviet troops were deployed on Mongolian 
territory. By 29 May, 1930 the number of these troops, which were part of the 57th 
Independent Rifle Corps and which took part in the first battles on the Khalkhin-Gol river, 
was 5544 men, of which 523 were commanders and 996 were junior commanders (CSASA, 
file 37977, cat. 1, d. 101, p. 20). Subsequently the number of the Soviet troops grew in 
connection with the growth of the scale of the Japanese aggression. 

2 The Mongolian troops in the region of the combat operations had three cavalry divisions 
with a total size of 4860 men (of these, 1293 were commanders) (CSASA, file. 37933, cat. 
1, d. 101). 
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offensive which was timed to coin~ide with the proposed start of a war in Europe by fascist 
Germany. With this goal, at the start of August the_6th Japanese Army under the co~and of 
General O. Rippo, with a size of 75,000 men, was greater. It had 500 guns and 182 tanks, and ' 
over 300 planes were allocated to it for air support. . . . .... . ' 

The Soviet-Mongolian troops that at that time were combined in the )stArmyGroup .... 
under the command of corps commander G.K.Zhukov numbered 57,QOO ' soldiers- and 
commanders. They had 542 guns and mortars, 498 tanks, 385 armored vehiCles and 515 aircraft 
After having warned the enemy, on 20 August the Soviet-Mongolian troops after powerful 
airstrikes and an almost three hour artillery preparation moved to the attack with two groups -
the northem and the southern. As a result of the bold and decisive actions of these groups on the 
enemy flanks, on 23 August the entire Japanese grouping was encircled, By the start of 31 
August it was completely crushed. The combat operations were halted at !apan's requese, and 
on 15 September a signing of the Soviet-Japanese agreement about ending the military conflict 
was held. 

During the time of the battles on the Khalkhin-Gol the Japanese lost about 61,000 men 
killed, wounded and captured, including about 45,000 in July-August 1939. Their losses in killed 
alone during the entire period of the military operations were about 25,000- men. 

On the Soviet side the 36th Motorized Rifle Division, the 57th and 82 RifleDivisions, 
the 5th Rifle and Machine Gun Brigade, the 6th and 11th Tank Brigades, the 7th; 8th, and 9th 
Motorized Annored Brigades, the 56th Fighter Regiment, the 185 Artillery Regiment, the 85th 
Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiment, and combat support units took pare. " " 

Statistical data about the average monthly size of the Soviet troops who participated in 
battles on the Khalkhin-Gol (see table 31) and different information about the personnel losses 
will be presented. . 

Table 31 

For which months the number of Commander Junior - Soldiers Total 
troops ~taKen for calculating their s commanders ' 
average monthly size 

June, July, August, September 8457 12,583 48,061 69,101 
1939 

1 Battles in the air between the Soviet and Japanese air forces lasted until 15 September, 

1939. 

2 CSASA, file 32113, cat. 2, d. 59, p. 37. 
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For the Mongolian Peoples Republic troops, the 6th and 8th Cavalry divisions with a total 
size of about 2260 men, of which 862 were commanders, took direct part in the defeat of the 
Japanese invaders on the Khalkhin-GoI 1

• 

The Soviet troops during the battles on the Khalkhin-Gol (until the IIliddle of September 
1939) suffered the following losses in personnel: 

Table 32 

Types of losses Commander Junior Soldiers Total 
s commanders ·· 

-
Irrecoverable losses 

.- . 
.. 

Killed and died in stages of 1063 1313 4455 6831 
medical evacuation 
Missing in action 71 120 952 1143 

Total of irrecoverable losses 1134 1433 5407 7974 

Sick, injured and wounded losses 

Wounded, injured, burned 
Sick I 1335 2123 11,793 15,251 

85 127 489 701 

Total of sick, injured and wounded \ 1420 2250 12,282 15,925 
losses 

I Data aboul Ihe number of sick, who were treated in ho.pilab ofthc Transbaykal Military Di!.1rict arc presented in the table. 

The wounded and sick were sent from hospitals located on the territory of the Mongolian 
Peoples Republic to military hospitals of the Transbaykal Military District, mainly to Chita. 
ApproximafelYfialf of the wounded and sick were evacuated from the Tamtsag-Bulakskiy 
hospital by air. 

There is some data about the combat losses among the command personnel according to 
positions during the time of the battles in August 1939. In the 57th and 82 Rifle Divisions and 
the 36th Motorized Rifle Division the indicated losses (not counting political workers and 
artillery soldiers) were 180 men3

, including: 

1 CSASA, file 37977, cat. 1, d. 101, p. 17. 

2 See: Smirnov, Ye.L Frontline Mercy. (Frontovoye milocerdiye). M-oscow, 1991. P. 24. 

3 CSASA, file 32113, d. 185, p. 179, 180. 
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division commanderS - 1; 
rifle regiment commanders - 4; 
regiment chiefs of staff - 1; 
regiment assistant chiefs of staff - 2; 
battalion commanders - 4; 

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

assistant battalion commanders for personnel and supply records - 2;
assistant battalion commanders for technical affairs - 1 
battalion senior adjutants - 8; 
rifle company commanders - 36; 
assistant company commanders - 2 
rifle and machme gun platoon commanders - 116; 
battalion assistant adjutants - 1; 
battalion chiefs of ammunition - 1; 
transport platoon commanders -1. 

In tank and motorized annored brigades during the same time (August) 130 command 
personnel were killed (not counti:iJ.g the political workers who were killed). The following losses 
were distributed in terms of position in the following wayl: 

taUk brigade commanders - 1; 
brigade chiefs of staff - 1; 
brigade chiefs of staff for 1 st section - 1; 
battalion (armored) commanders - 1; 
brigade assistant chiefs of staff for 1st section - 1; 
rifle regiment and brigade commanders - 2; 
battalion (tank) assistant commanders - 1; 
battalion chiefs of staff - 4; 
battalion assistant chiefs of staff - 7; 
company commanders - 19; 
battalion assistant commanders for technical affairs - 2; 
assistant company commanders - 13; 
platoon commanders - 66; 
battalion chiefs of signal service - 3; 
brigade chiefs of staff for 4th section - 1; 
brigade chiefs of signal service - 1; 
battalion chiefs of ammunition supply - 1; 
artillery battery commanders - 1; 
chemical platoon commanders - 1; 
brigade chiefs of food and issue gear - 1; 
brigade radio technician - 1; 
anti-tank battery commanders - 1. --
The data that have been presented testify about the fact that killed losses in the battles on 

the Khalkhin-Gol were suffered by practically all categories of the command personnel. 

1 CSASA, file 32113, cat. 2, d. 56, p. 71. 
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The percentage of the commanders of rifle and tank units and subunits who died among 
the total number of the command personnel who died tspresented below (table 33). 

Table 33 

.. 
-

Categories of command personnel In rifle and In tank brigades and 
motorized rifle motoriied transport 

divisions, % brigades, % 

Platoon commanders 65 58.8 
Company commanders 20 14.6 
Battalion commanders 2.2 0.8 
Regiment commanders 2.2 .. 1.5 

"-
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Table 34 

Data about nature of wounds .' 

Nature of wounds Category of personnel Total 
. ' 

% 

Commimders Junior Soldiers 
commanders . . . 

Cranial 56 80 344 480 3.1 
Eye 14 28 94 136 0.9 
Maxillofacial 50 78 438 566 3.7 
Cervical 23 26 139 188 1.2 
In the chest 91 122·· 613 826 5.4 
In the abdomen 26 37 301 364 2.4 
genitourinary 5 8 29 42 0.3 
Upper extremities 272 530 3539 4341 2K5 
Lower extremities 343 529 3125 3997 26.2 
Joints 38 62 276 376 2.5 
Spinal-vertebral 36 44 246 

.• 
326 2.1 

Combined 261 436 1970 2667 . 17.5 
Contusions 90 104 476 670 4.4·. 
Burns 14 17 ' 24 55 0.4 
Not clarified 16 22 179 217 1.4 

Total ........ 1335 2123 11 ,793 15251 100 

The total number'of wounds for the personnel (15,251), shown in table 32, has the 
following distribution according to the types of them, % 1: 

gunshot - 44.2%; 
fragmentation (shells, mines, grenades) - 48.4%; 
fl:~entation (air bombs) - 6.5%; 
nonfirealTI1s - 0.9%. 

During a comparative analysis of the number of wounds in the upper and lower 
extremities one should keep in mind that in July 1939 among the soldiers and ' partially the junior 
commanders of the 603rd Rifle Regiment which consisted of drafted personnel there was a 
significant number of premeditated wounds (self-inflicted wounds) which were made basically 
in the upper extremities 2. They ceased after the military council of the 1 st Army Group took 
decisive measures to combat this disgraceful phenomenon. 

I CSASA, file 32113, cat. 2, d. 56, p. 61. 

2 CSASA, file 32113, cat. 2. d. 56, p. 71. 
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Completing the discussion of the sick, injured and wounded losses among the personnel 
at the Kha1khin-Go~ we will present the existing (incomplete) data about the outcome of the 
treatment in hospitals (see table 35). 

Table 35 

Sickness, injury Total that went Breakdown I 

and wounded to military - --

losses medical returned to duty discharged, died 
facilities removed from 

military 
accounting; - given leaves 

Wounded, 15,251 3964 355 2 720 
injured, and (data (data 
burned incomplete) incomplete) 

It is especially necessary to speak about the losses among the personnel of the Soviet 
troops on the Khalkhin-Gol due to sick servicemen who during the entire period of the battles 
numbered 701 men3

. The ovelWhelming majority of diseases were colds, gastrointestinal and eye 
diseases4

• 

Table 36 

1 Data about the outcome of the treatment of the wOlmded, injured and burned are 
presented in the table according to their condition in November 1939. At this time the results 
of the treatment for 10,212 servicemen who were in military medical facilities had not yet 
been deterfillned. - . 

2 This figure includes 534 men who died in field and evacuation hospitals and 104 who 
died in hospitals of the Transbaykal Military District (CSASA, file 32133, cat. 2, d. 59, p. 37; 
file 37462, cat. 2, d. 1, p. 147). . 

3 The number of sick people who went through treatment in military district hospitals is 
shown here. There are no data about the number of sick servicemen who were treated in front 
line medical facilities (regimental and divisional medical stations). 

--
, 4 Colds were caused mainly by the unaccustomed changes between the day and night 

temperatures - from +35' to -15'. The main cause for the gastrointestinal diseases was the 
shortage of high quality water. Finally, the abundance of bright sunlight c~used an irritation 
of the mucous membrane of the eyes, and during strong sand stonns for many people this 
irritation was complicated by an inflammation of the mucous membrane. 
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Personnel Losses by Arms of Service I 

, . Types of Loss . 

Arms of Service Categories of Servicemen 
Missing in 

Killed Action ·· .. 
... Wounded 

Commanders 283 6 857 
Jr Commanders 575 48 · 1405 · 
Soldiers 2533 405 .. 7807 Rifle Troops 

. 
Total ..... . ....... 3391 459 10069 
% 68.2 79.7 .: 82.9 .. 

Commanders 120 3 165 
. . 

Jr Commanders 195 15 225 

Tank Troops Soldiers 344 .. 18 474 

Total . ..... .. ..... 659 36 864 
% 13.2 6.3 7.1 

Commanders 17 - 65 
Jr Commanders 33 - 91 

Artillery .Soidiers 127 .. 14 310 
(Inc1using Divisional) 

Total ..... ... . . ... 177 14 466 
% 3.6 2.4 3.8 

Commanders 85 44 88 
Ir Commanders 13 15 14 

Air Forces Soldiers · 2 - -

Total ............. 100 59 102 
% 2 10.2 0.8 

Commanders 36 1 32 , .. 
Ir Commanders 109 2 128 
Soldiers 502 5 498 

I 

Other Total ... . . ... 647 .. 8 658 
% 13 1.4 5.4 

Total . . ... . .... . . . 4974 576 12159 
. '-:----

% 100 100 100 

--

1 Infonnation about losses is incomplete. 
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Personnel losses for Soviet troops during battles on the Khalkhin-Gol Table 37 
. (11 May - 15 September 1939)1 

Types of losses Commandcn:: Junior Soldier.; Total 

commanders 

Killed and died . Number 1063 1313 4455 6831 
in slages of % oflosscs 41.6 35.6 25.2 28.6 

medical 
evacuation 

. 
.-

Missing in Number 71 120 952 1143 
action, takeD % of 10","," 2.8 3.3 5.4 4.8 

prisoner 

Irrceov· 
erablC Noncombat Number 

losses losses % oflm.'SCS 

-Total of Number 1134 ·' 1433 5407 7974 .. 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 44.4 38 .9 '30.6 33 .3 

% of number of All los.es 13.4 11.4 11.2 11.5 
personnel 

Average 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 1335 2 123 11,793 15,251 

injured and % of losses 52.3 57.7 66.7 63.7 

burned 

~ickDCSS, 

injury and · Siek Number 85 127 489 701 

wounded % of losses 3.3 3.4 2.7 2.9 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 

to hospita l) % of losses 

Totalofsiclr.. Number 1420 2250 12,282 15.952 

injury and • 
wounded losses of losses 55.6 61.1 69.4 66.7 

, . of number of AIIlosscs 16.8 17.9 25 .6 23 .1 

% personnel 
Average 
monthly 

Number 2554 3683 17,689 23,926 

Total of Io..es of losses 100 100 lOa 100 

% . 
. : ~:--- - ofnumbcr of AIl losses 30.2 29.3 36.8 34 .6 

pcr.;onncl 
Average 
monthly 

Judging by the analysis of the existing data about the sickness rate in the 36th Motorized 
Rifle Division the 57th Rifle Division, and military unit 9355 for the period from 1 April to 1 
October 1939 the gastrointestinal and eye diseases on average comprised 56% (19.6 and 36.4% 
respectively)2. 

1 CSASA, file 32113, cat. 2, d. 56, p. 71; d. 59, p. 71-76; me 37977, cat. 1, d. 101, p. 17, 
20,99; d. 1-4, p. 91-94; d. 589, p. 1-205. 

2 CSASA, fIle 32113, cat 2, d. 386, p. 1032,1085-1092. 
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It must be noted that in connection with the shortage of doctors in the regimental medical 
stations battalion doctors were transferred there and paramedics were sent to the. battalions in 
their place. 

Systematized data about all types of personnel losses for Soviet troops on the Khalkhin-
Gol are presented in tables 36 and 37. -

The campaign into Western Ukraine and Western ,Belorussia 
in 1939 

On 1. September 1939 fascist Germany made a SUIprise attack on Poland, having advanced 
to there a powerful grouping of its troops which in terms of size greatly exceeded the Polish 
army (by 1.5 times in terms of infantry, by 2.8 times in terms of artillery' and by 5.3 times in 
terms of tanks) I. The Polish government could not organize a defense of the country and fled on 
17 September, having left the fate of their nation and demoriilized army to the mercy of fate. 

Soon after the start of the second world war So iet troops at the decision of the Soviet 
state completed a march into Western U1craine and We em Belorussia. 

The troops of the Ukrainian and B elorus sian Fro ts on 17 September 1939 moved to the 
Soviet-Polish border and on 25 September reached t e line designated for them along the 
Western Bug and San rivers. On the route of their movement the Soviet troops encountered 
individual centers of resistance which consisted of army formations and police forces. But they 
were quickly suppressed in the course of the armed clashes. The main forces of the Polish troops 

_ did not participate in the clashes. Whole units and formations were taken prisoner. On the 
Ukrainian Front in the period from 17 September to 2 August 1939 392,334 men were taken 
prisoner, including 16,723 officers 2, and on the Belorussian Front from 17 to 30 September 1939 
60,202 men were taken prisoner, of which 2066 were officers3

. -

The number of troops of the fronts and the total number of Soviet troops who participated 
in the march are shown in table 38 . 

. ,----

I See :1939: Lessons of History. (1939 god: oroki istorii). P. 373. 

2 CSASA, file 35084, cat. 1, d. 22, p. 21; d. 24, p. 103; d. 25, p. 44; d. 28, p. 31. 

3 CSASA, file 37977, cat. 1, d. 217, p. 69. 
In June, 1940, according to the Soviet-Rumanian agreement the state border between the 

USSR and Rumania was established along the Prut and Danube Rivers. Troops of the 
Southern Front, created on the base of the Kiev Special Military District, were sent to the 
territory of Bess arabia and Northern Bukovina, which were taken from the Soviet state in 
1918. There were no personnel losses here. 
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Table 38' 

. -

Fronts Commanders Junior Soldiers Total fOI:which 
commanders months the 

- number is 
taken .-

Ukrainian Front 25,740 34,980 204,994 265,714 Sep. 1939 
BelorussiaIi Front 36,243 45,169 119,390 200,802 Sep. 1939 . 

Total for march 61,983 80,149 324,384 466,516 

The losses in personnel for the troops of the Ukrainian and Belorussian'Fronts during the 
march were: 

'-" 

, CSASA, file 37977, cat. 1, d. 187, p. 85-128; d. 193, p. 146; p. 215, p. 72, 82; d.217, 

p. 26. 
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Table 391 

.. 

Types of losses Commander Junior Soldiers 
.. . . .. " 
Total · .. 

.. . . .. - . 

s commanders 
-

Irrecoverable losses 
. .. 

Killed and died in stages of 127 150 575 852 
medical evacuation . :. ~ , . 

.. 
Missing in action 20 18 106 144 

Total of irrecoverable losses 147 168 . . ' 681 996 
- ., 

.' '. 

Sick, wounded and injured 
losses 

Wounded, injured, burned ,. 186 298 1518 2002 
Sick 26 11 344 381 

Total of sick, wounded and injured 212 309 1862 2383 
losses 

Information about the losses of personnel broken down by arms of service is presented .. 
in table 40. 

-. 

1 CSASA, file 35084, cat. 1, d. 22, p. 22,23; d. 23, p. 21; d. 24, p. 108; d. 25, p. 45,46; 
file 37977, cat. 1. d. 193, p. 146, 188; file 35086, cat. 1, d. 213, p. 33;. d. 244, p. 907; d. 396, 
p. 99, 100; d . 435, p. 31, 32; d. 447, p. 84; CAMD, file 16, cat. 204, d. 3, p . 7, 35, 54, 63, 

64. 
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Table 40 

Arms of service" Types of losses PcrsoMc1 categories Total 
. . 

.Co.ounandccs Junior Soldiers 
commandclll -

Rifle troops ... . Killed and died from wounds in stages of 66 121 528 715 
military evacuation - --
Missing in action 20 18 106 144 
Wounded 164 270 1442 1876 

TQlal . , ..... . .. .... 250 409 2076 2735 

Cavalry troopS Killed and died from wounds in 'iages of 2 10 16 28 
military evacuation . . 

- Wounded 4 4 14 22 
-. 

Total .. . ........... 6 14 30 50 

Tank troopS Killed and died from wounds in ,tages of 9 17 26 52 
military evacuation 22 
Wounded 18 41 81 

Total ........ • ..•.. 27 39 67 133 
'\ -

Artillery Killed and died from wounds in ,tages of 1 2 5 8 
military evacuation 
. Wounded - 1 21 22 

Total ........... ... 1 3 26 30 

Aviation Killed and died from wounds in stages of 4 - - .4 
military evacuation 
Wounded - 1 - 1 

Total .............. 4 1 - 5 

Total for al1a.rrrts of service 288 466 2199 2953 

.. CSASA, file 35084,eal. I, d. 22, p. 22, 23; d. 23, p. 21; d. 24, p. 108; d, 25, p. 45,46; file 3508, cat. I, d. 213, p. 33; d. 235, p. 40; d. 244, p. 
907, d. 396, Jl. 98; d. 435, p. 31,32; d. 447, p. 84; file 37977, cal. I, d. 193, p. 1R8; d 217, p. SR, 63, 86. Infonnarion about the pcrsonDellosses according to 
arms of service is incomplete . 

... The number oflosscs of the ritle troops includes, starting from the existing data, the losses of the signal troops., the engineer troops, and so on. 
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Irrccov- -
crable 
losses. 

Sickness l 

. injury and 
. wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Summary data about the personnel losses for Soviet troops 
in the march into Western Ukraine and Western Belorussia 

(17 September - 25 September 1939) I 

T>'Jlcs of losses · Commanders Junior _ Soldie", 
conunandc~ 

Killed and died Number 127 ISO 
. 

575·-
in stages of % of losses 35.4 31.4 22.6 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 20 1& 106 
action, taken % of losses 5.6 3.& 4.2 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 
.- . 

losses % of losses 

Total of Number 147 16& 681 
irrecoverable 

losses of lo~scs 41 35.2 26.& 

% of number of Alilosscs. 0.2 0.2 0.2 
personnel -Average 

monthly 

Wounded, Number 186 29& 1518 
injured and % oflO!isCS 51.& 62.5 59.7 

burned 
,. 

Sick Number 26 11 344 
% ofJosscs 7.2 2.3 13.5 

Frost bitten Number 
% oflosscs 

Total of sick. Number 212 309 1862 
injury and -

wounded losses of losses 59 64.& 73.2 

of number' of AlIlosse.s 0.3 0 .4 0.6 

% pc",onnel 
Average 
mODthly 

Number 359 471 2543 
- ; ~::----- - .. 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 

% 
of number of Alilosscs 0.6 0.6 0.8 

personnel 
Average 
monthly 

Table 41 

Total 

852 
25.2 

144 
4.3 

996 

29.5 

0.2 

2002 
59.2 

3&1 
11.3 

2383 

70.5 

0.5 

3379 

100 

0.7 

Table 42 

I CSASA, file 35086, cat. 1, d. 396, p. 98; file 35084, cat. 1, d. 22, p. 22, 23; d. 23, p. 
21; d. 24, p. 108; d. 25, p. 45,46; file 35086, cat. 1, d. 213, p. 33; d. 235, p. 40; d. 244, p. 
907; d. 396, p. 98; d. 435, p. 31, 32; d. 447, p. 84; file 37977, cat. 1, d. 193, p. 188; d. 217, 
p. 58, 63, 86; Archive of the Main Directorate of Personnel of the Soviet Ministry of Defense, 
inventory No 22 (name list of losses for command personnel). 
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Personnel losses of the Belorussian Front 
(17 September- 25 September 1939)1 

-

Types of losses Commanders Junior Soldie", To<al 
commanders 

Killed and died Number 32 63 221 316 
in stages of % of losses 39.5 39.9 30~6 .32.9 

medical 

evacuation . .-

Missing in Number I 2 3 
action % oflosscs 1.2 0.3 0.3 · 

Irrccov- Taken prisoner Number 

crable % oflosscs 

losses 
Noncombat Number 

losses % of losses '- . .. 
Total of Number 33 63 ' 223 319 

irrccovcC8.blc 
losses of losses 40.7 39.9 30.9 33.2 

% of number of All losses 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
pcrsonnel 

Average 

monthly 

Wounded, Number 48 95 499 642 
injured and % of losses 593 60.1 69.1 66.8 

burned 

SicknesS, 

injury and Sick Number 

wounded % oflosscs 

losses (with 

evacuation Frost bitten Number 

to hospital) % oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number 48 95 499 642 
injury and 

wounded lo!:tSCS -. of losses 59.3 60.1 69.1 66.8 

ofnumbcr of AlIlosscs 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 
% personnel 

Average 
monthly 

Number 81 158 722 961 

. 
Total oi'Ulsse", of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
of number of AlIlossos 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.5 

personnel 
Average 
monthly 

Table 43 

Personnel losses of the Western Ukrainian Front 

I CSASA, file 35086, cat. 1, d. 213, p. 33; d. 244, p. 907; d. 396, p. 99, 100; d. 435, p. 
31,32; d. 447, p. 84. Information about the command personnel losses is incomplete. 
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(17 September - 25 September, 1939)1 

Types of losses - Commanders Junior Soldicr.<- . . Total 
eommandent 

Killed and died Number 50 87 35'r 
.. .. -. 

491 
in stages of % of losses 21.5 273 19.4 20.7 

medical -
evacuation 

-
Missing in Number 19 18 104 

.-
141 

action % oflosscs 8.2 5.6 5.7 5.9 

Irrccov· Taken prisoner Number 

crable % oflosscs 

losses 
Noncombat Number 

losses % of losses 

- .• . 
Total of Number 69 105 458 632 

irrecoverable 
losses of losses 29.7 32.9 25.1 26.6 

% ofnumbcr of Alliossos 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 
pcr.!:o'Onncl 

Averagc 
monthly 

-
Wounded, Number 138 203 1019 1360 

injured and % oflosscs 59 .2 63.6 56 57.3 
burned 

Sickness, 
inj~ry and Sick Number 26 11 344 381 

wounded % oflosscs 11.1 3.5 18.9 16.1 

losses (with 

.evacuation Frost bitten Number , 
% oflosscs to hospital) 

Total of sick. Number 164 214 1363 1741 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 70.3 67.1 74.9 73.4 

, . ofnumbcr of Allies.cs 0 .6 0.6 0 .7 0 .7 

% penoonncl 
Average 
monthly 

Number 233 319 1821 2373 

Total of losses oflossos 100 100 100 100 

% :'--'- ofnumbcr of Alliosscs 0.9 0.9 ... 0.9 0.9 

personnel 
Averagc 
monthly 

The Soviet-Finnish War (30 November, 1939 - 13 March, 1940) 

I CSASA, file 35084, cat. 1, d. 22, p. 22,23; d. 23, p. 21; d. 24, p. 108; d. 25, p. 45,46; 
file 37977, cat. 1, d. 193, p. 146, 188; CAMD, file 16-A, cat. 204, d. 3, p. 35, 54, 63, 
64.Information about the command personnel1osses is incomplete. 
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On the eve of the second world war a rapid rapprochement and militaIy cooperation began 
between fascist Germany and Finland. 

It should be noted that a significant part of the Finnish public did not reject .thejnsistent 
desire by Hitler's government to convert the territory of Finland into a launching pad for 
aggression against the Soviet Union. 

Military bases, arsenals, various sorts of fortifications etc. were erected' with accelerated 
speeds on Finland's territory. This construction was being done with the help 'of foreign 
specialists, including Gennans. Many of the military objects that were being erected were 
intended for a much larger sized armed forces than Finland possessed. For example, air bases 
built by the start of 1939 with the help of German specialists were able to receive 10 times more 
planes than exiSted in the Finnish air forces 1. 

With the fmancial and ' technical cooperation of a number of western countries a system . 
oflong term fortifications (the Mannerheim line) with a length of 135 km and a depth of up to 
90 km was built on the Karelian isthmus. 

The military preparations by FIDland caused a natural uneasiness on the' part of the Soviet 
government. However its desire to improve relations with its neighbor collided with the lack of 
desire of the . latter to act in this direction. The Soviet-Finnish negotiations on matters of mutual 
security which took place in 1939 at the initiative of the Soviet Union did not lead to success. 

By the end of November 1939 Finnish armed forces, which together with the trained 
reserve numbered up to 600,000 men and about 900 guns of various calibers, were deployed on 
the borders with the Soviet Union. They also had 270 combat aircraft and 29 ships. Almost half 
of the ground forces (7 infantry divisions, 4 independent infantry and 1 cavalry brigade, and 
several independent infantry -battalions), which were combined into the Karelian Army, was 
concentrated on the Karelian isthmus. In the Munnansk, Kandalaksha, Ukhta, Reboly, and 
. Petrozavodsk sectors special groups of forces or other operational-tactical formations were . 
created. 

The. Fimrish armed forces had the task of holding the main groupmg of Soviet forces on 
the Mannerheim line, isolating it, and then, after receiving help in troops and weapons from the 
western countries, moving combat operations to Soviet territory. 

From the Soviet side, the northwestern border from the Barents Sea to the Gulf of Finland 
at the start of the conflict was covered by four armies which were part of the Leningrad Military 
District: the 14th Army (two rifle divisions), which was supported by the Northern Fleet, was in 
the Arctic; the 9th Army (three rifle divisions) was in northern and middle Karelia; the 8th Army 
(four rifle divisions) was north of Lake Ladoga; and the 7th Army (nine rifle di"yisions, one tank 
corps and three tank brigades) was on the Karelian isthmus. For support, the: 7th Army was 
allocated air forces, and also part of the forces of the Baltic Fleet. True, of the four named armies 

1 History of the Second World War 1939-1945. (Istoriya vtoroy mirovoy voyny 1939-
1945). Vol. 3. P. 359. 
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only the 7th Army was in full combat and mobilization readiness at the start of the comb,at . 
operations. 

The plan of the Soviet command authorities in the event of war proyi.d~d for active 
operations by the troops of the Leningrad Military District in the north and in the centrafpart of 
Finland to hold the Finnish troops and to not allow landings by troops of the ~estern powers 
from the direction of the Barents Sea, and the 7th Army was to carry out an attack on the 
Karelian isthmus with a breakthrough of the Mannerheim line and to eli~inate the reinforced 
beachhead of the Finnish troops near Leningrad. 

It should immediately be noted that the forces that were put at the disposal of the 
commander-in-chief of the Leningrad Military District, 'Army . Commander 2nd Rank' K.A. 
Meretskov,-to carry out this task were clearly inadequate. The plan of the chief of the General 
Staff, Army Commander 1st Rank B.M. Shaposhnikov, who proposed to create a more p()werful 
grouping of forces, was rejected by LV. Stalin and K.Ye. Voroshilov who underestimated the 

. combat capability of the Finnish army. . 

A number of firings at Soviet troops from Finnish territory which occurred on 26 
November and on subsequent days and which involved the death of Soviet servicemen served 
as the grounds for the unleashing of the Soviet-Finnish warl. By whom and with whose approval 
they were carried out it is now hard to say since these incidents were not investigated. . ' 

The Soviet government on 28 November renounced the joint nonaggression agreement 
of 1932 and recalled its diplomatic representatives from Finland. On 30 November trooPsofihe 
Leningrad Military District received the·order to push the Finnish troops away from Leningrad.. 
At the same time the Soviet Union again offered Finland a chance to conclude a fri~ndship . and 
mutuaL assistance treaty. 

The Finnish government did not react to this proposal and on the same day declared war . 
on the Soviet Union. 

True, with the start of combat operations the government of Finland relayed through the 
Swedish,ambassador in Moscow a message about its readiness to renew negotiations. However, 
this time the proposal was rejected by the Soviet leadership, 

The combat operations of the Soviet troops in the war with Finland are divided into two 
stages: the first lasted from 30 November, 1939, through 10 February, 1940, and the second 
lasted from 11 February thiough 13 March, 1940. 

In the first stage the troops of the 14th Army in cooperation with the Northern Fleet in 
December captured the Rybachiy and Sredniy peninsulas and the city of Pets~mo and closed the 
Finns outlet to the Barents Sea. At the same time troops of the 9th Army, wnich was attack to 
the further south, penetrated into the depth of the enemy defense by 35-40 Ian. Units of the 8th 

1 The History of the Second World War 1939-1945. (Istoriya vtoroy mirovoy voyny 1939-
1945). Vol. 3. P. 361. 
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Anny moved forward with battles by up to 80 km, but several of them were surrounded and were 
forced to retreat. 

The heaviest and bloodiest battles took place on the Karelian isthmus, where the 7fu Army 
was attacking. By 12 December its troops with the support of air forces and the- navy had 
overcome a strong forward defense area and had moved to the forward edge of the main area of 
the Mannerheim line all along its 110 km width. However, an atterript to breakthrough this area 
was not successful. The forces turned out to be inadequate. .. 

The shortage of forces was also sharply felt in the 9th, 8th, and 14th Armies. The losses 
of Soviet troops, which numbered 69,686 men in December, turned out to be high'. They 
numbered: 

killed and died from wounds and diseases - 11,676; 
missing in action - 5965; 
wounded - 35,800; 
injured - 1164; 
burned - 493; 
frost bitten - 5725; 
sick - 9163. 

At the end of December the High Command of the Red Army decided to halt the 
unsuccessful attacks and to start a careful preparation for a breakthrough. With this goal, the 
North-Western Front, headed by Army Commander 1st Rank S.K. Timoshenko and military 
council member, secretary of the Leningrad oblast committee and city committee of the All
Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik) A.A. Zhdanov, was created on the Karelian isthmus. The 
front consisted of the 7th Army (commanded since 7 December 1939 by Army Commander 2nd 
Rank K.A. Meretskov) and the 13th Army (commanded by Corps Commander V.D. GrendaI') 
which was created at the end of December. Both armies were reinforced with air forces, artillery, 
tank and engineer units2

• 

At this time the total size of the active forces was growing intensively. Whereas on 1 
January, 1949,-there were 550,757 men in their ranks (of these, 46,776 were commanders, 79,520 
were junior commanders, and 424,461 were soldiers)3,by the first days of March "the size of the 
active army had reached 760,578 men (of these, 78,309 were conunanders, 126,690 were junior 
commanders, and 555,579 were soldiers), or, had grown by approximately 1.4 times. Here the 

I CAMD, file IS-A, cat. 2245, d. 48, p. 16. 

2 The North-Western Front, and also the 14th, 9th, 8th, and 15th Armies were in direct 
subordination to the Peoples Defense Conurussariat of the Soviet Union until the end of the 
war. 

3 CAMD, file 15, cat. 2245, d. 48, p. 5,7,9,11,13. 
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organic number 6ftroops was 916,613 menl. On 12 February 194.0 the 15th Army was separated 
out from the 8th Army. ' 

The , Finnish command authorities hurriedly sent the troops replacements, combat 
equipment that had arrived from behind the line, weapons, and ammupjtion. Thewestem powers 
all together sent Finland 35.0 planes, 5.0.0 guns, over 6.0.00 machine guns, aeout 1.00;00.0 rifles, 
650,.0.0.0 hand grenades, 2.5 million rounds of ammunition and 16.0 million cartridges during the 
war. Eleven thousand five hundred volunteers arrived from Scandinavia, the"United States and 

, • 2 
othercountnes . 

The concluding stage of the Soviet-Finnish War started on 11 February. Troops of the 
North-Western Front after a powerful artillery preparation went on the attack and during three 
days of fiel'Ce battles penetrated the main defense zone on the Mannerheim line. 

Battles developed all along the front with the axis of the strikes on Vyborg (troops of the 
7th Army) and on Keksholm (troops of the 13th Army). The complete crossing of the entire 
system of long term fortific~tions of the Mannerheim line with the simultaneous destroying of 
its weapons was completed by Soviet troops, in essence in the first third of March. Then the 
offensive by Soviet troops in the Vyborg sector began. The main forces of the Karelian Army 
of Finhmd were destroyed. 

In spite of the opposition of England, the United States, and France, on 12 )"t;arch, after 
brief negotiations, a peace treaty between the Soviet Union and Finland, according to ,which 
military operations ceased along .the entire front at 12.0.0 on 13 March, was concluded in Moscow. 
In accordance with the treaty, the border north of Leningrad was moved ' to the Vyborg -
Sortavala - Kareilian isthmus line, and a number of islands in the Gulf of Finland, a small 
amount of territory with the city of Kuolayarvi, and part of the Rybachiy and Sredniy peninsulas 
went to the Soviet Union:, The Soviet Union was leased the Hanko peninsula for 3.0 years with 
the right to create a naval base on it which would cover the entrance into the Gulfof Finland and 
sea accesses to Leningrad. ' 

( . 

In conclusion, it should be said that, in spite of the victory that had been won, the goals 
that had !~1! achieved and the instructiveness of the combat experience that was acquired by the 
Soviet troops, the war with Finland did not bring glory to the victor. Moreover, the failures of 
the Leningrad Military District troops during the penetrating of the Mannerheim!IDe during the 
December offensive that were connected with the miscalculations by the High Command of the 
Workers and Peasants Red Army shook public opinion to some degree in a number of western 
countries regarding the military capabilities of the Soviet Union. "The frontal attack that was 
undertaken by the Russians on the Karelian isthmus with weak forces from the start," notes West 
German military historian K. Tippelskircb, "was stopped in the forward defense area of the 
Mannerheim line by the skilful actions of the stubbornly defending Finns. All of December 

1 CAMD, file 15, cat. 2248, d. 48, p. 35,37. 

2 See: The History of the Second World War 1939":1945. (Istoriya vtoroy rnirovoy voyny 
1939-1945). VoL 2. P. 363. 
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passed, and the Russians, in spite of.. attacks, could not achieve significant successes" I. Then 
he talks about the great losses of the Soviet troops durjng the battles for the Mannerheim line, 
about their "tactical clumsiness" and the "poor command", as a result of which "an unfavorable 
opinion regarding the fighting capability of the Red Anny developed throughout the 'V~()~_¢wor1d. 
Undoubtedly this had a significant effect on Hitler's decision"2. . 

During the war with Finland, especially in its first stage, the Soviet troops really found 
themselves in a difficult position since there were not ready to carry out combat operations in 
conditions of a severe winter, during temperatures of minus 40-45 degrees and a -deep snow 
cover. They were unprepared at the start of the war to overcome dense mine fields or to carry 
out decisive actions when penetrating a complex system of long term fortifications on the 
Karelian isthmus. 

Serious shortcomings in the command and control of the troops, in their operational and 
tactical cooperation, in the supplying ofa winter uniform and food to the troops and in the 
offering of medical care were revealed. A result of all of this was an unforeseen dragging out 
of military operations which lasted over three months and the numerous losses of personnel. 

Analyzing the weak sides in the preparation of the Soviet troops whicnwere revealed in 
the war with Finland, the Peoples Commissar for Defense of the USSR, Marshal of the Soviet 
Union S.K. Timoshenko, in a meeting with the leaders of the Workers and Peasants Red Army 
at the end of 1940 noted: 'The war with the White Finns revealed the entire baneful nature of 
our system for combat training - conducting exercises conventionally, with an office method. Our 
commanders arid staffs, not having any practical experience, did not really know how to organize 
the efforts of the arms of service and close cooperation, and, most importantly, they did not really 
know how to command,,3. 

The enemy ended up being better prepared for war, although it also suffered significant 
losses in personnel. The Finnish army, its equipment, weapons and tactics · were well suited to 
conducting combat operations in a terrain with many lakes and small forests, in conditions of a . 
severe winter with much snow. The strength of the Firm's defense also consisted of the skillful 
use of numerous natural obstacles. 

We will examine the . statistical data about the number of active Sovietfroops and the 
number of personnel losses in the war. The former is shown by the table for the average monthly 
number of our troops who participated in the Soviet-Finnish war (see table 44). 

Table 44 
Average monthly number of active Soviet troops during the 

1 Tippelskirch, K. The History of the Second World WaI. (Istoriya vioroy mirovoy 
voyny).Moscow, 1956. p. 48. 

2 Tipplerskirch. Indicated work. P. 50. 

3 "Military History Journal". (Voyenno-istoricheskiy zhurnal). 1989. No 11. P. 17. 
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Soviet-Finnish War (30 November 1939 - 13 March 1940) 

Name of fronts and annies 

North-Western Front 

7tb Anny of North-Western 
Front 
13th Army of North-Western 
Front 
8tbAnny 

· 9tbAnny 

14th Army 

15th Army 

Red Banner Baltic Fleet 

Average monthly size of all of 
the grouping of troops 

Total 
number of 
servicemen 

422,640 

254,290 

145,640 

153,710 

93,610 

56,953 

117,770 

62,780 

848,570 

For which period the .average 
monthly size is taken 

December 1939 - March 1940 

December 1939 -March 1940 

January - March 1940 

December 1939 - March 1940 

December 1939 - March 1940 

December 1939 - March 1940 

February - March 1940 

November 1939 - January 1940 

December 1939 - March 1940 

During the 105 days of the war the Soviet troops suffered personnel losses consisting of 
333,084 men (according to the summary reports from the units and formations on 15 March, 
1940): 

killed and died in stages of the medical evacuation - 65,384; . 
wounded, injured and burned - 186,584; 
frostbitten - 9614; 
sick - 51,892. 

- ::~-:---- -
Concerning the missing in action (19,610 men), it should be noted that"'partofthem were 

captured. After the signing of the peace treaty 5469 men were returned frOIn . captivity (of them, 
301 were commanders, 787 were junior commanders, arid 4380 were soldiers); and 99 men 
voluntarily . remained in Finland (of which 8 were commanders, 1 was a junior commander, and 
90 were soldiers)'. The rest (14,043 men, or 71.6% of all of those counted as missing in action) 
should be considered dead. 

I CSASA,file 37933, cat. 1, d. 428, p. 237-240. 
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Table 45 

Arm-of Service 1 Category of servicemen - Types of losses • .. -

Killed Wounded Missing in Siek and frost 
action .. ' bitten 

Rifle troops Command"", 3,082 8,346 245 434 .-
Junior coaunand= 6,417 17,313 765 927 
Soldiers 34,405 112,824 7,188 8,853 

" 

Total .. ............. .. 43,904 138,483 8,198 lO,i14 
% 94.4 97.4 92.6 94.7 

Tank troops Commanders 269 337 57 19 
lunior 'commandcrs 469 614 105 19 
Soldiers 775 932 261 73 

- Total ...... . .•........ 1513 1883 423 III 
% 3.3 1.3 .4.8 1 

Artillery Commanders 27 81 2 11 
Junior commandcrn 42 134 4 31 
Soldicrs 18S 479 9 182 

Total ........ . .. . . . ... 257 694 IS 224 
% 0.6 0.5 0.1 2.2 

Signal service troops Commanders 4 6 14' I 
Junior commanders 6 14 19 3 
Soldiers 50 70 138 21 

Total ..... . .. . ....... 60 90 171 25 
% 0.1 0.1 1.9 0.2 

Engineering troops Commanders 18 20 - 6 
Junior commanders 15 80 5 4 
Soldiers 63 329 20 69 

Total .......... , .. . .. 96 429 25 79 

% 0.2 0.3 0 .3 0.7 

Airborne assau1t rroops Commlinders 59 71 I 19 
Junior commanders 130 107 6 41 
Soldiers 469 469 IS 72 

Total .... .. . . .. . . , .... 658 647 22 132 

% 1.4 0.4 0.3 1.2 

Total, .. . .. , .......... 46,488 142,226 8,854 10,785 

'-.-:--- % 100 100 - 100 100 -
, CSASA,file 34980. eat. 10, d. 548, p. 109; d. 552, p. 28&-308; cat. 14, d. 249, p. 182; cal. 16, d. 81, p. 244-252; cat. 17, d. 194, p. 302, 307; file 

3977, cal. I,d. 572, p . 132; CNA,file 92, eat 25, d. 14, p. 2-31; file R-1877, eat I, d. 675, p. 519,652; file R-1701, cat. I, d. 57, p. 326; file R-1881, cat. Ii 
d. I, p . 69. The losses arc given for the 7th, 13th, 14th and 15th Armies. 

2 It was not possible to find complete infonnation separately about the losses for the air force units during the Soviet-Finnish war. According to the 

report ofttic operational ditccto'rate of the Red Army General Staff (CSASA, file 39777, cat. I, d. 572, P. 132) the losses for tbe air force units of the 7th, 8th, 

9th, 13th, 14th and 15th armies, the special group and the air force group of the North-Wco.1crn Front were 785 men killed ·and missing in action, and 144 men 
wounded. Among the verified 642 killed and missing in action, pilotS account for 40%, navigators and gunner-radio operator's account for 28"10, and othcrs account 

for about 3%, and among the 106 wounded, pilots account for 24% and other personnel account for 76% (CSASA, file 37977, cat. I, d. 441). 

There are data about the outcome of the treatment for the wounded, injured, burned, frost 
bitten, and sick on 1 March 1941, numbering 248,090 men: -~ 

returned to duty - 172,203 men (69.4%); 

discharged with removal from military accounting and offered sickness leaves 
46,925 (18.9%); 
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died from wounds and illnesses in medical facilities - 15,921 (6.4%); 

the number of wounded, injured and-so on whose , treatment outcOIrie in: medical 
facilities had not been determined at the indicated time - 13,041 (S.3%j. "" 

Data about the total number of irrecoverable losses of personnel in the wa~ '~;~: 

killed and died from wounds in stages of medical evacuati(;ni ,~,' 65,384; " 
declared dead from among the missing in action - 14,043; 
died in hospitals from w01mds and injures - 15,921 (on 1 March 194J). 

, ' 

From the armies that were not part of the North-Western Front; the greatest lo~ses (49~79S ' 
men, of which 18,065 were killed and missing in action}-belonged to the ~5thArnlY during the 
time of its brief participation in the war (from 12 February through 13 March, 1940)~Tllis is 
explained by the unskillful directing of the combat operations on the part of the command 
authorities of the army, as a result of which many units of the 18th and other rifle divisions 
during an attack with spread out colonnade were surrounded and came under destructive enemy 
fire. 

Data about the losses in terms of arms of service (only for the 7th, 13th, 14th, and 15th 
Armies) are presented in table 45. ' " 

We will present the existing statistical data about the losses of the mid~le and senior 
command personnel from the active Soviet troops in December 1939. ' " 

. ' . . 

Of the 3500 commanders who died in December 1939 they are from the arms of service 
as follows: 

rifle units - 2170 (62%) 
artillery - 490 (14%); 
air forces - 175 (5%); 
political personnel - 525 (15%); 
enginyering troops - 53 (1.5%); , 
signal service commanders - 35 (1 %); 
administrative medical and veterinary personnel - 35 (1 %); 
other arms of service - 17 (0.5%). 

The2170 rifle troop commanders who were killed include l
: 

staff duty conunanders - 28 (1.3%); 
rifle battalion commanders - 52 (2.4%); 
rifle company commanders - 340 (15.7%); 
rifle platoon commanders - 1750 (80.6%). 

I CAMD, file IS-A, cat. 2245, d., 48, p. 19. 
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Among the total number of wounded who were sent froin the troops of the North-Western 
Front to Leningrad for treatment (frqm 1 January thmugh 13 March, 1940), the wounds were 
distributed by type in the following manner!: 

gunshot - 68%; 
wounds from artillery shells - 31.6%; 
wounds from mines - 0.3%; 
from nonfiring weapons - 0.1 %. 

Here the serious wounds and those of medium severity comprised 80.8%, and the light 
wounds comprised 19.2%. . 

Data aD out the nature of the wounds in a percentage-relationship are 2: 

wounds to the head and neck - 10.2% 
to the thorax - 7.4%; 
to the abdomen and pelvis - 4.6%; 
to the upper extremities - 45.5%; 
to the lower extremities - 27.4%; 
multiple wounds - 4.9%. 

In the period of the Soviet-Finnish war there were cases of illness with typhus and 
typhoid However they were not widespread among the personnel. According to the existing data, 
in the period from 1 January through 13 March, 1940, 20 cases of typhus and 59 cases of typhoid 
were found in the troops of the N orth-Western Frone. In units of the Red Banner Baltic Fleet 
in December, 19393 cases were found, and in the period from 1 January to 15 March, 1940 17 

4 . 
cases . of typhoid were found : 

Sununarized statistical data about losses of personnel in the Soviet-Finnish war, on the 
whole in terms of the active troops, and separately for the North-Western Front, and for each 
army and the Red Banner Baltic Fleet are presented in tables 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 and 
54 (according to reports from the troops). Here the summary table of personnel losses (table 46) 
in addition to--the losses of the 7th, 13th, 8th, 9th, 14th and 15th Combined Arms Armies, the 
Red Banner Baltic Fleet, units with front subordination for the North-Western Front and a 
number of special formations with central subordination also includes the personnel losses for 
the operational group of forces (commanded by Corps Commander V.D.Grendal'), which up to 
26 December, 1939, operated independently on the Karelian peninsula. 

! CSASA, file 34980, cat. 10, d. 1855, p. 93. 

2 Ibid. 

3 CSASA, file 34980, cat. 10, d. 1855, p. 93. 

4 CNA, file R-1701, cat. 7, d. 57, p. 326; file R-1881, cat. 1, d. 1, p. 69. 
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The Northern Fleet, which supported the attack of the troops of the 14th Anny, did not 
have any combat losses. 

In 1949-1951 as a result of lengthy and painstaking work to clarify the nUlPber of losses 
by the Main Directorate for Personnel of the Soviet Ministry. of Defense and the High Command 
for the Ground Troops of the USSR, name rolls for servicemen of the Red Army) who died and 
were missing in action in the Soviet-:Finnish of 1939-1940 war were compiled. IIi total, 126,875 
soldiers, commanders, and workers making up the irrecoverable losses were· included here. Their 
main surmnary indicators, calculated according to the name rolls,are presented iIi table 54a (see 
p.104). 

1 CSASA, me 34980, cat. 15, d. 200, 203,204,206,208,211,213,215, 217, 219;Archive 
of the Main Directorate of Personnel of the Soviet Ministry of Defense, inventory No 21, 22. 
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Types of losses 

J(jlled and died Number 

in stages of % of losses 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 

action % oflosscs 

Jm::cov~ 
Taken prisoner Number 

crable % oflosscs 

lossc."i 
Noncombat Number 

losses ! % oflosscs 

-
Total of Number 

irrecovcrable 
losses of losses 

% ofoumbcr of Alliosscs 
pcrxonncl 

Average 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 

injured and % oflosscs 
burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 

wounded % of losses 

losses (with 
Frost bincn Number cVaCUaliOD 

10 hospital) 
% oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 

..... ofnumbcr of Alllosscs 

% pcr.;:onnel 
Averagc 
monthly 

96 

.I 

Commanders Junior 
commanders 

5027 9741 

830 2042 

- . 

.. 
5857 11,783 

11,780 23,675 

335 635 

257 729 

12,372 25,039 
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Table 46 

Soldiers . .. Total 

48,010 .. .. "65,384 1 

19.6 

-

16,024 .- 19,610 ' 
5.9 

64,034 84,994 ' 

255 

10 

2.95 

145,755 186,584· 
56 

5792 51,582 ' 
15.6 

8315 9614 6 

2.9 

159,862 248,090 ' 

74.5 

29.2 

8.6 
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Types of losses Conunandeni 

Number 

Total of losses of losses 
% 

of number of Alliosscs 
pe",onnel 

Average 
monthly 

I Of them, 2606 men are not distributed according to categories of servieemen. 
:! Of them, 714 men are notdistributcd according to categories of servicemen. 
3 Of them, 3320 men arc not distributed according to categories ofserviccmen. 
" Of them, 5374 men are not distributed according to categories of servicemen. 
'Of them 45,130 men arc not distributed according to categories ofscrvicemen. 
, Of them, 3 13 men arc not di.1ributed according to categories of servicemen. 
, Of them, 50,817 men arc not distributed according to categories of servicemen . 
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Iunior Soldiets Total. 
commanders 

36,822 223,8% .. 333,084 • 

. . .. -.... 
100 

.- 39.3 

- 11.55 .. 

• Ofthcm, 54,137 men arc not distributed according to categories of servicemen. [nfannation about the losses presented in the table is not complete 
since it is missing data about the noncombat loosC8 of the troops, and also about the losses for siek in the 14th Anny. 

The information about the number of personnel losses of the Red Army in the Soviet
Finnish war that is presented in the table is produced as a result of a sununarizing of reports from 
the troops, including those who for the first time turned out not to be accounted for in the 
summary reports for the irrecoverable as well as the sick, injured and wounded losses that were 
compiled by the General Staff at the moment of the ending of military operations (CSASA, file 
40442, cat 1, d. 1875, p. 116-118). 

, 

Table 47 
Personnel losses for the North-Western Front (7 January to 13 March, 1940) I . 

Types of losses Commande", Iunior Soldie",' . Total 

commanders 

" 
Killed and died Number 2791 5217 25,712 33 ,720 

in stages of % of losses 17.7 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 321 658 5131 6110 

action % oflosscs 3.2 
. 

!rrccov.' ,0- - :r akcn prisoner Number 

crable % of losses 

10sses 
Noncombat Number 

losses % oflosscs 

Total of Number 3112 5875 30,843 39,830 

irrecoverable 
losses ·oflooses 20.9 

% of number of All losses 9.4 

personnel 
Average 4.28 

monthly --
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Types of lo,,"es Commandcni Junior Soldie", Total 

- commanders 
-

Wounded, Number 7558 15,390 95 ,036 119,122 ' 
injured and % oflosscs 62.7 ,." . 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 199 JI8 2475 27,242 J 

wounded % oflosscs 14.3 

losses (with . - .. 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 153 366 3403 3922 

10 hO,,!,iral) % oflosscs 2.1 

Total of sick, Number 7910 16,074 100,914 150,286 • 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 79.1 

... 
of number of AlIla...es 35.6 

- % personnel . . 

Average '. 16.16 
monthly 

Number 11,022 21,949 131 ,757 190,116 • 

Total of losses of losses 100 
% 

of number of All losses 45 
personnel .-

Average 20.44 
monthly 

I The North-Western Front was created by order No 0977/017 of the Peoples Commissar for Defense of the USSR from 7 January, 1940 and 
consisted ofthc 7th and 13th Armies. The losses of the front include losses of the 7th and 13th Armies as well as of units with front line subordination. 

1 Of them, 1138 men were not distributed according t~ categories of servicemen. 
] Of them, 24,250 men were not distributed according to categories of servicemen . 
.. Ofth~ 25,388 men were not di~1ributcd according: to categories of servicemen. 
CSASA, file 34980, cat. 10, Ii. 540, p. 81; file 37977, cat. I, Ii. 572, p. 132, 140-143. CAMD, file IS-A, cat. 2245. d.. 48, p . 38, 61-73; file 5, cat. 

176705, Ii. 67, p. 44-53; Ii. 68, p. 430. f 

The greatest percentage of sick, injured and wounded losses (79.l % in regards to the total 
number oflosses) is noted in the troops of the N orth-Western Front (7th and 13th Armies). In 
other operational strategic formations that participated in the war (8th, 9th, 14, and 15th Annies), 
this indicator is smaller: 70.9, 70.6, 68.8, and 63.7% respectively. 

The.main reason for this higher figure is the fact that the battles on the Karelian peninsula 
by virtue of the special conditions (the restricting of the maneuvering of the forces, and the 
massed firepower of the enemy who was concealed in numerous emplacements, pillboxes and 
other fortreSs type installations) were accompanied by large losses of personnel. The proximity 
of major medical facilities of the Workers and Peasants Red Army (in Leningrad and other 
nearby cities),and also the well organized medical care for the wounded as well as the timely 
evacuation of them helped bring about a reduction in the number of those who died from wOlIDds 
and, consequently, the predominance (on average by 4 times) of the sick, injured and wounded 
over the irrecoverable losses (calculated according to data from tables 47, 48 a~d 49). 

Personnel losses of the 7th Army of the North-Western Front 
(30 November 1939 to 13 March 1940) I 
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Types of losses Commanders Junior 
conunandcrs 

Killed and died Number 1320 2649 
in stages of % of losses 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 86 189 
action % oflo,,"es 

Irrccov- Taken prisoner Number 

crable % of losses 

losses 
Noncombat Number 

lossc.~ % of losses 

Total of Number 1406 2838 - irrcco'vcrablc -.-

losses of losses 

% of number of Alllosscs 
personnel 

Average 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 4021 8240 
injured and % of losses 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 119 174 

wounded % oflosscs 
losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 25 4S 
to hospital) % oflosscs 

Toral of sick, Number 4165 8459 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 

of number of Alliosscs 

% personnel 
-.. Average 

monthly 

Number 5571 11 ,297 

Total of losses of losses 
% 

of number of Alliosscs 

.. . -;---- - personnel 
Average 
monthly 

, The 7th Army panieipated in combat oflCrations from 30 November 1939 through 13 March, 1940. 
, Of them, 828 men who were burned were not di.1ributed according to the categories of servicemen. 
l Of them 17,499 men were not distributed according to the categories of servicemen. 
< Of Ihem 18,327 men were not distribuled according to the categories of servicemen. 

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

Soldiers Total 

12,453 16,422 
16.4 

- . .. - " 

1762 2037 

- 2 .. 

14,215 18,459 

18.4 

7.3 

2.14 

48,392 61,481 ' 
_. 193 

1464 19,256 • 
19.3 

653 723 
0.8 

50,509 81,460 < 

81.6 

32 

9.42 

64,724 99,919 • 

100 

39.3 

"- .- 11.56 

CSASA, file 34980, caL 10, d 540, p. 76·78; d .. S22, p. 288·308; cal. 12, d 73 , p. 35, 148; d 128,1'.62·77. CAMD, tile 15·A, eal. 2245, d. 48, 

p. 5, 202-309. 

The 7th Anny (commanded by Army Commander 2nd Rank VF. Yakovlev, and from 16 
December, 1939 by Anny Commander 2nd Rank K.A. Meretskov) during the entire Soviet
Finnish war had, in comparison with other armies that were active there, the largest number of 
troops (see table 44) since it was carrying out the attack in the main (Vyborg) sector. The relative 
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losses of its personnel, as the statistical data show, were significantly less than in the neighboring 
13th and a number of other armies. 

Irrccov-
c[1!ble 
loss~ 

Sickness, 
injury and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses of the 13th Army of the North-Western Front 
(26 December 1939 to 13 March 1940)1 

Types of losses Commanders Junior Soldi~rs 
conunandcrs 

Killed and died Number 1239 2430 13,209 
in stages of % of losses 

medical 
evacuation 

M;s.sing in Number 106 .- 376 3344 
action % of losses -. 

Taken prisoner Number 
% of losses 

Noncombat Number 
losses % of losses 

Total of Number 1345 2806 16,553 
irrccovcrdblc 

losses of losses 

% ofnumbcr of Alliossos 
personnel 

Average 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 3476 7009 %,476 
injured and % oflosscs 

burned 

Sick Number 80 144 1011 
% oflosscs 

Froot bitten Number 128 321 2750 
% of losses 

Tota} of sick, Number 3684 7474 50237 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 

of number of Alliosscs -
- ~~:--- -

% personnel 
Average 
monthly 

--

100 

. Table 49 

.- Total 

16,8'78 
18.9 

3826 
4.3 

20,704 

23.2 

14.2 

5.47 

57,271 ' 
64.2 

7986 ' 
9 

3199 
3.6 

68,456 • 

76.8 

47 

18.08 

-- . i 
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Types of losses Commanders Iunior Soldiers Total 
conunandcrs 

Number 5029 10,280 66,790 89,160 • 

.. . .... 
Total of losses of losses 100 

% 
ofnumbcr of Alilosscs - 61.2 

pcnionncl 
Average - .. 2356 
monthly 

, The 13th Army was created on 26 December, 1939 on the base of the troops of the operational group of Corps Commander V.D. GrendaI' and a 
certain part of the troops that were allocated from the 7th Army.lt participated in combat operations from 26 December, 1939 tbrough 13 March 1940. 

2 Of them., 310 men who were burned were not distributed according "to the categories of servicC"me"n: 
1 Of them, 6751 men wert: no~ di~"tributcd according to the categories of -scrviccm.~. 

" Of them, 7061 men were not distributed according to the categories of scrviccmcl). 
CSASA, file 34980, caL 10, d. 546, p. 165-177; d. 540,k p. 78-80; d. 548, p. 109-113. CAMD, file IS-A, cat. 2245, d. 48, p. 13,316-335. 

The 13th Anny (commanded by Corps CO:nunander V.D. GrendaI', and from 2 March 
1940 by Corps Commander F.A. Parusinov), was part of the North-Western Front. Its combat 
operations were accompanied by the largest, in comparison with other armies, losses in personnel 
(61.2% of the average monthly number oftroops)_ In terms of the tempos of the offensive on the 
Karelian isthmus the 13th Anny significantly lagged behind the 7th Army on its left flank, which 
served a the reason for the replacement of the commander. . 

Irrccov-
crable · 

losses 

Table 50 
Personnel losses of the 8th Army (30 November 1939 to 13 March 1940) I 

Types of losses Commande", JUDior Soldie", Total 
commanders 

KIlled and died Number 654 1273 6173 8100 
in stages of 

, .. 
% of losses 18 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 129 446 4396 4971 
action % oflossc:; ILl 

Taken prisoner Number -, .. - - - % oflosscs 

Noncombat Number 
los,cs % of losses 

Total of Number 783 1719 10,569 13,071 

irrecoverable 
losses of losses 29.1 

% ofnumbcr of Alllosscs 8.5 

personnel 
Average 2.5 
monthly 
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Types of losses Corrunanders Junior Soldiers Total 
- conun~c~ _. , 

Wounded, Number 1524 2582 17,222 
injured and % of losses 

burned 

SickncNS, .-
injury and Sick Number 

woundcd % oflosscs 
losses (with 
evacuation Frost biUen Number 45 154 2598 

to hospital) % of losses 

Total ohiek, Number 1569 2736 19,820 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 
. . 

ofnumbcr of AlIlosscs -
% personnel -. 

Avc"'ge 
monthly 

Number 2352 4455 30,389 

Total of losses of losses 
% 

ofnumbcr of AlIlosscs 
personnel -

Average 
monthly 

I The 8th Anny participated in combat operations from 30 November, 1939 through 13 March, 1940. 
, Of them, 395 men were not di>tributed according to categories of servicemen (231 men were injured and 164 men were burned). 
I Of them, 7691 men were not distributed according to categoricsof servicemen. 
CSASA, file 34980, cat 13, d. 1272, p. 18-20, 25;d. 127(i,p. 24-27. CAMD, file IS-A, cat 2245, d. 48, 1'. 5, 47, 385-387. 

21,723 ' 
. -48.4 

· 7296 
163 

i797 
6.2 

31,816 J 

70.9 

20.7 

6.09 

44,887 J 

100 

29.2 

8.59 

The 8th Army (commanded by Division Commander LN. Khabarov) up to 12 February, 
1940 operated in two main sectors - the Ilomantsi and Sortavala sectors, having a front width of 
over 200 Ian. There were six rifle divisions and a number of reinforcement units in it. The 
number of troops of the opposing sides here was identical at flIst, however the Finnish units had 
a number of advantages in tactical preparations. 

The total personnel losses of the 8th Army are the smallest and number 29.2% of its 
average monthly size. It is behind only the 14th army for this indicator. -

. . ;"'-~-
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Table 51 
Personnel losses of the 9th Army (30 November 1939 to 13 March 1940)1 

Types of losses Conunander.; Junior 
commanders 

Killed and died Number 634 12 14 
in £tagcs of % of 10= 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 208 566 
action, takeD % of losses 

prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 

losses losses % of losses .. 

- Total of Number ,-842 1780 
irrccoycrdblc 

losses of 1",,"05 

% of number of All losses 
personnc1 

Average 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 1280 2635 

injured and % oflosscs .; 

burned 

Sickness, 
injut)' and Sick Number 

wounded % oflosscs 

losses (with 
Frost bitten Number 

evacuation 
52 177 

to hospital) % of 1=08 

Total of sick, Number 1332 2812 

injut)' and 
wounded losses of lasses 

ofnumber of All losses .. 
% personnel 

Average 
monthly 

Number 2174 4592 

Total oflosses of lasses 
% -:.--- of number of Alliosscs 

personnel . 
A\'Cragc 
monthly 

I The 9th Army participated in combat operations from 30 November 1939 through 13 March 1940. 

:! Of thC1llt 922 men were ~ot distnbutcd according to categories of sc{Viccmcn. 
, Of them, 327 men were not disrributcd according to categories of servicemen. 
, Of them, 1249 men were not distributed according io categories of servicemen. 
S Of them, 689 men were not d istnbutcd according to categorics of servicemen. 
Ii Of than, 313 men were not distributed according to categories of servicemen. 

Soldier.; Total . '. 

. . . " ,. , . . 

5770 8540 ' -
18.6 

- --
3895 4996' 

, 10.8 . 

9665 13,536 ' 

29.4 

14.5 

4.25 

13,070 17,674 • 
38.3 

12,250 
26.6 

2107 2649 ' 
5.7 

15,177 32,573 ' 

. 70.6 

34.8 

10.24 

24,842 46,109 • 

100 

49.3 

14.49 

1 Of them, 13,252 men were not di~1ributcd according to categories of servicemen. 
II Of them, 14,501 men were not di~1ributcd according to categories of servicemen. 
CSASA, file 34980, cat. 14, d 246, p.l; d 249, p. 182; d 253,1'. 41; d 255, p. 40; file 37977, cat I, d. 572, p. 146. CAMD, file IS-A, cat. 2245, 

d 48, 1'. 9; f. 5, car. 176705, d 69,.1'. 137-142,378-381. 
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The attack by troops of the 9th Army (commanded by Corps Commander M.P. Dukhanov) 
in the Kuoliovaara, Suomussalmi, and Karpisalmi s~ctors was accompanied by significant 
personnel losses, especially because of the unsuccessful actions of the 44th and 163rd-tlnd 54th 
Rifle Divisions. The irrecoverable losses of these divisions in February 1940 reached 20-30% of 
their size (CASAS, file 34980, cat. 10, d. 658).-. ,. 

_ Table 52 
Personnel losses of the 14th Army (30 November 1939 to 13 March 1940)1 

Types of lo>"cs Commanders Junior 
commanders 

Killed and died Number 40 ' 
in stages of %oflo~ 71.4 

Medical --
evacuation 

Missing in Number 
action, taken % of losses 

prisoner 

Jrrccov· 
crable 

Noncombru Numbcr 

losses losses % of losses 

Total of Number 40 
irrecoverable 

losses oflosscs 71.4 

% ofnumbcr of Alllo>scs 0.7 
personnel 

Average 0.16 
monthly 

Wounded, Numb.er 14 
injured and % oflOsscs 25 

burned 

Sickness. 
injury and Siek Number 

wounded 
,.- % of losses 

losses (wilh 
Fro.!."t binen Number 2 evacuation 

10 hospital) 
% of losscs 3 .6 

Total of sick, Number 16 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 28.6 

; .~ -
of number of Alliosscs 0.3 

% personnel 
Average 0.07 
monthly 

Number 56 

Totaloflo>scs of losses 100 

% 
of number of Alliesscs 1 

pCnionncl 
Av~rage 0.23 
monthly 

, The 14th Army look part in combat operations from 30 November, 1939 through 13 March, 1940. 
, Including 19 air force officers. Information about the sick was nol found. 

22 
26:8 

22 

26.8 

0.2 

0.04 

36 
43 .9 

24 
29.3 

60 

73.2 

fJ .7 

0.16 

82 

100 

0.9 

0.20 

Soldiers Total 

119 lSI 
26.6 30.9 

' " 

2 2 
0.4 0.3 

-
121 183 

27 31.2 

0.3 0 .3 

0.07 0 .09 

251 301 
56.2 51.5 

75 !OI 
16.8 17.3 

326 402 

73 6S .6 

0.7 __ 0.7 

0.16 0 .21 

447 585 

100 100 

1 1 

0.23 0.3 

CSASA, file 34980, eal 10, d. 551, p. 197, 199,313, 36S; cal. 16, d . 81, p. 244-252. CAMD, file IS-A, cat. 2245. d 48, p_ 11,426,427, 430; file 

5, cat. 176705, d. 66, p. 606, 607. 
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The 14th Army (commanded by Division Commander V.A. Frolov), consisting of two 
divisions and reinforcement units, conducted combat operations in the Arctic in the Petsamo and 
Ntlutsi regioris. It successfully camed out the missions it was given. It had the 'smallest personnel 
losses (only 0.3% of the average monthly number of troops). 

The frostbitten were a big part (about 25%) of the sick, injured and -wounded losses of 
the 14th J\J1Day. 

Table 53 
Personnel losses of the 15th Army (12 February to 13 March 1940)1 

Types of losses Commanders J_u_nior Soldiers Total 
commanders - .-

Killed and died Number R60 1976 10,169 14,6R9 ' 
in stages of % of losses 29.5 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 127 339 2523 3376 • 
action % oflossc.'t 6.R 

Irrccov· Taken prisoner Number -

crable % of losses 

losses 
Noncombat Number 

losses % of losses 

Total of Number 9R7 2315 12,692 18,065 • 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 36.3 

% ofnumbcr of An losses 15.3 
personnel 

Average 15.34 
monthly 

Wounded, 
_. 

Number 1350 2977 19,984 27,463 ' 
injured and % oflosscs 55.2 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and . Sick Number 136 317 3317 4259 ' 

wounded % of losses 8.5 

losses (with 
Fros\bittcn Number evacuation -

10 hospiraW- '-- I % oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number 1486 3294 23,301 31,722 7 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 63.7 

ofnumbcr of An losses 26.9 

% pcn;:onncl 
Average 26.94 
monthly 
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Types of losses Commande", Junior Soldie", 
commandcrs 

Number 2783 6576 40,428 

ToraJ of losses of losses 

% 
of number of All losses -

personnel 
Average -
monthly 

I The 15th Army was separated out from the 8th Army. It took part in battles from 12 February through 13 Maceh 1940. 
~ Of them, 1684 men were not distributed according to categories of servicemen. 
) Of them, 387 men were not distributed according to categories of servicemen. 
... Of them, 207.1 men were not distributed according to catcgoriC$ of servicemen. 
j Of them, 3152 mcn wcre not distributed according to categories of servicemen. 

Total 

49,787 • 

.. . ." 
100 

42.2 

42.28 -

6 Of them, 4i9 men were not distributed according to categories of servicemen. The number of the siek also includes losses due to fto~1bitc which 
could not broken out due to • lack of data. . -. 

1 Of them, 3641 men were not distributed according to categories of servicemen . 
• Including the losses of the 18th Rifle Division during thc period from 25 December 1939 through 13 Marcn 1940 which were no! distributed 

according to types of los .. 
CSASA, file 34980, cat. 17, d. 190, p. 116·121, 175·344; d. 194, p. 210, 214, 302, 307, 308, 310, 311. CAMD, file 5, caL 176705, d. 67, p. 258. 

The 15th Auny was formed during the course of the war on the bas~ of the left flank 
fOImations and units of the 8th Ar:my which were operating between Lake Ladoga and Laymola. 
The highest relative indicator for irrecoverable losses (15.3% of its average monthly size) is noted 
in the anny. They occurred basically due to the large personnel losses in the 18th Rifle Division 
and the 34th Light Tank Brigade which in February 1940 because of the clumsy actions of the 
command authorities were cut off and blockaded by the enemy and then SUbjected to intensive 
fIre (CSASA, fIle 34980, cat. 10, d. 210, p. 12,15). 

Killed and died 
in stages. of 

':.:---..Ul~dical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

losses losses: 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Personnel 'losses of the Red Banner Baltic Fleet 
(30 November 1939 to 13 March 1940) 

Types of losses Corrunandcr.i Junior 
commanders 

Number 4l! 39 

% of losses 

Number 45 33 

% oflosscs 

Numbct 
% oflosscs 

Number 93 72 

of losses 

% ofnumbcr of All losses 

personnel 
Average 
monthly 
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Soldicni Total 

67 154 
9.6 . 

.-.-

77 155 
9.7 

144 309 

19.3 

- 0.5 

0.15 

-- ------=--~y~-::: ::- . 
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Types of losses Commanders Junior Soldie .. Total 
commanders 

Wounded. Number 54 55 192 301 
injured and % of losses 18.8 

burned 
Sicknc~. 

injury and Siek Number 845 

wounded % oflosscs 52.8 

losses (with .. 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 5 8 132 145 

to hospital) % of losses 9.1 

Total of siek. Number 59 63 324 129l • 
injury and 

wounded losses oflosscs 80.7 

of number of An losses 2 - % personnel ... 

Average 0.6 
monthly 

Number 152 \35 468 1600 " 

To.al of losses oflosscs 100 
% 

of number of All losses 2.5 
personnel - . 

Average 0.75 
monthly 

• Of them. 845 siek men were not dj.1ributcd according to categories of servicemen. ':.:0;· 
CSAN. tile R·92. cat. 25. d 14.1" 2·31; file R·170l. d. 56.1" 1·64.90; d 57. p. 326. 329; file 1877. cal. I.. d. 164. p. 183, i22; d. 675. p. 519, .. 

652. CNA, file 2, cat. 0356360, d. 2, p. 5, 6, 8, 9. 

Clarified summary data about the number of irrecoverable losses 
in the Soviet -Finnish war 

". 

Types of losses Commanders Junior Enlisted men Rank not 
commanders indicated 

Killed and died from wounds in 6000 9611 54,215 1388 
stages of medical evacuation 
Died from wounds and diseases 802 1436 12,185 1869 

in hospitals... _ 
Missing in action 1010 2998 33,827 1534 

Total ..... . ...... 7812 14,045 100,227 4791 

Table 54a· 

Total 

: 
71,214 

16,292 

39,369 

126,875 

The number of the irrecoverable losses that is presented in table 54a differs to the larger 
side from the summary data that were calculated according to the reports of the troops that 
arrived up to the end of March, 1940 and are contained in table 46. These differences specifically 
are the following: 

Table 54b 
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Types of losses Summary data about Size of 
irrecoverable losses -difference 

according to according to - - - .---

troop reports name rolls of 
losses 

. 
Killed and died from wounds in 65,384 71,214 5830 

stages of medical evacuation 
Died -from wounds and diseases in 15,921 16,292 371 

hospitals 
Missing in action 14,043 39,369 25,326 

- -- -
Total ................ 95,348 126,875 31,527 

The reason for this difference is that the name rolls include, first of al~ previously 
uncounted personnel losses for the air forces (see table 45), and also servicemen from among 
those who died in hospitals' after March 1940, and, secondly, the border guards and other 
servicemen who were not part of the Red Army and who died in the same hospitals from 
wounds arid diseases. Also, the name rolls for the irrecoverable losses included a large number 
of servicemen who did not return home (on the basis of claims by relatives), especially from 
among those drafted in 1939-1940 with whom communications ceased in the period of the 
Soviet-Finnish war. After an unsuccessful search for them over many years they were called 
missing inaction (we will note that the indicated rolls were compiled ten years after the Soviet
Finnish war). It is this that explains the presence on the rolls of an excessively large number of 
people who were missing in action - 39,369 men, who comprise 31 % of all of the irrecoverable 
losses in the Soviet-Finnish war. According to reports from the troops only 14,093 servicemen, 
or about 15% of the irrecoverable losses indicated in these reports, were missing in action during 
combat operations. 

Information about the losses that is calculated according to the name roll is presented in 
the book tog~~r with that data which were produced on the basis of a wanting and analysis of 
the reports from- the troops and the general summary report of the General Staff which was 
compiled at the end of March 1940, that is, right after the end of combat operations. However, 
we have accepted the number of all who were killed, missing in action and died from wounds 
and diseases who are counted on the name rolls, that is, 126,875 men, as the total number of 
irrecoverable personnel losses for the Soviet Union in the Soviet-Finnish war. This figure, in our 
opinion, more fully reflects the demographic irrecoverable losses of the country in the war with 
Finland. -

According to Finnish sources (see: "Abroad" (Za rubezhom). No 48. 1~89), Finland's 
personnel losses in the war were 48,243 killed and 43,000 wounded. 

The summary data about the personnel losses for the Soviet Anned Forces in combat 
operations and military conflicts during the period from 1923 through 1940 are presented in table 
55. It is clear from it that during the indicated period the combat irrecoverable personnel losses 
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for the Red Army (killed, died from wounds and diseases, not returned from captivity, and , 
missing in action) numbered 139,100 men. The larK est number of them are from battles to repel ' 
Japanese aggression in the region of the Khalkhin-Gol River in 1939 (8931 men) and in the 
Soviet-Finnish war of1939-1940 (126,875 men). .. 

* * * 
. . 

From materials published in the second chapter it is clear that the largest number of 
military conflicts, and also the personnel losses connected with them and suffered by. SoVi~t 
troops during combat operations in the period under examination, come from the end of the '30's. 
All of this was evaluated then in the Soviet Union as a clear sign of the growth of the military 
danger for the Soviet Union from the direction of fascist Germany and its allies ill the anti-

I -
Comintern pact . 

In connection with the worsening of the military and political situation around the Soviet 
Union in the pre-war years the Soviet government undertook measures to strengthen the defense 
capability of the country, the western and eastern borders. In 1939 Soviet troops moved intothe 
Baltic states on the basis of a treaty (see p. 126). . 

- '~ -

1 The anti-Comintern pact was an treaty between Germany and Japan, concluded on 25 
November, 1936, for the purposes of fighting for world hegemony _under the flag of;anti
communism. In 1937-1939 Italy and Franco's Spain joined it, as did the rea9tionary 
governments of hungary, Finland, Rumania, Denmark and several other countries. 
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Military conflicts and 

combat operations 

Fight with S08m.teh 
counter-revolutionary 
movement (1923-1931) 

Sino-Soviet milltary 
confliL1 (1929) 

Military Bid to 
Spanish .Republic 
(1936-1939) 

Military aid to China 
(1937-i939) . 

Repelling of Japanese 
. aggression in Lake 
Khasan region (1938) 

Defeat of Japanese 
invaders in Khalkhin-
Gol River region 
(1939) 

Mai~h into Western 

Ukraine and Western 
Bcl~russia (1939) 

" Soviet-Finnish War 
(11/3039 - 3/13/40) 

Total .... .. . . ... 
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Summary data about personnel losses of the Soviet Armed Forces in combat operations 
and military conflicts during the period from 1923 throngh 1940 

Irrecoverable los!ICS 

Missing 6 action .Killed, died in Died from wounds 
srages of and not I returned and diseases in 

evacuation, died as from captivity hospitals I 

a result of 
accidents 

Num- % Num- % Num- % 
ber ber ber 

516 R2.4 58 9.3 52 8.3 

143 76.5 4 2.1 40 21.4 

132 83.5 26 16.5 

186 95.4 9 4.6 - -

717 72.5 75 7.6 197 19.9 

6831 76.5 1143 12.8 957 10.7 

852 74.8 144 , 12.6 143 12.6 

71214 56.1 39369 : 31.1 16292 12.8 

80591 57.9 401128 29.4 17681 12.7 

'j 

'j 

Total Woundcd, injured, 
burned 

Num- % Num-ber 
ber 

626 100 867 

187 100 665 

158 100 -

195 100 -

989 100 2752 

8931 100 15251 

1139 100 2002 

; 

126875 100 188671' 

139100 100 210208 
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% 

100 

100 

-

-

83.9 

95.6 

84 

71.2 

73 

Sick, injured and wowtdcd losses 

Sic' 

Num-
ber 

-

-

-

-

527 

; 

701 

381 

: 

58370' 

59979 

% 

-

-

-

-

16.1 

4.4 

, 

16 

22 

20.8 

,! 
~ 

Frostbinen 

Nwn- % 
ber 

- -

- -

-

- -

-

- -

- -

17867' '6.8 

17867 : 6.2 

Table 55 

Total -

Num-ber % 

R67 100 

665 100 

- -

- -

3279 100 

15952 100 

2383 100 

1 
26490si 

I 
. 100 

288~54 ~ 100 I 

, I 
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The composition of the Soviet troops that went into the Baltic states was: 

. - into Estonia - 25,000 men (command of 65th Rifle Corps, 16th Rifle Division, 18th 
Tank Brigade, command of 55th air brigade, 25th and 38th fighter regiments, 35th and 44th 
medium bomber air regiment, truck and other units). The start of the entry was "18November, 
1939; 

- into Latvia - up to 25,000 men (command of the 2nd rifle corps, 67th-rifle--division, 6th 
tank brigade, 10th tank regiment, command of 18th air brigade, 31 st and 15th fighter regiments, 
39th medium bomber air regiment and other units). The start of the entry was 3 November, 1939; 

- into Lithuania - up to 20,000 men (command of the 16th rifle cOIps, 5th rifle division, 
2nd tank brigade, 10th fighter regiment, 31stmedium b01I!ber air regiment and other units) The 
start of the el!try was 3 november, 1939. 

In fact on 1 January 1940, 58,055\ men from ground and air formations and units of the " 
Red Army were sent to the territory of the Baltic republics. They consisted of: 

- to Estonia - 20,954 men, including 2371 officers; 
- to Latvia - 19,339 men, including 2210 officers; 
- to Lithuania - 17,762 men, including 2210 officers. 

No hostile actions were noted during the movement of the Soviet troops into the Baltic 
repUblics. There is no information about combat losses among Soviet seIVicemen. 

After the new legislative organs of these republics carried out decisions about joining the 
Soviet Union as soviet republics, their national armies by a decree of the Soviet Council of 
Peoples Commissars (August 1940) were reformed into rifle territorial corps numbering 15-
16,000 men each. 

The experience of the combat operations that were conducted by the Soviet Armed Forces 
in the period between the wars, especially in 1938-1940, was used in the reorganizing of the 
army and navy, in the training of troops and staffs, and also in the course of the developing of 
new mariuili.- · 

I CSASA, file 39977, cat. 1, d. 638, p. 116, 127, 138, 139. 
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Chapter III 

LOSSES OF THE SOVIET ARMED FORCES 
IN THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR OF 1941-1945 

The Great Patriotic War is the most difficult experience in the history of-our state. 

Having carried out the attack on the Soviet Union, Nazi Germany posed as its goal the 
rapid defeat of the Red Army and the destruction of the Soviet state. The massive extennination 
and enslavement of its peoples was planned. 

The first strikes by the enemy were received by the Dorder troops and divisions located 
alongthe border. Fierce battles started. The position of our troops was made more difficult by 
Germany's surprise attack. Troops of the border military districts were not fully deployed and 
were smaller in size when compared to the aggressor. Enemy divisions, fully manned and well 
armed, possessed high mobility. In a number of sectors the enemy was superior to Soviet troops 
by 3-4 times). Italy, Rumania, Finland and Hungary also went against the Soviet Union. 

In the most difficult conditions in which our army found itself the Soviet soldiers 
displayed exceptional courage, heroism and selflessness. However, the negative outcome of the 
border battles forced the Soviet troops to retreat. The unfavorable circumstances during which 
the war had begun also showed up in the losses of the Red Army. They were great in the first 
period of the war. The driving of the fascists from our native land, the liberation mission, 
required no fewer sacrifices from the Red Army. Approximately 11 million simultaneously men 
took part in the bitter struggle on both sides. 

-, .. 
The high state· of technical equipment of the warring sides, the great firepower, and the 

destructive power of weapons had a direct influence on the growth of human losses. The fight 
lasted for 1418 days in an expansive territory running from the Barents to the Black Seas. At the 
beginning the avalanche of deadly ftre rolled from the state border to the Volga and Moscow, 
and then with growing force went to the West, to Berlin . 

. !-:;-- -

Tens of millions of Soviet soldiers went through a. severe experience, and millions of them 
did notretum from the fields of battle. 

) See: The Great Patriotic War 1941-1945: Encyclopedia. (Velikaya- Otechestvermaya 
voyna 1941-1945: entsiklopediya). Moscow, 1985. P. 11. 
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Irrecoverable losses 

> . 

According to the results of studies conducted by the Administration .. for . Population 
Statistics of the Soviet State Statistics Committee and the Center for Studyingl>0pulation 
Problems at,Moscow State University, the total direct human losses for the country during all. of 
the years of the Great Patriotic War are estimated at almost 27 million people. They include 
servicemen and partisans who were killed in battle and who died from wounds; peaCeful Soviet . 
citizens who died from hunger and diseases, those who died during bombings, artillery 
bombardments and punitive actions, and prisoners of war and underground patriots who were 
executed and tortured . in concentration camps. 

The-number of the personnel losses of the Red Anny and Navy was determined by means 
of analysis and summarizing statistical materials of the General Staff, reports from fronts, ' fleets; . 
armies and military districts as well as reports from the Central Military Medical Directorate; 
Other documents that exist in the archives of the Ministry of Defense and the .central state 
archives were studied as well. Information about the losses of the border and interior troops of 
the NKVD was received from the Committee for State Security and the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of the USSR. . 

Losses of troops of the active fronts and annies that were suffered in the first months of 
the war, and also in those cases when reports about them did not come (border battles, the Kiev, 
Crimean, Khar'khov defensive and other operations) were determined by the calculation method. 

The sacrifices of the first days of the war turned out to be great, and the tragedy that 
unexpectedly descended which caused the disruption of command and comnnmications led to the 
fact that sometimes the headquarters were not able to count losses. Therefore during the 
summarizing of this data, 'infonnation about the number of personnel on the rolls of formations 
and strategic formations that were in fact destroyed by the enemy or that ended up encircled, and . 
also the archive materials from the German military command were used. 

According to the results of the calculations, during the years of the GreatPatriotic War 
(including-the campaign in the Far East against Japan in 1945), 'the total irrecoverable 
demographic losses (killed, missing in action, captured and not returned from captivity, dead 
from wounds, diseases and as a result of accidents) for the Soviet Troops together with the border 
and interior troops numbered 8,668,400 men. Here the ariny and the navy lost 8,509,300 men, 
the interior troops lost 97,700 men, and border troops and state security organs lost 61,400 men. 

This number did not include 939,700 servicemen that were counted at thestart of the war 
as missing in action but who in 1942-1945 were again drafted into the army in territory that was 
liberated from occupation,and also 1,836,000 former servicemen who returned from captivity after 
the end of the war. These servicemen (2,775,700 men) are excluded from the number of total 
losses. 

All of the irrecoverable losses of the Red Anny, Navy, border and interior ·troops are 
presented in table 56 (in thousands of meri). .. , . 
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The uncounted losses, shown in point 3 of table 56, belong to the number of the missing 
in action and are included in information of the corresponding fronts and independent armies that 

. did not make reports in the third and fourth quarters of 1941. 

The . placing of these losses in the large group of missing in action is explained by the 
absence of complete infonnation about the fate of a number of our strategic -formations and 
formations that ended up encircled or destroyed in uneven battles. These data are determined by 
the calculation method and are not absolutely accurate, however on the whole tliey giVe a fully 
true picture of the scale of human losses in the first months of the war. 

As is shown in table 56, the number of the irrecoverable (demographic) losses numbered 
8,668,400, however from the military operations point of view' in the course of the Great 
Patriotic War -taking into account the missing in action .and prisoners of war, 11 ,444, 100 
servicemen were irrecoverably out of commission. In order to maximally approach reality the 
calculatioIlS and estimates henceforth when comparing and analyzing the scale of losses by 
quarters, years, periods and campaigns of the war, strategic operations, fronts, fleets and other 
indicators the indicated maximum number of losses which reflects the factual loss · of personnel 
during · the war is used. All of the subsequent calculations are made taking this into account. 

1 From the military operations point of view irrecoverable losses me~ not only cases of 
death of persoIUlel, but also every time they are out of commission (excluded from the rolls), 
including captured and missing in action. 
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Table 56 

Types of losses - Total Brcakdown .. 

Red Anny Border Interior 
and Navy troops· -. ,. troops 

I Killed and died from 'wounds in stages of 5226.8 5187.2 18.9 20.7 -
evacuation (accordIng to troop reports) 
Died from wounds .in hospitals (according to data 1102,8 1100.3 2.5 

of Central Milita!), Medical Directorate of Defense - --
Minist!),) 

Total •.. . . ...................... 6329.6 62875 18.9 23.2 

2 Died from diseases, died as a result of accidents. 555.5 541.9 7.1 6.5 
sentenced to cxeeuri<?o(noneombat losses) 

3 - Missing in actioD, captured (according to reports 3396.4 3305.6 22.8 68 
from the troop. and repatriation organ data .-

Uncounted losses of first months of war. died, 
missing in action in combat operations. when 1162.6 1150 12.6 
reports did not come from fronts and annies 

. (learned from individual archive documents, 
including from the German milital)' command 

Total .... ... .... .. ...... . . .. .... ' 4559 4455.6 35.4 68 

Total loses during Great Patrioti~ War 11,444.1 11,285 
-

61.4 97.7 

Drafted in liberated territory and sent to troops 939.7 

Excluded from among from among servicemen previously missing in 

losses encirclement or in action 
Returned from captivity at cnd of war (according to 1836 

repatriation organ data) 

Total ..................• .. . . .... 2775.7 

Factual number of irrecoverable losses 8668.4 8509.3 61.4 97.7 

Including those not rcturned from captivity (dead, killed, emigrated to other 1783.3 

countries) 

* Including ~"tatc security troops and organs. 

Thus, the percentage ratio of the irrecoverable losses in terms of the types of them will 
be characterized by the following indicators. 

""---
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Table 57 
. 

Total irrecoverable losses for Red Army and Navy on the Soviet-German front 
(from 22 June 1941 to 9 May 1945) and in the war with .Japan . __ 

(from 9 August to 2 September 1945) 
. 

Types of losses Number %of 
. number of 

losses 

Killed and died in stages of medical evacuation 5,187,190 46 
Died of wounds in hospitals 1,100,327 9.8 
Died from diseases, killed as a result of accidents, 541,920 4.8 

sentenced to execution (noncombat losses) -. . 

Missing in action, captured (together with uncounted 
losses of first months of war) 

4,455,620 39.4 

Total irrecoverable losses (without border and interior 11,285,057 100 
troops) 

If one analyzes the losses only in the war with Japan, this ratio will be somewhat 
different. During 25 days of combat operations in the East (from 9 August to 2 September 1945) 

-the troops of three eastern fronts and forces of the Pacific Ocean Fleet lost over 12,000 men, of 
which, over 80% were killed and died from wooods. 

Table 58 

TypeS' of losses Number % of number 
of losses 

Killed and died in stages of medical evacuation 9780 81.3 
Died from diseases, killed as a result of accidents 1340 11.1 

(noncombat losses) -
Missing ' Hf 1iction 911 ---. 7.6 

Total irrecoverable losses 12,031 100 
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Table 59 
Total irrecoverable losses for and Navy on the Soviet-German front 

(from 22 June 1941 to 9 May 1945) and in the war with .Japan · 
(from 9 August to 2 September 1945) 

Types of losses Number - % of number 
of losses 

- --
Killed and died in stages of medical evacuation 47,699 30.8 
Died from diseases, killed as a result of accidents 11,807 7.6 

(noncombat losses) 
Missing in action 92,265 61.6 

- Total irrecoverable losses 154,771 100 

Special features of the Navy, and also the specific nature of the tasks carried out by them 
were reflected also ' in the nature of the losses that the ships and Units of the fleets suffered. 
Whereas in the ground troops a large part of the losses is due to the killed and those who died 
from wounds, in the fleet this ratio looks different Here the number of the missing in action 
surpasses the number of the killed by two times. These basically are crews of ships and planes 
that did not return from a combat mission about whose fate there was no information. 

When completing an analysis of the total number of irrecoverable losses, one should note 
that during the preparation for this work a source such as the books of the military commissariat 
for accounting for notifications that corne for the dead and missing servicemen was studied. 
There are 12,400,900 men in them. TIris is 956,800 men more than was determined by the reports 
from the troops (11,444,100 men). As research as shown, the difference is explained by the 
duplicating of the counting of the persoruiel losses in those cases when two or more notifications 
with;-the appropriate registnltion were sent to different military commissariats about some killed 
or missing person (at the requests of relatives in connection with their evacuation or moving). 

Also the accounting books of the military commissariats (at the site of the drafting of the 
servicemen or the site of the residency of their relatives) record all of the arriving notifications, 
including for those who were in the home guatd,in party detachments, -in specially fonned other 
departme~ -for which the General Staff did not receive reports on the number and losses. The 
changes that concern the servicemen who were considered to be missing in action but who later 
were again drafted in teiritory that was liberated from the occupation and also those who returned 
from captivity after the war were not clarified in these books. 

The indicated circumstances led to an overestimating of the persotmel losses counted by 
the military commissariats. Therefore the authors of the statistical study took for a basis only 
reports of the troops and other archive documents. 

Losses for sickness, injury and wounds 
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According to reports of the fronts, fleets, independent armies and flotillas, the sickness - , 
injury and wound losses for our troops (forces) numbered 18,344,148 men, including 15,205,592 
wounded, injured and burned, 3,047,675 sick and 90,8"81 frostbitten. 

However, as the military medical statistics show, the scale of these -losses was 
significantly greater (see table 60). 

Table 60 

Years of the war Losses Breakdown 

wounded, injured, sick 
burned and 
frostbitten 

1941 2,118,666 1,712,981 - 405,685 
(for 6 months) ! 

1942 5,573,484- 3;625,351 1,948,133 
1943 6,299,955 4,124,093 2,175,862 
1944 5,901,524 3,520,203 2,381,321 
1945 2,433,276 1,702,965 - 730,311 

Total 22,326,905 14,685,593 7,641,312 

The number of sick, injured and wounded losses, counted by the military medical 
facilities, as is seen from tables 60 and 69, is larger due to the sick (by 4,593,000 morethan in 
the troop reports). This can be exp~ained by the fact that the number of the sick, wounded and 
injured losses includes all of the sick personnel, including those who went to treatment facilities 
from the troops (forces) not having taken part in combat operations, from troop echelons and 
replacement subunits located._ on the route to the front, and also from military formations of 
civilian departments, formations and units of the home guard. The General Staff did not receive 
reporting about their numbers and losses. 

The difference in the number of wounded, injured and frostbitten (and they, according to 
the data from the troops, are 610,900 more than counted in the hosgitals) could occur in 
-connection -WiTh -the fact that a significant part of the wounded after treatment in regimental and 
division medical stations remained fit for duty and were not removed from the rolls of the units. 

When calculating and analyzing of the sick, injured and wounded losses it is necessary 
to consider that a large number of servicemen during the time of a stay at the front were 
wounded (injured) from two to seven times and in connection with this show up many times in 
the reports about losses. 

Here (this was already spoken about in the preface) a repeat counting is possible not only 
among the wounded, but also in general when counting all of the combat losses. If, for example, 
a servicemen after being wounded returned to duty, but then he died, then he is' coUIited twice 
among the combat losses: first as wounded and then as killed 

To complete the picture we will examine the following military medical statistics. 
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On 1 October 1945 more than a million Soviet Army servicemen who remained on duty 
after being wounded several times counted (see ta~le 61). 

It is clear from the table that 1,191,298 servicemen who received tWoor more wounds 
are shown in information about losses as 3,035,936, that is, on average each of them'is mclud6d ' 
in the number of wounded 2.5 times. Since among the total number of thos~ who received two 
or more wounds at the front and on 1 October 1945 remained on duty there were probably only 
an insignificant number left, there are grounds to assume that in fact during ·the ·coliise of the war 
there were not 15,205,592 servicemen wounded, but instead significantly fewer; This in equal 
measure goes for the sick and well. 

Table 61 
- -.- . 

,- , 

Number of Number of servicemen who had 'wounds Frequency . Incl~,am6ng 

-wounds n,ID;bcr of' '. 
Officers Sergeants Soldiers Total wounded . 

2 wouriding ' 135,352 230,164 374,646 740,162 X2 1,480,324 . 
3 wounding 64,613 106,698 137,762 309,073 X3 927,219 
4 wounding 23,104 35,119 40,780 99,003 X4 396;012 
5 wounding 7864 10,759 11,334 29,957 XS 149,785. 
6 wounding 2496 3195 . 3234 9125 X6 54,570 
7 or more 1226 1552 1200 3978 X7 27,846 
wounding 

Total ....... 234,655 387,687 568,956 1,191,298 3,035,936 
1 woundiDg 242,422 398,839 836,318 1,477,579 

. The military medical statistics show that among the number of the wounded, sick and 
frostbitten who went to medical facilities for treatment during the entire war, about 72% returned 
to d~~, 20.8% were deemed unfit for ~ervice and discharged from the army or received long ' 
~erm 'sIckness leaves? a?~·abou: 7.5% dIed. Here the number of those who died iIi the hospitals 
IS counted both the m.InJury, SIckness and wounded losses as well as in the total irrecoverable . 
losses. . . ' 

Table 62 gives an idea about the number of sickness, injury and wounded losses according 
to type Ill:lil ~utco~e ?f the treatment of the wounded, sick and injured-for · the period from 1941 
through 1945 takmg Into account the war with Japan. 
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Types of losses and outcomes of treatment - Number 

Wounded, injured, burned and frostbitten 14,685,593 
Of them: 
returned to duty 10,530,750 
discharged with removal from counting or sent on 3,050,733 

leave due to being wounded 
died I 1,104,110 

Sick 7,641,312 
Of them: 
retUrned to duty 6,626,493 
discharged with removal from counting or sent on .. . 747,425 . 

leave due to being sick 
died 2 267,394 

Total of sick, injured and wounded losses 22,326,905 3 

Of them: 
returned to duty 17,157,243-
:discharged with removal from counting or sent on 3,798,158 

leave due to being wounded (sick) 
died 1,371,504 

I Ineluded in the number of the -irrecoverable combat losses in the column "Died from wounds in hospitals". 
2 Included in the number of irrccovcral?lc noncombat losses. 

Table 62 

-.. % 

.. .. 100 

- 71.7 · 
- 20.8 .. 

7.5 
100 

86.7 
9.8 

3.5 

100 

76.9 
17 

6.1 

l Henceforth when estimating the scale of the losses in terms of years, periods, strategic o[lCrdtions and fronts wc will take for the base the number 
of sick, injury and wounded losses that i. produced from the troop reports (18,344,148 men). 

Analysis of over 14 million case histories of wounded servicemen showed the following 
distribution of wounds in terms of areas of the body . 

. !~::--- -
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Table 63 

Area of the body Wounds 

Number of men - . % 

Skull 773,500 - 5.4 
Eye 214,861 1.5 
Face 501,342 - 3.5 
Neck 157,565 Ll 
Chest 1;289,166 9 
Abdomen 444,046 3.1 
Back 143,241 .. 1 
Pelvis - 930,259 4.4 
Genital organs 28,648 0.2 
Upper extremities 5,042,074 35.2 
Lower extremities 5,099,369 35.6 

Total .......... 14,324,071 100 

The average length of the stay in medical facilities for the sick and wounded was: 
Table 64 

Categories of wounded and sick Average number of days for stay 
in medical facilities 

Wounded 76.4 
Injured 49.4 
Suffered from closed combat trauma (bone breaks and 69.4 

so 'on) .. 

Burned 51.8 
Frostbitten 89 
Sick 34.5 

'Flw-enorrnous number of sick, injured and wounded losses shows how hard the work of 
the medical workers of the front and rear w~ Over 22 · million soldiers and commanders from 
the army and navy passed through their caring hands. It is to their credit that over 17 million of 
those wounded in battles and the sick returned to duty. Over 10.5 million men from among the 
wounded continued to fight the enemy after their treatment was finished.. 

General-Colonel of the Medical Service Ye.!. Smirnov, who during the war years was the 
head of the Main Military Medical Directorate of the Red Army, in his book, Frontline Mercy 
(Frontovoye rniloserdiye), justly writes that the "war medicine changed from the service of caring 
for the wounded in battles and the sick in past wars into one of the main sOfucys for supplying 
the active army with combat experienced soldiers and officers who returned to duty after 
treatment". 
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The work of the people of this noble profession is highly valued by the Homeland. Eight 
medical battalions and 39 military hospitals were awarded orders, over 116,000 doctorS, 
paramedics, nurses, and corpsmen were awarded orders and medals, and 43 medical -personnel 
were awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union. 

Number and losses 

Summing up the totals of the overall losses of personnel by the anny and navy, we see 
that during the war in all of its stages a large number of servicemen were put out of commission 
and had to be replaced quickly and fully. 

Millions of people were drafted to replace the losses, to create new formations and to 
maintin, starting from 1943 and up to the end of the war, a total size of the Anned Forces in the 
range of 11.5 million men (including 6.5 million men iIi the active army). This was necessary 
first of all in order to support active combat operations on the fronts, to create a specific 
grouping of troops in the Far East, to cover the state border in Central Asia and the 
Transcaucasus, and also to man the reserve and training units in the intemar military districts 
where an intensive training of the replacement troops for the fronts was conducted. 

The war was seriously reflected in various aspects of the activity of our state, especially 
in its economy. A significant part of the work capable population was removed from the 
production sphere, which required a search for labor resources, especially skilled personnel for 
the military industry and other branches of the national economy. The most complex problem of 
redistributing the human resources between the army and the national economy was resolved. But 
the recruiting of troops for the fronts and the replacing of losses was in the forefront. 

The below presented statistical data about the increase of the number of personnel of the 
Red Anny and Navy during the Great Patriotic War characterize the picture of the movement of 
an enormous mass of people. 

At the-start of the war (on 22 June 1941) the rolls of the Red Army and Navy stood at 
4,826,907 servicemen. Also, there were 74,945 servicemen and military build-ers who were 
serving in formations of civilian departments on the pay of the Peoples Commissariat for 
Defense. 

During the four years of the war another 29,574,900 men l were mobilized (minus those 
that were drafted twice), and all together with the regular personnel 34,476,700 men were called 
to the army, navy and military formations 'of other departments; in other words, a multi-million 
mass of the most active and able bodied people, equal in size to the entire_ popUlations of 
Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Finland together, was removed from the 

1 This figure includes 767,750 men with service obligations who- were at training 
assemblies in the troops at the start of the war. 
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population; In order to understand' more clearly how enormous this figure is, it is sufficient to 
say that over half of all of those workers and collective farmers in the sphere of material 
production and in the non-production branches of tbe national economyl during the war were 
drafted into th~ army, and over 2 million were drafted twice. 

How was this extremely significant part of the country's population used? 

Of the 34,476,700 men who put on a uniform during the war, over a -third 03%) were 
on duty each year (the rolls stood at 10.5-11.5 million men) . Half of these personnel (5.0,""6,5 
million men) served in troops of the active army, that is, fought on the Soviet-German front: 

During the years of the war for various reasons all together 21.7 million men, or 62.9%. 
of the total number of all of those drafted and in military. service, for various ·reasons were lost 
to the Armed Forces. Over half of this loss was irrecoverable losses. 

Table 65 
) 

Types of losses Total, thous; of % , . 
men 

of loss - of total number 
of drafted 

Killed and died from wounds and 6885.1 31.7 19.9 
diseases, died as a result of 
accidents, etc. 
Missing in action, taken prisoner 4559 21 13.2 

.. 

Also, in the initial period· of the. war the enemy captured about 500,000 men with military 
obligations who were drafted during the mobilization but who did not enter the troops (I.5% of 
the total number of all those drafted). 

The remaining part of the lost personnel was distributed in the follo-wing way. 

-'~.---

1 According to census data, in 1940 the size of the Soviet population had reached 
194,100,00, and 33,900,000 and 29,000,000 collective farmers were employed in the national 
economy. 
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Types of losses Personnel, - % 
---

thous. of men 
of loss of total number 

ordflifted 
-

Demobilized due to being 3798.2 17.5 11 
wounded and siCk . --
" Of them, remained disabled 2576 11.9 7.5 

Transferred to work in industry 3614.6 16.7 10.5 
and in military fOffilations of other 
departments 
Sentenced -
Of them, for desertion 994.3 I 

--" 
4.6 2.9 

376.3 

I Of this number, about 400,000 of those sentenced had the carrying out of their sentences delayed until the end of military operations and were sent 
to the front "in punishment subunits. 

-----_______ " " _____ _ The_numbeLofservkemen lost to the_ AnnedFQrc~s._alsQ "includes se.mc~m(!n. who were_ "" 
removed from the affilY and navy due to political unreliability (these basically were people who 
were then suspected of traitorous activities, espionage and sabotage, and also servicemen of a 
number of nationalities whose families were forcibly resettled from their permanent homes to the 
eastern regions of the country),and also, a significant number of deserters who were not found. 
The wounded and sick personnel who were treated in hospitals (see tables 60 and 64) and who 
were en route to their service site in replacement units and subunits, including from hospitals, 
when the reports were being made were not included in the rolls. 

After the end of the war with fascist Germany on 1 July 1945 there remained 11,390,600 
men on the rolls of the Armed Forces, 403,200 men in uniforms of other departments and on the 
pay of the Peoples Commissariat for defense, and 1,046,000 men being treated in hospitals. 

Summary evaluation of the scale of losses 

Returning to the analysis of the total number of personnel losses of the army and navy, 
it should be noted that the existing information about them makes it possible to evaluate quite 
confidently from the military operational point of view the losses of personnel by years and 
periods of the war, by campaigns, by strategic operations, by major battles and by separate 
battles. --

With an attentive examination of table 69 an objective picture of the scale of our losses 
during the years of the war is formed. The passionless statistics recall the first heroic and more 
often tragic days, the position of the defenders of the Homeland in the memorable year of 1941. 
These were heavy battles along the border with a superior enemy in terms of numbers and 
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weapomy, the defense of the Brest fortress, the first successful counterattacks, the desperate 
attempts to breakout of encirclement and captivity. The irrecoverable. and sick, injured :imd . 
wounded losses during the six months and nine days of 1941 numbered4,473,820rhi:m. Ofthem, 
465,400 were killed and died in stages of the medical evacuation, 101,5 00 IIj~n_. di~ from 
wounds in hospitals, 235,300 died from diseases, were killed in accidentsaild So on, 2,335,500 
were missing in action and· captured, 1,256,4QO were wounded orinjured, 66,100 were sick, and 
13,600 were frostbitten. The percentage (55.2% of all losses) of the missing in action and 
captured was especially high. . .-

It is impossible to say which year was more difficult or easier for the fighters of the anny .
and navy. The irrecoverable losses were . no smaller in 1942. The table strengthens tlj.is 
conclusion. The fascist forces were continuing the attack The organized resistance of Soviet 
soldiers als(T was growing. The enemy suffered his first major defeat aioup.~ Moscow. The high 
intensity of the combat operations is reflected in the number of the irrecoverable losses for this 
year, 3,258,200, and in the sick, injured and wounded losses, 4,111,100 men. . 

The data about the number of losses by quarters in the following years speak ahout the 
scale of the major battles which the Red Army conducted when chasing the fascist invaders from 
its native land. -

During the entire Great Patriotic War (including the campaign in the Far East) the 
irrecoverable losses for the army and navy numbered 11,285,000 men and the sick, injured alld 
wounded losses (according to reports from the troops) numbered 18,344,000 men. 

How the irrecoverable and sick, injured and wounded losses were distributed among the 
categories of servicemen can be seen in tables 67 and 68. If all of the losses equal 100%, then 
of those that were put out of cOrnnUssion, 7.68% were officers, 17.62% were sergeants, and 
74.70% were soldiers. The greatest losses befell the enlisted men. 

Table 69, which shows the number oflosses according to type, and thegraph for the ratio 
of losses by quarters, years and periods of the war (table 70) characterize the serious front line 
situation during the entire war. The losses grow or decrease in strict dependence on the ii1ten~ity 
of the comh.a! operations on the front. If one follows the line that mafksthe percep.tageof ¢e 
missing in action and captured, then it starts with its apogee in 1941. Fascist Germanys surprise 
attack on the Soviet Union placed the Soviet Armed Forces in the most difficult conditions. The 
border military districts imm~diately lost the main mass of people. The poorly QrganiZed counting 
of losses, and often the absence of any capability to report about them did not let the higher 
staffs determine exactly the true state of affairs in the troops at the front. Units and formati6ns 
that were surrounded did not sent information about therr position. Many of those lost on the 
battlefield were counted as missing in action or simply not counted at alL This was the general 
picture in the first months of the war. Later when the front stabilized so_mev:hat the number of 
the missing in action and captured dropped markedly and by the first quarter of 1942 reached 
10% of the total losses. Then there follows a number of unsuccessful defensive operations and 
again the number of the captured and missing in action reaches almost 35%. By the end of the 
year this indicator drops and then becomes minimal until the end of the war. 
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Period 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

:I. 

", 

3rd qtr 
4th qtr 

Total for 
1941 

1st qtr 
2nd qtr 
3rd qtr 
4th qtr 

TOIaI for 
1942 

1st qtr 
2nd qtr 

3ed qtt 
4th qtr 

TOIBI for 
1943 

1st qtr 
2nd qtr 
3rd qtr 
4th qtr 

Total for 

1944 
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Personnel losses of the Red Army and Navy in the Great Patriotic War 1941-1945 
By categories of servicemen, quarters and year 

lrreeovemble losses (Iillled, t missing inaction, taken Sick, injured, wounded losses (wounded, injured, burned, Total 
prisoner, none bat lossos) sick, frostbitten etc.) I 

Officers Ser- Soldiers Total % Officers Ser- Soldiers Total % . . Officers Ser-
gcams gcWlts gcants 

142043 310955 1676679 2129677 18.9 48192 81560 557874 687626 3.8 190235 392515 
61040 137002 809954 1007996 8.9 42748 84257 521516 648521 3.5 103788 221259 

203083 447957 -2486633 3137673 F8 90940 165817 1079390 1336147 7.3 294023 613744 

45678 92728 536909 675315 6 72324 152578 954555 1179457 6.4 118002 245306 
60185 135006 647707 842898 7.5 45684 94036 566927 706647 3.9 105869 229042 
101429 222404 900662 1224495 10.8 102136 217845 9630.81 1283062 7 203565 440249 
47969 94151 373388 515508 4.6 75451 '162866 703579 941896 5.1 123420 257017 

255261 544289 245R666 3258216 28.9 295595 627325 3188142 4111062 22.4 550856 1171614 

63169 141781 521764 726714 6.4 128416 . 250600 1046676 1425692 7.8 191585 392381 
21523 33850 136531 191904 \.7 36877 70708 383052 490637 2.7 58400 104558 

77262 192069 534525 803856 7.1 149714 · 460238 1450853. 2060805 . 11.2 226976 652307 
40451 107259 442245 589955 5.3 107769 254326 1205845 1567940 8.5 148220 361585 

202405 474959 1635065 2312429 20.5 422776 1035872 4086426 5545074 30.2 625181 1510831 

: 

50556 113731 406474 570761 5 114468 284108 1174166 1572742 8.6 165024 397839 
38815 66035 .239408 344258 3.1 70665 165666 n8877 965208 5.3 109480 231701 
46673 105457 358660 510790 4.5 122830 300419 1122193 1545442 8.4 169503 405876 
28762 61861 247459 338082 3 76606 186155 771597 1031358 5.6 :105368 245016 

164806 347084 1252001 176389.1 15.6 384569 933348 3796833 5114750 27.9 549375 1280432 
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Table 67 

Soldiers Total 

,2234553 2817303 
1331470 1656517 '. 

3566023 4473820 

1491464 1854772 
1214634 1549545 
1863743 2507557 
1076967 · . 1457404 

5646808 7369278 

1568440 2152406 
519583 682541 
1985378 2864661 
1648090 2\57895 

5721491 7857503 

1580317 . 2143503 
968608 1309466 
14Bq853 2056232 
1019056 1369440 

5048834 6878641 

, . 

----

% 

9.5 
5.6 

15.1 

6.3 
I 

5.2 
8.5 

,4.9 

; 24.9 

7.2 

2.3 
9,7 
7.3 

26.S 

7.2 
4.4 
7 
4.6 

23.2 
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----. 

Period 

lst qtr 
1945 2nd qtr 

Total for 
1945 

Total for war with 
Germany 

Campaign in the Far 
East (9 Aug - 2 Sep 
1945) 

Total for Great 
Patriotic War' 
% 

-

" 

'to 

Irrecoverable losses (killed, died, missing in action, taken 
prisoner, noncombat losses) 

Officers Set- SJdiers Total % 
geants 1 

49661 121812 386048 557521 4.9 
23502 48502 171292 243296 2.2 

73163 170314 557340 800817 7.1 

, 
898718 1984603 8389705 11273026 99.9 

1470 3568 6993 12031 0.1 

900188 1988171 8396698 11285057 

7.98 17.62 74.40 100 100 

". 
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Sick, injured, ' wounded losses (woUnded, injured, burned, 

Officers 

125932 
52480 

178412 

1372292 

2019 

1374311 

7.49 

sick, frostbitten etc.) 

SeI-

geants 

339103 
123697 

462800 

3225162 

71il 

3232285 
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Soldiers 

1129600 
441878 

1571478 

13722269 

15283 

13737552 

74.89 

Total %, 

1594635 8.7 . 

618055 3.4 

2212690 12.1 

18319723 99.9 

24425 0.1 

18344148 

100 100 

Ofikcrs Ser-
geants 

175593 460915 
75982 172199 

251575 633114 

2271010 5209765 

3489 10691 

2274499 5220456 

7.68 17.62 

I 

Table 67 continued 

Total 

Soldiers Total 

1515648 2152156 
613170 861351 

2128818 3013507 

22111974 29592749 

22276 36456 

22134250 29629205 

74.70 100 

I . 

'. 

% 

7.3 
2.9 

10.2 

99.9 

0.1 

100 

,. 
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Table .. 68 
Ratio of average monthly size and losses of personnel of the Red Army 

and Navy according to categories of servicemen 

Notes for table 68 f.~vcrdge monthly size; B • All losses; C· Sergeants; D • Officers; E · Soldiers; F • Irrecoverable 10=; G - Sickness, injury and wounded 
losses: - - -
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Period 

I .'t qtr 
2nd qtr 

1941 
Totool for ycar 

I.'t qtr 

2nd qtr 
3rd qtr 

1942 4th qtr 

Total for year 

I.'t qtr 
2nd qtr 

1943 Jrd qtr 
4th qti 

\., Total for ycar 
/ 

1>1 qtr 
2nd qtr 

1944 3rd qtr 
4th qtr 

Total for year 

1.1 qtr 

1945 2nd qtr 

Total for ycar 

Total for war with 

Gcrmany 

Camp.ignj n.£!u: E",1 (9 
Aug - 2 SCI' 45) 

Total for Great Patriotic 
War 

Personnel losses of the RedArmy and Navy 
in the Great Patriotic-War 1941-1945 

By types of losses,quarters and years (ratio) 

IrrecoverabJe losses 

Killed and died in stages Died from wounds in Died from disease, as a 
of medica) evacuation hospitals result 'of an accident, etc 

(noncombat losses) 

Number % Numbcr % Number % 

236372 8.4 40680 1.4 153526 5.5 
229009 13.8 60791 3.7 818Q. 4.9 

465381· 10.4 101471 2.3 .. 235339 5.2 

413681 22.3 45651 2.4 34328 1.9 
232388 15 55761 3.6 26294 1.7 
416569 16.6 69470 2.8 53689 2.1 
310978 21.3 49344 3.4 34842 2.4 

1373/116 18.6 220226 3 149153 2 

486912 22.6 . 65474 3 30200 1.4 
100967 14.8 53254 7.8 15231 2.2 
562604 19.6 111125 3.9 14413 0.5 
418225 19.3 70903 3.3 15315 0.7 

1568708 20 300756 3.8 75159 1 , 

414298 19.3 95021 4.4 8779 0.4 
206193 15.8 86901 6.6 12787 1 
374817 18.2 75017 3.6 15491 0.8 
216754 15.8 72907 5.3 17363 1.3 

1212062 17.6 329846 4.8 54420 0.8 

410066 19.1 78017 3.6 17979 0.8 
147577 17.1 70011 8.1 8530 1 

557643 18.5 148028 4.9 26509 0.9 

5177410 17.5 1100327 3.7 540580 1.8 

. 
9180 26.8 1340 3.7 

5187190 17.5 1100327 3.7 541920 1.8 
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Table 69. 
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., . " 

Missing in action, taken 
. pris!?!,cr, including the 

uncounted losses of fj",i 

montlw 

Number .% 

1699099 . 60.3 
636383 38.4 

, 
2335482 52.2 

181655 9.8 
528455 34. 1 
684767 .27.3 
120344 8.3 

1515221 20.6 

144128 "6.8 
22452 3.3 
115714 4 
85512 4 

367806 4.6 

52663 2.5 
.... 

38377 2.9 
45465 2.2 
31058 2.3 

167563 2.4 

51459 2.4 
17178 2 

68637 2 .3 

4454709 15.1 . 
911 2.5 

'" 

4455620 15.1 
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Table 69 continued 

Sick. wounded, injured lo",es (with evacuation to hospital) T 0101 losses 

." 
Total Wounded, injured, Sick Frostbitten Toml 

burned 
. ' , " 

Number % Number % Number % Nu'mber .% Number % Number . % 

2.129677 75.6 665961 23.6 21665 0.8 · · 687626 24.4 2817303 100 
10079% 60.8 590460 35.7 44504 2.7 13557 0.8 648521 39.2 1656517 100 

3137673 70. 1 1256421 28.1 66169 1.5 13557 0.3 1336147 29.9 4473820 100 

675315 36.4 1011040 54.5 117007 6.3 51410 2.8 1179457 63.6 1854772 100 

842898 54.4 552437 35.6 154210 10 · · 706647 45.6 1549545 100 

1224495 48.8- 1146667 45.7 136395 5.5 · 1283062 ' . , 51.2 2507557 100 

515508. 35.4 765577 52.S 169461 11.6 6858 0.5 941896 64.6 1457404 100 

3258216 44.2 3475721 47.2 577073 7.8 58268 0.8 411to62 55.8 7369278 100 

726714 33.8 1181338 54.9 ' 230055 10.6 14299 0.7 1425692 66.2 2152406 100 

191904 28.1 252954 37.1 237683 34.8 - · 490637 71.9 682541 100 

803856 28.1 1829666 63.9 231139 8 - · 2060805 71.9 2864661 100 

589955 27.3 1349890 62.6 217607 10.1 443 · 1567940 72.7 2157895 100 

2312429 29.4 4613848 58.7 916484 11.7 14742 0.2 5545074 70.6 7857503 100 

57076 1 26.6 1289049 60.2 280714 13.1 2979 0.1 1572742 73.4 2143503 100 

344258 26.3 677318 51.7 287890 22 · · 965208 73.7 1309466 100 

510790 24.8 1261089 61.4 284353 13.8 · · 1545442 75.2 2056232 100 

589955 24.7 1349890 54.7 282385 20.6 248 · 1031358 75.3 1369440 100 

· 1763891 25.6 3976181 57.8 1135342 16.5 3221 0.1 5114750 74.4 6878641 100 

557521 25.9 1341025 62.3 252523 11.7 1087 0.1 1594635 74.1 2152156 100 

243296 28.2 522834 60.7 95221 11.1 · · 618055 71.8 861351 100 

800817 26.6 1863859 61.9 347744 11.5 1087 - 2212690 73.4 3103507 100 

112173026 38.1 15186030 51."3 3042812 to.3 90881 0.3 18319723 61.9 29592749 100 

12031 33 19562 53.7 4863 13.3 · 24425 67 36456 100 

11285057 38.1 15205592 51.3 3047675 to.3 90881 0.3 18344148 61.9 29629205 100 

-
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Table 70 
Ratio of personnel losses of Red Army and Navy in the Great Patriotic War 

According to types of losses, quarters~ years and periods of the war, 
% of total number of losses 

Notes to table 70 A- Periods of War, B c.Pcriod I (22 June 1941 - 18 November 1942); C - Period II (19 November 1942 - 31 De~bcr 1943); D - Period 
III (I January 19014--_9 May 1945); E - Quaners and ycan.; F. - Killed and died in ."tages of medical evacuation; G --Died frOm wounds in hospitals; H ' - D ied 
from diseases, killed as a result of accidents and do on (noncombat losses); J - Missing in action, taken prisoner, including uncountcil"losscs; ] - Wounded, injured, 

burned; K - Sick and fro.1bittcn 
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Table 71 
Ratio of irrecoverable and sick, injured an~ wounded losses by war years 

Notes to table 71 A - Irrecoverable 10'"'08 (for whole war - 100%); B - Siek, injured and wounded lo:;s,," (for whole war - 100%) 

The number of wounded, injured and burned is also a graphic reflection of the events at 
the front. In a percentage regard this indicator was always high. But it especially rose in the 
summer of 1943, reaching 65% of all losses. It is known that at this time there were heavy 
battles in the Kursk region. The German-fascist command tried here to take revenge for 
Stalingrad. But the fascist forces were defeated in this battle. Both sides_ suffered great losses. 
The numberOr the killed and those who died from wounds in our forces rose to almost 20%. 

The fact that during the drop in the activity of the combat operations the number of the 
wounded and killed drops but the number of the sick and wounded rises is also seen. This 
indicator reaches its peak in the second quarter of 1943 (about 35%), when there was a certain 
period of quiet on the front. Such a connection was preserved in 1944 and 1945as well. 

The change of the number of losses (by each type of them) that is depicted graphically 
in table 70, reflects the direct dependence between these indicators and the position on the fronts 
in a campaign or period of the Great Patriotic War. 

Table 71 gives the opportunity to see the ratio of the irrecoverable losses and the 
wounded, sick and injured losses for the years of the war. 
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In 1941 bur forces were waging fierce defensive battles and retreating, often becoming 
surrounded. This explains the high percentage (27.8%) of irrecoverable losses and the 
comparatively low percentage (7.3%) of sick, injured and wounded losses" Really, the sick, 
injured and wounded losses were also great, but it was not possible to count them fully. Many 
wounded were left on the battlefield, taken by the .enemy and were among the missing in action. 
The columns for the loss type indicators in the table are of varying heights for this reason. 

This ratio changed significantly in 1942. As before, the irrecoverable' losses were great 
(28.9%). However, the sick, injured and wounded losses grew, although at the start of the year 
a significant part of the wounded also were among the missing in action. 

The irrecoverable losses dropped somewhat in 1943 in many ways due to the reduction 
in the numBer . cif missing in action and captured. The evacuation of the wounded was better 
organized. The counting, including in the medical facilities, became better .and more complete. 
The number of sick, injured and wounded losses rose to 30.2%. 

The year 1944 was a time of offensive battles and major operations for the Red Anny. 
During this year the number of irrecoverable losses dropped, but the sick,injured and wounded 
remained ahnost twice as high. Approximately the same ratio remained in -1945 as well. 

The active army, its size and its losses 

The active army and navy are the part of the Armed Forces of the state that is used during 
time of war directly to carry out combat operations. During the period of the Great Patriotic War 
according to a decree of the Council of Peoples Commissars of the USSR the active army 
included: field commands Df fronts and command organs for fleets which directed the preparation 
for and conducting of operations; strategic formations, formations, units (ships), rear services and 
other units and installations which were part of these fronts and fleets during the time when they . 
were carrying out missions in the limits of the rear boundary of the active front or operational 
zone of a fleet, including on the shore to a distance of up to 100 km from the water. 

The air defense troops, long range aviation formations and units, and .other troops not a 
part of the active fronts belong to an active army or fleet only in the period of their direct 
participation in combat operations and carrying out of combat support missions in the limits of 
the rear boundaries of active fronts. 

The fighting strength and the size of the active army were not constant. They changed 
depending on the scale of the operational-strategic missions and the intensity of the combat 
operations. Thus, at the start of the war the number of personnel of the active fronts numbered 
a little more than 3 million men, and by the end of 1944 it had grown to 6.'7 men. 
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Table 72 is presented for comparing the number of losses of active army troops with the 
number of troopsl It shows the average monthly size for each quarter (year) of the war and the 
personnel losses for these same periods of time. Comparing them, we see what part of the 
personnel was out of commission for each quarter throughout the war. Comparisons are given 
in a quantitative and percentage ratio. The dynamics of the change of these ratiosm terms of 
time is reflected graphically in table 73. 

The average monthly strength level that is presented in table 72 is produced by adding 
the number for each month (as a rule, on the first day), quarter, year and the entirewar and 
dividing by the corresponding number of months. . 

The statistical data that are offered for analysis reveal on the whole a true picture of the 
scale of the total and average monthly human losses. They show that the fierce fighting every 
day knocked thousands soldiers of the fronts out of commission. . 

1 The table gives the average monthly number of personnel on the rolls and losses only 
for active fronts and independent armies (not including the navy, military districts, reserve 
troops of the headquarters of the Supreme Commander, as well as air_defense fronts and 
armies).The average monthly roll number and the losses of the active fleets and independent 
flotillas are given on p. 299-300 xxxxxxxx). 
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Table 72 
Average monthly strength and personnel losses of active fronts and independentarmies for period from 22 June 1941 

through 9 May 1945 

Average Irrecoverable lossci 

monthly 

Period strength Number of % 
men 

of losses of size 

A1llosscs Average 
monthly , 

3rd qtr 3334400 2067801 75 .34 62.01 18,79 

1941 4th qtr 2818500 926002 59.23 32.85 10.95 

Total for 3024900 2993803 69.49 98.97 15.71 
year 

IRt qtr 4186000 619167 34.56 14.79 4.93 

2nd qtr 5060300 776578 52.52 15.35 . 5,12 

lrd qtr 5664600 1141991 47.21 20.16 6.72 
1942 4thqtr 6343600 455800 32.75 7:19 2.«<1 

Total for 5313600 2993536 42.28 56.34 4.69 

year 

lst qtr 5892800 656403 3\.60 11.14 3,71 

2nd qtr 6459800 125172 20:97 1.94 0.65 

3rd qtr 6816800 694465 25.27 10.19 3.«<1 

1943 4th qtr 6387200 501087 · 24.31 7.84 2.62 

Total for 6389200 1977127 26.42 30.95 2.58 

year __ 
L-

" 

Sick,injured, wounded losses 

Number 
afmen 

676964 
637327 

1314291 

1172274 

702150 
1276810 
936031 

4087265 

1421140 
471724 

2053492 
1560164 

5506520 

135 , 

% 

of losses 

24.66 
40,77 

30.51 

65.44 

47.48 
52.79 
67.25 

57.72 

68.40 
79.03 
74.73 
75.69 

73.58 

~.i : " 
~.j 

'. 

of size 

Alllosscs 

20.30 

22.61 

43.45 

28 

13,87 
22.54 
14.76 

76.92 

24.12 
7.30 

30.12 
24.43 

86.18 

~ ; 

Average 
monthly 

6.15 
7.54 

6.90 

9.33 
4.63 
7.51 
4.92 

6.41 

9.04 
2:.43 
10.04 
8.\.4 

7.18 

I Alllosscs 

Number % 
of men 

of losses of size 

Alllo""es Average 
monthly 

2744765 100 82.31 24.94 
1563329 100 55,46 18.49 

4308094 100 142.42 22.61 

1791441 100 42.79 14.26 
1478728 100 29.22 9.75 
2418801 100 42.70 14,23 
1391831 100 2\.95 7.32 

7080801 100 133.26 11.10 

2077543 100 35.26 1\.75 
596896 100 9.24 3.08 

I 
2747957 100 40,31 13.44 
2061251 100 32.27 10.76 

7483647 100 117,13 9,76 

-- I 

1 ",' 
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Average lrrceoverablc losses Sick,injured, wounded losses Alliosse. 

monthly 
Period strength Number of % Number % Number % 

men of men of men 
of losses of size of losses of size of losses of size 

! Alilosscs Average Alliosscs Average Alliosscs 

monthly monthly I 
I 

lSI qtr 6268600 470392 23.11 7.51 2.51 1565431 76.89 24.97 8.32 2035823 100 32.48 

2nd qtr 6447000 .251745 20.83 3.91 1.30 956828 79.17 14.84 4.95 1208573 100 18.75 

3rd qtr 6714300 430432 21.82 6.41 2.13 1541965 78.18 22.97 7.66 1972397 100 29.38 

1944 4th qtr 6770100 259766 . 20.19 3.84 1.28 1026645 79.SI i5.16 5.05 1286411 100 19 

Total for 6550000 1412335 21.72 21.57 1.80 5090869 78.28 77.72 6.48 6503204 100 99.29 

year I 

1st qtr 6461100 468407 22.84 7.25 2.42 1582517 77.16 24.49 8.16 2050924 100 31.74 

1945 2nd qtr 6135300 163226 21.13 2.66 2.05 609231 78.87 9.93 7.63 772457 100 12.59 

Total for 6330880 631633 22.37 9.98 2.32 2191748 77.63 34.62 8.05 2823381 100 44.60 

year 

Total for war 5778500 100008434 35.49 173.20 3.72 18190693 64.51 314.80 6.77 28199127 100 488 

: \ 

----. 
" I 

·"~.t';";'l1'~~-/ 

, , 

Comments: I. Losse. from 22 June through 30 June 1941 arc included in the 3rd quarter of 1941, and losses from 1 April.through 9 May 1945 arc included in the second quarter of 1945. 

2. The wounded and sick who subsequeruly died in h.ospitals arc included in the sick, injured and wounded losses . 

. ' 
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Relationship of average monthly active army personnel losses to 
the average monthly 'strength level. . 

By quarters, years and periods of the war, % 

Table 73 

Notcs for lable 73: A· Periods oflbe war; B - Period I (22 Iune 1941 to 18 November 1942); C· Period II (19 november 1942 to 31 December 1943); D
Period m (I lan",,1}' J 941 to 9 May 1945); E - Quane", and years; F . All losses; G - Irrecoverable 1058es; H . Sick, injured and wounded losses 

Considering that the losses of the fronts were constantly being replaced, the strength level 
as much as possible was maintained approximately on a specific leveL b~t the percentage of 
average monthly losses changed depending on the intensity of the combat operations. If one adds 
up all of the losses for a specific period of the war, then their total amount often will 
significantly exceed the average strength level for the active army (front, arm of service). 
Sometimes by several thnes. For example, if in a company with an average number of personnel 
on the rolls of 100 men the average monthly losses numbered 25%, then for a year with the same 
size company in terms of numbers on the rolls (100%) the total losses will 'number 300%. 
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If, for example, one takes the Western Front, its average monthly size in 1941 was 
501,120 menl

, but the irrecoverable losses for that year numbered 956,293 men2
• Consequently, 

in 1941 the front lost 190.8% of its roster strength, andbere each month 30.3% of its personnel 
were irrecoverably put out of coIl1mi.ssion. Together with the sick, injured and wounded losses 
for this same period; 259% of the average monthly size was lost. Thus, taking into 'account the 
replacements, each month in 1941 41.1 % of the personnel in the troops of this nont were lost. 

The summarized data about the roster number and the losses for the entire active army 
(table 72) show that just in 1941 the irrecoverable losses for the fronts and independent annies 
numbered 98.9% of the average monthly roster number, and the sick, injured and wounded losses 
numbered 43.5%. All together during 1941 142.4% of the personnel were out of commission. In 
1942 the irrecoverable losses of the fronts dropped to 56.3%, but the sick, injured and wounded 
losses rose to 7~.9% of the average monthly roster n1.Ullber. All together for 1942 133.2% of the 
personnel were out . of commission. 

In subsequent years the total losses were somewhat smaller than at the start of the war. 
All together for the entire war on the Soviet-German front 488% of the personnel of the average 
monthly roster number in the active were out of co'mmission, and the irrecoverable losses 
numbered 173.2% while the sick, injured and wounded losses nUmbered 314.8%. 

The graph that depicts the correlation of the losses to the roster size (table 73) shows what 
kind of sharp fluctuations in the n1.Ullber of different types of losses took place throughout the 
war. In the first months of 1941 the irrecoverable losses reach the greatest level, exceeding the 
sick, wounded and injured losses. Then during a certain stabilization of the front and an 
improvement in counting, the irrecoverable losses decrease but the sick, injured and wounded 
increase. The percentage correlation of the total losses to the roster strength of the army, as 
seen from the graph, has sharp fluctuations connected with the intensity of the combat operations 
on the front. There is also a sharp drop in the number of losses in the second quarter of 1943 in 
the period of the so-called operational pause (1 April to 30 June 1943). 

Losses according to periods and campaigns of the war 

In the strategic military regard the Great Patriotic War is divided into three periods, in 
, each of which several campaigns were conducted. 

The first period, which lasted from 22 June 1941 through 18 November 1942, included 
three campaigns: the summer-fall of 1941, the winter of 1941142, and the summer-fall of 1942. 

The second period (19 November 1942 to 31 December 1943) encompassed two 
campaigns: the winter of 1942/43 and the summer'-fall of 1943. -~ 

1 The average monthly size of the front is taken for August to Dec~mber 1941. 

2 The losses for the front for June to December 1941. 
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The third period (1 January 1944 to 9 May 1945) consisted of three campaigns: the 
winter-spring of 1944, the summer-fall of 1944 and the campaign of 1945 in Europe . 

. , . .. -

The independent Far Eastern campaign was carried out in the war with .!aPll11' . 

Thus, in the years of the war the Soviet Anned Forces conducted 9 campaigns; 7 of which 
were offensive. The latter in tenns of tUne comprised 70% of the entire length of the military 
operations on the Soviet-German and Soviet-Japanese fronts. -

The summary data about the personnel losses in terms of the periods and campaigns of~ 
the Great patriotic War presented in table 74 show that they were the greatest for the Soviet 
Anned Forces in the first period of the war (37.7% of the total losses and 54.6% of the 
irrecoverable losses for the entire war). Most of the irrecoverable losses' were in the s1lIIlIIler-fall 
defensive campaigns of 1941 and 1942 (25.2 and 18.3% respectively), when the troops of the 
active fronts and armies were withdrawing while fighting running battles into the depth of the 
territory of the country. 

In these campaigns the irrecoverable losses (over 1 million men) exceed the sick, injured 
and wounded losses. In subsequent periods of the war the irrecoverable losses were smaller and ' 
were 2-2.5 times less than the sick, injured and wounded losses. 

Wliat concerns the total personnel losses (irrecoverable as well as sick, injured and 
wounded) in the rnilitarycampaign,s is that they were the greatest in the summer-fall of 1943 
(17%), and the smallest in the winter campaigns of 1941142 and 1942/43 (9.6 and 9.5% of all 
of the losses for the war respectively). 

------
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Relationship of number of personnel losses for Red Army and Navy 
for periods and campaigns of the Great Patriotic War 

Periods Campaigns Personnel losscs, thous. of men 

of the war -
Irrecoverable Siek,injured and wounded 

Number % Number % Number 

Summer-fall (22 Jun to ~ ~ ~ g ~ 
4 Dec 41) 17.1 0.15 6.9 0.04 24 

Fi",1 

(22 Jun 41 Winter (5 Dec 41 io ~ ill ~ g ~ 
to 18 Nov 42) 30 Apr 42 8.5 O.OR 10.9 . . 0.06 19.4 

- Summer-fall (I May to ~ ill ~ .!.U. ~ 
18 Nov 42) 10.2 0 .09 1l.2 0.06 21.4 

Total in first period ~ ~ 5007 r!1. 11,162 
12 0 .11 9.7 0.05 21.7 

Winter (19 Nov 42 to ~ R.6 ~ 10.2 ~ 
31 Mar 43 7.3 0.06 14 0.08 21.3 

Second 

(19 Nov 42 Operational->1rategie pause (I 1Jl.1 1.2 ~ 11- 682.5 

to 31 Dec 43) Apr to 2.1 0.02 5.4 0.03 7.5 

30 Jun 43) 

llill m ;!ill;.!! 12& ~ 
Summer-fall (I Jul to 7.6 0.07 19.7 0.11 27.3 
31 Dec 43) 

Total in second period 2553.4 ill 5985.3 32.7 !!lli1 
6.3 0.06 14.7 0.08 20.9 

Winter->1'nng (I Jan to J!QlJ. II lli21 ill ;!Q!l1 
Third 31 May 44) 5.3 0.05 14.6 0.08 19.9 . 

(l Jan 44 to 

9 May 45) Summer-fall (I Jun to 2ill l!J... 2895 15.8 lliL1 
31 Dec 44) ,. 4.5 0 .04 13.5 0.07 18 

Campaign in Europe 800.8 II 2212.7 ill ~ 
(I Jan to 9 May 45) 6.2 0.05 17.2 0.09 23.4 

Total in third period 2564.7 22.7 7327.4 ~ 9892.1 
5.2 0 .05 14.8 O.OR 20 

Total for war on. ~-german front 11,272.1 221 IR,319.7 ~- 29,592.8 

7.9 0 .07 12.9 0.07 20-.9 

Campaign in Far East (9 Aug to 2 Sep 45) .!1. Ql ~ Ql 36.4 
0.5 - 0.97 - 1.5 

Total for Great Patriotic War 11,285.1 lQQ.. IR,344.1 .!QQ... 29,629.2 
7.8 0.07 12.7 0.07 20.5 

Comment The numerator shows all of the lasscs, and the denomlnator shows the average daily losses 

Table 74 

Tolal 

% 

112 
O.OR 

2A. 
0.Q7 

1.1:2 
0.07 

37.7 
ii:07 

2.:l. 
0.07 

~ 
0.03 

.12.. 
0.09 

--
2R.8 

0.07 

.!Qd 
0.07 

...!.L 
0.06 

10.2 
O.OR 

~ 
0.07 

99.9 
0.07 

Ql 
-

lQQ.. 
0.07 

The losses of Soviet army and naval forces in the Far Eastern campaign, dhring the course 
of which in 25 days of combat operations 36,400 men were put of cOnunlssion, including 12,000 
killed, died and missing in action, were comparatively small. 
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Data about the number of average daily losses deserve special attention. Each day on the 
Soviet~German front on average 20,869 men were put out of cOnmllssion, of which, about800d 
were irrecoverably lost. The greatest average daily lOsses 'are noted in the summer~fa-ll campaigns " 
of 1941- 24,000 men, and of 1943 - 27,300 men a day. ' ," 

Losses in strategic operations 

In order to achieve , operationa~ operational-strategic and strategic goals the Soviet Armed ~ 
Forces during the course of the war conducted various operations. They represented a ,set of 
battles, major battles, and strikes by various forces, coordinated and mutUally connected in' tefmS 
of goals, missions, place and time and carried out simultaneously or sequentially in asetperiod 
of time. In terms of scale of the combat operations, the operations are divid~d into' strategic, front 
'and army operations, and in terms of character they are divided into offeIlsive , and defensive 
operations. 

The strategic operations consisted, as a rule, of front operations, andthe frontopenitiolls 
consisted of army operations. Each of them had its own indicators which characterize its scope, 
the number of participating forces l

, the width of the zone of combat operations, the length, the 
depth of the movement (in defensive operations, the depth of the withdrawal) and the tempbof 
the offensive. 

In the years of the Great Patriotic War the Soviet Armed Forces conducted' over 500 
strategic operations, ,about 250 front operations, and over 1000 army operations. p.art of the front 
and army operations were carried out in the framework of strategic operations, and some were 
carried out independently. ' 

In the past war a strategic operation meant an operation during which one of the, most 
important tasks of the entire campaign or one of its stages in a strategic sector or theater' of 

1, 'Tn"1:he tables which characterize the ' combat strength, the number of troops and the 
personnel losses, the combat strength is given to a Ground Troop formation. The corps include 
only tank and mechanized corps that were formed in May 1942. 

At the foundation of the tables lie the monthly reports from fronts which are the most 
complete and reliable. But in the case when operations lasted for less than a month, ten-day 
front reports were used. But from the monthly or ten-day reports it was not always possible ' 
exactly to count fully the personnel losses for all of the days of the operation. In cases when 
a front participated 
in art operation of over five days, losses for the front for 10 days were,as a -rule, added to the 
summary reports, and if it participated in an operation of less than five days, information 
about the front losses for the ten-day period was not added. 

For eXaIllple, the Kursk defensive operation started on 5 July _1943. Information about 
the losses for 10 days exists from 1 July. In this case the information not for five days, but 
instead for 10 days is added to the total data for July. 
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military operations was carried out. To conduct such operations, characteristically troops from 
one o:r several fronts, long range aviation formations, a~d National Air Defense forces were used, 
and in coastal sectors, fleet (flotilla) forces were used. 

As a rule, troops for a group of fronts were used to conduct strategic operations. -TIns was 
brought about by the fact that it was difficult to perform an important military-political task in 
a strategic sector or theater of military operationswiththe forces of one front. Tqerefore, a new 
form of strategic operations such as the operation of a group of fronts was developed and 
successfully used. In it a front performed tasks of an operational-strategic importance, operating 
in one of the strategic or operational sectors. Thus, 82.3% of all strategic operations by Soviet 
troops were conducted by the forces of two or more fronts, 9.8% were conducted by the forces 
of a front and fleet, and only 7.9% were conducted by the forces of one front. 

In the following tables about personnel losses in specific strategic operations, it is possible 
to conclude that most of all our forces suffered irrecoverable losses in defensive operations of 
the fITst period of the war numbering 3,580,000 men, or 31.8% of the total number of 
irrecoverable losses for the entire war. In the Kiev defensive operation they numbered 616,300 
men, '486,200 in the Smolensk defensive operation, 514,300 in the Moscow defensive operation, 
370,500 in the Voronezh-Voroshilovgrad defensive operation, and 323,800-in the Stalingrad 
defensive operation. 

The irrecoverable losses for our forces were significantly less in the defensive strategic 
operations o~ the second period of the war. 

They numbered 45,200 in the Khar'khov defensive operation (March 1943) and 70,300 
in the Kursk defensive operation (July 1943). 

In the third period of the war the Soviet Armed Forces did not conduct preplanned 
defensive operations (except for the Balaton defensive operation). The total losses in the Balaton 
defensive operation numbered 32,900 men, of which 8500 were irrecoverable. 

A tendency towards a reduction of the number of irrecoverable personnel losses and an 
increase,by.-2.-2.5 times, of the sick, injured and wounded losses, is -observed in offensive 
strategic operations. In the Rzhev-Vyazma operation of 1942 the irrecoverable losses numbered 
272,300 men, but the sick, injured and wounded numbered 504,600 men (1:1.8), in the Stalingrad 
operation the numbers were 154,900 and 330,900 men (1 :2.1), and in the Orel operation they 
were 112,500 and 317,400 men (1 :2.8) respectively. The ratio of irrecoverable losses and sick, 
injured and wounded losses in operations of the third period of the war especially changed. In 
the Leningrad-Novgorod operation the ratio of irrecoverable losses to sick,injured and wounded 
losses was 1:3, in the L'vov-Sandomir operation it was 1:3.4, in the Baltic operation it was 1:3.5, 
in the Vistula-Oder operation it was 1 :3.5, in the Berlin operation it was 1 :3.5, and in the 
Manchurian operation it was 1 :2. -= 

When examining the scale of the total personnel losses in strategic operations, It 1S 

necessary to keep in mind that they depended both on the number of-fon::es (fronts, annies) 
involved and on the time for the conducting of the operations. For example, the greatest total 
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losses in personne~ as is seen from the tables were in the Dnepr-Carpathian offensive operation 
(1,109,500 men), the Belorussian offensive operation (765,800 men), and the East Prussian 
offensive operation (548,800 men). However, theIr daily losses were not the highest in view of 
the length of the time in which these operations were conducted. 

The tables that characterize the strategic operations show only that combat strength and 
that number of troops that existed at the start of the operation (that is, without the troops and 
replacements that were additionally sent during the course of combat operations). The losses are 
given for all of the troops (forces) thattook part in the corresponding operation. 

Table 75 gives information about the personnel losses of a number of front operations 
(including unsuccessful ones) which had a definite influence on the course of the armed conflict. . 

THE DEFENSIVE OPERATION IN LITHUANIA AND LATVIA 
(THE BALTIC STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE OPERATION) 

22 June to 9 July 1941 

The operation was conducted by troops of the N orth-Western Front and part of the forces 
of the Baltic Fleet During the course of combat operations another 14 divisions and one brigade 
were added to the composition of the Soviet troops. 

The length of the operation was 18 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 350-450 km. The depth of the withdrawal of the Soviet troops was 400-450. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of !!.1ratcgic formation Combat strength and number of troops at - Pcrsonnc) losses in operation, ~en -_. 
and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formatioos Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total . -avcrdge 

wounded daily 

North-Wcstem Front (entire 19 rifle div 440,000 73,924 13,284 87,20g 4845 

period) 2 meeh. div 
4 tank div 

. 
" 

1 rille brig 
3 airborne brig 
1 fort i fied area 

Baltic Fleet (part of the - 58,000 1278 . 1278 71 
forcc.~, entire pcr'iod) 

Total ....... . . . . . . 25 divh.ions 498,000 75,2ff2 13;284- 88,486 4916 

- 4 brigades .. 
1 fortified arca - , 

Results of the operation. Repelling the surprise attack by superior enemy forces, the 
troops of the North-Western Front with heavy battles were forced to withdraw into the territory 
of our country in diverging directions: to Estonia and to the East, to the V elikaya River. In the 
course of stubborn battles with the cooperation of the Baltic Fleet, displaying courage and 
persistence, our troops slowed the speed of the advance of the "North" army group and inflicted 
significant losses to its strike grouping. 

THE DEFENSIVE OPERATION IN BELORUSSIA 
(THE BELORUSSIAN STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE OPERATION) 

22 June to 9 July 1941 ' 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Western Front with the participation of the 
Pina flotilla. During combat operations an additional 45 divisions were added to the composition 
of the Soviet troops. The length of the operation was 18 days. The width of the front of the 
combat operations was 450-800 km. The depth of the withdrawal of the Soviet troops was 450-
600 km. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of :aratcgic formation Combat strength and number of troops al . Personnel losses in opc~tion, m~. 

and lime of their start of operation 
! 

participation in the operdtion 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and lotal- ,.- average 

wounded daily 

-
Wcstcrn Fronl (entire 24 rifle div 625,000 341,012 76,717 417,729 _ l3 ;207~ --

period) 2 cay. div 
6 mcch_ div 

. .- --
12 tank div 

3 airborne brig 
8 fortified areas --

Pin. ilotilla -(cn!ire period) . 2,300 61 . 61 3 

Total .. . . ' " . . . . - . 44 divisions 627,300 341,073 76,717 417;790 23,210 
3 brigades --

- 8 fortified arcas - --

Results of the operation. In spite of enormoUs sacrifices made in this -operation by the 
Red Anny, it was not possible to hold up the enemy forces. The troops of the Western Front 
under the effect of strikes by superior enemy forces were forced to withdraw to the east 
Nevertheless, with a stubborn resistance in the border regions in combination with countera't4lcks 
they inflicted perceptible damage to the Wehrmacht grouping, army group "Center",andsloW:e<;i 
the rates of its attack on Smolensk and Moscow. This gave the opportunity to the Soviet High 
Cortunand to deploy troops of the second strategic echelon on the line from the Western Dvina 
River to the Dnepr. 

THE DEFENSIVE OPERATION n~WESTERN UKRAINE 
(L'VOV-CHERNOVTSY STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE OPERATION) 

22 JUDe - 6 July 1941 

The operation was conducted by troops of the South-Western Front. During comb cit 
operations, -12 divisions; six brigades and-the COmmand of the 18th Anny were -additionally -a<;iqed 
to the _ So.yi~t troops. 

The length of the operation was 15 days. The width of the front for the combat operations 
was 600-700 km. The depth of the withdrawal of the Soviet troops was 300-350 km. ' 

-. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic ' fonnation Combat strength and number of troop. at - PcrsoMcl 10sses in operation, mcn 
and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of fonnation. Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total .. . .average 

wounded daily 

South-Western Front (entire 32 rine div 864,600 165,452 65,755 231,207 15,414 

period) 2 cavalry di v 
8 mcch div -
16 tank div 

3 airborne brig 
14 fortified areas 

-
18th Army of the Southern 6871 3516 10,387 866 

Front (25 June 10 6 July .. 
1941 

-
Total .. - . . ... . . . . , 58 divisions 864,600 172,323 ' - . 69,271 .. 241,594 16,106 

J brigades 
14 fortified areas 

Results of the operation. During the active combat operations in the border regions and 
on the intermediate defensive lines, with counterstrikes by mechanized corps and combined arms 
formations in the region of Dubno, Lutsk, and Rovno the troops of the South-Western Front 
inflicted great losses on the enemy and slowed the offensive of his main grouping in the Kiev 
sector which made it possible to withdraw the forces of the front and to take up the defense in 

,:. .. . _- --;-

fortified areas on the old state border. .~" 

THE STRATEGIC DEFENSNE OPERATION 
IN THE ARCTIC AND KARELIA 

29 June- - 10 October 1941 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Northern Front (on 23 August 1941 it was 
divided into the Karelian and the Leningrad Fronts) and the 7th Independent Army with the 
cooperation of forces from the Northern Fleet. During the course of combat operations an 
additional JJLdivisions, five brigades and the White Sea Flotilla were added to the composition 
of the Soviet forces. The length of the operations was 104 days. The width of the front for 
combat operations was 800 km. The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet forces was 50-150 Ian. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of IIotratc:;:gic fonnation Combat ."trcngth and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation I mcn 

and time of their start of operation -

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick. injured and t<!laJ - .. - " average 

wounded daily 

Northern Front (29 June - 8 rifle div 358,390 36,822 35,714 - 72,546 1295 

23 August 1941) 1 tank div 
I rifle brigade .-

7 forti lied ar""" 

Karel ian front (23 Augu", - -- 29,856 32,336 62,192 1269 

10 October 1941) 
7th Independent Anny 

(25 September - 10 October . The combat strength, number and los.. ... es arc accounted 

1941) for in information of me Northern and KareHan Fronts 

.-
Part of the forces of the 
Norlhem. Fleet and me White -. 587 398 985 32 
Sea Flotilla (1 September - 1 

October 1941) 

Total ... ..... . .... 9 divisions 358,390 67,265 68,448 135,713 1305 
1 brigade 

7 fortified areas. 

-

The results of the operation. During stubborn defensive battles Soviet troops stopped 
the offensive of the Gennan-Finnish troops in the Murmansk, Kandalaksha, Petrozavodsk and 
Svir' sectors. The enemy plans to seize Murmansk and the Kirov railroad and to take Leningrad 
from the north and northwest were thwarted. 

THE KIEV STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE OPERATION 
7 July - 26 September 1941 

The operation was conducted by troops of the South-Western Front and part of the forces 
of the Pina Flotilla. During combat operations the 21st Army of the Central Front, the 6th and 
12th Annies of the Southern Front, and the 37th, 38th and 40th Armies, newly created in the 
South~We§.tern Front, were additionally added. All together there were 28 divisions and four 
brigades. 

The length of the operation was 82 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 300 km. The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet forces was 600 km. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic (aonation Combat '"lrCngth and number of troops at - Personnel lo. .. scs in opcrat.ion, men 
and time of their .'!an of operation 

parti~ipation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total . ~ycragc .. . 

wounded daily 

South-Westem Front (entire . 26 ritle div 627,000 531,471 54,127 585,598 7141 

period) I cavalry div 
4 mcch div - .. 
13 tank div 

6 airborne brig 
12 forti fied areas 

21st Army of the Central - - 31,792 3793 35,585 1695 

Front (10 August - 30 
August 1941) 
6th and 12 Armies of the - - 52,900 26;320 · 79,220 20RS 

Southern Front (20 August - ... 
26 September 1941) 

. Pan of the forces of the 
Pin.-\( Flotilla (10 August - 9 - - 141 - 141 3 

September 1941) 

Total .• . .. . ....... 44 divisions 627,000 616,304 84,240 700,544 8543 
6 brigades 

12 fortified areas 

.-
The results of the operation. In the course of lengthy (over 2.5 months) continuous 

fierce battles Soviet troops abandoned Kiev and a number of regions of the Left Bank of Ukraine 
while suffering heavy losses. However the long and stubborn defense by the troops of the South
Western Front and the major losses of the formations of the German army group "South" forced 
the enemy command to reinforce this grouping at the expense of troops form army group 
"Center" which had attacked in the main direction, Moscow. This played an important role in 
disrupting Hitler's plan for a "lightning war", an unstopped offensive on Moscow. 

THE LENINGRAD STRATEGIC DEFENSNE OPERATION 
10 July - 30 September 1941 

Th~--QR~ration was conducted by troops of the Northern (the Leningrad Front from 23 
August 1941) and the North-Western Fronts with the cooperation of forces of the Baltic Fleet. 
From 1 September 1941 the 52nd Independent Army took part in the operation. During the 
combat operations 5 headquarters of armies and 20 divisionS were additionally added. A number 
of front and army operations were conducted within the framework of the Leriingrad strategic 
operation: the Tallio defensive operation, defensive operations in the western and south-western 
approaches to Leningrad and on the Karelian isthmus, counterstrikes by troops of the N orth
Western Front in the Sol'tsy region and around Staraya Russa and Kholm, and the Demyansk 
defensive operation. .-

The length of the operation was 83 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 450 km. The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet troops was 270-300 km. 

The operation marked the start of the heroic battle for Leningrad. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Pcrs(jnncl losses in opcration~ -men': , 
and time of their start of operation 
pat1icipation in the operdtion 

N~~ber-of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and -- .t'1ta) ._ . average 
wounded daily 

Northern Front (Hl July-23 7 rifle div 153,000 40,491 15,044 55,535 1234 
:' August 1941) 2 tank div 

I meehdiv - --
I rifle brig 

5 fortified areas 

North-Western Fnmt (10 23 rifle div 272,000 96,953 47,835 144,788 1744 
July - 30 September 1941) 4 mcch div 

5 tank div , 
3 rifle brig 

3 airborne brig - . 3 forti tied areas 
Leningrad Front (23 August 

- 30 September 1941) - - 65,529 50,787 116,316 2982 
52nd Independent Army (I 

September - 30 September 
1941) - -- Inl 2389 4110 137 
Baltic Fleet (entire period) 

- 92,000 9384 14,793 - . 24,177 291 

Total ............. 42 divisions 517,000 214,078 130,848 344,926 4155 
7 brigades 

8 fortified areas .. .. . . -_- J 

· 0 

The results of the operation. In spite of the stubborn defense, Soviet troops . could not 
stop the enemy on the distant approaches to Leningrad. At the cost of great losses the enemy was 
able to capture Estonia and a significant part of the Leningrad oblast and to break through to the 
city. However, the plans by Hitler's command to take Leningrad on the march and to use the 
freed up forces of army group "North" for the offensive on Moscow were not justified. By the 
end of September 1941 the front around Leningrad had stabilized_ A lengthy fight for the city, 
which lasted more than three years, began. 

THE BATTLE OF SMOLENSK 
10 July -10 September 1941 

The battle of Smolensk is a set of defensive and offensive operations conducted by Soviet 
troops with the goal of not allowing an enemy breakthrough in the Moscow strategic sector. 
Headquarters of the Central, Reserve and Bryansk fronts, nine headquarters of armies, 59 
divisions and two brigades were additionally added to the composition of the Soviet troops in the 
course of the battle. A number of front operations were conducted within the framework of this 
battle: the Smolensk defensive and Smolensk offensive operations of the. Western Front, the 
offensive operation of the Western Front in the Bobruysk sector, the -Gomel'-Trubchevsk 
defensive operation of the Central Front and the Yel'nya offensive operation of the Reserve Front. 

The length of the operation was 63 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 600-650 kID- The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet troops was 200-250 km_ 
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-,Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of ~1ratcgic .formation Combat .. trcngth and number of troops at - ,?C1'8onnc1 1esses in operation, men 
and rime of their start of operation 

. . -
panicipation in the operation 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total - - - - average 
wounded daily 

WC~1cm Front 49 rifle div 579,400 309,959 159,625 469,584 7454 
10 July· 10 September 6 meeh div 

1941) II tank div 
. 

2 airborne brig 
6 forti fled areas 

Central Front (26 July· 25 - -. 79,216 28,009 107,225 3459 

August 1941) 
Reserve Front (30 July . 10 - - 45,774 57,373 103,147 2399 
September 1941) 
Bryansk Front (16 Augu't • - - 50,972 28)i03 . 79,575 3061 
10 September 19411" -- . 
Pina FI.olilla (10 July· 10 - 2200 250 193 443 7 
September 1941) 

Total ..... . . ...... 66 divisions 581,600 486,171 273,803 759 ,974 12,063 
2 brigades 

6 forti fled areas 

The results of the operation. During bloody defensive and offensive battles Soviet troops 
thwarted the plans of the German-fascist command for an unchecked offensive oli Moscow. The 
strongest Gennan group of armies, "Center", suffered major losses, and was forced to switch to 
the defensive and to postpone by almost two months its plans for an advance on Moscow. The 
battle of Smolensk was an important stage in. the thwarting of Hitler's plans for a "lightning war" 
against the Soviet Union. 
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THE DONBASS-ROSTOV STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE OPERATION 
.29 September - 16 ~ovember 1941 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Southern Front and the 6th Army of the 
South-Western front with the participation of the Azov Flotilla. In the course of combat 
operations the headquarters of the 56th Independent Army and eight divisio~ were added to the 
composition of the Soviet troops. The Donbass and Rostov defensive front operations were 
conducted within the framework of the Donbass-Rostov strategic defensive operation. 

The length of the operation was 49 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 400-670 km. The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet troops-was 150-300 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel lossc..~ in operation, men 

and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of lormations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total averdge 

wounded daily 
-

Southern Front (29 20 rifle div 491 ,500 132,014 15,356 147,370 3007 
September - 16 November 3 eavalry div 

1941) I fortified area 
4 tank brig 

6th Anny of the South· 3 rifle div 45,000 lI,201 1862 13,063 267 
Western Front (29 September 2 cavalry di v 

_ 16 November 1941) 2 tank brig 

Azov Flotilla (29 September - 5100 98 45 143 4 
_ 1 November 1941) 

TOlal .. . . . . . . . . . . . 28 divisions 541 ,600 143,313 17,263 160,576 3277 
6 brigades 

I fortified area 

The results of the operation. In the course of heavy defensive battles the troops of the _ 
Southern Front were not able to stop the enemy offensive and were forced to abandon the 
southwestern part of the Donbass and to -withdraw to the approaches to Rostov. However, t1!e 
German-fascist command's plan to encircle and destroy the troops of the Southern Front and to 
develop--an. attack on the Caucasus was thwarted. The enemy suffered majo~ losses and moved 
to the defensive in an unfavorable operational position, which was used by the Soviet command 
to move to a counteroffensive around Rostov. 

THE MOSCOW STRATEGIC DEFENSNE OPERATION 
30 September - 5_December 1941 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Western, Reserve, 13ryansk and Kalinin 
Fronts. Additionally added to the composition of the Soviet troops in the course of the combat 
operations were: the headquarters of the Kalinin Front, headquarters of the 1 st Shock, 5th, 10th 
and 16th Armies, 34 divisions and 40 brigades. 
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The Orel-Bryansk, Vyazma, Kalinin, Mozhaysk-Maloyaroslavets, Tula and Klin
Solnechnegorsk front defensive operations were conducted in the course of the Moscow strategic 
defensive operation. - -

The length of the operation was 67 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 700-1100 km. The depth of the withdrawal of the Soviet troops was 250~300 km. -The 
operation marked the start of the battle for Moscow and was its first stage. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men 
and rime of their start of operation 
panicipation in the operation _. 

- Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured ~nd total average _. 
wounded daily 

Western Front (I Oetober- 31 rifle div 558,000 254,726 55,514 310,240 4100 
5 December 1941) 2 motor riflc div 

3 cay div 
I rifle brig 
4 tank brig 

Reserve Front (I October - 2 fortified areas 
12 October 1941) 28 rifle djv 448,000 121,566 61.195 - 188,761 15,130 
Bryansk Front (30 2 cav div 

September - 10 November 5 tank brig 
1941) 25 rifle brig 244,000 103,378 6531 109,915 2611 

4 cay div 

KaHnin Front (20 October - 1 tank div 
5 December 1941) 4 tank brig 

- - 28,668 -20,695 49,363 1050 

Total . - ..... . .. . ,- 96 divisions 1,250,000 514,338 143,941 658,279 9825 
14 brigades 

2 fortified areas 

The results of the .operation. In the course of fierce battles on the far and near 
approaches to Moscow Soviet troops stopped the advance of the main Gennan grouping - army 
group "Center", and inflicted a serious defeat on it. Conditions were prepared for the switch to 
the counteroffensive and the defeating of the enemy near Moscow. 
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THE TIKHVIN STRATEGIC OFFENSNE OPERATION 
(THE COUNTEROFFENSIVE AROUND TIKHVIN) . 

10 November - 30 December 1941 . . 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 4th and 52 Independent Annies (from 17 
December 1941 they were part of the newly created Volkhov Front), the 54t1?,Anny of the 
Leningrad front and the Novgorod Anny Group of the North-Western Front In the course of 
combat operations the headquarters of the Volkhov Front and the 59th Army, 16 divisionS and 
two brigades were added to the composition of the troops. 

. . 

The length of the operation was 51 days. The width ofthe front for combatopyrations 
was 300-:350 Ian. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 100-120 Ian. The average 
daily speed of the offensive was 2-2.5 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Namc of !<I1ratcgic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Pcn;onncl losses in operation, mcn 

and time of their start 9f op~ration .. 
participation in the opcr'dtion 

Number of fonnatioos Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total averagc 
wounded daily 

54th Army of the Leningrad 4 rifle div 55,600 6065 11,486 17551 344 

Front (entire period) 1 rank div 
2 rifle brig 

4th ·Independenl Army 2 tank brig .. 

(entire period) 6 rifle div 62,700 8916 16,018 24,934 489 
1 cay div 

52nd Independent Army 1 tank div 

(enlire period) 4 rifle div 42,660 871 1769 2640 52 

Novgorod Army Group of 
lhe North_We.1em·Fronl 2 rifle div 31 ,990 2072 1704 3776 74 

(entire period) 1 tank div 

Total .. ~ . . , .... . .. 20 diviJ.:ions 192.950 17.924 30,977 48,901 959 
4 brigades 

The results of the operation. In the course of the operation Soviet troops defeated 10 
enemy"Cfurisions, liberated a number of important regions, and thwarted the German command's 
plan to isolate Leningrad completely. · Favorable conditions were created· for setting up an 
offensive in the northwest direction and for switching to the counteroffensive around Moscow. 
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THE ROSTOV STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
(THE COUNTEROFFENSIVE AROUND ROSTOV)_ 

17 November - 2 December 1941 

Troops of the Southern Front and the 56th Independent Anny(on 23 November it joined 
the Southern Front) conducted it. In the course of the operation five brigades were added to the 
composition of the troops. . .. 

The length of the operation was 16 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 140-180 km. The depth of the advance by Soviet troops was 60-80 km. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 4-5 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of ~'Illtcgic formation Comb~t stt'cngth and number of tr~ps at Personnel losses in opcC"'dtioD. men 
and time of their start of operation 
panicip-ation in the operation 

Number of fOmlations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
wounded daily 

Southern Front (entire 16 rifle div 262,500 11,163 12,758 23,921 1495 

period, except f<lr 12th 5 cav div 

Army) 7 tank brig 

56th Independent Army 5 rifle div 86,500 4101 5089 9190 574 

(entire period) 5 cay div 
1 lank brig 

Total . .. . - . . . . . . . . 31 divisions 349,000 15,264 17,847 33.111 2069 
8 brigades 

The results of the operation. In the course of offensive battles Soviet troops inflicted a 
serious defeat on the German army group "South", pushed its formations from Rostov to the 
Mius River, and did not allow the enemy to breakthrough to the Caucasus. The position on the 
southern wing of the Soviet-Gennan frOilt stabilized, which helped bring about the success of the . 
counteroffensive by the Red Army in the winter of 1941-42 around Moscow. 

THE MOSCOW STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
(THE COUNTEROFFENSIVE AROUND MOSCOW) 

5 December 1941 - 7 January 1942 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Western, Kalinin and right wing of the 
South-Western Fronts. The Bryansk Front participated in the operation starting from 14 Decernber 
1941, In the course of combat operations the headquarters of the Bryansk Front, the headquarters 
of the 39th and 61 st Annies, 22 divisions and 11 brigades were added to the composition of the 
troops. 

The length of the operation was 34 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 1000 Ian. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 100-250 km. The average daily 
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speed of the offensive of the rifle fonnations was 3-6 lan. The Kalinin, Klin-Solnecbnegorsk, 
Tula, Yelets, and Kaluga front operations were conducted within the framework of the Moscow 
strategic offensive operation. -

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
-

Name of ~1rategie formation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel los~cs in operat ion, men 
and timc· of their .13rt of operation 
participation in the opcns.tion 

Number of fonnations Sizc irrecoverable sic~J injured and total average 
wounded daiiy 

W""'tCm Front (entire 50 rifle diy 748,7000 101,192 160,038 261,230 7683 

period) I mQtor rifle diy 
16 cay div .. .. 
3 tank div 

- . 16 rifle brig .. . 
2 airborne brig 

22 tank brig 

Kalinin front (entire period) IS rifle div 192,200 27,343 54,944 82,287 2420 
1 cay diy 

Right wing of the South- 1 rifle brig 

Western Front: 3rd and 13th 12 rifle div 80,800 9709 12,186 21,895 842 
Amiies, operational group of 7 cay div 

Gener.1 Kostcnko ·(6 I motor rifle brig 
. Dccemher - 3 1 December 2 tank brig .. 

1941) 
Bryansk. Front (24 

December 1941 - 7 January 
1942) - - 1342 4201 5543 370 

Total .........•.. . 105 divisions 1,021,700 139,586 231,369 370,955 10,910 
44 brigades 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops routed the strike groupings of army group 
"Center" which had tried to go around Moscow from the north and south, and removed the threat 
to the capital of the Soviet state and the Moscow industrial region. The first major defeat for the 
Gennan army in the second world war was inflicted in the fields around Moscow, and the myth 
about its invincibility was shattered. The Red Army took the strategic initiative from the enemy 
and created conditions . for a switch to a general offensive. 

THE KERCH-FEODOSIYA ASSAULT OPERATION 
25 December 1941 - 2 January 1942 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Transcaucasus (Caucasus after 30 December 
1941) Front with part of the forces of the Black Sea Fleet and the Azov Flotilla. 

The length of the operation was 9 days. The width of the front for combat operations was 
250 km. The average daily speed ofthe ·offensive for the rifle formations WllS 10-12 km. 

Name of strategic fonnation 

m.d time of their 
participation in the operation 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Combat strength and number of Iroops al 
Stllr1 of operation 
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Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and ta!.l average 
wounded daily 

- --

Transcaucasus (Caucasus H rifle div 62,000 30,547 7714 .38,261 4251 
tiom 30 December 1941) 2 rille brig 

- - _. 
Fron! (25 December 1941 - 2 
January 1942) 
Part of the forces of the - 20,500 1906 1768 3674 :408 

Black Sea Fleet and the 
Azov Flotilla .(25 December - --
1941 - 2 January 1942) 

Total ., .. .. ....... R divisions 82,500 32,453 9428 41,935 4659 
2 brigades 

The results of the operation, Soviet troops liberated the Kerch ·peninsula, captured the 
seaports of Kerth and Feodosiya, which made it possible for-the Soviet cOffi1l1and subsequently 
to deploy troops of the Crimean Front here. The defeat of the enemy's Kerch grouping forced the 
Gennan command to halt the offensive against Sevastopol and to transfer part of the forces from 
there to the region of the Kerch peninsula. With the freeing of the Kerch peninsUla from enemy 
troops the possibility of the invasion by Gennan troops into the Caucasus through the Taman' 
peninsula was prevented. 

THE RZHEV-VYAZMA STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
8 January - 20 April 1942 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Western and Kalinin Fronts. In the course 
of combat operations the headquarters of the 3rd and 4th Shock Armies, 29 divisions and 33 
brigades were added to the composition of the Soviet troops. 

The length of the operation was 103 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 650 lan. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 80-250 kIn. The average daily 
speed of the offensive for rifle fonnations was 1-2.5 km. The Sychevka-Vyazma, Vyazma and 
Rzhev front offensive operations were conducted in the framework of the Rzhev-Vyazma 
strategic opera1i.on .. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name: of strateg ic fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at - Personnel losses in opcra~ion, " mel! ._ 

and time of t!lei r start "of operation 
participation in the operation 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total . -" - average 
wounded daily 

-
Kalinin Front (8 January - 32 rifle div 346,100 123,380 .217,847 341 ,227 3313 

20 April 1942) 5 cay div -4 tank brig --
Western Front (8 January - 45 rifle div 713,100 148,940 286,722 435,662 4230 

20 April 1942) 12 cay div 
I tank div 

26 rifle brig 
2 airborne brig 
'14 tank brig 

Total .. _ . . .. : . .. . 95 divisions 1,059,200 272,3fO 504,569 776,889 7543 
46 brigades 

The results of the operation. The Soviet command was not able completely to carry out 
their plan. However, in spite of the lack of completion, the operation had an important military 
and political meaning. In the course of the offensive our troops inflicted a serious defeat on the 
enemy, threw him back by 80-250km and completely liberated the Moscow and Tula oblasts as 
well as many regions of the Kalinin and Smolensk oblasts. Having executed a close deep 
envelopment of anny group "Center" on two sides, Soviet troops placed the enemy in an 

-7-~ -,","7"~7. : .• _ 

- :::..' 

unfavorable operational position. The German troops were able to avoid a complete destruction ' .:.> 
only as a result the transfer of additional forces from Western Europe. 

THE VORONEZH-VOROSHILOVGRAD STRATEGIC 
DEFENSIVE OPERATION 

28 June - 14 July 1942 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Bryansk (part of the forces), Voronezh, 
South-Western Fronts and the Azov Flotilla (part of the forces). In the course of combat 
operations the headquarters of the Voronezh Front, the headquarters.of three armies, four tank 
corps and20 divisions were added to the composition of the Soviet troops. 

The length of the operation was 27 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 150-400 km. The Kastornye, Valuyki-Rossosh', and Voroshilovgrad-Shakhtinsk front 
defensive operations were conducted within the framework of the Voronezh-Voroshilovgrad 
strategic defensive operation. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
-

Name of strategic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men ---

and time of thci-r start of operation 
panieipation in the operation 

-- - .. -. 
Number of fonnations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average · 

wounded dany 
.-

Bryansk Front - 13th, 40th 12 rifle div 169,400 36,883 29,329 66,212 2452 
Annics, Sth Tank Anny (28 4 rifle brig -
June - 24 July 1942) 2 lank col1's 
South-Western Front (28 4 indcp. tank brig 

June - 12 July 1942) 33 rille div 
6 cay div 610,000 161,465 71,276 232,741 15,516 

6 rifle brig 
5 fortified areas 

4 lank eol1'S 
3 meeh rifle brig 

Southern Front (28 Tunc - 10 indep.tank brig --

24 July 1942) 23 rifle div 522,500 128,460 64,753 193,213 7156 
4 riflehrig 

1 tortified area 

Voronezh Front (9-24 July 6 tank brig 

1942 - - 43,687 32,442 76,129 4758 
Azov Flotilla (Don 

detachment) - 8900 27 25 52 2 

Total __ . _ .. - - .. _ .. 74 divisions 1,310,800 370,522 197,825 ·-568,347 21,050 
6 tank eol1's 
37 brigades 

6 fortified areas 

The results of the operation. The combat operations in this operation took place in 
conditions when the troops of the Bryansk, South-Western and Southern Fronts, not having 
restored their forces after the previous heavy battles and not having been able to dig in 
defensively, were forced to repel attacks by superior enemy forces. They were not able to hold 
their defensive positions and withdrew with heavy losses to the region of Voronezh on the Don 
River. The 6th and 60th Armies from the reserve of the Supreme Command that were put into 
the battle and the counterattack of the 5th Tank Anuy on the northern enemy grouping weakened 
his attack, but did not change the overall development of the situation_ The enemy was able to 
set up a subsequent offensive against Rostov and StaIingrad_ 

-.'C----
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THE STALINGRAD STRATEGIC DEFENSNE OPERATION 
17 July -18 Nov~mber 1942 . 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Stalingrad (Don), Soutb.:Eastenl · and' 
(Stalingrad) Fronts with the cooperation of forces from the Volga Flotilla. During the .courseo! 
combat operations the headquarters of the South-Eastern Front, five headqU!lrters of combined 
arms armies, and two headquarters of tank: armies as well as 56 divisions and 33 origades were 
added to the composition of the Soviet troops. . 

The length of the operation was 125 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 250-520 km The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet troops was 150 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses. 

Name of stratcgic formation Combatstrcngth .nd number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men 

and time of their ~-tart of operation 
participation in the operation 

Number of formatioas Sizc jrrccovcrablc sick, injured and total avcmgc 
wounded daily 

.. 
St.lingrad Front 1st and 2nd 34 rille div 540,300 194,6R5 215,305 409,990 3iso 

times formed .(entire period) 3 cay div 
3 tank div 
8 rille brig 

Soulh.Ea.<tem Front (7 14 indcp.tank brig 
August. 30 s (;?.;mber 1942) - - 110,636 62,440 173,076 3147 . 
Don Front q 0 September· 
I R November 1942} 1200 
Volga Flotilla (25 July - IR - - IR,028 41,941 59,969 

november 1942) 
- 6700 507 300 807 7 . 

Total . . . • , "" ' . " 37 divisions 547,000 323,856 319,986 643 ,842 5151 
,· 3 tank corps 

22 brigades 

-- ~.--~:i.-;~7:~:-, 
- - ~~. 

r- ._ ·--:-

The results of the operation. In fierce defensive battles which developed in the great 
bend of the Don, and then on the Stalingrad perimeters as well as in the city itself nof only was 
the enemy'S offensive might destroyed and the main attack group of.the Genrtany anilyon the 
southern wing of the Soviet-German front bled white, but the conditions were also prepared for 

. . .-:-:-.. 

the switch by Soviet troops· to the decisive counteroffensive. 

THE NORTHERN CAUCASUS STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE OPERATION 
25 July - 31 December 1942 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Southern (up to 28 July 1942), Northern 
Caucasus and Transcaucasus Fronts with the cooperation: of forces from the Black Sea Fleet and 
the Azov Flotilla. In the course of combat operations headquarters of the TranScaucasus Front, 
the Northern Group of Forces, the 44th and 46th Armies, 31 divisions and 27 brigades were 
added to the composition of the Soviet troops. -
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The length of the operation was 160 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 320-1000 lan. The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet troops was 400-800 km. The following 
front operations were conducted in the framework of the Northern Caucasus strategic -defensive 
operation: the defensive operation in the Stavropol and Krasnodar sectors, the Armayjr~Maykop, 
Novorossiysk, Mozdok-Malgobek, Tuapse, and Nal'chik-Ordzhonikidze defensive operations. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses --

Name of ~i1[lltcgic fonnation Combat .1rcogth and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, meD 

and time of their stan of operation 
participation in the operation 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
wounded daily 

--
Southern Front (252uly ~ 28 26 rifle div 300,000 15,317 1412 16,729 4182 

July 1942) I cilv div 
8 rifle brig 
I tank corpS 
5 tank brig 

2 Ibrtified areas 
Northern Caucasus Front (28 2 rifle div 216,100 35,245 8748 43,993 1257 

July - J 1 Augu.~ 1942, 4 eav div 

reformed into the Black Sea 3 rifle brig 

Group of Forces) I fortified area -
Northern Group of Forces of 

the Transeaueasus Front (10 . - - 7324 5132 12,456 566 

August - 3.1 August 1942) 
Transcaucasus Front 

(Northern and Black Sea 
Groups of Forces, 46th - -- 132,020 163,723 295,743 2424 
Army) (1 September - 31 
Deeanber 1942) 
Black Sea Fleet and Azov 

Flotilla (27 July - 31 
December 1942) - 87,100 2885 2105 4990 31 

Total . . . .. .... . ... 33 divisions 603,200 192,791 181,120 373,911 2337 

I !a!I,~ eOfJls 
16 brigades 

3 fortified regions 

The results of the operation. Under the attack of superior enemy forces, Soviet troops 
were forced to abandon regions of the Northern Caucasus and to withdraw to the passes of the 
Main ' Cau9~Slls_ridge and the Terek River. In November-December 1942-the advance by enemy 
troops was stopped. The plans by the German-fascist command to seize the oil"tegions of the 
Caucasus and to bring Turkey into the war did not bring the expected results. 
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THE STALINGRAD STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
19 November 1942 - 2_ February 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the South-Western, Don, and Stilin~ad Fronts 
with the cooperation of forces from the Volga Flotilla. In the course of comhat operations the 
headquarters of the 1st and 2nd Guards, 5th Shock, and 6th Annies, fiye timk and three 
mechanized corps, and six brigades were added to the composition of the Soviet troops. 

The length of the operation was 76 days . . The width of the front for combat operations
was 850 lan. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 150-200 lan. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was: 1.5-2.5 km for rifle formations, and 4-4.5 km for tank and 
mechanized formations. 

The following front operations were conducted within the framework of the Stalingrad 
strategic operation: the November offensive operation to encircle the Stalingrad enemy grouping 
("Uranus"), the Kotel'nikovo, Middle Don ("Little Saturn") operations, and also the operation to 
eliminate the encircled enemy troops in Stalmgrad ("Ring"). 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of .!!.1"ratcgic formation Combat strcngth and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men 
and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 

wouDded daily 

Soulb-Western Front (19 18 rifle div 398,100 64,649 148,043 212,692 4946 

November - 31 December 6 cav div 

1942) 2 rifle brig 
I mcch corps 

·' 3 tank corps 
I tank brig 

Don Front (19 November 24 rifle div 307,500 46,365 123,560 169,925 2236 
· 1942 - 2 February 1943) I tank corps 

6 tank brig 
2 fortified arcas 

Stalingrad Front (19 24 rifle div 429,200 43,552 58,D78 101,630 2363 

Novcmber - 31 December 2 cay div 
-

1942) . ~.--- . 17 rifle brig 
1 mech corps .-
1 tank corps 
8 tank brig 

7 fortified areas 

6th Army and 2nd Air Army - - 304 1184 1148 496 

of the Voronezh Front (16 
December - 18 December 
1942) 
Volga Flotilla (19 November - 8700 15 27 52 0.5 
1942·2 February 1943) 

Total .. •....... • . . 7 corps 1,143,500 154,885 330,892 485,777 6392 
74 divisions -. 
34 brigades 

9 fortified areas 

Results of the operation. In the course of combat operations -Soviet troops surrounded 
and destroyed the mam forces of the 4th and 6th German field armies, and routed the 3rd and . 
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4th Rumanian and 8th Italian armies. The enemy losses numbered over 800,000 men, 32 of his 
divisions and 3 brigades were completely destroyed,. and 16 enemy divisions suffered heaVy . 
losses. Just in the course of the elimination of the encircled grouping from 10 Jimuary- through 
2 February 1943 over 91,000 men were taken prisoner, including 2500 officers and 2.4. generals. 
The victory at Stalingrad marked the start of the fundamental break in the war and had a decisive 
influence on the subsequent course of the whole war. The Red Army seized the strategic initiative 
and held it until the end of the war. 

THE NORTHERN CAUCASUS STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
"DON' 

1 January - 4 February 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Transcaucasus, Southern, and Northern 
Caucasus Fronts with the cooperation of the forces of the Black Sea Fleet: In the course of 
combat operations the headquarters of the 5th Shock Anny, five divisions and six brigades were 
added. The Rostov, Mozdok-Stavropol, Novorossiysk-Maykop, and Tikhoretsk front operations 
were conducted within the framework of the Northern Caucasus strategic operation. 

-

The length of the operation was 35 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 840 lan. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 300-600 lan. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 9-17 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Namc .of >1rdlcgic {onnalion Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men 

and time of their .start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and lOlal avcr'dgc 

wounded , .. daily 

Southern Front (1 January - 13 rifle div 393,800 54,353 47,364 101,717 2906 
4 February 1943) 2 cay d iv 

7 rifle brig 
3 {onitied arcas 
3 mcch corps 
2 tank corp" 

Transcaucasus Front (1 3 tank brig -
January - 4 Feiitililry W43) 37 rifle div 685,600 12,088 30,430 42,428 1212 

7 cay div 
... 

35 rifle brig 

Nonhcm Caucasus Front (24 2 fonitied areas 

January - 4 February 1943) 8 tank brig 

Black Sea Fleet (1 January - - - 2970 6986 9956 830 

4 February 1943) 

- 65,900 216 222 438 13 

Total . . .. · ··· .. . . . 59 divhoions 1,145,300 69,627 84,912 154,539 4415 
5 taok&mcch corps 

53 brigades 

5 fonificd a""'" ~ 

The results of the operation. In the course of the offensive that unfolded Soviet troops 
inflicted a major defeat on the enemy army group "A" and moved to th~ approaches to Rostov 
northeast of Krasnodar and to the Kuban' River ljne. Although the operation plan was not 
completely carried out and the main enemy forces were able to retreat to the Donbass, having 
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avoided, a complete destruction, the German command's plans to take theCa~casu~ and itsojl 
regions suJfered a crash. The Red Army liberated _ the Stavropol region, theChechen-Ingushs!c, 
The North Ossetian ASSR, and part of the Rostov oblast and Krasnodar' regions from theIr 
occupiers. 

THE OPERATION TO BREAK THE :BLOCKADE OF LENINGRAD 
("ISKRA") 

12-30 January 1943 

The strategic offensive operation to break the blockade of Leningrad was conducted by
forces of ass:;lult groups of the Leningrad and Volkhov Fronts with the cooperation of part of the 
forces of the Baltic Fleet and the long range aviation. . .' 

The length of the operation was 19 days.The width of the front for c-ornbat operations was 
45 km.The depth of the advance by Soviet troops was 60 km. The average daily speed for the 
offensive was 3-3.5 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
.-

. 

Name of ~1ratcgic fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel loss~ in op:ration, men 
and time of their start of operation 
panicipation in the opcrarioD 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
wounded daily 

Leningrad Front (entire 6 rifle <liy 133,300 12,320 2&,944 41,264 2172 

period) 7 rifle brig 
3 tank bri!> 

I fortified area 

Breakdown: 
67th Atrny 6 rifle <liv 130,780 12,268 28,726 40,994 2158 

7 rifle brig - 3 tank brig 
1 fortified region 

13th Air Army (air crews) - 2520 52 218 270 14 
Volkhoy Front (Entire 

period) 15 rifle div 169,500 21,620 52,198 73,818 3885 
7 rifle brig 

Breakdown: 4 tank brig 

, 2nd Shoek Army -.-:---- - 11 rifle <liv 114,000 19,017 46,301 " .65,318 3438 
4 rifle brig 

8th Army 4 tank brig 
4 rifle div 52,500 2593 5871 8464 445 

14th Air Army (air crews) 3 rille brig 

- 3000 10 26 36 2 

Total. , .. ,.,", .' . 21 divisions 302,800 33,940 81,142 115,082 6057 
2L brigades 

1 forti fied arca 

The results of the op~ration. In the course of the offensive troops Qf the Leningrad and 
Volkhov Fronts broke the enemy blockade of Leningrad, having created a corridor with a Width 
of 8-11 km which made it possible to restore land communications between the city and the rest 
of the country. The enemy, was cleared, from the entire SOUtht:ffi shore of Lake Ladoga. In spite 
of the fact that the subsequent ' offensive of the Soviet troops did not receive development, the 
operation to lift the blockade had an important strategic importance and was a turning point in 
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the battle for Leningrad. The enemy's plan to starve out the defenders and inhabitants of the city 
was thwarted. The initiative in waging combat operatiopSin this sector moved to the Red Anny. 

THEVORONEZH-KHAR'KOV STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
13 January - 3 March 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Voronezh Front, the 13th Army of the 
Bryansk Front and the 6th Army of the South-Western Front. In the course of the combat 
operations the headquarters of the 69th and 64th Armies, a tank and cavalry cotps, nin:e divisions 
aildfive brigades were added. The Ostrogozhsk-Rossosh', the Voronezh-Kastomye and the 
Khar'kov front offensive operations were conducted within the framework of the Voronezh
Khar'kov strategic operation. 

The length of the operation was 50 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 250-400 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 360-520 km. The average 
daily speed of the offensive was 7-10 km. . 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic formation Combat .1rCngth and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men 
and time of their start of operation 

partieipatiQn in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured · and total average 

wounded daily 

Bryansk Front. 13th Army 7 rifle div 95,000 13,876 23,547 37,423 748 

(13 January - 3 March 1943) I anti-tank gun 

partisan div 
Voronezh Front (13 January 2 lank brig 

- 3 March 1943) 20 rifle div 347,200 33,331 62,384 95,715 1914 
1 anti-tank gun 

partisan div 
2 cavalry div 
10 rifle brig 
2 tank corps 

South-Wc"cm·Front,6th 10 indcp.tank brig 

Army (13 January - 3. March 5 rille div 60,200 8268 12,155 20,423 408 
1943) 1 riflc brig 

2 tank brig 

-
Total .. ~ ~~.-. . ... 36 divisions 502,400 55,475 98,086 153,561 3071 

2 tank eo'1's 
. - . 

25 brigades 

The results of the operation. In the course of the offensive that was undertaken the 
Soviet troops inflicted a serious defeat on the enemy army group "B". The 2nd Hungarian and 
8th Italian armies that were a part of it were almost completely destroyed. A significant territory, 
major industrial and administrative centers of Voronezh, Kursk, Belgorod, Khar'kovand others 
were liberated from their occupiers. At the start of March the attacking forces exhausted their 
capabilities and, not having been able to perform all of the tasks that were assigned, moved to 
the defensive. 

THE KHAR'KOV DEFENSNE OPERATION 
4-25 March 1943 
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The operation was conducted by troops of the left wing of the Voronezh Front and the 
6th Anny of the South-Western Front. In the cours~ of the operation the headquarters of the 21st 
army, six divisions and one tank C~)lpS were added. . 

The length of the operation was 22 days. The width of the fr~:mt for combat operations' 
was 200-240 Ian. The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet troops was 100-15-0 Ian. . 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses ' 

Name of 'strategic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in ojx:l'"dtion, ~cn 
and time of their stan of operation 
participation in the operation 

Number of fonnations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
wO'undcd daily 

Voronezh Front (entire 8 rifle div 281,800 29,807 28,437 -. 58;244 2647 
period), lelt wing: 3rd Tank. I anti lank gun part isan 
40th and 69th Armies div 

2 cavalry div 
4 rifle brig 
I tank corps 

6th Army of the South- S indcp.tank brig 

Western Front (entire .period) 5 rifle div 64,100 15,412 12,813 28,225 1283 
3 cavalry div . -

I rifle brig 
1 indcp.tank brig 

Total . ............ 19 divisions 345,900 45,219 41,250 86,469 3930 
II brigades 
I lank corps 

The results of the operation. Under attacks by superior enemy forces the troops of the 
left wing of the Voronezh Front and the 6th Army of the South-Western Front were forced to 
abandon Khar'kov and to withdraw to the line consisting of Krasnopol'ye to Berezov to Belgorod 
to The Northern Donets J9ver- However, the German command was not able to carry out its plan 
to surround and destroy the Soviet troops in the Khar'kov region and to take the strategic 
initiative. 
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The operation was conducted by troops of the Central, Voronezh, and Steppe PIonts. In 
the course of the combat operations the headquarters of the Steppe Front, the headquarters of the 
27th, 47th and 53 Combined Arms, the 5th Guards Tank and the 5th Air Annies,five tank and 
one mechanized corps, 19 divisions and one brigade were added to the forces .. 

The length of the operation was 19 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 550 km. The depth of the withdrawal of Soviet troops was 12-35 Ian. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
.. 

Name of strdtcgic formation Combat .trength and number of troops at Personnel losses in opCcadon, men 
and time of their .tart of operation 
participation in the opcrdtion 

Number of fonnations Size irrecoverable sick, jnj~rcd and totaJ average 
wounded daily 

Central Front (5 July· 11 41 rille div 738,000 15,336 18,561 33,897 4842 
July 1943) 1 anti·tank gun 

partisan div .. 

5 rifle brig 
4 tank corps 

3 indep.tank brig 
3 fortified areas 

Voronezh Front (cntire 35 ritle div 534,700 27,542 46,350 73,892 3889 
period) 1 mcch corp. 

4 tank corp. 
6 indep.tank brig 

Steppe Front (9 July. 23 - . 27,452 42,606 70,058 4670 
July1943) 

Total .. . ... .. ..... 77 divisions 1,272,700 70,330 107,517 177,847 9360 
I mcch corps 
S tank corps 
14 brigades 

3 fortified areas 

The results of the operation. In terms of its scope and intensity the Kursk defensive 
operation, the fITst stage of the battle of Kursk, is one of the largest battles of the second world 
war. In the"WUrse of the defensive battles the troops of the Central and Voronezh fronts bled 
white and then stopped the offensive by strike groupings of the German-fasCIst armies and 
created favorable conditions for the switching to the counteroffensive in the Orel and Belgorod
Khar'kov sectors. Hitler's plan to defeat the Soviet troops in the Kursk salient suffered a major 
defeat. 

THE OREL STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION ("KUTUZOV") 
12 Ju1y - 18 August 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Bryansk and Central Fronts and part of the 
forces of the Western Front. In the course of the offensive the headquarters of the 11th Combined 
Arms, 3rd Guards and 4th Tank Annies, five tank corps, one mechanized corps, one cavalry 
corps and 11 divisions were added to the forces. 
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The length of the operation was 38 days. The width of the front for the combat operations 
was 400 lan. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 150 Ian. The average daily 
speeds of the offensive were 4-5 Ian for rifle fOrrrlations and 7-10 k:m for tank and mechanized 
formations. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of ~'-1rategic formation Combat strength and number of troops al PeOionncl losses in , opcr':ltion, men 
and time of their start of operation 

partkipation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 

.. wounded daily 

Western Fro nt (left wing): 19 rifle div 233,300 25,585 76 ,856 102,441 4241 
2 tank corps .. 

11th Guards brmy (12 July 5 indcp.tank brig 

30 July 1943) 12 rifle div 170,500 12,768 38,513 51,281 2699 
2 tank corps 

50th Army (12 July - 18 4 indcp.tank brig 

August 1943) 7 rifle e1iv 62,800 5395 17,767 23,162 609 
11th Army (20 July· 18 I indep.tank brig 

August 1943) - - 4979 15,580 20,559 685 
4th Tank army (20 July - 18 

AugU.1 1943) - - 2443 4996 7439 248 

Bryansk Front (entire 

period) 21 rifle div 
I ritkbrig 409,000 39,173 123,234 162,407 4274 

2 tank corps 
Central Front (entire period) j indep.tank brig 

41 rifle div 645,300 47,771 II ~,27 1 165,D42 4343 
1 anti-tank gun 

panisan div 
3 rille brig 

4 tank corps 
2 indep. tank brig 
3 fort i fied areas 

Total .. . . . . . . .•. . . 82 divisions 1,287,600 112,589 317 ,361 429,890 11,313 

• .. 8 tBnk corps 
14 brigades 

3 fortified areas 

The results of the operation. In the course of the offensive that was begun the Soviet 
troops inflicted a major defeat on the German "Center" army group, and freed significant 
territory,.iD.gluding the oblast center of Orel, from the occupiers. With-the elimination of the Orel 
enemy staging area, from which it began the offensive on Kursk, the situatioif in the central part 
of the Soviet-German front changed dramatically and broad opportunities opened up for the 
development of an offensive in the Bryansk sector and the movement of Soviet troops to the 
eastern regions of Belorussia. 
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THE BELGOROD-KHAR'KOV STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
("RVMY ANTSEV) 

3-23 August 1943 

The concluding operation of the battle of Kursk was conducted by troops of the Voronezh 
and Steppe Fronts. In the course of the offensive the headquarters of the 4th Guards, 47th and 
57th Annies, a tank and a mechanized cOIps, 19 divisions and two brigades were achied to the 
forces. 

The length of the operation was 21 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 300-400 lan. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 140 Ian. The average daily 
speeds for the offensive were 7 lan for rifle formations, and 10-15 kin for tank and mechanized 
formations. -

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of :.1ratc~ic fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men 

and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, .injured and .. ·total average 

wounded daily 

Voronezh Front (entire 28 rifle div . 739,400 48,339 108,954 157,293 7490 

period) 8 tank COI!,S 

2 mcch corps 
2 indcp.tank brig 

Steppe Front (entire period) 22 rifle div 404,600 23,272 75,001 98,273 4680 
1 mcch corps 

3 iodcp.tank brig 

Total . .... . . . ..... 50 divisions 1,144,000 71 ,611 183 ,955 255,566 12, 170 
II tank&mech corps 

5 brigades 
... 

The results of the operation. In the course of the offensive troops of the Voronezh and 
Steppe Fronts routed the powerful Belgorod-Khar'kov enemy grouping, and liberated the Khar'kov 
industrial region and the cities of Belgorod and Khar'kov. Favorable conditions were created to 
liberate the Left Bank of the Ukraine . 

. :\ -=--- -

THE SMOLENSK STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION ("SUVOROV") 
7 August - 2 October 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Kalinin and Western Fronts. In the course 
of the combat operations the 2nd Guards Tank and 3rd Guards Cavahy COIpS and two divisions 
were added to the forces. The Spas-Demensk, Yel'nya-Dorogobuzh, Dukhovshchina-Demidov and 
the Smolensk-Roslavl' front offensive operations were conducted within the framework of the 
Smolensk strategic operation. 

The length of the operation was 57 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 400 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 200-250 km. The average daily 
speeds of the offensive were 4-5 kIn for rifle formations and 6-10 km for tank and mechanized 
formations. 
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Combat strength,-number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of'1rategic lo rmation Combat strength and number of troops at - Personnel· losses in opcr~tion , meA _ 
and time of their start of operation 
participation in the operation 

Number of formations Size i rrccovcrablc sick, injured and total •.. -. averitg~ 
wounded daily 

-
Kalinin Front (entire period) 26 rifle div 428,400 28,106 90,112 118,278 2075 

10 rifle brig . 
4 indep.tank brig --

Wc:;tcm Front (entire 3 fort ified areas 
period) 58 rifle div 824,200 79,539 253,649 333,188 5845 

3 caval ry div 
2 rifle brig 

I mcch co!ps 
10 indep_tank brig 
2 fort ified arcas 

- -- . 
Total _ . _ - - . . .. . . .. R? divisions 1,252,600 107,645 343,821 - . 451,466 7920 

I CO!pS 
26 brigades 

5 forti tied areas 

The results of the operation. In the course of the full scale offensive the troops of the 
Kalinin and Western Fronts liberated Smolensk and part of the Kalinin oblast with the cities of 
Yernya, Dukhovshchina, Roslavl', and Smolertsk and moved to the borders of Belorussia. The 
rapid advance of Soviet troops guaranteed the smashing of the Eastemfork in the upper flow of 

... ;: """:.~ .-~7.~-:-:~_· 
- . ::: ~ 

;:,.- ._ . --:-

the Dnepr and created a threat to the northern flank of army group "Center" . . The German . -,3:" 

command was forced to transfer additional forces from the Orel-Bryansk sector, which supported 
the successful advance by Soviet troops at Kursk. 

THE DONBASS STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
13 August" 22 September 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the South-Western and Southern Fronts. In the 
course of the combat operations the 11th Tank, 5th Guards Cavalry Corps and four divisions 
were added to the forces. . 

The length of the operation was 41 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 450-Km:: The depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 250-300 km, and the average daily 
speeds of the offensive were 7-8 km for rifle ·formations and 10-15 km for tank and mechanized 
formations. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of .1ratcgie fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Pcrnonncl losses in operation, IJ1cn . . --
and time of .their stan of operation 
participation in the operation , 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total .. ". · · ·average 
wounded daily 

-
South-Westcrn Front (entire 41·rifle div 565,200 40,275 117,074 157,349 3838 

period) 1 rifle brig -
3 cavalry div 

I tank eolJ'" 
I mccb eolJ's 

I motor rifle brig 
4 indep.tank brig 

Southern Front (entire 30 rifle div 446,700 25,891 90,282 116,173 2833 
period) 3 cavalry div 

1 rine brig - 2 mcch coIJ's .. 
4 indcp.tank brig 
3 fortified areas 

Total . . . . . . . . . . - . . 77 divisions 1,011,900 66,166 207,356 273,522 6671 
4 tank&meeh eolJ'" 

11 brigades 
3 fortified areas 

The results of the operation. In the course of the offensive battles the troops of the 
South-Western and Southern Fronts liberated'the Donbass, moved into the Zaporozh'ye region 
and to the Molochnaya River, and seized a beachhead on the right shore of the Dnepr. An 
important economic region was returned to the country. The advance by Soviet troops to the 
Dnepr and the Molochnaya River created favorable conditions for a successful offensive in the 
southern regions of the Right Bank Ukraine and in Northern Tavriya. 

THE CHERNIGOV-POLTAVA STRATEGIC OFFENSNE OPERATION 
26 August - 30 September 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Central, Voronezh, and Steppe Fronts and 
was the first stage of the battle for the Dnepr. In the course of combat operations a major 
regrouping of forces was conducted in the fronts. Only the headquarters of the 37, 46th and 61st 
Armies, the headquarters of the 3rd Guards Tank Army, one mechanized _and two cavalry corps, 
14 divisionsana 15 brigades were added to the forces. Simultaneously one combined arms and 
two tank armies were removed. The Chernigov-Pripyat', Sumy-Priluki, and Poltava front offensive 
operations were conducted within the framework of the Chernigov-Poltava strategic operation. 

The length of the operation was 36 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 600 .km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 250-300 kIn. The average daily 
speeds of the offensive were 7-8 km. 

-~ 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of .,rategie formation Combat b'trCngth and number of troops at Personnel losscsiIT of>C!""8tiOD, men 
and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
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Number of formations Sil C irrecoverable sick, injured and 10lal average 
~oundcd daily 

Cenlral Fron! (entire period) 35 rifle div 579,600 33,523 107,878 141,401 3928 
3 airborne di v 
1 anti-tank gun .' - ' 

partisan div 
3 rifle brig -

3 tank corps 
I mcch corps - --

Voronezh Front (entire 3 indcp tank brig 

period) 42 rifle div 665,500 46,293 131,2\1 177,504 4930 
5 airborne div 
7 tank corps 

2 mcch corps 
Steppe Front (entire period) 1 indep.tank brig 

30 rifle div 336,200 '23,141 85 ,906 109,407 3029 
2 tank corps - S mcch corps .-

5 indcp.tank brig 

Total . . . . . . . . . • • " 116 divi~ions 1,58 1,300 102,957 324,995 427,952 !l,887 
17 corps 

12 brigades 

The results of the operation. The offensive by the troops of the Central, Voronezh and 
Steppe Fronts after the breaking through of the enemy defense grew into a pursuit during which 
our troops moved to the Dnepr and seized beachheads on its right bank. Significant territories 
of the Left Bank Ukraine and a number of major cities, including the oblast centers of Sumy, 
Chernigov, and Poltava were liberated. The German command's plans for a lengthy defense of 
the Left Bank Ukraine were thwarted. Conditions were prepared for the liberation of the Right 
Bank Ukraine. 

THE NOVOROSSIYSK-TAMAN' STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE QPERATION 
10 September - 9 October 1943 

The concluding stage of the battle for the Caucasus. It was conducted by troops of the -
Northern Caucasus Front and forces of the Black Sea Fleet and the , Azov Flotilla. The 
Novorossiysk assault landing operation was carried out within the framework of the 
Novorossiysk-Taman' strategic operation. 

The length of the operation was 30 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 80 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 150 km. The average daily speed 
of the offensive was 5-6 km. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
-

Name of '1rategie formation Combat strength and number of troops at PCnionnel losses in operation, ·men -- -

and time of their start of operation 
participation in the operation 

-- - . . .. '. 
Number of formations Size irrccovcrable sick, injured and total average 

wounded daily 
--

Northcrn Caucasu:i Front 20 rille div 24&,700 13,912 50,323 64,235 2141 
(entiri: period) - 5 rille brig -

2 tank brig 
Black ScaFleet and Azov - 6&,700 652 623 1275 43 

Flotilla (entire period) 

Total . , . ....... . .. 20 divisions 317,400 14,564 50,946 65,510 2184 
7 brigades 

---

The results of the operation. The troops of the Northern Caucasus Frpnt and forces from 
the Black Sea Fleet inflicted a defeat on enemy formations of army group "A", with an attack 
from the sea and land liberated Novorossiysk, moved to the coast of the Kerch Straights, and 
completed the liberation of the Caucasus. The enemy beachhead,which supported his defense of 
the Crimea was eliminated. The removing of enemy troops from Novorossiyskand the Taman' 
peninsula significantly improved the basing for the Black Sea Fleet and created favorable 
opportunities for attacks on the enemy Crimean grouping from the sea and through the Kerch 
Straights. 

THE LOWER DNEPR STRATEGIC OFFENSNE OPERATION 
26 September - 20 December 1943 

The concluding operation of the battle for the Dnepr was conducted by troops of the 
Steppe (2nd Ukrainian), South-Western (3rd Ukrainian), and Southern (4th Ukrainian) Fronts. The 
Melitopol', Zaporozh'ye, Pyatikhatki, Dnepropetrovsk and Znamenka front offensive operations 
were conducted within the framework of the Lower Dnepr strategic operation. 

The length of the operation was 86 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 750-800 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 100-300 km. The average 
daily speeds of the offensive were 2-4 km for rifle formations and 5-10 km for tank · and 
mechanized:--formations: 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of .1rategie fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in opcr~tion, mc:n. 
and time of their start of operation 
participation in the operation 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and tOtal '-" average 
wounded daily 

-
Steppe (2nd Ukrainian) 38 rifle div 463,500 77,400 " 2i6,217 303,617 3530 

Front (entin: period) 4 airborne brig . 
I mcch corps .-

"5 indep.tank brig 
South-Western (3rd 29 rifle div 461 ,600 34,821 132,248 167;069 1943 

Ukrainian) Front (entire 1 tank co,!,s 
period) " 1 mcch eo,!,s 

I motor rifle brig 
2 indcp.tank brig 

Southern (4th Ukrainian) 35 rifle div 581 ,300 60,980 222,726 283,706 3299 
Front (entire period) " 6 cavalry div "-

4 rifle brig 
3 tank eOlJ>s 
2 meeh eo,!,s 

5 indep.tank brig 
3 fortified" areas 

Total . " .. .. . . , . . " 112 divisions 1,506,400 173,201 581,191 754,392 8772 
8 corps 

17 brigades " -

3 forti tied areas 

The results of the operation. The troops of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Ukrainian Fronts ·-:':'; 
completed the liberation of the Left Bank of the Ukraine in the lower part of the Dnepr, blocked 
the Crimean enemy grouping of forces by land, and seized a beachhead on the western shore of 
the Dnepr up to 400 km along the front and up to 100 km in depth, which then played a big role 
in the liberation of the Right Bank of the Ukraine. 

THE KIEV STRATEGIC OFFENSNE OPERATION 
3-13 November 1943 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 1 st Ukrainian Front for the purpose of 
destroying the Kiev grouping of enemy forces and liberating the capital of ""(Jkraine. 

"TlIe-Iength of the operation was 11 days. The width of the front for .cqmbat operations 
was 320-250 km. The depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 150 km. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 12-14 km. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
-

Name of ~1.r"dtcgic formation Combat strength Bnd number of troops at Personnel losses in opcration,-mcn . ,'-

and time of their !tun of opc[lItion 

par1icipa[~on in the operation 
Number. of fonnations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total 

,- , .. :.--
average' 

wounded daily 

1st Ukrainian Front (entire 42 rifle div 671,000 6491 24,078 30,569 ' 2779 

period) 3 airborne div -
3 cavalry div 
2 rifle brig 

5 tank corps 
I meeh corps 

4 indep_laI1k brig 

The r.&sults of the operation. The troops of the front during a rapid offensive liberated 
the capital of Ukraine, the city of Kiev, and formed a strategic beachhead' on the right bank of 
the Dnepr with a front of over 300 km and a depth of 150 Ian, which played an important role 
during the conduct of later operations to liberate the Right Bank of the Ukraine. 

THE DNEPR-CARPATHIAN STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
(LIBERATION OF THE RIGHT BANK OF THE UKRAINE) 

24 December 1943 - 17 April 1944 

One of the largest operations of the second world war was the system of ten front 
operations that were mutually connected in terms of time and direction of the attacks. It was 
conducted by troops of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Ukrainian Fronts. Troops from the 2nd 
Belorussian Front took part in tp.e concluding stage. 

In the course of the offensive operations the composition of the Soviet forces was 
supplemented by: the headquarters of the 2nd Belorussian Front, headquarters of the 47th, 61st, 
and 70th Armies, the 2nd, 4th and 6th Tank Armies, the 6th Air Army, six tank corps, two 
mechanized corps and 33 divisions. 

The length of the operation was 116 days. The width front for combat operations was 
1300-140Q)on. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 250-450 km. The average 
daily speed ~(the offensive was 2-4 km. 

The Zhitomir-Berdichev, Kirovograd, Korsun'-Shevchenkovskiy, Rovno-Lutsk, Nikopol'
Krivoroy Rog, Proskurov-Chemovitsy, Uman'-Botoshani, Bereznegovatoye-Snigirevka, Polessk 
and Odessa front offensive operations were conducted within the framework of the Dnepr
Carpathian operation. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of ~ttatcgic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Pcn;onnct losses in oJ>Crn:tion, mc~ . _ 

and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and .Iotal .,' " average 

wounded daily 

-
I,~ Ukrainian Front (entire 62 riflc div 924,300 124,467 331 ,902 456,369 . 3934 

period) I aitborne div -.3 cavalry di" .. 

6 tank corps 
2 mcch corps 

5 indep.tank brig 
2 fortified areas 

2nd Ukrainian Front (entire 52 rifle div 594,700 66,059 200,914 266,973 2301 

period) 7 airborne div 
3 cavalry div - . 3 tank corps 
4 mcch corps ' . I: 

3 indep.tank brig 

3rd Ukrainian Front (entire 19ritlediv 336,900 54,997 214,23& 269,235 2321 

period) 1 tank corps 
1 indcp.tank brig 

4th Ukrainian Front (entire 38 ritle div 550,200 21,914 83,905 105,819 912 

period) 3 cavalry div 
I tank corps 

2 mcch -corps· -
3 indcp.tank brig 
I in.! m~t rif brig 
3 fortified arca.o; 

2nd Belorussian Front (15 - - 2761 &371 11,132 506 

March.5 April 1944) 
"" 

Total ........ • . . . . 188 divisions 2,406,100 270,198 &39,330 1,109,258 9565 
19 corps 

13 bri gadc.' 
5 fortified areas 

". 

The results of t!te operation. The destruction of the entire southern wing of fascist 
Gennany's eastern front was completed, which fundamentally changed the situation in other 
theaters of military operations. The Gennan command was forced to transfer large forces to the 
Right Bank of the Ukraine from the west (34 divisions and 4 brigades), which weakened the 
grouping of their forces in Europe. Soviet troops liberated an enonnous -territory of the Right 
Bank of the Ukraine, moved to the approaches to Southern Poland a1).d Czechoslovakia, and on 
28 MaTcn;- having made a forced crossing ofthePrut River, moved into Rumfinia. For the first 
time in the war years the combat operations were transferred beyond the borders of the Soviet 
Union. 
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THE LENINGRAD-NOVGOROD STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE OPERATION 
14 January - 1 March 1944 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Leningrad, Volkhov, and part of the forces 
of the 2nd Baltic Fronts. In the course of combat operations the headquarters of the 3rd Shock, 
10th Guards, and 22nd Annies, 30 divisions, and six brigades were added to -the forces. The 
Krasnoye Selo-Ropsha, Novgorod-Luga, Kingisepp-Gdov and Starorussk-Novorzbev front 
offensive operations were conducted within the framework of the Leningrad-Novgorod strategic 
~~. . . 

The length of the operation was 48 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 600 lan. 1J1e depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 220-280 km. The average daily 
speed of the offerisive was 5-6 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic formation Combat strength and number of troop. at Pcnmnnc1 loss es in operation, men 
and rime of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and .. total average 

wounded daily 

Leningrad Front (entire 30 rifle div 417,600 56,654 170,876 227,440 4738 
period except for 23rd Army) 3 rifle brig 

3 fortified areas 
Volkhov Front (14 January· 4 indep.tank brig 

15 February 1944) 22 rifle div 260,000 12,011 38,289 50,300 1524 
6 rifle brig 

1st Shock Army of 2nd 2 fortified areas 

Baltic Front (14 January - 10 4 indep.tank brig 54,900 1283 3759 5042 180 

Fcbruary 1944) 5 rifle div 

2nd Baltic Front (IO I rifle brig 

February" I March 1944) 
Baltic Fleet (entire period) - - . 6559 23,051 . 29,710 1485 

- 89,600 169 1292 1461 30 

Total . ....• ... .... 57 divisions 822,100 76,686 237,267 313,953 6541 
18 brig-ddcs 

5 fortified arcs 

- ~::::---- -
Results of the operation. In the course of offensive battles Soviet troops inflicted a major 

defeat on the German army group "Center", completely lifted the blockade of Leningrad, 
liberated almost all of the Leningrad and Novgorod oblasts as well as the main part of the 
Kalinin oblast, and entered into the territory of Estonia. The offensive by the Soviet troops in the 
northwest direction deprived the German command of the opportunity of transferring forces of 
army group "North" to the south where our Anned Forces carried out the main attack in the 
winter campaign. 
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THE CRlMEAN STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
8 April - 12 May 1944 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 4th Ukrainian Front, ~}J.elndependent 
Primorshlya Army, forces of the Black Sea Fleet and the Azov Flotilla. 

The length of the operation was 35 days. The width of the front for. combat operations 
was 160 lan. The depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 200-260 kID. The--average daily 
speed of the offensive was 20 km before the movement to Sevastapol, and 3-S km during the 
breakthrough of the defenses around Sevastapol. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
.-

Name of ~"tratcgie fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses "in operation, men 

and time of their start of opcration 

participation in t~c opcration 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, " injured and total average 

wounded daily 

4th Ukrainian Front (entire 18 rille div 278,400 13,332 50,498 63,830 1824 

period) I tank corps 
2 indep.tank brig -
2 fonificd areas 

Independent Primorskaya 12 rille div 143,500 4196 16,305 20,501 586 

Army and 4thA.ir Army 2 rifle brig 

(entire period) I indep.tank brig 

Black Sea Fleet I1I1d Azov - 40,500 262 262 488 14 
Flotilla (entire period) 

Tot.1 .. - . •• ....... . 30 divisions 462,400 17,754 67,065 84,819 2423 
I corps 

5 brigades 
2 forti fied areas 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops broke through the deeply echelonned enemy 
defense on the Perekopsk isthmus, the Kerch peninsula, and in the Sevastapol region and 
destroyed his 17th field army. The last major enemy beachhead which threatened the rear of the 
fronts that were active on the Right Bank of the Ukraine was eliminated. The Black Sea Fleet 
received its main base, Sevastapo~ which significantly improved its basing conditions and its 
conductiAg .of combat operations. 

THE VYBORG-PETROZAVODSK STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
10 June - 9 August 1944 

The concluding operation of the battle for Leningrad was conducted by troops of the right 
wing of the Leningrad and left wing of the Karelia Fronts with the cooperation of forces from 
the Baltic Fleet, as well as the Ladoga and Onega Flotillas. 

The length of the operation was 61 days. The width of the front fof combat operations 
was 280 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 110-250 kIn. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 2-5 km. The Vyborg and Svir'-Petrozavodsk front offensive operations 
were conducted within the framework of the Vyborg-Petrozavodsk strat~gic operation. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of ~ratcgic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel 10~SC8 in operation, men 

and time of thei r start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total -'- ... .. -

average 
wounded daily 

Karclian Front - left wing 16 rifle div 202,300 16,924 46,679 63,603 1272 

(7th and 32 Amlics, 7th Air 3 rifle brig . 
Army) (21 June· 9 August 2 indep.tank brig 

1944) 2 fortified arcas 

Leningrad Front - right wing 15 rifle div 188,800 6018 24,011 30,029 2730 

(21.1 and 23rd Armies and 2 fortified areas 

13th Air Army) (10-20 June I indep.tank brig 

1944) 
Baltic Fleet, Ladoga and - 60,400 732 20.11 _ 2743 45 

Oocga Flotmas (ent~ 
period) 

- . . 
-. 

Total _ __ - - - - - - - - -- 31 divisions 451,500 23,674 72,701 -96,375 1580 
6 brigades 

4 fortified arcas 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops liberated the territory of the Karelian.:.Finnish 
ASSR and northern regions of the Leningrad oblast, and inflicted a crushing defeat on the Finnish 
Anny. Successful actions in this operation significantly changed the situation in the northern 
sector' of the Soviet-German front, predetermined the withdrawal of Finland from the war, and 
created conditions for the liberation of the Soviet Arctic and northern regions of Norway. 

THE BELORUSSIAN STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
23 June - 29 August 1944 

One of the largest strategic operations of the second world war was conducted by troops 
of the 1st Baltic, 3rd, 2nd and 1st Belorussian Fronts with the participation of forces from the 
Dnepr Flotilla. The 1st Army of the Polish Forces operated as part of the 1st Belorussian Front. 
In the course of the operation the headquarters of the 2nd Guards and 51st Armies, the 19th Tan1e 
Corps and 24 divisions were added to the forces. In tenns of the nattrre of the combat operations 
and content of the missions that were carried out, the Belorussian strategic operation is divided 
into two stl:l~' In the first stage (23 June - 4 July 1944) the Vitebsk-Orsha, Mogilev, Bobruysk, 
Polotsk au'd Minsk front offensive operations were conducted, and in the second-stage (5 July -
29 August 1944) the Shyaulyay, Vilnius, Kaunas, Belostok and Lyublin-Brest front offensive 
operations were conducted. 

The length of the operation was 68 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 1100 Ian. The depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 550-600 km. The average daily 
speeds for the offensive were 20-25 Ian in the first stage and 13-14 kIn in the second. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
-

Name of strategic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, men 

and time . of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations I Size irrecoverable I siek, injured and J total I avcmgc 

wounded _ daily 
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1" Baltic Front (entire 24 rifle div 359,500 41,248 125,053 166,301 2446, 

period) 1 rifle brig -
1 tank corps 

4 indep,tank brig 
1 mech brig .. .. 

I forti fied arca 

-3rd Belorussian Front (entire 33 rifle div 579,300 45,117 155,165 200,282 2945 

period) 3 "cavalry div 
3 tank corps . .-
1 mcch corps 

5 indep.tank brig 
1 fortificd area 

2nd Belorussian Front 22 rifle div 319,500 26,315 91,421 117,736 1731 

(entire 'period) 4 indep.tank brig 
I fortified area 

1~1 Belorussian Front (entire 77 rifle div 1,071,100 65,719 215,615 ' 281,394 4138 

period) 9 cavalry div 
lritlc brig 

6 tank corps 
1 mech corps 

2 indcp.tank brig 
2 self-propelled 

artillery brig 
4 fortified areas -

Dnepr Flotilla (cntire period) - 2300 48 54 102 2 I 

Total ........•.... 168 divisions 2,331,700 178,507 587,308 765,815 11,262 
12 corps 

20 brigades 
7 fortified areas " .: 

h1 Army of Polish Forces 4' infantry div 79,900 1533 3540 5073 75 
I cavalry brig . , 

1 indep.tank brig 

-c::-

Results of the operation. The troops of the attacking fronts routed one of the strongest 
enemy groupings - anny group "Center", 17 of its divisions and 3 brigades were destroyed, and 
50 divisions lost over half of their personnel. The Belorussian SSR, and part of the Latvian and 
Lithuanian SSR were liberated. The Red Army entered the territory of Poland and advanced to 
the borders of Eastern Prussia. In the. course of the operation major water obstacles of the 
BereziD;~eman) and Vistula were forced, and important beachheads on thei~weSteIIl banks 
were sdzecf for the purpose of ensuring coriditions for making attacks deep into Eastern Pnissia 
and the central regions of Poland. In order to stabilize the front line the German cO:rrnhand was 
forced to transfer 46 divisions and four brigades to Belorussia from other sectors of the Soviet
Gennan front and the west. This made the conducting of combat operations in France 
significantly easier for the Anglo-American forces. ' 

THE L'VOV-SANDOMIR STRATEGIC OFFENSNEOPERATION 
13 July - 29 August 1944 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 1st Ukrainian Front. In terms of the nature 
of the carrying out of the combat missions and the course of the combat operations the L'vov
Sandomir operation is divided into two stages. In the first stage (13 .. :17 July) the troops of the 
front broke through the enemy defense, surrounded and then destroyed the Brody enemy 
grouping, routed the L'vov and Rava-Russkaya enemy groupings, and liberated L'vov, Rava-
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Russkaya, Peremyshl', Stanislav and other places. In the second stage (28 July - 29 August) the 
troops of the front, developing the offensive, forced the Vistula River, and seized a beachhead 
on its western shore in the region of Sandomir. . -.--

The length of the operation was 48 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 440 Ian. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 350 km. 

The average daily speeds of the offensive were 3-10 km during the breakthrough of the 
enemy defense, and then 17-22 km up to the Vistula River for rifleforrnations and 50-65 kin for 
tank and mechaniZed formations. 

- Combat strength, Ilumber of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic formation Combat strength and number of troops at PCnionncl losses in operation, mcn 

and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injl:lrcd and total aVC(",dge 

wounded daily 

hi Ukrainian Front (entire 72 rifle div 1,002,200 65,001 224,295 289,296 6027 
period) 6 cavalry div 

2 airborne div 
7 tank corps 

3 mcch corps 
4 indep.tank brig 

the results of the operation. Soviet troops routed an enemy strategic grouping - anny 
group "North Ukraine", and liberated western areas of Ukraine and southeastern regions of 
Poland. A major beachhead was seized on the western shore of the Vistula from which an 
offensive was subsequently developed in the direction of Silesia, in the central regions of Poland 
and towards the border of fascist Germany_ . 

THE IASI-KISHINEV STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
20-29August 1944 

It was conducted by troops of the 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts with the cooperation of 
forces from-th~ Black Sea Fleet and the Danube Flotilla. The 4th Guards Cavalry Corps (3 
cavalry divisions) and two rifle brigades were added to the forces. 

The length of the operation was 10 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 500 kID. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 300-320 km. The average speeds 
of the offensive were: 20-25 kIn for rifle formations, and 30-32 krn for tank and mechanized 
formations. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of .1rategie fonnation Combat strength and number of trooP" at Personnel losses in operation, mcn 

and timc of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations I ~ I 

Size irrecoverable sick, injured and . ~ total average 
wounded - daily 
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2nd Ukrainian Front (entire 46 rifle div 771,200 7316 32,669 39,985 3998 

period) 7 airborne div 
3 cavalry div 
3 tank corps 

2 meeh corps I 
I indep.tank brig 
I sclf-propelled 

artillery brig -

2 fortified areas 

3rd Ukrainian Front (entire 34 rille div 523,000 5820 21,126 - 26,94~_ 2695 

period) I airborne div 

I meeh corps 
I indep.tank brig 
I ind mot rif brig 

I fortified area 

Black Sea Fleet and Danube - 20,000 61 138 199 20 

Flotilla (entire period) 

Total - 91 rille div 1,314,200 13,197 53,933 67,130 6713 ............. 
6 corps 

4 .brigadcs 

3 forti tied areas 

The results of the operation. The Soviet troops in a short time routed the main forces 
of army group "South Ukraine" and destroyed 22 German as well as almost all of the Rumanian 
divisions that were located on the Soviet-German front. Moldavia was liberated, and Romania 
was removed from the fascist block and d~plared war on Germany. The breakthrough of the 
enemy defense on a broad front opened up to Soviet forces the opportunity for a swift offensive 
deep into Romania, to the borders of Hungary and Bulgaria. 

. . 

THE EASTERN CARPATHIAN STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
8 September - 28 October 1944 

The operation was conducted by troops of th« 4th Ukrainian Front and the left wing of 
the 1st Ukrainian Front fur the purpose of giving assistance to the Slovak national uprisfug. The 
1st Czechoslovak Army Corps took part in the operation. In the course of the combat operations. 
the 4th Guards and 31st Tank Corps as well as five divisions were added to the forces. The 
Carpathian-Duklya and Carpathian-Uzhgorod front offensive operations were conducted within 
the framework of the Eastern Carpathian operation. 

The length of the operation was 51 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 400 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 50-110 km. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 102 km. . 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation. men 

and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations I 

1 
Size irrecoverable I sick, injured and I-~ total average 

wounded daily 
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ht Ukrainian Front (38th 9 rifle <liv 99,100 13,264 48,750 62,014 1216 
Army, 2nd Air Anny, 1st 3 cavalry div 
Guards Cavalry Corps, 25th I tank corps 
Tank Corps) (entire period) 
4th Ukrainian Front (entire .. . .. --

period) 20 rifle div 264,000 13,579 50,618 64,197 1259 
I airborne div 

2 indep.tank brig -

Total ... ... .... . .. 33 divisions 363,100 26,843 99,368 126,211 2475 
I corps 

2 brigades 

I,t Czechoslovak Army 2 infbrig 14,900 1630 4069 5699 112 
Corps (entire period) I airborne brig 

1 indep.tank brig 
.. 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops inflicted-a defeat on the ,enemy army group 
"Heinritsy", liberated CaIpathian Ukraine, and, having crossed the Main Carpathian ridge, entered 
into the territory of Czechoslovakia. Having drawn out major enemy forces to themselves, the 
Soviet troops helped the Slovak national uprising. Gennan forces were deprived of an important 
strategic line which covered Czechoslovakia from the east. 

THE BALTIC STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
14 September - 24 November 1944 

The operation was conducted by forces of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Baltic Fronts and part of 
the forces of the Leningrad Front with the cooperation of the Baltic Fleet The Riga, Tallin,and 
Memel' front offensive operations and the Muhun Zund assault landing operation were conducted 
within the framework of the Baltic strategic operation. In the course of the operation the 
headquarters of the 39th ~y, six divisions and one brigade were added to the forces. 

The length of the operation was 72 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 1000 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 300 km._ The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 4-5 km. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of ~1ratcgic formation Combat .1rength and number of troops at - Personnel 10sses in operation, men ._ 

and time of their start of operation 
panicipation in ' the operdtion 

Number of formation.. Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total 
"',." 

average 
wounded daily 

-

Leningrad Front (2nd Shock 16 rifle div 195,000 6219 22,557 28,716 400 

and 8th Annies , 13th Air 3 fort ified arcas -
Army) (entire period) 

.. 

3rd Baltic Front (14 
September - 10· October 35 rifle div 345,500 11,867 43,621 55,488 2055 

1944) I tank corps 
2 indep.tank brig 

2nd Baltic Front (14 2 fortified areas 

September - 20 October 33 rifle div 339,400 15,735 58,000 73,735 1993 

1944) I tank cOrps - 3 indcp.tank brig 

1.1 Baltic Front (14 I forti fied area 

September - 20 October 51 rille div 621,000 24,188 79,758 103,496 2809 

1944) 4 tank corps 
I mcch corps 

39th Army of :lrd 6 indep.tank brig 

Be10russian Front (1 October - - 3201 13,154 16,355 52R 

- 3 I October 1944) 
Baltic Fleet (entire period) .. 

- 45,500 258 1532 1790 25 

Total .... .. . .... . . 13~ divisions 1,546,400 61,468 218,622 280,090 3890 
7 corps 

II brigades 
6 fortified areas 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops inflicted a major defeat on the German army 
group ''North'', its remaining formations found themselves pressed to the sea in Kurlandia, in the 
region of MemeI' (Klaipeda), and cutofffrom Eastern Prussia by land. The liberation of the Baltic 
states was almost totally complete, and favorable conditions were created for developing an 
offensive in Eastern Prussia. 

THE BELGRADE STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
:--- 28 September - ·20 October 1944 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 3rd Ukrainian and part of the forces of the 
2nd Ukrainian Fronts together with formations from the National Liberation Army of Yugoslavia 
and forces of the Fatherland Front of Bulgaria. The Danube Flotilla participated in the operation. 

The length of the operation was 23 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 400-620 km. The depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 200 km. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 8-9 Ian. 
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Combat 'strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

." 
Name of ~"lIategic formation Combat ~1rength and number of troops at Personnel lossC8 in operation. men 
and time of their start of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 

wounded - daily 

3rd Ukrainian Front (57th 10 rifle div 200,000 3242 9498 12,140 554 

Army, 17th Air Army, 4th 3 rifle brig 
Guards Mechanized Corps, I fortified arca 
236th Rifle Division, 5th I mcch corps 
Motorized Rifle Brigade, I indep.tank brig 

96th Independent Tank 
BrigadeXentirc period) 
2nd Ukrainian Front (46th 

Army, 5th Air Arm,!l(entirc 9 rifle div 93,500 1100 4990 6090 265 

period) .. 

Dacube Flotilla (entire 
'. 

period) - 6500 8 - 8 -
Total . . . . ... . . . .. . 19 divisions 300,000 4350 14,488' 18,838 819 

1 corps 
4 brigades 

1 fortified area 

There is no complete information about the personnel losses in the armies of Yugoslavia 
and Bulgaria. 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops in close cooperation with the National 
Liberation Army of Yugoslavia routed the German army group "Serbia", a large part of which 
was subjected to complete destruction. The eastern and northeastern regions of Yugoslavia with 
its capital, Belgrade, were liberated, and favorable conditions were created for the offensive in 
the direction of Budapest. The front for the enemy forces in the Balkan peninsula was pushed 
back by over 200 Ian and the main communications between Salonika and Belgrad was cut, 
which forced the German command quickly to withdraw forces from the south of the Balkan 
peninsula along mountainous and difficult to cross regions controlled by the Yugoslav partisans. 

THE EE~TAMO-KlRKENES STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
7-29 October, 1944 

The operation was conducted by troops of the Karelian Front and forces of the Northern 
Fleet. No additional forces were involved. 

The length of the operation was 23 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 80 km. The depth of the advance of the soviet troops was 150 km. The average daily speed 
of the offensive was 6-7 km. = 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel loss_es 
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Name of'1rategie formation Combat strength and number of troops at Pc.n;onncl losses in operation, men 

and time of their stan of operation 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and ' lotal ,: , average, 

wounded " 

, -' daily , .... 

Karelian Front (14th Army; 8 riOe div 113,200 5298 13,137 18,435 801 

7th Air Army) (entire period 5 riOe brig -
1 indep,tank brig , 

Northern Fleet (entire 1 fonified area - --
period) - 20,300 786 2012 2798 122 

Total . , ... . , . . .. " 8 divisions 133,500 6084 15,149 21 ,233 923 
6 brigades .. 

1 fortified area 

The results of the operation. Troops of the 14thAnny in cooperation with the Northern 
Fleet in the severe conditions of the Arctic inflicted a defeat on the eneniy and liberated the 
occupied part of the Munnansk oblast, the Pestamo (pechenga) region, arid northern regions of 

, Norway, including the city of Kirkenes, having given aid to the Norwegian people in driving out 
the German occupiers. The possession of Pestamo and Kllkenes by Soviet troops sharply 
restricted the actions of the German fleet in the northern communlcation lines and deprived 
Germany of nickel ore. 

THE BUDAPEST STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
29 October 1944-13 February 1945 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts, aIl:d the 
Danube Flotilla. The 1st and 4th Rumanian Armies operated as part of the 2nd Ukrainian Front. 
In the course of the operation the headquarters of the 3rd Ukrainian Front, the headquarters of 
the 4th Guards, 26th, and 57th Annies, the headquarters of the 5th Air Army, 'and 22 dIvisions 
were added to the forces. 

The length of the operation was 108 days. The width of the front for combat operationS -
was 420 lan. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 250-400 lan. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 2.5-4 km. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of '1rategie fonnation Combat .1rCngth and number of troops at - Personnel losses in operation. !1lcn ." 
and time of their start of operation 
participatioll in 'the 'operation 

Number of fonnatioDs Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
wounded daily 

-
2nd Ukrainian Front (entire 39 rine div 712,000 35,027 130,156 165,183 1529 

period) 4 airborne div -
9 cavalry e1iv 
3 tonk corps 
4 mcch corps 

I indcp.tank brig 
I self-propelled 
artillery brig 

2 fortified areas . , 
3rd Ukrainian Front (12 - - 44,887 109,900 154,787 2418 

Deeember 1944 - 13- ,-, 

February 1945) 
Danube Flotilla I marine brig 7500 112 - 112 1 

Total ........ . .... 52 divisions 719,500 80,026 240,056 320,082 2964 
7 corps 

3 brigades 
2 fortifiedarcas 

The results of the operation. Troops of the 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts liberated the 
central regions of Hungary and its capital, Budapest A 188,000 man enemy grouping was 
surrounded and destroyed. Hungary was taken out of the war on the German side; With the end 
of the operation significant forces were freed up and favorable conditions were created for 
developing an offensive in Czechoslovakia and Austria. 

THE VISTULA-ODER STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
12 January - 3 February 1945 

One of the largest operations of the second world war was conducted by troops of the 1 st 
Belorussian and 1st Ukrainian Fronts. The 1st Army of the Polish Forces operated as part of the 
1 stBelorussian Front. 

The length of the operation was 23 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 500 krii--:-the depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 500 lan. The average daily speed 
of the offensive was 20-22 km for rifle formations and 30-35 kIn for tank and mechanized 
formations. The Vistula-Oder strategic operation includes the Warsaw-Poznan and Sandomir
Silesia front offensive operations. 
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Combat · strength; number of troops, personnel losses 

. Name of :;tratcg ic formation Combat strength and number of troop. at Personnel losses in opcr4tion, m~n.. 
and time of their start of operation 
panicipation in the operation 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable .iek, injured and total · · · · · average 
wounded daily 

-
ht Belorussian FroDt (~ntirc 63 rifle div 1,028,900 17,032 . 60,310 · 77,342 3363 

period) 6 cavalry div -
5 tank corp. . -

2 mech eorps 
4 indcp.tank brig 

, 2 scll~propelled 
' . 

artillery brig 
2 forti tied areas 

hot Ukrainian Front (entire 65 rifle div 1,083,800 26,219 89,564 115,783 5034 

period) 1 airborne div - · 3 cavalry div .. 

6 tank corps 
3 mcch corps 

3 indep.tank brig 
3 self-propelled 

artillery brig 
, 1 fort ified arca .. ... 

Total . .. . ' .... . ... 138 divis ions 2,112,700 43,251 149,874 193,125 8397 
16 eorps -

12 brigades 
3 fortified arcas 

. I.~ Army o(Polish Foeces 5 infantry div 90,900 225 841 1066 46 

(entire pcdod) 1 cavalry brig 
1 indep.tank brig 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops liberated the largest part of Poland and 
moved onto Gennan territory and to the Oder, having seized a number of beachheads on its 
western shore. During this 35 German divisions were destroyed and 25 suffered heavy losses. The 
successful operations of,the Soviet troops created conditions for the offensive in Pomerania, 
Silesia and in the direction of Berlin. 

THE WESTERN CARPATHIAN STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
12 January - 18 February 1945 

. The operation was conducted by troops of the 4th Ukrainian Front and the right wing of 
the'ind Ukrainian Front. The 1st and 4th Rumanian Armies, which operated as part of the 2nd 
~iniartFront, and the 1st Czechoslovakian AnnyCorps, which operated on the 4th Ukrainian 
Front, took part in 'it The 5th GuardS Mechanized Corps, the headquarters of two light mountain 
infantry corps (six brigades), and one self-propelled artillery brigade were added to the forces . 

i . . . . ' . 

The length of the operation was 38 days ~ The width of the front for combat operations 
was 440 km. The depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 170-230 lan. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 4-6 km. -. 

·Narne ~f .".tegie fom..tion 

and time of their 
participafion. in the operation · 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Combat strcnlith and number of troop. at 
start of operation 
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Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
_ . wounded daily · 

- --
4th Ukrainian Front (entire 24 rille div 267,500 12,316 45 ,836 58,152 1530 

period) I. airborne div 
3 indep.tank brig 

1 fortified area 

2nd Ukrainian Front (right 25ritle div 214,700 4021 16,815 20;836 .548 
wing) (entire period) 4 airborne div 

6 cavalry div - --
I tank corps 

2 mcch corps 
I indcp_tank brig 
I fortified area 

Total _ ..... , . . .. . . 60 divisions 482,200 16,337 62,651 78,988 2078 
3 corps 

4 brigades - 2 forti fied areas .-

1.1 and 4th Rumanian 5 infantry div 99,300 2486 9488 -11,974 315 
Armies 3 mount.rifle div 

2 cavalry div 
l.!.-r Czcchoolovakian Army 2 infantry brig 11,500 257 713 970 25 

Corps 1 indep_lBnk brig 

The results of the operation. The troops of the 4th and 2nd Ukrainian Fronts liberated 
the largest part of Slovakia and southern regions of Po1and. Having crossed the Western 
Carpathians, they moved to the region of the upper flow of the Vistula, which helped bring about 
the routing of a Gelman grouping of forces in Silesia by the 1st Ukrainian Front Conditions were 
created for unleashing an offensive for the purpose of possessing the Moravska-Ostrav industrial 
region. The friendship of the Soviet, Rumanian and Czechoslovakian forces was made strong in 
the difficult battles of the winter of 1945. 

THE EASTERN PRUSSIA STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
13 January - 25 April 1945 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 3rd and 2nd Belorussian Fronts with the 
cooperation of the forces of the Baltic Fleet. In the course of combat operations the headquarters 
of the 19th Army and nine divisions were added to the forces. 

- ,':.---. -
The length of the operation was 103 days. The width of tIle front for combat operations 

was 550 km. The depth of the advance of the Soviet forces was 120-200 krn. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 2-6 Ian during the breakthrough of the enemy tactical defense zone 
(13-18 January 1945), then up to the encircling of the enemy grouping (19-30 January 1945) J5 
Ian for rifle formations and 22-36 Ian for tank and mechanized formations. The Insterburg, 
Mlava-EI'bing, Heilsberg, Konigsberg, and Zemland front offensive operations were carried 
within the framework of the Eastern Prussia strategic operation. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses --

Name of strategic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Personnel losses in operation, rnc.n 

and time-of their start of operation . 

participation in the operation 
Number of formations \ irrecoverable \ sick, injured and I - total l Size average 

wounded daily 
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3rd Belorussian Front (entire 54 rifle div 708,600 89,463 332,300 421,763 4095 

periOd) 2 tank corps 
6 indep.tank brig 
1 {onified area 

2nd Bcforussian Front ( 13 63 rifle div 881,500 36,396 123,094 159,490 mio .... - -
January. lO ·February 1942) 3 cavalry div 

5 tank corps 
1 mcch corps 

. 

3 indcp.tank brig 

43rd Army of 1st Baltic 3 fonified areas . .-
Front (13 January - 20 13 rinc div 79,000 195 1265 1460 183 

January 1945 I indep.tank brig 

Baltic Fleet (1 February· 25 
April 1945) - -. 410 1655 2065 25 ' 

Total . - _ . . , . ..... . 133 divis ions 1,669,100 126,464 458,314 584,778 5677 

8 corps 
10 brigades - 4 fortified areas . . 

" 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops captured Eastern Prussia and eliminated the 
enemy grouping of forces that was defending here. In the course of the offensive 25 enemy 
divisions were destroyed, and 12 divisions suffered heavy losses. The German navy lost some 
most important naval bases which sharply reduced the supplying of !he Kurlyand enemy 
grouping. The elimination of the Eastern Prussia enemy grouping significantly weakened the 
Wehrmacht forces and worsened its overall operational-strategic position on the Soviet-Gennan 

.: .. -

front. .:::::,; 

THE EASTERN POMERANIA STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
10 February - 4 Apnl 1945 

The operation was conducted by forces of the 2nd Belorussian Front and the right wing 
of the 1st Belorussian Front. After 1 March 1945 the 1st Anny of the Polish Forces took part in 
the operation. 

The length of the operation was 54 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 460 km. The depth of the advance of Soviet troops was 130-150 km. The average speed of 
the offensive was 2-3 km. 
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Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strategic fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at 
. 

Personnel Josses in operation, ·J!len 

and time of their stan of operation 

panicipa1ion in the operation 
Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total •. ··average 

wounded daily 

--
2nd Belorus sian Front 45 rifle div 560,900 40,471 132,918 173,389 3211 

(entire period) 3 cavalry div . 
3 tank corps --
I mcch corp" 

1 indep.tank brig 
I fonified area 

1st Belorussian Front (3rd 27 rifle div 359,600 12,269 40,034 52,303 1494 

Shock, 47th, 6 ht Armies, 1st 3 cavalry d iv 

and 42nd Guards Tank and 4 tank corps 

16th Air Armie s (I March· 2 mech corps 

4 April 1945) - 2 indep.tank brig 
1 self-propelled' 

anillery brig 
I fonified arca 

TOlal ... . . .. ... ... 18 clivisiol13 920,500 52,740 172,952 225,692 4179 
10 corps 

4 brigades 
2 fonified areas 

- -
1st Army of Polish Forces 5 infantry div 75,600 2575 6093 8668 248 

(I Mareh - 4 April 1945) I cavalry brig 
1 indcp.tank brig 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops, in which the 1st Anny of the Polish Forces 
operated, moved to the coast of the Baltic Sea and captured Kol'berg, Gdynya, and Danzig. The 
enemy who was pressed to the sea capitulated. With the destruction of the German army group 
"Vistula" the threat of an enemy counterattack on the flank and the rear of the main forces on 
the 1 st Belorussian Front which was preparing for the offensive against Berlin was ended. All 
of the Polish coast with major cities and ports on the Baltic Sea was returned to the Polish 
people. 

THE VIENNA STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
16 March - 15 April 1945 

The ";;per-ation was conducted by troops of the 3rd Ukrainian Front, part of the forces of 
the 2nd Ukrainian Front and the Danube Flotilla. The 1 st Bulgarian Army operated as part of the 
3rd Ukrainian Front 

The length of the operation was 31 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 230 .Ian. The depth of the advance of Soviet forces was 150-250 km. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 5-8 Ian. 
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Combat strength~ number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of strdtcgic formation Combat strength and number of troops at - Personnel losses in opc~tion, mC:I!. 
. and time of their start of operation , . , 
participation in the operation 

Number of formations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and IOtal - . -' average 
wounlled daily 

3rd Ukrainian Front (entire 42 rifle div 536,700 32,R46 106,969 139,815 A5io 

period) 4 airborne div 
3 cavalry div --
3 tank co'1's 
2 meeh eo'1'" 
I meeh brig 

I self-propelled 
artillery brig 

1 fortified area 
2nd Ukrainian Front (46th 12 rille div 101,500 5815 ii,310 28,125 907 

Army, 2nd Gmud.. 1 mcch corps 
Mechanized Co'1's, part of 
the forces of the 5th Air 
Army) (entire period) 
Danube Flotilla (entire 

period) 1 marine brig 6500 -- - - -
Total . _ .. . .. . - .... 61 division~ 644,700 38,661 129,279 167,940 5417 

6 eo'1'" 
3 brigades -

I tortified area 

1st Bulgarian Army. (entirc 6 infdntry div 100,900 2698 7107 98g~ .316 
period) 

The results of the operation. In the course of the swift offensive the troops of the 3rd , 
and left wing of the 2nd Ukrainian Fronts routed the main forces of the German army group , 
"South" and completely liberated Hungary, southern regions of Czechoslovakia and the eastern 
part of Austria with its capital, Vienna, from the fascist occupiers. The successful offensive in 
the Vienna sector and the movement by troops of the 3rd Ukrainian Front into the eastern regions 
of Austria accelerated the liberation of Yugoslavia. Army group "E" which was operating 'there 
found itself in isolation and was forced to begin a general retreat 

THE BERLIN SmA TEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
16 April - 8 May 1945 

The operation was conducted by troops of the 1 st and 2nd Belorussian, and 1 st Ulcrainian 
Fronts for the purpose of capturing Berlin and moving to ,the Elbe River in order to connect up 
with troops from the allies. The Dnepr Flotilla, and part of the forces of the Baltic Fleet as well 
as the 1st and 2nd Armies of the Polish Forces participated in the operation. The 28th Army (9 
rifle divisions) and the 31 st Army (9 rifle divisions) were added to the forces. 

The length of the operation was 23 days. The width of the front for combat operations ' 
was 300 kin.The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 100-220 k:n].. The average daily 
speed of the offensive was 5-10 km. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 
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Name of'1rategie fonnation Combat strength and number of troops at ' Personnel losses in operation, meD 

and time of their start of operation -
-

panicipation in the operation 
Number of formations Size inccovcrablc sick, injured and total aVCC"'clgc 

wounded .- . ,- . daily 

2nd Belorussian Front 33 rifle div 441,600 13,070 46,040 59, 110. 2570 

(minus the 5th Guards Tank 3 caval!)' div 
and 19th Armies) (entire 3 tank corps 

period) 1 mcch corps - .. 
1 indep.tank brig 
1 self-propelled 

artille!), brig 

h;t Bclorussian Front (enlire 72 rifle div 908,500 37,610 141,880 179,490 7804 

period) 6 caval!)' div 
5 tank corps 

2 mcch eolps . I 

- 6 indcp,tank brig ' - . 
2 forti tied areas 
2 self-propelled 

anille!), brig 
J.1 Ukrainian Front (3rd and 44 rifle div 550,900 27,580 86,245 113,825 4949 

5th Guard.., 13th, and 52nd 3 caval!), div 
Armies, 3rd and 4th Guards 5 tank colps 
Tank Armic.. and 2nd Air 4 mcch corps 

Army) (entire period) 2 indcp.tank brig 
3 self-propelled .. 

Dnepr Flotilla (enlire period) artiJ1ery brig 
Baltic F1ecI (ships and air - 5200 16 11 27 1 

forces) 20 April - 8 May 
1945) - - 15 8 23 1 

TOlal . - . .. .... . .. . 161 divisions 1,906,200 78,291 274,181 352,475 15,325 
20 corps 

15 brigades 
2 fortified areas 

1>1 and 2nd Armies of Polish 10 infanlry div 155,900 2825 6067 8892 387 

Forces 1 tank corps 
1 cavalry brig 

The results of the operation. Soviet troops routed the Berlin enemy group of forces and 
with an assault took, Berlin, the capital of Germany. DeVeloping the offensive further, they 
moved to the Elbe Rivet, where they joined up with American and English troops. With the fall 
of Berlin and the loss of vitally important regions Germany lost the capability for organized 
resistance and-soon surrendered With the completion of the Berlin operation favorable conditions 
were created for encircling and destroying the last major enemy groupings ,on the territory of 
Austria and Czechoslovakia, 

THE PRAGUE STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
6-11 May 1945 

The final operation of the Red Army in Europe. It was conducted by troops of the 1 st, 
4th and 2nd Ukrainian Fronts. The 2nd Army of the Polish Forces, the 1st and 4th Rumanian 
Armies, and the 18t Czechoslovakian Army Corps took part in the operation. ~ 

The length of the operation was 6 days. The width of the frontfor combat operations was 
1200 Ian. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 160-200 km. The average daily 
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speeds of the offensive were 20-30 km for rifle fonnations, and 50-60 km for tank and 
mechanized fonnations. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses .. 
' . 

Name of ~1.ratcgic formation Combat strength and number of troops at Pc~onncl losses in opcr:dtioo. men 
and time of their stan of operation 
panicipation in the operation 

Number of formations im:coverable . Size ~ickl injured and total-- average 
wounded daily 

1>1 Ukrainian Front (entire 71 rifle div 806,400 6384 16,999 23,383. 3897 

period) 3 cavalry div 
5 rank corPs 

.4 mcch corps 
3 indcp.rank brig 

- 3 :;elf-propelled 
artillery brig 

4th Ukrdinian Front (entire 34 rifle div 350,900 2299 9230 11,529 1922 

period) I tank corPs 
6 rifle brig 

2 indcp.tank brig 
I forti tied area 

2nd Ukrainian Front (entire 37 rille div 613,400 2582 II ,854 14,436 2406 

period) 6 cavalry eliv 
I tank corPs 

3 mcch corPS 
I rifle brig 

I indep.tank brig 
2 self-propelled 

artillery brig 
1 fortified area 

Total . ..... . ' . . . .. 151 divisions 1,770,700 11,265 38,083 49,348 8225 
14 corps 

18 brigades 
2 fortified areas 

2nd Army of the Polish ~. infantry div 69,500 300 587 887 148 

Forces (entire period) 1 tank corps 
1st and 4th Rumanian 12 inFantry div 139,500 320 1410 1730 288 

Armies (entire period) 3 cavalry div 
ht Czechoslovakian Army 4 infantry brig 48,400 112 421 533 89 

CorP" (entire period) I indcp.tank brig 

~ !"esults of the operation. In the course of the swift offensive of the 1st, 4th, and 2nd 
Ukrainian Fronts an 860,000 man enemy grouping of forces which had contimied resistance after 
the signing of the surrender act was eliminated. Czechoslovakia and its capital of Prague were 
liberated from fascist occupation. On 11 May Soviet troops moved to the of Chemnitz-Karlovy 
Varyi-Plzen line, where they met up with advance units of the American army. 
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THE MANCIDJRIAN STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE OPERATION 
9 August - 2 September 1945 

The operation was . conducted by troops of the Transbaykal, 1st and 2nd Far Eas~~ Fronts 
and forces of the Pacific Ocean Fleet and Amur Flotilla. Formations and units of the Mongolian 
Peoples Revolutionary Army took part in the operation. In the course of the combat operations 
the 3rd Guards Mechanized and 126th Light Rifle Corps arrived. 

The length of the operation was 25 days. The width of the front for combat operations 
was 2700 Ian. The depth of the advance of the Soviet troops was 200-800 krn. The average daily 
speeds of the offensive were 35-40 km for rifle formations, and 70-90 km for tank and 
mechanized formations. The Hingan-Mukden, Harbin-Girin, Sungari-, and South Sakhalin 
offensive openrtions and the Kuril assault landing operation were conducted within the framework 
of the Manchurian strategic operation. 

Combat strength, number of troops, personnel losses 

Name of 1\1ratcgic formation Comb.t strength and number of troops at Pc~onncJ losses in operation, mcn 
and time of their start of operation 
participation in the operation 

Number of fonnations Size irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
wounded daily 

Transbaykal Front (entire 27 rifle div 63R,300 222R 6155 8383 335 
period) 2 motor rifle div 

1 motor rifle brig 
2 tank div 

1 airborne div 
I cavalry div 
1 tank corps 

2 meeh corps 
6 indep.tank brig 
2 self· propelled 

artillery brig 
2 fortified areas 

2nd Far Eastern Front 11 rifle div 334,700 2449 3134 5583 223 
(entire period) 4 rifle brig 

9 indep.tank brig 
5 fortified arcas 

. 
1.1 Far Ea.'<Iem1'renqentire 31 rifle div 586,500 6324 14,745 21,069 843 

period) 1 cavalry div 
· 0 0 

1 mech div 
11 indcp.tank brig 
14 fortified arcas 

Pacific Ocean Fleet (entire I marine brig 97,500 998 300 1298 52 

period) 
Amur Flotilla (entire period) - 12,500 32 91 123 5 

Total . .. _ . - . . . . - .. 76 divisions 1,669,500 12,031 24,425 36,456 1458 
4 corps 

34 brigades -
21 fortified areas 

Formations of the 4 cavalry div 16,000 72 125 197 8 

Mongolian Peoples I molor rille brig 

Revolutionary Army (entire 
period) 
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The results of the operation. The troops of tl1e Transbaykal, 1st and 2nd Far Eastern 
Fronts with the cooperation of the forces of the Pa.cific Ocean Fleet and the Amur Flotilla in a 
short time routed the strongest grouping of Japanese forces - the Kwantung army,· and liberated 
Manchuria, Northeastern China, the northern part of Korea, South Sakhalin and the :.Kuril islands. 
The destruction of the Kwantung army and the l6ss of the military and economic bases in China 
and Korea deprived Japan of real forces and capabilities to continue the war. On 2 September 
1945 representatives of the Japanese government were forced to sign an un<?o}1diti~:malsurrender 
act 
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Personnel losses in certain major frpnt operations of the 
Great Patriotic War (1941-1945) 

Name of operations, time which they Number of Losses 
were conducted, forces involved troops at stan 

ofopcrdtion irrecoverable sick. injured and total 
wounded 

FrRST PERIOD OF WAR 
22 Jun 41 - 18 Nov 42 

Defensive operation in Moldavia (1 364,700 8519 9374 17,893 
luI - 26 Jul 41) Southern Front 

Defense of Odessa (5 Aug - 15 Oct 34,500 16,578 .24,690 41,268 

41) 
Odessa d.efemi ve region -- . 

(Primorskaya Army, Black Sea Fleet) 

Yel'nin offensive operation (30 Aug 103,200 10,701 21 ,152 31,853 

-RSep41) 
Reserve Front (24th Army) 

Tikhvin defensive operation (I6 Oct 135,700 22,743 17,846 40,589 

- 18 Nov 41) 
54th Army of Leningrad Front, 4th 
and 52nd Independent Armies 

Crimean defensive operation (18 Oct 235,600 48,438 15,422 63,860 
- 18 Nov 41) 
Primorskaya and 51st Independent 

Army, Black Sea Fleet 

Defense of Sevostapol (30 Oct 41 - 52,000 156,880 43,601 200,481 
41uly 42) 
Se vastapal defensive region (B lack 

SC-d Fleet, Primor.d<aya Army) 

Lyuban' offensive operation (7 Jan - 325,700 95,064 213,303 308,367 

30 Apr 42) , . 

Volkhov Front, 54th Army of 
Leningrad Front 

Demyansk offensive operation (7 105,700 88,908 156,603 245,511 
Jan - 20 May 42) 
North-Wc:.-tern Front (Ist Sheck, 
I !th, 34th, and 53rd Armies) 

Volkhov ~01rcn~'ivc operation (8 Ian - 317,000 21,319 39,807 61,126 

20 Apr 42) 
Bryansk Front 

Toropets~J<bolm offensive operation 122,100 10,400 18,810 29,210 

(9 Jan - 6 Feb 42) 
·3rd and 4th Shock Armies of North-
Wc>"tcm Front (transferred to the 
Kalinin Front on 21 Ian 42) 

Barvcnkovo-Lozovaya offensive 204,000 11,095 29,786 40,881 

operation (I8 Jan - 31 Ian 42) 
South-Wcstern and Southern Fronts 

Kerch oftcnsive operation (8 May - 249,800 162,282 14,284 176,566 

19 May 42) 
Crimean Front, pan of the forces of 

the Black Sea Fleet 
-
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Name of operations, time whieh they Number of Losses 
were conducted, forces involved troops at start -

of operation , irrecoverable sick, injured and total average 
wounded daily 

13 B.llle ofKhar'kov (12 May - 29 765,300 170,958 106,232 277,190 . (5,399 
, May 42) 

South-W cstern Front, 9th and 57th -
Armies of Southern · Front 

-
14 Operation to remove 2nd Shock 231,900 54,774 39,977 94,751 1606 

Army ofVolkhov Front lTom 
encirclement (13 May - 10 luI 42) 
2nd Shock, 52nd and 59th Armies 

. ..; . . 

" 

ofVo1khov Front 

15 Rzhev-Syehevka offensive operation 345,100 51,482 142,201 . 193,683 ,, 774.1 
(30 luI - 23 Aug 42) 
Kalinm Front (29th and 30th ,- , I 

Armies, 3rd Air Army), Western 
Front (20th and 31,'1 Armies, 1st Air 

Army) 

16 Sinyavino offensive opcrdtion (19 190,000 40,085 73,589 113;674 , 2145 
Aug - 10 Oct 42) 
Leningrad Front (Neva Operational 

Group, 13th Air Army), Volkhov 
Front (2nd Shock and 8th Armies, -
14th Air Army), part of the forces of 
the Baltic Fleet and the Ladoga 
Flotilla) 

SECOND PERIOD OF mE WAR 
(19 Nov 42 - 31 Dec 43) 

17 Vclikiye Loki offensive operation 86,700 31,674 72,348 104,022 1793 
(24 Nov 42 - 20 Ian 43) 
Kalinin Front (3rd Shock Army, 3rd 

Air Army) 

Kra"nodar offensive operation (9 
, " 

2293 ', 18 390,000 66,814 173,902 240,716 
Feb - 24 May 43)' . , 

Northern Caucasus Front 

19 Dcmyansk ollcnsive operation (15 327,600 10,016 23,647 33,663 2'105 , ' 

Feb - 28 Feb 43) 
North-Western Front 

20 Rzhev-Vyazma offensive operation 876,000 38,862 99,715 138,577 4619 , 
-

(2'~a: 43) 
Kalinin and Wcstern Fronts .• .. 

21 Mgin offensive operation (22 lui - 253,300 20,890 59,047 79,937 2,,98 

22 Aug 43) 
Leningrdd Front (67th Army and 

13th Air Army), Volkhov Front (8th 
Army and 14th Air Army) 

22 Bryansk offensive operation (1 Sep - 530,000 13,033 43,624 56,657 " 1717 
3 Oct 43) 
Bryansk Front 

--

1 The length of the operation takes into account the time of the combat operations of the 
troops of the Northern Caucasus Front up to their movement to the enemy fortifiedd'efensive 
line (the "blue line"). 
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Name of operations, time which they Number of Losses 

were conducted, forces involved troops at start 
of operation im::coverable sick, injured and total average· 

wounded daily 

? "._ ". ---:-" 

. --
23 Mclitopol' offensive operation (26 555,300 42,760 - 155,989 198,749 4847 

Sep - 5 Nov 43) 
Southern (4th Ukrainian Front) 

24 Ncvcl'-Gorodok offensive operation 198,000 43,551 125,351 168,902 - 1941 

(6 Oct - 31 Dec 43) 
Kalinin (1st -Baltic) Front - 3rd and 

4th Shock, 11th Guards, 43rd 
Armies, 3rd Air Army 

25 Zaparozhye offensive operation (10 - 150,500 3443 14,265 17,708 3542 

Oct - 14 Oct 43) .. 
South-Western Front (3rd and 8th 

Guards and 12th Armies, 17th Air 
Army) 

26 Kerch-EI~igen assault landing 150,000 6985 20,412 27,397 652 

operation (31 Oct - 11 Dec 43) 
Northern Caucasus Front (from 20 

Nov 43 - Independent Primo ... kaya 
A~y),part of the force of the Black 
Sea Flcct and A20v Flotilla -

27 Gomcl'-Rcchitsa .offensive operation 761,300 21 ,650 66.556 88,206 4200 

(10 Nov - 30 Nov 43) 
BcI~russian Fro.nt 

28 Kiev defensive opc"'tion (13 Nov- 730,000 26 ,443 61 ,030 87,473 2187 

22 Dec 43) 
1.1 Ukrainian FroDt 

THIRD PERIOD OF THE WAR 
(1 Ian 44 - 9 May 45) 

29 Zhitomir-Bcrdichcvoffensive 831,000 23,163 76,855 100,018 4546 

operation (24 Dec 43 - 14 Jan 44) 
1>01 Ukrainian Front ,-

30 K.alinkovic~i-Mozyr· offensive 232,600 12,350 43,807 56, 157 2442 

operation (8-30 lao 44) 
Belorussian Front 

31 KonruD'-Shevehenkovsl\iyoffensive 336,700 24,286 55,902 80,188 3208 

operation (24 Ian - 17 Feb 44) -
1,1 Ukll;in@t ..Front (27th and 40th 

Armies, 6th Tank and 2nd Air -. 

Annies) 
2nd Ukrainian Front (4th Guards, 

52nd and_ 53rd Armies, 5th Tank and 
5th Air Armies) 

32 Rogachev-Zhlobin offensive 232,000 7164 24,113 31,277 5213 

operation (21 Feb - 26 Feb 44) 
Be10russian (after 24 Feb the 1st 

Bciorussian) Front (3rd, 48th and 
50th Armies, 16th Air Army) 

33 Rczhitsa-Dvinsk offensive operation 391,200 12,880 45,115 57,995 3222 

(10 luI - 27 luI 44) 
2nd Baltic Front 

34 Pskov-Ostrov offensive ope",tion (11 258,400 7633 25,951 33 ,584 1599 

lul- 31 lui 44) 
3rd Baltic Front 
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Name of operations, time which thcy Number of Losscs 
I 

were conducted, .forces inyolvcd. troops at start -
of operation irrecoverable sick, injured and lotal average 

wounded daily 

35 Madona offensive operation (I -28 390,000 14,669 50,737 65,406 , 2336 
Aug 44) 
2nd Baltic Fron~ part of tbe forces -

of the Baltic Fleet . --
36 Tartus offensive operation (.10 Aug - 272,800 16,292 55,514 71,806. 2564 

6 SlOp 44) 
3rd Baltic Front 

37 Dcbrcccn offensive operation (6 Oct 698,200 19,713 64,297 84,010 3653 
- 28 Oct 44) 
2nd Ukrainian Front --

38 Golciap offensive operation (16 Oct 377,300 16,819 -- . 62,708 79,527 5302 
. - 30 Oct 44) 
3rd Belorussian Front 

39 LOwer Silcsia off'cnsive operation (8 980,800 23,577 75,809 99,386 5846 
Feb - 24 Feb 45) 
1st Ukrainian Front 

40 Balaton defensive operation (6 Mar 465,000 8492 24,407 32,899 3290 
- IS Mar 45) - . 

3rd Ukrainian Front 

41 ·Upper Silcsia offensive operation 408,400 15,876 50,925 66,801 3929 
(IS Mar - 31 Mar 45) 
I st Ukrainian Front 

42 Moravska-O~"trav offensive operation 317,300 23,964 88,657 112,621 1976 
(IO Mar - 5 May 45) 
4th Ukrainian Front 

43 Bratis1ava-Bmo offcn:sivc operation 272,200 16,933 62,633 79,596 1895 
(25 Mar - 5 May 45) 
2nd .Ukn:tinian Front, Danube 

Flotilla o · 

Losses by fronts and independent armies 

.::.--

The front was a most important level in the command system for the armed forces in the 
years of the Great Patriotic War. It was an operational-strategic formation for the armed forces 
that was capable of performing strategic and operational missions. Usually there were several 
armies, mechanized, tank, air force, and artillery COIpS as well as other formations in it Already 
in the first months of the war it was shown that in order to acmeve success the efforts of not just 
one front, but two-three or even four fronts was often needed. In the course of the war up to 90% 
of the offensive and defensive · strategic operations were conducted with the participation of 
precisely these groupings of forces. 

~ 

At the start of the war 5 fronts were set up on the Soviet-German front, in December 
there were 10, by the end of 1942 there were 12, and in 1943 there became 13 (see table 76). 
These changes were connected with the expanding of the territory of the armed conflict and the 
necessity to divide the groupings of fon~es in the interests of improving the command over them. 
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In the course of the war the Headquarters of the Supreme Command gradually increased. 
the number of active army strategic formations. Whereas at the start of the war there were 14 
combined arms armies in the active fronts, on 1 December 1941 there were 49. In November ' 
1942 there were 67 combined arms armies, two tank armies and 11 air annies. On~J July 1943 
there were 69 combined arms, 5 tank and 13 air armies. 

Depending on the strategic situation that was developing, individual. frOD:! strategic 
formations were broken apart, others were created anew, several were refonned, etc. For example, 
in July 1942 the South-Western Front was disbanded and its troops wereput into the Stalingrad 
Front. This was the fate of the Southern Front: in July 1942 it was abolished, and itswithdrawirig 
troops were put into the Northern Caucasus Front. 

In the second half of 1943 the number of front strategic formations. started to drop and 
by ,the end of the war there were 8 fronts (Leningrad, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Belorussian, 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th Ukrainian). There also remained three independent armies (14th, 37th and Primorskaya). 
This was also brought about by the reduction of the length of the entire Soviet-German front and 
by the acquisition of experience in · leading larger front strategic formations by the military 
commanders. 

In the following tables information is given about the losses for each front and 
independent army for the period of their existence and for each year of the warl, except for air 
defense fronts and armies, military districts, formations and units of the reserve of the 
Headquarters of the Supreme Commander that are not part of the active alTIlY. Information about 
the losses for these troops is included in the summary tables for the army and navy by quarters 
and years of the war. 

The percentage ratio of losses to the number of troops ( forces) was determined by means 
of comparing the number oCthe losses of the appropriate front (fleet) to the average monthly 
actual strength for a specific period of time. 

The first Transcaucasus Front (August - December 1941), which did not directly 
participate in combat operations, is not included in table 76. 

The personnel losses for the Karelian Front (tables on p. 222) for the period from 
December 1944 through April1945 include the noncombat losses for the headquarters and troops 
of the front that were allocated on 15 November 1944 to the reserve of the Headquarters of the 
Supreme Commander. This time (5 months) is not included in the number of days that the 
Karelian existed. 

Here, those who died from wounds and diseases in hospitals are shown in the sick, injured 
and wounded losses. 
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Table 76 
ACTIVE FRONTS AND INPEPENDENT ARMIES 

Key on following page 
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Notes to table 76 

1 - Name of fronts and independent armies 
2 - Years, quarters, months 
3 - Number of days 
4 - Northern 
5 - North-Western 
6 - Western - 3rd Belorussian 
7 - South-Western (1st time formed) 
8 - Southern (1st time formed) 
9 - Central (1 st time foimed) 
10 - Reserve (1 st time fonned) 
11 - Bryansk (1 st and 2nd time formed) 
12 - Leningrad 
13 - Karelian 
14 - Kalinin - 1st Baltic - Western Group of Forces 
15 - Volkhov (l st and 2nd time formed) 
16 - Caucasus-Crimean 
17 · - Transcaucasus (2nd time formed) 
18 - Northern Caucasus (1st and 2nd time formed) 
19 - Voronezh - 1 st Ukrainian 
20 - Stalingrad (1st time formed) - Don 
21 - South-Eastern - Stalingrad (2nd time formed) 
22 - South-Western (2nd time fonned) - 3rd Ukrainian 

. 23 - Southern (2nd time formed) - 4th Ukrainian (1st and 2nd time formed) 
24 - Reserve (2nd time formed) - Kursk - Orel - Bryansk (3rd time formed) 
25 - Steppe - 2nd. Ukrainian 
26 - Baltic - 2nd Baltic 
27 - Central (2nd tiJne formed) - Belorussian - 1 st Belorussian 
28- 2nd Belo'rusSian (1st and 2nd time formed) 
29 - 3rd Baltic 
30 - Transbaykal 
31 - 1 st Far~stern 
32 - 2nd Far Eastern 
33 - Moscow Defense Zone 
34 - 51st Independent Army 
35 - 7th Independent Army 
36 - 52nd Independent Army 
37 - 4th Independent Army 
38 - Primorskaya - Independent Primorskaya Army 
39 - 14th Independent Army 
40 - 37th Independent Army 
41 - FRONTS 
42 - INDEPENDENT ARMIES 
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Killed and died 
in ~tagcs of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
lrrccov. 
crable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sickocs.. .. , 
injury and Siek 

wounded 
lasses (with 
evacuation Frostbitten 

to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 

1" -,,--- -

Personnel losses for Northern Front 
Total for 64 days 

TypCll of losses Officc", 

Number 1938 
% of losses 19.54 

Number 3791 
% of Jos..o.;c:; 38.20 

Number 137 
% of losses 1.38 

Number 5866 

of losses 59.12 

% ofnumbcr of All lasses 9.18 
personnel 

Average 4.37 
monthly 

Number 3826 
% oflosscs 38.56 

Number 231 
% of losses 2.32 

Number 

% oflosscs 

Number 4057 

of losses 4!J.88 

ofnumbcr of Alllosscs 6.35 

.- % personnel 
Average 3.02 
monthly 

Number 9923 

of losses 100 
% 

of number of All losses 15.53 
pcn;onnel 

Average 7.39 
monthly 
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Sergeants Soldiers Total 
. . " 

3326 17,070 22,334 
18.20 14.20 15.05 -

--
7075 50,671 61,537 
38.71 42.1·7 41.48 

'-

313 1138 1588 
1.71 0.95 1.07 

10,714 68,879 85,459 

58.62 57.32 57.60 

11.28 13.77 12.97 

5.37 6.56 6 .1 8 

7279 49,166 60,271 
39.83 4!J.92 40.62 

284 2119 2634 
1.55 1.76 1.78 

7563 51,285 62,905 

41.38 42.68 42.40 

7.96 10.26 9.55 

3.79 4.88 4.55 

18,277 120,164 148,364 

100 100 100 

9. '-6 24.03 22.52 

11.44 10.73 
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Personnel losses for North-Western Front 
Total for 882 days 

-
-' 

Types of losses Officcrs Sergeants Soldiers Total I, 
, . " 

Killed and di~d Number 19,446 42,772 180,629 242,847 
in stages of % of losses 23.21 23.16 20.15 20.85 

medical -

evacuation 

--Missing in Number 10,877 26,066 155,498 192,441 
action, taken % of losses 12.98 14.12 17.35 16.53 

prisoner 
Irrccoy· 
crable Noncombat Number 1422 2280 16,335 20,037 

losses losses % of losses 1.71 1.23 1.83 1.72 

Total of Number 31,745 71 ,118 352,462 455,325 
irrecoverable -. 

losses of losses 37.90 38.51 
.. 

39.33 39.10 

% of number of All losses 64 110.78 159.05 135.76 
personnel 

Average 2.21 3.83 550 4.70 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 45,032 99,542 446,5&7 591,161 
injured and % oflosscs 53.76 53.90 -49.83 50.75 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 6928 13,824 95,097 115,849 

wounded % ofl= 8.27 7.49 10.61 9.95 ·':.-s o:..· 
losses (with 
evacuation Frostbitten Number 63 188 2060 2311 

to hospital) % ofl",-.cs 0.07 0.10 0.23 0.20 - ( "\ 

Total of sick, Number 52,023 113,554 543,744 709,321 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 62.10 61.49 60.67 60.90 

of number. of Alilosscs 104.89 176.88 245.37 211.49 

0/0.... personnel 
Average 3.63 6.12 8.49 7.32 
monthly 

Number 83,768 184,672 896,206 1,164,646 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 
% 

of number of All losses 168.89 287.66 404.43 347.25 -
,~-- - personnel 

Aycragc 5.84 9.95 13.99 12.02 
monthly 

-. 
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Personnel losses Jor North-Western Front by years of the war 

Types of losses 1941 1942 1943 .. 19 19 
44 45 

Killed and died Number 31,511 133,573 77,763 .. --
in stages of % of losses 11.67 23.89 23.18 

medical -
evacuation 

-Missing in Number 142,190 41,720 8531 -. 
action. taken % oflosscs 52.64 7.47 2.54 

prisoner 

Irrccov-
Noncombat 8563 

crable 
Number 8970 2594 

losscs 
losses % of Josses 3.17 1.60 0.75 

Total of Number 182,264 184,263 88,798 

irrecoverable 
losses of lasses 

.. 
67.48 32.96 26.47 

% of number of All losses 70.17 51.26 25.84 
personnel 

Average 11.14 4.27 2.44 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 83,816 319,lll 188,234 
injured and % of losses 31.03 57.07 56.11 

burned 

Sieknc .... 
Siek Number 3741 injury and 

53,878 58,230 

wounded % of losses 1.39 9.64 17.36 

lasses (with 
Frostbitten Number 266 1856 189 

evacuation 
to hospital) 

% oflO!lScs 0.10 0.33 0.06 

Total of sick, Number 87,823 374 ,845 246,653 

injury and 
wounded los,"", oflosscs 32.52 67 .04 73.53 

of number of All losses 33.81 104.28 71.79 

% personnel 
Average 5.37 8.69 6.77 
monthly 

Number 270,087 559,108 335,451 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 

% 
of number of An losses 103.99 155.54 97.63 

personnel --;--- Average 16.51 12.96 9.21 
monthly 

.. 
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Killed and died 
ia ~"tagcs of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Total of 
irmcovcrablc 

tosscs 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury and Siek 

wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation Frostbitten 

to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded los!;CS 

Total of }osse .... 

-' ~--- -

Personnel losses for Western Front 
Total for 1037 days 

Types of losses Officers 

Number 46,086 
% of losses 18_22 

Number 61,875 
% of 10=. 24.46 

Number 3623 
% of lo.ses 1.43 

Number 111 ,584 

of losses 44.11 

% of number of Alliossos' 102.46 
personnel 

Average 3.01 
monthly 

Number 122,483 
% of 'l~cs 48.41 

Number 18,637 
% of losses 7.37 

Number 270 
% oflossc.s 0.11 

Number 141,390 

of losses 55.89 

of number of Alliosscs 129.83 

% , .•.. personnel 
Average 3.82 
monthly 

Number 252,974 

of losses 100 
% 

of number of Alliosscs 232.29 
pc~onncl 

Average 6.83 
monthly 
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. --
Sergeants Soldiers Total 

. - ... ~ .. 
104,016 436,234 586,336 

18_72 16.01 16.59 
-

. 
130,511 674,218 866,604 
23.48 24.74 24.52 

69,305 9441 82,349 
2.54 1.69 2.33 

243,948 1,179,757 1,535,289 

43.89 -- 43 .29 43.44 

163.29 231.64 200.01 

4.80 6.81 5.88 

279,888 1,301,150 1,703,521 
.50.35 -47.74 48.20 

31 ,3 10 238,096 288,043 
5.63 8.73 8.15 

707 6445 7422 

0.1 3 0 .24 0.21 

, ..... 
I ~ 

- ( . 

311,905 1,545,691 1,998,986 

56.11 56.71 56.56 

208.77 303.50 260.42 

6.14 8.93 7.66 

555,853 2,725,448 3,534,275 

100 100 100 

372.06 535.14 460.43 . 
10.94 15.74 13.54 
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Personnel losses for Western Front by years of the war 

Types of losses Number of losses by years 
.' 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 
.. . .. -

Killed and Number 106,997 244,574 195,525 39,240 
died in % of losses 8.24 22.46 20.81 18.87 -

stages of 
medical 

evacuation - --
Missing in Number 798,465 44,966 21,333 1840 

action, taken % oflos.scs 61.52 4.13 2.27 0.88 

lrrccov- prisoner 
crable 
losses Noncombat Number 50,831 25,095 5541 882 

losses % oflo~cs 3.92 2.31 . . 0.59 0.43 

- .- . 
Total of Number 956,293 314,635 222,399 - . 41,962 
irrecov-

erable losses orlessos 73.68 28.90 23.67 20.18 

% of number of All losses 190.83 32.89 28.96 7.87 

pcrsonn~1 
Average 30.29 2.74 2.41 2:13 

monthly 

Wounded, Number 328,735 665,341 582,977 
.-

126,468 
injured and % oflosscs 25.33 61.11 62.05 60.81 

burned 
Sickness 

injury Sick Number 9069 105,540 133,954 39,480 

and % oflosscs 0.70 9.69 14.26 18.98 

wounded 
losses Frost Number 3857 3249 245 71 

(with bitten % oflosscs 0.29 0.03 0.02 0.Q3 

cvacu-
774,130 717,176 ation to. To •• lof Number 341,661 166,019 

hasp.) sick. injury 
and of losses 26.32 7UO 76.33 79.82 

wounded 
los~cs .. of number of Alliosscs 68.18 80.92 93.41 31.15 

% personnel 
Average 10.82 6.74 7 .79 8.42 
montbly" 

Number 1,297,954 1,088,765 939,575 207,981 

Total of lesses oflosscs 100 100 100 100 

% -'-,-- - of number of Alliosscs . 259.01 113.81 122.37 39.02 
pcn;onncl 

Average 41.11 9.48 10.55 10.55 
. monthly 

-~ 
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Killed and died 

in stages of 

medical 

evacuation 

Missing in 

action, taken 
prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 

injured and 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick 

wounded 

losses (with 
Fro. t bitten evacuation 

to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 

.!:-- -

Personnel losses for 3rd Belorussian Front 
Total for 381 days 

Type. of lo,,",es Oftieers Sergeants 

Number 15,196 33,642 

% of losses 22.61 21.30 

Number 826 14M8 

% of los~-cs 1.22 0 .94 

Number 496 987 

% of lo~scs 0.74 0 .63 

Number 16,518 36,117 
. , 

of lasses 24.57 22.87 

% ofnumbcr of Alllosscs 17.17 24.29 

personnel 
Avcrage [.37 1;94 
monthly 

Number 42,309 104.987 

% of JossC$ 62.95 66.48 

Number 8389 16,800 
% of JossC$ 12.48 10.64 

Number 1 8 

% oflosscs O.ot 

Number 50,699 121,795 

of losses 75.43 77.13 

ofnumbcr of All losses 52.70 81.91 

% personnel 
" Average 4.22 6.55 

monthly 

Number 67,217 157,912 

of losses 100 100 

% 
ofnumbcr of Alllo",cs 69.87 106.20 

personnel 
Average 5.59 8.49 

monthly 
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r· ._. ". __ _ • 
.. , 

Soldiers Total 

112,848 '-161,686 

18.25 19.17 
-

- .-Im8 9292 

J.l3 1.10 

3669 5152 

0.59 0.61 

123,495 176,130 

" 19.97 20.88 

32.10 27.97 

257 2.24 

409,189 556,485 

-66.19 65.99 

85,586 110,775 

13.84 13.\3 

28 37 

494,803 667,297 

80.03 79.12 

128.62 105.99 

10.29 8.48 

61H,293 843,427 

100 100 

160.72 . 133.96 -
12.86 .. 10.72 

.~ 
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Personnel losses for 3rd Belorussian Front by years of the war 

Types of losses Number of losses by yean . -

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 
. . - --

Killed and Number 77,733 83,953 

died in % oflosscs 18.44 19.91 -
stages of 
medical -evacuation --

Missing in Number 5518 3774 
action, taken % of Josscs 1.31 0.89 

IITccov~ prisoner 

crable 
losses Noncombat Number 3323 1829 

loS$cs % oflosse~ 0.79 0.43 

- Total of Number 86,574 89,556 
irrecov-

erable losses of losses 20.54 21.23 

% o(number of Alllossos 15.54 12.0\ 
personnel 

Average 1.87 2.86 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 
.-

258,611 297,874 
injured and % of losses 61.34 70.61 

burned 
Sicknc~i 

njurY and Sick Number 76,379 34,396 

wounded % oflosscs 18.12 8.15 

tosses 
(with Frost Number 37 

evacu- bitten % oflosscs 0.01 

atian to 
Total of Number 

hasp.) 
334,990 332,307 

sick, injury 
and of losses 79.46 78.77 

wounded 
losses ,of number of Alllesscs 60.13 44.57 

% personnel 
Average 7.25 10.61 
monthly 

Number 421,564 421,863 

Total oflosses oflesscs 100 100 
% -_ t ~~ __ 

of number of An losses 75.67 56.58 
personnel 

Average 9.12 13.47 
monthly 
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Personnel losses for South-Western Front (1 st time fonned) 
Total for 386 days 

- --

Types of Io.,"es Officcrn Sergeants Soldiers Total 

Killed and died Number 10,144 18,580 89 ,441 118,165 

in stag~ of ~o of losses 9.98 9.94 8.66 8.94 
medical 

evacuat ion - . -

Missing in Number 65,552 121,847 656,044 843 ,443 

action, taken % oflosscs 64.49 65.16 63.51 63.82 
pri.:mncr 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 2227 5098 48,165 55490 

losses losses % of losses 2.19 2.72 4.66 4.20 

:j:otalof Number 77,923 145,525 793 ,650 1,017,098 --. 
irrecoverable ' . 

losses of losses 76 .66 77.82 76.83 76.96 

% of number of Alliosscs 127.12 185.38 237.90 214_85 
pCnionncl 

Average 10.09 14.71 18.88 17.05 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 21,536 37,815 2}1,716 271 ,067 

injured arid % of losses 21.19 20.22 20S0 20.50 
burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Siek Number 1747 2226 16,194 20,167 

wounded % of losses 1.72 1.19 1.57 1.53 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 445 1440 11,411 13 ,296 

to hospital) % oflosscs 0.43 0.77 1.10 1.01 r :·" - -

Total of s ick, Number 23,728 41 ,481 239,321 304,530 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 23.34 22 . .18 23 .17 23 .04 

of number of AlIlosscs 38.71 52.84 71.74 64.33 

% 
, .- p~'Onncl 

Average 3.07 4.19 5.69 5.11 
monthly 

Number 101,651 187,006 1,032,971 1,321,628 

Total of I""",,es of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
. :-,-.-- - ofnumbcr of 

personnel 
All losses 165.83 238.22 - 309.64 279,18 

Average 13.16 18.90 24.57 22. 16 

monthly 
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Killed and 
died in 

stages of 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

Jrrccov- pdsoncr 
crable 
los. .. cs ~oncombal 

losses 

Total of 
irrecov-

erable losses 

Wounded, 
ihjurcd and 

burned 
Sickncssi 
njury and Sick 

wounded 
losses 
(with Fro~'1. 

cvacu~ bitten 

atian to 
hasp.) Total of 

sick, injury 
and 

wounded 
losses 

Tot~rono'Sses 

Personnel losses for South-Western Front 
(1 st time formed) by years of the war 

NGIC-HT-02&8-95 

Typos of losses Number of losses by yea", 
, . . • .. . -. 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

-
Number 60,016 58,149 

% of losses 7,05 12.38 . --

Number 607,860 235,583 
% oflo~cs 71.J6 50,14 

Number 49,957 5533 
% of losses 5.87 L17 

Number 717,833 299,265 

of losses 84,28 63.69 

% of number of Alllessos 151.39 63,29 
p~rsonncI 

Average 24.03 10.05 
monthly 

Number 128,973 142,094 
% oflosscs 15.14 30.24 

Number 4069 16,098 
% oflosscs 0.48 3.43 

Number. 888 12,408 
% of losses- 0.10 2,64 

Number 133,930 170,600 

. ~ .. of losses 15,72 36.31 

of number of Alllossos 28.25 36,08 
% personnel 

Average 4.48 5.72 
monthly 

Number 851,763 469,865 

-
of losses 100 100 '-. 

% 
of number of Alliesses 179,64 9937 

personnel 
Average 2851 15,77 
monthly 
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Jrrccov~ 

crable 
losses 

Sicknes..~, 

injury and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for Southern Front (1 st time formed) 
Total for 399 days 

Type:; of losses Officers Sergeants 

Killed and died Number 9302 17,159 
in .tage. of % of losses 16.91 16.30 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 20,769 32,030 
action, takCD % of losses 37.73 .30.44 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 1092 2904 
losses % oflosscs 1.98 2.76 

lotalof Number 31 ,163 52,093 
irrccovc"rablc 

losses of losses 56.62 49.50 

% of number of Alilossos 53.00 66.28 
personnel 

Avcragc 4.05 5.07 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 20,289 46,379 
injured and % ofiosscs 36,.86 44.07 

burned 

Sick Number 2959 4471 
% oflosscs 5.3 8 4.26 

Frost binen Number 630 2285 
% of losses LI4 2.17 

Total of sick, Number 23,878 53,135 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 43.38 50.50 

of number of All losses 40.61 67.60 
% ,. personnel 

Average 3.10 5.17 
monthly 

Number 55,041 105,228 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 

% 
of number of Alilosscs 93 .61 133.88 . 

- :~- personnel 
Average 7.15 10.24 
monthly 
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:;;'" ._ ... - -

Soldiers Total 
.. .. ' 

87,997 114,458 

13.91 14.44 

_. 
252,631 305,430 

39.95 38.53 

24,775 28,771 
3.92 3.63 

365,403 448,659 

-. 
57.78 56.60 

103.02 91.17 

7.88 6.97 

216,302 282,970 
- 3402 35.70 

33,435 40,865 
5.29 5.15 

17,280 20,195 
2.73 2.55 

".- . 
267,017 344,030 

42.22 43.40 

75.28 69.91 

5.76 5.34 

632,420 792,689 

100 100 

17&.30 161.08 

13.64 12.31 
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Killed and 
died in 

stages of 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in 
action, .taken 

Irrccov~ prisoner 

crable 
lo.ssc.~ Noncombat - , losses 

Total.of 
irrccov~ 

crable losses 

. -

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sicknessi 
njuey and Siek 

wounded 
losses 
(with Frost 

cvacu- bitten 

atien to 
-Total of 

hosp.) 
siek, injury 

and 
wounded 

lo!)scs 

TotiiT-of-losscs 

NGIC~HT -0288-95 

Personnel. losses for the Southern Front (1st time formed) 
by years of the war 

Types of losses Number uf losses by years 

1941 1942 1943 , 

Number 32,362 82,069 -
% of losses 10.36 17.09 

. 

Number 188,306 117,124 
% oflessc!l 60.30 24.38 

Number 17,909 10,862 
% oflosscs 5.73. .- 2.26 

Number 238,577 210,082 

of losses 76.39 43.73 

% ofnumbcr or All losses 62.50 36.79 
personnel 

Average 10.08 5.33 
monthly -

Number 66,809 216,161 
% of losses 21.39 45 

Number 4927 35,938 
% oflosscs 1.58 7.48 

Number 2004 18,191 
% of los~s 0.64 3.79 

Number 73,740 270,290 

of losses 23.61 56.27 -
of number of All lasses 19.32 47.34 

% personnel 
Average 3.12 6.86 
monthly 

Number 312,317 480,372 

. 
of losses 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 81.82 84.13 

personnel 
Average 13.20 12.19 
monthly 

-. 
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Personnel losses for Central Front (Ist time formed) 
Total for 32 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants 

Killed and died Number 931 1330 

in stages of % oflosscs 8.61 7.06 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 2568 4093 
action, taken % oflosscs 23.77 . 21.75 

prisoner 

Im:cov-
crable Noncombat Number 4797 9741 

losses losses % of losses 44.39 51.76 

_Total of Number 8296 15,164 
irrccovcrdblc 

losses of losses 76.77 80.57 

% of number of All losses 30.06 44.34 
personnel 

Average 30.06 44.34 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 2442 3588 

injured and % of losses 22.60 19.06 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Siek Number 69 68 

wounded % oflosscs 0.63 0.37 

losses (with 
Frost binen Number evacuation 

to hospiail) % oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number 2511 3656 
injury and 

wounded losses . of losses 23.23 19.43 

of number of Alllosscs 9.10 10.69 

%.,,- personnel 
Average 9.10 10.69 
monthly 

Number 10,807 18,820 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 
% 

ofnumbcr of All losses 39.16 55.Q3 -
:~- - personnel 

Average 39.16 55.Q3 

monthly 
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;'-' - '- - ~ 

Soldiers Total 

. . . - " 
6938 9199 
6.12 . 6.43 

39,163 45,824 
34.54 32.05 

41 ,447 55,985 
3656 39.15 

87,584 111,008 

-. 
77.22 77.63 

44.64 43.04 

44.64 43.04 

25,620 31,650 
-22.60 22.13 

210 347 
0.18 0.24 

25,830 31,997 

22.78 22.37 

13.17 12.41 

13.17 12.41 

113,378 143,005 

100 100 

57.81 55.45 

57.8T 55.45 

/,,~ ', 

:-.) 

.-#,/ 
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Personnel losses for Reserve Front (1 st time formed) 
Total for 76 days -

Typcsafl= Officers Sergeants Soldiers Tat.1 

---
Killed and died Number 2942 6246 29,267 38,455 

in stages of % of losses 12.84 15.89 11.19 11.88 
medical --

evacuation 
- --

Missing in Number 10,003 21,384 107,243 138,630 
action, taken % of losses 43 .67 54.41 41.0.1 42.82 

prisoner 

frrecov-
crable Noncombat . Number 262 750 5944 6956 

losse., losses - % of losses 1.14 1.91 2.27 2.15 

Total of Number 13,207 28,380 142,454 1114,041 
irrecoverable -- -

losses of losses 57.65 72.21 54.47 56.85 

% of number of All losses 31.98 46.75 40.67 40.69 
personnel 

Average 12.79 18.70 16.27 16.28 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 9588 10,800 118,063 138,451 
Injured and % of losses 41.86 27.48 - 45.14 42.76 

burned 

Sickness. 
injury and Siek Number 113 123 1033 1269 
wou·nd.cd % oflosscs 0.49 0.31 0.39 0.39 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost billen Number 

to hospital) % oflcsscs 

Total of s ick, Number 9701 10,923 119,096 139,720 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 42.35 27.29 45.53 43.15 

ofnumbcr of Alllasscs 23.49 18 34 30.89 

.- % personnel 
Average 9.40 7 .20 13.60 12.36 
mantnly 

Number 22,908 39,303 261,550 323,761 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 
% 

of number of Alllosscs 55.47 64.75 74.67 71.58 
,:---- - personnel 

Average 22.19 25.90 --29.87 28.64 
monthly 

-~ 
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Personnel losses for Bryansk Front (lst .and 2nd time fonned) 
Total for 529 days .. 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldiers Total 
... .. "," - -

Killed and died Number 8399 20,049 73,492 101,940 
in stages of % oflosscs 18.83 20.24 1.§.58 17.37 

medical 
evacuation . 
Missing in Number 13,\09 27,817 149,385 190,311 

aetion l takeD % oflo=s 29.40 28.09 33.71 32.43 
prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 522 1720 8616 10,858 

losses losses % of losses 1.17 1.73 1.94 1.85 

_ Total of Number 22,030 49,586 . 231,493 303,109 
irrccoycmblc 

losses of 1a.'lS08 49.40 50.06 52.23 51.65 

% of number of All losses 54.81 86.57 109.95 \04.04 
personnel 

Average 3.17 5 636 6.01 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 20,227 45,108 179.132 244,467 
injured and % of Josscs 45.36 . 45.55 

.. 
'40.42 41.66 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 227R 4191 30,984 37,453 

wounded % of losses 5.11 4.23 6.99 6.38 

l""s08 (with 
Number evacuation Frost bitten 56 159 1603 1818 

to hospital) % of 100508 0.13 0.16 036 0.31 

Total of sick, Number 22 ,561 49 ,458 211,719 283,738 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 50.60 49.94 47.77 4835 

of number of Alliossc.. 56.14 86.34 100.56 9739 
0/0. personnel 

Average 3.24 4.99 5.81 5.63 
monthly 

Number 44,591 99,044 443,212 586,847 

TOlal of 10SS08 of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
ofnumbcr of All losses 110.95 172.91 - 210.51 201.43 

,::::--- - pcrso~ncl 
Average 6.41 9.99 12.17 11.64 
monthly 
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Jrrccov-
crable 
loss,," 

Sicknessi 
njury and 

wounded 
lo:i ... es 
(with 

evacu~ 

ation to 
hosp.) 

NGIC-HT -0288-95 

Personnel losses for Bryansk Front (1st and 2nd times fonned) 
by years of t4e war 

., .. . 
Types· of losses Number of lo,"",s by ' yean; 

1941 1942 1943 J944 

Killed and Number 14,23J 49.689 38,020 -
died in % oflo~cs 7.17 19.59 2R.18 

stages of , 

"medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 138,417 46,706 5188 
action, taken % of losses 69.79 J8.42 3.85 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 3044 7088 726 - Ios.'cs % of losses 1.53 ., 2.80 0.54 

Total of Number 155,692 103,483 43,934 
irrecov-

erable losses of losses 78.49 40.81 32.57 

% of number of AlIlosscs 86.2J 30.50 11.22 
pcnoonncl 

Average 29.73 2.54 4.82 
monthly 

I 

Wounded, Number 41,133 122,890 80,444 
injured and % of Josscs 20.74 48.46 59.63 

burned 

Sick Number 998 26,215 10,247 

% oflosscs 0.50 10.34 7.60 

Fro~1. Number 529 1004 278 
bitten % of losses 0 .27 0.39 0.20 

Total of Number 42,660 150,109 90,969 
sick, injury 

and · ., of losses 2l.51 59.19 67.43 

wounded 
losses of number of Alliosscs 23 .62 44.24 23.23 

% personnel 
Average 8. 15 3.69 9.97 
monthly 

Number J98,352 253,592 134,903 

, 

. . ' 

1945 

., 

Tot'i!rof-loosc., of losses Joo 100 100 
% 

of number of Alliossos 109.83 74.74 34.45 
personnel 

Average 37.88 6.23 14.79 

monthly 

'-
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Jot.1. of 
irrccovcnlblc 

los,!~cS 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sickncs.". 
injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation Fro~'t bin en 

to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 

:\;-- -

Personnel losses for Leningrad Front 
Total for 1353 days 

Types of losscs Officers Sergeants 

Number 26,789 64,523 
% of losses 21.88 21.11 

Number 6664 14,225 
% of losses 5.44 . 4.66 

Number 1971 3550 
% of losses 1.61 1.16 

Number 35,424 82,298 

of losses 28.93 26.9) 

% of number of All losses 45.71 72.64 
personnel 

Average 1.03 1.64 

monthly 

Number 67,822 176,583 
% ofiosscs 5539 57 .78 

Number 19,101 46,252 
% oflosscs 15.61 15.14 

Number 91 452 
% of losses 0.07 0.15 

Number 87,014 223,287 

of losses 71.07 73.07 

of number of Alllosscs 112.27 197.08 
%-.. personnel 

Average 2.54 4.44 
monthly 

Number 122,438 305,585 

of Jesse:) 100 100 

% 
of number of Alllosscs 157.98 269.71 

personnel 
Average 3.57 6.08 

monthly 
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Soldiers Total 
.. ... . -

240,747 332,059 
18.14 18.92 

--
.-

90,253 111,142 
6.80 6.33 

18,803 24,324 
1.42 1.39 

349,803 467,525 

-. 
26.36 26.64 

104.85 89.16 

236 2.01 

705,356 949,761 
-53 .16 54.12 

267,973 333,326 
20.20 18.99 

3743 4286 
0.28 0.25 

917,072 1,287,373 

73.64 73.36 

292.89 245.49 

6.60 5.53 

1,326,875 1,754,898 

100 100 

- 397.74 334.65 

8.96 7.54 
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Ki1Icdand 
died in 

stagci of 
medical 

evacuation 

Mi:.;sing in 
action1 taken 

Jmcov· prisoner 

crable 
losses Noncombat 

losses 

-
Total of 
irrcco\'~ 

crable lm;scs 

Wounded., 
injured and 

burned 

Sickncssi 
njury and Sick 

wounded 
losses 
(with Frost 

cvacu- bittcn 

ation to 
Total of 

hasp.) 
sick, injury 

and 
wounded 

lo.sscs 

Toral of losses 

:~--- -

NGIC-HT-02aS-95 

PersOIlilel losses for Leningrad Front by years of the war 

Types of losses Number of losses by ycan( _., 

1.941 1942 1943 1944 1945 
.. - _ . 

Number 62,187 62,747 74,473 128,999 3653 
% of losses 18_87 19.65 19.06 19.37 7.M> 

. .-

Number 74,280 14,560 9841 12,231 230 
% oflosscs 22.54 4.56 2.52 1.84 0.46 

Number 8284 6371 4431 3872 1366 
.. 

% oflos..o,;cs 2.52 1.99 1.13 0.58 2.77 

.-
Number 144,751 83,678 88,745 145,102 5249 

of losses 43.93 26.20 22.71 21.79 10.63 

% of number of Alllosscs 28.09 20.14 17.26 23.70 0.86 
personnel 

Average 6.69 1.68 1.44 1.97 0.21 
monthly 

Number 165,305 153,661 213,602 406,153 II ,040 
% of losses 50.17 48.11 54.66 61 22 .37 

Number 17,712 80,184 88,263 114,094 33,073 
% oflosscs 5.37 25.11 22.58 17.14 67 

Number 1762 1861 184 478 I 
% of los~s 0.53 0.58 0.05 0.07 

Number 184,779 125,706 302,049 520,725 44,114 

of losses 56.07 73.80 77.29 78 .21 89.37 

of number of All less"" 35.85 56.73 58.74 85.06 7.27 

% pcn;onncl 
Average 8.53 4.73 4,89 7 .09 1.73 
monthly 

Number 329,530 319,384 390,794 66~,827 49,363 

of losses 100 100 100 100 100 
% 

of number of Alllosscs 63 .94 76.87 76 10.8.76 8.13 
personnel 

Average 15.22 6.41 6.33 9.06 1.94 
monthly 
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Personnel losses for Karelian Front by years of the war 

Types of losses Number of losses by yc"", . ' 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 _. 
":'":". 

Killed and Number 14,720 22,927 HI I I 29,777 

died in % of losses 18.92 18.53 14.16 18,65 

.Slages of --
medical . --evacuation 

Missing in Number 18,685 8086 456 3318 
action, taken % oflo$cs 24.02 6.53 O.HO 2.08 

Irrccov· prisoner 
crable 
losses Noncombat Number 632 1491 ~06 1705 121 

losses % of losses 0.81 1.21 0.71 1.07 6.58 

'- . 
TOIalof Number 34,037 32,504 8973 '34,800 121 

irrecov-
erable losses of losses 43 .75 26.27 15.67 21.80 6.58 

% of number of AUlossos 18.55 12.09 3.58 10.56 
personnel 

Average 4.64 1 0.30 I 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 37,092 53,849 . 15,181 73,873 
injured and % of Josses 47 .68 43.53 26.51 46.27 

burned. 

Sicknc~i 

njury and Sick Number 5292 36,202 32,933 50,258 1718 

wounded. % of losses 6.80 29.27 57.50 31.48 93.42 

Josses 
(with Frost Number 1374 1154 185 714 

evacu- bitten % of Jossc~ 1.77 0.93 032 0.45 

ation to 
hoop.) 

Total of Number 43,758 91,205 48,299 124,845 1718 

sick, injury 
and of losses 56.25 73.73 84.33 78.20 93.42 

wounded 
losses ofnumbcr of Alliossos 23 .84 33.92 19.25 37.89 

% personnel 
Average 5.96 Z.83 1.60 3.61 
monthly 

Number 77,795 123,709 57,272 159,645 1839 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 100 -% ;~ - of number of Alliosscs 43.29 46.01 22.83 4H.45 -

personnel 
Average 10.60 3.83 1.90 4.61 
monthly 
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Personnel losses for Kalinin and 1st Baltic Fronts and Zemland Group of Forces 
Total for 1262 days - z·· ._ ~ __ _ 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldier.. Total 

... , .. ' .. , 
Killed and died Number 38,938 95,286 356,422 490,646 

in stages of % of losses 24.15 24.22 22.02 22.58 
medical 

.. 

evacuation 
- --

Missing in Number 6655 13,755 79,888 100,298 
action, taken % of lossc~ ' 4.12 3.50 4.94. 4.62 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 1544 4069 24,572 30,185 

Jru.sc.s losses % oflosscs 0.96 1.03 1.52 1.39 
_. 

Total of Number 47,137 113,110 460,882 621,129 
irrecoverable . . 

losses of losses 29.23 28.75 
-. 

24.48 28.59 

% of number of Alllossos 66.20 107.52 147.oI 126.79 
personnel 

Average 1.60 2 .60 3.55 3.06 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 97,351 244,001 955,129 1,296,481 
injured and % of losses 60.37 62.03 59.02 59.67 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 16,662 35,706 195,638 248,006 

woonded % of losses 10.34 9.09 12.09 11.41 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 96 516 6663 7275 

to hospital) % of losses 0.06 0.13 0.41 0.33 

Total of sick, Number 114,109 280,223 1,157,430 1,551,762 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 70.77 71.25 71.52 71.41 

of number of All losses 160.27 266.37 369.20 316.75 

... % personnel 
Average 3.87 6.43 8.92 7.65 
monthly . 

.. 
Number 161,246 393,333 1,618,312 2,172,891 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
of number of Alliosscs 226.47 373.89 516.21 443.54 

. ;":".---- - personnel 
Average 5.47 9.03 ·· "12.47 10.71 
monthly 

I 
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Irrccov· 
crable 
losses 

Sickness 
injury 
and 

wounded 
los,!;c..~ 

(with 
cvacu-

arion to 
hosp.) 

Personnel losses for the Kalinin and 1 st Baltic Fronts and Zemland Group of 
Forces by years of the war 

Types of losses Number of losses by years 

. ' 
1941 1942 1943 1944 

Killed and Number 23,186 221,726 112,753 1lS,090 
died in % of losses 19.56 25.62 22.67 19.22 

stages of - .. 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 18,866 55,826 9429 13,788 
action, taken % oflostcs 15.92 6.45 1.91 2.30 

prisoner 

' Non!iPmbat Number 7973 13,984 2488 , 4379 
losses % of losses 6.73 f:61 0.50 ' . 0.73 

Total of Number 50,025 291,536 124,733 i33,257 
irrecov-

erable losses of losses 42 .21 33.68 25.08 22.25 

% of number of Alilosscs 25.55 47.97 26.92 27.12 
pcns:onncl 

Average 10.65 4 2.24 2.26 
'monthly ,-

Wounded, Number 65,491 507,607 301,602 367,995 
injured and % of losses 55.26 58.66 60.66 61.45 

burned 

Sick Number 1990 60.534 70,615 97,519 
0/0 of losses 1.68 6.99 14.20 16.28 

Frost Number 1003 5818 297 124 
hincn % of tosses 0.85 0.67 0.06 0.02 

Total of Number 68,484 573,959 372,514 465,638 
sick, injury 

and -~ .. of losses 57.79 66.32 74.92 77.75 

wounded 
losses of number of All loss"" 34.98 94.44 80.38 94.78 

% pcn;onncl 
Average 14.57 7.87 6.70 7.90 
monthly 

Number 118,509 865,495 497,427 598,895 

-
Total of YOSScs - of losses 100 100 100 100 

' .. 
% 

of number of All losses 60.53 142.41 107.30 121.90 
personnel 

Average 25.22 11'.87 8.94 10.16 
monthly 

-. 
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1945 

17,891 
19.29 

2326 
2.51 

1361 
1.47 

21,578 

23.27 

6.86 

2.28 

53,786 
57.99 

17,348 
18.71 

33 
0.Q3 

71,167 

76.73 

22.64 

7.52 

92,745 

100 

29.50 

9.80 

-: -:-~.::r~ ... ,~.-:-' 
:- . ::;: 

-( -:-; '" 
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Irrecov-
erable 
losses 

Sicknc~, 

injury and 
wounded 

losseS (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for the Volkhov Front (1;;t and 2nd times fonned) 
Total for 746 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldiers 

.. ". 
Killed and died Number 17,428 36,027 145,254 

in stages of % of losses 21.34 22.49 20.06 
-

medical 
evacuation 

--
Missing in Number -97R8 14,759 64,776 

action, taken % oflosscs 11.99 9.2 1 8.95 
prisoner 

Noncombat Number 770 1267 8554 
losses % of lossc£ 0.94 0.79 1.18 

Total of Number 27,986 52.os3 218,584 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 34.27 32.49 30.19 

% ofnumbcr of Alliosscs 49,53 75.44 99.31 
personnel 

Average 2.02 3.08 4.05 
monthly 

WouDded, Number 45,705 94,936 410,073 
injured and % oflosscs 55.97 59.25 56.64 

burned 

Sick Number 7893 12,919 90,974 
% of losses 9.66 8.06 12,57 

Frost bitten Number 81 315 4338 
% of losses 0.10 0.20 0.60 

Total of sick, Number 53,679 108,710 505,385 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 65.73 67.51 69.81 

ofnumbcr of All loss"" 95.01 156.77 229.62 

•.. % personnel 
Average 3.88 6.40 9.37 
monthly 

Number 81,665 160,223 723,969 

Total ofJosscs of losses 100 100 100 
% 

ofnumbcr of All losses 144.54 232.21 328.93 
- ;~- - personnel 

Average 5.90 9.48 ·· ·13.42 

monthly 

--

223 

Total 
."- -

198,709 
20.57 

89,323 
9.25 

10,591 
1.10 

298,623 

30.92 

86.41 

3.53 

550,714 
57.02 

111 ,786 
11.57 

4734 
0.49 

667,234 

69.08 

193.06 

7.88 

965,857 

100 

279.47 

ll.4l 
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Irrcqlv· 
crable 
losses 

Sickncssi 
njury and 
wouDded 

losses 
(with 

cvacu-
ation to 
hosp.) 

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

Personnel losses for the Volkhov Front (1 st and 2nd times formed) 
by years of the war 

Types of losses Number of losses by yean 

1941 1942 1943 1944 
_. 

Kmed and Number 199 117,237 69,794 11,479 
died in 0/0 of losses 9.72 19.80 21.72 22.82 

stages of -
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 82,337 6520 466 
action, taken % of losses 13 .91 2.03 0.93 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 8935 1590 66 
losses % of losses 131 0.49 '0 0. 13 

Total of Number 199 208,509 77,904 12,011 
irrccov. 

crable losses of losses 9.72 35.22 24.24 23 .88 

% ofnumbcr of All loss,," 0.08 60.07 22.35 4.10 
personnel 

Average 0.16 5.72 1.86 2.73 
monthly 

Wounded, . Number 1307 326,477 1,895,587 33,343 
injured and % of losses 63.82 55.14 58.99 66.28 

burned 

Siek Number 53 ,081 53 ,766 4939 
% of losses 8.96 16.73 9.82 

Frost Number 542 4034 147 11 
bitten % oflosscs 26.46 0.68 0.04 0.02 

Total of Number 1849 383,592 243,500 38,293 
siek, injury 

and ,. of losses 90.28 64.78 75.76 76.12 

wounded 
losses of number of An losses 0.76 110.52 69.87 13.07 

% pcr.oonnc1 
Average 1.52 10.53 5.82 8.71 
monthly 

Number 2048 592,101 321,404 50,304 
-

.... - -

1945 

.-

1~ 

Total of fosses - of losses 100 100 100 100_. 
% 

of number of All losses 0.84 170.59 92.22 17.17 
personnel 

Average 1.68 16.25 7.68 11.44 
monthly 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Irrccov-
crable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Total of 
irreCoverab1c 

losses 

Wounded, 
injuredand 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury"and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 

Frost bitten evacuation 
to ho.pital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded 10sses 

Total of los.es 

. 1--:-- _ 

Personnel losses for the Caucasus Front 
Total for 29 days 

Types of lo •• es Officcrs Sergeants 

Number 596 1358 
% of 10= 21.14 23.42 

Number 1027 2073 
Ofc~ of losses' 36.43 35 .75 

Number 141 305 

% of to$SC.S 5 5.25 

Number 1764 3736 

of losses 62.57 64.42 

% of number of All losses 3.21 4.85 

petOonnel 
Average 3.21 4.85 
monthly 

Number 844 1637 
- % of losses 29.94 28.23 

Number 85 134 
% oflosscs 3.02 2.31 

Number 126 292 
% of losses 4.47 5.04 

Number 1055 2063 

of losses 37.43 35.58 

ofnumbcr of All losses 1.92 2.68 

% personnel 
Average 1.92 2.68 
monthly 

Number 2819 5799 

of losses 100 100 
% 

ofnumbcr of All losses 5.13 7.~3 

personnel 
Average 5.13 7.53 
monthly 
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Soldiers Total 

.. . .-. 

5950 7904 

16.45 17.65 -

--
17,292 20,392 
47.82 45.53 

.-

1805 2251 
4.99 5.03 

25,047 30,547 

69.26 68.21 

6.63 5.99 

6.63 5.99 

7068 9549 
19.55 21.33 

1538 1757 
4.25 3.92 

2511 2929 
6.94 6.54 

11 ,117 14,235 

30.74 31.79 

2.94 2.79 

2.94 2.79 

36,164 44,782 

100 100 

9.57 8.78 

.- 9.57 8.78 

.. 

....: . ..,....:.~:::-;:~.:
..,...; ; .,. 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

'Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 

Irrceov .. 
e["dble Noncombat 

Io.""es 
losses 

Jotal of 
irrccovcrab1c 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Siek 

wounded 
losses (with 

Frost bitten evacuation 
to hospital) 

Total of siek, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of los:-.;cs 

. ~:::-- -

Personnel losses for the Crimean Front 
Total for III days 

Types of losses Offieers Sergeants 

Number 2722 5952 
% of Iosscs 12.52 13.70 

Number 12,446 23,835 
% of losses 57.27 54.114 

Number 97 206 
% of losses 0.45 0.47 

Number 15,265 29,993 

of losses 70.24 69 .01 

% ot'numbcr of All losses 55.31 70.57 
pCnionncl 

Average 15.36 19.60 
monthly 

Number 6019 12,925 
% onossC.~ 27.69 ,29.75 

Number 445 500 
% oflosscs 2.05 1.15 

Number 5 41 
% ofl~'Scs 0.02 0.09 

Number 6469 13,466 

of losses 29.76 30.99 

of number of AlIlesses 23.44 31.69 
% ., . personnel 

Average 6.5 1 8.80 
monthly 

Number 21,734 43,459 

of losses 100 100 
% 

of number of All lesses 78.75 102.26 

pcrsonncl 
Average 21.87 28.40 
monthly 
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Soldiers Total 
~ ... 

22,377 31,051 

10?1 11.17 

.-
125,609 16i,890 
59.02 58.22 

1563 1866 
0.73 0.67 

149,549 194,807 

70.26 70.06 

87 .40 80.76 

24.28 22.43 

56,803 75,747 
-26.69 27.24 

6026 6971 
2.83 2.51 

472 518 
0.22 0.19 

-( 

63,301 83,236 

29.74 29.94 

37.0 34.51 

10.28 9.59 

212,850 278,043 

100 100 

- 124.40 115.27 

34.56 ' 32.02 
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Personnellosses for the Transcaucasus Front (2nd time formed) 
Total for 320 days . 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldie," Total ' '. 

Killed and died Number 7022 51;454 
' .. - -

14,213 n,689 
in stages of % of losses 21.82 22.41 18.99 19.83 

medical -
evacuation 

. .. 
Missing in Number 5120 10,419 56,790 72,329 

ac( ion, takcn % of losses 15.90 16.43 20.95 19.73 

prisoner 
Irrccov-
crable Noncombat Number 532 1161 7447 9140 

losses losses % oflosscs 1.65 1.83 2 .75 2.49 

Total of Number 12,674 25,793 115,691 154,158 

irrecoverable .. , 

losses of losses 39.37 40.67 42.69 42.05 

% ofnumbcr of Alliosscs 9.17 14.28 17.41 15.68 
personnel 

Avcntgc 0.87 1.36 1.66 1.49 
monthly' 

Wounded, Number 16,594 32,288 122,637 171,519 " 
injured and % oflosscs 51.55 50.92 ,. 45.26 46.79 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 2740 4610 29,459 36,809 

wounded % oflossC8 8.51 7.27 10.87 10.04 

loss;" (witt> 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 180 721 3207 4108 

to hospital) %oflosscs 0.56 1.14 1.18 1.12 

Total of sick, Number 19,514 37,619 155,303 ' 212,436 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 60.63 59.33 57.31 57.95 

of number of All losses 14.12 20.83 23.37 21.60 

% personnel .. ' 
Average 1.35 1.98 2.22 2.06 
monthly 

Number 32,188 63,412 270,994 366,594 

Total of 10s .. es of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 23 .29 35.11 40.78 37.28 

- :::;---- - pCrsonnel 
Average 2.22 3.34 " , 3.88 3.55 

montlily 
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Personnel losses for the Transcaucasus Front (2nd time formed) 
by years of the war . 

Types of losses Number oflosscs by year. 
.. _ . 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

-
Killed and Number 61,569 11,120 --

died in % oflo~cs 19.82 19.89 
• tages of 

. --
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 69,540 2789 
action, taken % oflos.scs 2238 4.99 

Irrccov~ prisoner 
er.ble 
losses Non""",bat Number 8235 905 

losses % oflosscs 2.65 1.62 

Total of Number 139,344 144,814 
irrecov-

erable losses of losso. 44.85 26.50 

% of number of Alllo.ses 13 .17 2.16 
personnel 

Average L73 0.74 - -
monthly 

Wounded, Number 14,250 27,269 
injured and % of losses 46.43 48.77 

burned . ":..::-:. 

Sickncssi 
njury and Sick Number 25,395 11.414 

wounded % oflosscs 8.17 20.42 
-/ 

losses 
(with Fro.t Number 1696 2412 

cvacu- bitten % of losses 0.55 431 

atian to 
Total of Number 41,095 

hosp.) 
171,341 

sick, injury 
and : -. of losses 55.15 73.50 

wounded 
losses of number of All losses 16.20 5.99 

% pcOl:onncl 
Average 2.13 2.07 
monthly 

Number 310,685 55,909 
-

.:~-
~ of losses 100 100 Total of I=cs "-.. 

% 
of number of Alliosscs 29.37 8.15 

personnel 
Average ' 3.86 2.81 
monthly 
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Personnel losses for the Northern Caucasus Front (Ist time formed) 
Total for 107 days - ~- ,- :.. --:~ 

Types of losses Omcers Sergca~s Soldiers Total 

Killed and died Number 1543 2545 10,055 14,143 
in stages of % of losses 15.23 13.01 10.54 11.31 

medical 
evacuation 

-. 
Missing in Number 4MO 9958 54;277 68,875 

action, taken % of losses 45.81 50.92 56.89 55.06 
prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Numaer 313 872 5134 6319 

losses I"""es % of losses 3.09 4.46 5.38 5.05 
.. .. . 

Total of Numaer 6496 13~:i75 69,466 89,337 , 
irreeoYcn!blc .-. 

losses of losses 64.13 68.39 7'2.81 71.42 

% of number of All losses 21.51 31.92 5l.l5 42.97 
personneJ 

Average 6.15 9.12 14.62 12.28 
monthly 

Wounded. Number 3256 5257 21,9j8 ·30,451 
injured and . % oflosscs 32.15 26.88 23 24.34 

burned 

Sieknc& .... 
injury and Sick Number 377 925 3999 5301 

wounded % oflossc:) 3.72 4.73 4.19 4.24 

losses (with 
evacuation Frose bittcn Number 

to hospital) % of losses 

Total of sick, Number 3633 6182 25,937 . 35,752 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 35.87 31.61 21.19 28.58 

of number of All losses 12.03 14.76 19.10 17.20 

% personnel . ./. 

Avernge 3.44 4.22 5.45 4.91 
monthly 

Numaer 10,129 19,557 95,403 125,089 . 

Total of losses of lo~ .. scs 100 100 100 100 
% 

of number of All los,,,,, 33 .54 46.§8 70.25 60.17 
!~,:--- - .. pen;o·ri~cl 

Average 9.58 13.34 "20.07 17.19 
monthly 

-, 
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TITccov~ 

crable 
losses 

Sickness, 
injury and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
10 hospi ... l) 

Personnel losses Jor the Northern Caucasus Front (2nd time formed) 
Total for 301 days 

Types of losses Officcr.; Sergeants Soldiers 

Killed and died Number 10,545 18,763 70,184 

in stages of ' % of losses 22.45 21.95 1l!..62 , 

medical 
'evacuation 

Missing in Number 2018 3355 18,503 

action, taken % of losses 4.30 ' 3.92 4 .91 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 526 902 4508 
losses % of losses 1.11 1.06 1.20 

Jotal of Number 13,089 23,020 93,195 

ilTCCOvcrable ' . 

losses of losses 27.86 26.93 24.73 

% of number of All losses 19.50 27.31 35.11 
personnel 

Average 1.99 2.79 3.58 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 25,588 50,367 210,549 
injured and % oflrnlseS 54.47 58.93 

.. 
55.87 

burqcd 

Sick Number 8098 11 ,688 69,970 
% of losses 17.24 13.67 18.57 

Frost bitten Number 198 401 3126 

% of losses 0.43 0.47 0.83 

Total of sick, Number 33,884 62,456 283,645 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 72.14 73.07 75.27 

of9umbcr of AU lassos 50.50 74.09 106.88 
% .... per.;onnel 

Average 5.15 7.56 10.91 

monthly 

Number 46,973 85,476 376,840 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 

% 
ofnumhcr of All loSses 70.00 101.40 - 141.99 

.:~ - personnel 
Average 7.14 10.35 14.4"9 

monthly 
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Total 
,' . 

99,492 
.19.54 

23,876 
4.69 

5936 
i.I6 

129,304 

25039 

31.02 

3.17 

89,756 
17.62 

286,504' 
56.26 

3725 
0.73 

379,985 

74.61 

91.17 

9 .30 

509,289 

100 

122.19 

12.47 

' . ; 
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Irrccov-
e.-dble 
losses 

Sieknc~, 

_injury.nd 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for the Voronezh and 1st Ukrainian Fronts 
Total for 1036 days 

Types of losses Office", Sergeants Soldiers 

Killed and died Number 45,533 111,337 344,52& 

in stages of % of losses 22.20 21.41 1&37 
-

medical 
evacuation 

- --
Missing in Number 12,881 33,368 135,876 

action, taken % of losses 6.28 6.42 7.24 
prisoner 

Noncombat Number 2334 5807 25,264 
los. ... cs % of losses 1.13 1.11 1.35 

Total of Number 60,748 150,512 505,668 
irrecoverable --

losscs of losses 29.61 2&.94 29.96 

% of number of All losses 60.87 94.54 113.05 
personnel 

Average 1.79 2.7& 3.33 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 124,254 330,993 1,177,271 
injured and . % of losses 60.57 63.64 62.77 

burned 

Sick Number 20,074 38,465 191,709 
% oflosscs 9.79 739 10.22 

Frost bitten Number 57 140 1001 
% of losses 0.03 0.03 0.05 

Total of sick, Number 144,385 369,598 1,369,981 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 70.39 71.06 73 .04 

of number of All losses 144.67 232.16 306.28 

% ." personnel 
Average 4.26 6.83 9 
monthly 

Number 205,133 520,110 1,&75,649 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 
% 

of number of All losses 205.54 326" 70 419.33 
':-,-:------ - personnel 

Average 6.05 9.61 --1233 

monthly 
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Total 

501,39& 
19.28 

182,125 
7 

33,405 
1.28 

716,928 

27.56 

101.50 

2.98 

1,632,518 
62,77 

250,248 
9.62 

1198 
0.05 

1,&83,964 

72.44 

266.74 

7.85 

2,600,892 

100 

368.24 

10.83 

-:-- ~. -~~7 :"_ 
.,..-' 
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Irrccov-
crable 
losses 

Sicknessi 
njury and 
wounded 

Josses 
(with 

cvacu-
alion to 
hosp.) 

Personnel losses for the Voronezh and 1 st Ukrainian Fronts 
by years of the war 

Types of losses Number 0110""05 by years 

1941 1942 1943 1944 

Killed and Number 49,984 169,952 172,828 
dicdin % oflos..<:cs 19.22 19.73 18.09 

stages of -
medical 

evacuation , 
Missing in Number 46,949 77,333 45,909 

action, taken % oflosscs 18.42 8.98 4.80 
prisoner 

--

Non.£.ombat Number 7849 12,896 8748 

losses % oflosscs Y.08 1.50 ' - 0.92 

Total of Number 103,782 260,181 227,485 

irrecov-
erable losses of losses 40,72 30.21 23 .81 

% of number of All losses 34.17 46.42 24.22 
personnel 

Avcrage 5.89 3.87 2.02 
monthly -

Wounded, Number 138,769 536,285 593,361 
injured and % of losses 54.44 62.26 62.09 

burned 

Sick Number 12,265 64,153 134,361 
% of losses 4.81 7.45 14.06 

Frost Number 68 668 404 
bincn % of losses 0.03 0.08 0.04 

Total of Number 151,102 601,106 728,126 

sick, injury 
and -,. of loss,," 59.28 69.79 76.19 

wounded 
losses of number of Alliossos 49 .76 107.25 77.52 

% personnel 
Average 8.58 8.94 6.46 
monthly 

Number 254,884 861,287 955,611 

-.,.-----Toral ooflossGs - of lasses 100 100 100 
% 

of number of All losses 83,93 153.67 101.74 
pcrsonnel 

Average 14.47 12.81 8.48 
monthly 
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.. ., . 

1945 

109,634 
20.72 

.. 

11,934 
2.26 

3912 
0.74 

125,480 

23.72 

12.80 

3.05 

364,103 
68.81 

39,469 
7.46 

58 
0.01 

403,630 

76.28 

4Ll7 

9.80 

529,110 

100 

53.97 

12.85 

...::: -:-'. o~r~ . ... _;-:.'-
~o , o· 
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trrccov-
erdble 
losses 

Sickness, 
injury and 
wounded 

losse., (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for the Stalingrad (1 st time formed) and Don Fronts · 
Total for 218 days 

.. 
Types of losses Officc", Sergeant. Soldiers 

Killed and died Number 11,303 22,526 82,301 
. . . -

in stages of % of losses 17.09 16.25 14.02 
medical -

evacuation 
. .-

Missing in Number 25,056 50,382 223,692 

action. taken % of lossos 37.90 36.35 38.10 
prisoner 

Noncombat Number 571 2086 11,126 
losses % of losst:S 0.86 1.50 1.89 

... 
Total of Number 36,930 74,994 317,119 

irrccovcrdblc .• . 

losses oflosse. 55.85 54.10 54.01 

% of number of Alllos.es 56.21 88.64 In05 
personnel 

Average 7.92 12.49 15.92 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 27,099 60,352 248,031 

injured and % oflosscs 40.98 43.53 42.24 
burned 

Sick Number 2050 3188 21,133 
% oflosscs 3.10 2.30 3.60 

Frost bitten Number 44 94 920 
% oflosscs 0.07 0.07 0.15 

Total of sick, Number 29, 193 63,634 270,084 
injury and 

wounded los~ of losses 44.15 45.90 45.99 

ofownbcrof All I"",es 44.43 75.22 96.29 

% personnel 
Average 6.26 10.59 13.56 
monthly 

Number 66,123 138,628 587,203 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 

% 
ofnumbcr of AIlI"".cs 100.64 163.86 209.34 

-
"-:- - personnel 

Average 14.18 23.08 ·· 29.48 

monthly 

-. 
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Total 

116.130 
14.66 

299,130 
37.77 

13,783 
1.74 

429,043 

54.17 

99.59 

14.03 

335,482 
42.36 

26,371 
3.33 

1058 
0.14 

. 362,911 

45.83 

84.24 

11.86 

791 ,954 

100 ...,., 
183.83 

25.89 

, 

".'"': -. 
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Jrrccov-
crable 
losses 

Sieknessi 
njury and 
wounded 

losses 
(with 

cvacu-
adon to 
hosp.) 

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

Personnel losses for the Stalingrad (1 st time formed) and Don Fronts 
by years of the war 

Typ,," of losses Number otlosses by years 

1941 1942 1943 1944 

-Killed and Number 92,642 23,488 
died in % of losses IJ.47 22.59 

stages of . 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 297,726 1404 
a~ion, taken % oflosscs 43.27 1.35 

p~isoncr 

Non!;llmb~t Number 12,948 835 
losses % oflo88es UI8 0.81 

Total of Number 403,316 25,727 
irrecov-

erable losses of losses 58.62 24.75 

% of number of Alllesses 88.60 7.19 
personnel 

Average 15.82 4.79 
monthly - . 

Wounded, Number 266,644 68,838 
injured and % of Josses 38.76 66.21 

burned 

Siek Number 17,775 8614 
% of losses 2.58 8.29 

Frost Number 270 788 
bitten % of losses 0.04 0.75 

Total of Number 284,671 78,240 
sick, injury 

and ,. of losses 41.38 75.25 

wounded 
losses of number of All losses 62.54 21.86 

% personnel 
Average 11.17 14.57 
monthly 

Number 687,987 103,967 
. 

1945 

.. 

Total "fi;;;;;;CS- of losses 100 100 .•. 
% 

of number of All losses 151.14 29.05 
personnel 

Average 26:99 19.36 
monthly 
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Personnel losses for the South-Eastern and Stalingrad (2nd time formed) Fronts 
Total for 147 days -

Types ~f losses Officer.; Sergeants Soldiers Total 

.. .. .. -' - ' 
Killed and died Number 6194 12,505 47,632 66,331 

in stages of % oflosscs 20.84 19.44 )91.6 19.36 -
medical 

cvacuation 
--

Missing in Number 8931 20,259 75,3~Q 104,490 
action, taken % oflosscs 30.05 31.50 30.30 30.50 

prisoner 
. Irrecov-

erable Noncombat Number 352 1009 9116 10,477 

losses losses % oflosscs 1.18 1.57 3.67 3.06 

Total of Number 15,477 33,773 132,048 181,298 
irrecoverable , - , 

losses of losses 52.07 52.51 53.13 52.92 

r. ofnumbCr of All losses 30.77 50.33 62.73 55.29 
penionncl 

Average 6.41 10.49 13.07 11.52 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 13,215 29,092 108,436 150,743 
injured and . % oflosscs 44.46 45.22 43 .62 44 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number, 1017 1406 7651 10,074 

wounded % of losses 3.43 2.19 3.08 294 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost.bitten Number , 12 50 418 480 

. ,to hospital) % of losses 0.04 0.08 0.17 0.14 

- ' Total of sick, Number 14,244 30,548 116,505 161,297 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 47.93 47.49 46.87 47.08 

-, of number 'of Alll"".cs 28.32 45.53 5535 49.19 

.' % personnel 
Average 5.90 9.48 11.53 10.25 
monthly 

Number 29,721 64,321 248,553 342,595 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 
% 

of number of All losses 59,09 95,86 118.08 104.48 

.:-::-- - pasonDeI 
Average 12.31 19.97 '-'24.60 21.77 
monthly 
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Personnel losses for South-Western (2nd time formed) and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts 
Total for 928 days 

Typo> of losso> Officc", Scrgeanlll Sol die", Total 

.. - .. _ . 

Killed and died Number 28,615 65,155 217,211 310,981 
in stages of % of losses 22.05 21.27 1838 19.22 

medical 
evacuation 

--
Missing in Number 6851 14,994 61,714 83,559 

action, taken % of losses 5.27 4.90 5.22 5.16 
prisoner 

lrrecov-
erdble Noncombat Number 1025 2634 12,177 15,836 

losses losses % of losses 0.79 0.86 1.03 0.98 
.. 

Total of Number 36,491 82,783 291 ,102 410,376 
i~ovcrablc ._. 

losses of losses 28.11 27.03 24.63 25.36 

% ofnumbcr of Alliosscs 50.33 80.30 94.64 84.93 
personnel 

Average 1.66 2.64 3.11 2.79 

monthly 

Wounded, Number 76,101 193,069 746,988 1,016,158 

injured and % oflosscs 58.63 63.04 -63.20 62.80 
burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 17,042 29,684 139;645 186,371 

wounded % of losses 13.13 9.69 11.81 11.52 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bin.cn Number 167 731 4198 5096 

to hospital) % of losses 0. 13 0.24 0.36 0.32 

Total of sick! Number 93,310 223 ,484 890,831 1,207,625 
injury and 

wounded los.= of losses 71.89 72.97 7537 74.64 

ofnumbcr of All losses 128.70 216.76 289.61 249.92 

% .~. personnel 
Average 4.23 7 .13 9.53 8.22 
monthly 

Number 129,801 306,267 1,181,933 1,018,001 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
of number of Alliosscs 179.03 297.06 384.25 334.85 -

- :-:;:-- - personnel 
Average 5.89 9.77 12.64 11.01 
monthly 

-. 
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Personnel losses for the South-Western (2nd time fOIilled) and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts by years 
of the war 

Types of losses Number ollosses by years 

.. 
1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

Killcd and Number 32,265 136,178 -
94,365 48,173 

died in % oflosscs 21.77 19.98 1756 19.22 
stages of - " 

medical 

evacuafion 

Missing in Number 6543 48,391 12,223 16.402 
action, taken 0/0 of losses 4.41 7.10 2.27 6.54 

Irrceov- prisoner 

crable 
.. . 

losses _Noncombat Number 3790 4401 5487 2158 
losses % of 10&'>05 

.- 2.56 0.65 . -. 1.02 0.86 

Total of Number 42,598 188,970 112,075 66,733 

irrccov· 
crable losses of losses 28.74 27.73 20.85 26.62 

% ofnumbcr of All losses 12.70 38.12 22.87 12.70 
penionncl 

Average 5.77 3.18 1.91 3.02 

monthly -

Wounded, Number 97,707 431 ,710 327,742 158,999 
injured and % of losses 65.91 63.34 60.97 63.43 

burned 

Sicknc:iSl 
njury and Siek Number 5651 58,642 97,588 24,490 

wounded % of losses 3.81 8.60 18.15 9.77 

losses 
(with Frost Number 2285 2227 136 448 

evacu- bitlen % of losses 154 0.33 0.03 0.18 

ation to 
TOlalof Number 105,643 402,579 425,566 183,037 

hasp.) sick, injury 
and " . of losses 71.26 59.07 79.15 7338 

wounded 
10sses ofnumbcr of All losses 31.49 99.37 86.80 35.01 

% personnel 
Average 14.32 8.28 7.23 834 
monthly 

Number 148,241 681,549 537,541 250,670 

-
Tci;;Joflosses of losses \00 100 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 44.19 137.49 109.67 47.41 

pCnionnel 
Average 20.09 11.46 9.14 11.36 
monthly' 

'0 
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Irrecov-
erable 
losses 

Sickncs. ... , 
injury and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for the Southern (2nd time formed) and 4th Ukrainian 
(1 st and 2nd time formed) Fronts 

Total for 795 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldiers 

J<.iIIed and died Number 21 ,911 46,199 174;791 
in stages of % of losses 2J.R6 21.04 18.41 

medical -
evacuation 

Missing in Number 4971 10,813 41,045 
action l taken % oflosscs 4.96 4.92 4.32 

prisoner 

Nom::ombat Number 994 3085 . . 13309 
losses % of losses 0.99 1.41 1.4Q - .-

Total of Number 27,876 60,097 229,145 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 27.81 27.37 24.13 

% of number of All losses 44.07 68.09 8724 
personnel 

Average 1.69 2.61 334 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 60,830 ' 19,329 97,165 
injured and % of lQ:iSCS 60.69 8.81 10.23 

burned 

Siek Number 11,360 139,711 620,296 
% of losses 11.33 63.63 65.32 

Frost binen Number 172 421 3061 
% oflosscs 0.17 0.19 0.32 

Total of-sick, Number 72,362 159,461 720,522 
injury and 

wounded 10","'Cs oflosscs 72.19 72.63 75.87 

.. 
of number of All losses 114.41 180.67 274.33 

% personnel 
Average 4.38 6.92 10.51 
monthly 

Number 100,238 219,558 949,667 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 - 100 '- - % 
of number of Alilosscs 158.48 248.76 36157 

personnel 
Average 6.07 9.53 13.85 
monthly 
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Total 

242,901 
19.13 

.-

56,829 
4.48 

17,388 
1.37 

317,118 

24.98 

76.57 

2.93 

127,854 
10.07 

820,837 
64.66 

3654 
0.29 

952,345 

75m 

229.95 

8.81 

1,269,463 

100 

306.52 

11.74 

. ,.,.--:- -.... -r . 
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Personnellosses for Southern (2nd time formed) and 4th Ukrainian 
(1 st and 2nd timefonned) Fronts by years of the war . 

Types of loss,," Number of losses by ycars · 

1941 1942 1943 1944 
.. 

1945 

Killed and Number 150,026 - 58,209 . 34.666 
dicdin % of los. ... cs 19.59 18.11 19.02 

stages of . .-
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 48,583 5542 2704 . 

action, taken % of losses 6.34 1.73 1.48 

Irrccov- . prisoner 

crable 
losses Noncombat Number 13,553 2626 1209· - losses % of losses .-. 1.77 0.R2· 0.66 

Total of Number 212,162 66,377 . 38,579 
irrecov-

erable losses of lassos 27.70 20.66 21.16 

% of number of All loss"" 43.29 lR.02 11.59 
,personnel 

Average 3.61 1.82 2.76 
monthly -

Wounded, Number 488,227 206,611 125,999 
injured and ~o of losses 63.75 64.30 69.12 

burned 

Sickncssi 
njury and Sick Number 62,646 47,804 17,404. , 
wounded % oflosscs 8.18 14.87 9.55 

losses 
(with Frost Number 2784 550 320 

cvacu- bitten % of lol:tsc..~ 0.37 0.17 0.17 

arion to 
Total of Number 553,657 254,965 143,732 

hasp.) 
sick, injury· 

and of losses 72.30 79.34 78.84 

wounded 
losses of number of Alllo .. cs 112.98 69.23 43 .17 

% pcrnonncl 
Average 9.41 6.99 10.28 
monthly 

Number 765,819 321,342 182,302 

"Foiiilof losses of losses 100 100 100 

% - . 

of number of Alliesscs 156.27 87.25 54.76 
personnel 

Average 13.02 8.81 13.04 

monthly 
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Irrccov. 
crable 
losses 

Sickness, 
injury and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for Reserve, (2nd time formed), Kursk, Orel, 
and Bryansk (3rd time fonned) Fronts 

Total for 213 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldiers 

Killed and died Number 6685 18,498 48:514 
in stages of % of lossc~ 27.67 25.93 21.78 

medical . 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 312 1407 6473 
action, taken % of losses 1.29 1.97 2.91 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 91 '107· . 1010 
IOSSQi % of Josses 0.38 0.29 0.45 -

Total of Number 7088 20,112 55,997 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 29.34 28.19 25.14 

% of number of Alliosscs II 21045 20.44 
personnel 

Average 1.57 3.07 2.92 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 15,969 48,920 149,848 
inj~rcd and % oftosscs 66.09 68:58 67.26 

burned 

Sick Number 1104 2301 16,927 

% of losses 4.57 3.23 7.60 

Frost bitten Number - . . 
% of losses . . 

Total of sick, Number 17,073 51,221 166,775 
injury and 

wounded loss.cs oflosscs 70.66 71.81 74.86 
.,. 

of number of Alllo'S", 26.49 54.63 60.88 

% personnel 
Average 3.78 7.RO &.70 
monthly 

Number 24,161 71,333 222,772 

Total of losses oflosscs 100 100 - 100 
- ;;:.-:---- - % 

of number of AlIlesscs 37.49 76.08 BUT 
personnel 

Avcrag~ 5.35 10.87 1162 
monthly 

.. 
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.. . ."--
Total 

73,697 
23.16 

. 

8192 
2.57 

1308 
0.41 

83,197 

26.14 

19 .25 

2.75 

214,737 
67.47 

20,332 

6.39 

. 

235,069 

73 .86 

54.40 

7.77 

318,266 

100 

73.65 

10.52 
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Irrccov~ 

crable 
losses 

i-

Sickness, 
injury and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for Steppe and 2nd Ukrainian Fronts 
Total for 67} days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants 

Ki lied and died Number 25,321 57,558 
in stages of % of losses 21.37 20040 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 5141 14.024 
action, taken % of losses 4.34 4.98 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 818 2069 
losses % of losses 0.69 0.73 

Total of Number 31,280 73,651 
irrccoverable 

losses of lasses 26.40 26.11 

% ofnumbcr of Alllosscs 33.71 52.91 
personnel 

Avemge 1.53 2.41 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 69,973 178,094 
injured and '% of losses 59.05 63.13 

burned 

Siek Number 17,199 30,334 
% oflosscs 14.52 10.75 

Frost bitten Number 35 28 
% oflos..-;cs 0.03 0.01 

Total of sick, Number 87,207 208,456 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 73.60 73.89 

of number Of Alllosscs 93.97 149.75 

0- % personnel 
Average 4.27 6_80 
monthly 

Number 118,487 282,107 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 
% 

of number of Alllo •• e. 127.68 202.p6 
::.-;--- - personnel 

Average 5_80 9.21 
monthly 
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Soldiers Total 

_. - .... _. 
207,779 290,658 

1.7.63 18.41 
-

--
--

51,481 70,646 

4.37- 4.47 

.-

6199 9086 
0.52 0.57 

265,459 370,390 

22.52 23.45 

64.62 57.62 

2.94 2.62 

764,871 1,012,938 
64.90 64.15 

148,009 195,542 
12.56 12.38 

230 293 
0.02 0.02 

913,110 1,208,773 

77.48 76.55 

222.28 188.05 

10.10 8.65 

1,178,569 1,579,163 

100 100 

286.90 245.67 

---13.04 11.17 
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Personnel losses for Steppe and 2nd Ukrainian fronts by years of the war 

Typcs' ofl= Number of losses by years ..... 

1941 1942 1943 1944 )945 . . ., 

Killed and Number 118,995 IJI ,3i8 , 40,345 

died in % of losses 19.54 11.68 17.74 

stages of 
medical .. .. . 

evacuation 

Missing-in Number 40,462 23,943 6241 
action, taken % of losses 6.64 3.22 2.75' 

lrrccov- prisoner 
crable 
losses Noncombat Number 3642 , 3937 1507 

losses % oflos.scs 0.06 0.53 0.66 - ... 

Total of Number 163,099 "1 59,198 48,093 

irrecov-
erable losses of losses 26.78 21.43 21.15 

% of number of All loss"" 32.25 21.65 8.22 
pCCNonncl 

Average 5.56 1.81 1.96 
monthly 

... . 

Wounded, Number 415,395 456,080 141,4<53 
injured and % of losses 68.20 61.41 62.21 

burned 
Sickncssi 
njury and Siek Number 30,489 127,256 37,797 

wounded % of losses 5.01 17 .. 13 16.62 

losses - f 
(with Frost Number 60 194 39 

cvacu- "bitten % oflosscs 0.01 0.03 0.02 

ation to 
hosp.) Total of Number 445,944 585,530 179,299 

sick, injury 
and of losses 73.22 78.57 78.85 

wounded 
Josses of number of All losse., 88.18 79.35 30.65 

% pcr.;onncl 
Avcmgc 15.20 6.61 7.30 
monthly 

Number 609,043 742,728 227,392 

To •• 1 of losses of losses 100 100 100 .. 
, ~~ 

' .. % 
of number of All loss"" 120A3 10·1' 38.87 

personnel 
Average 20.76 8.42 9.26 

monthly 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

lossc.~ 
losses 

I- Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded. 
injured and 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Siek 

wo':!ndcd 
losses (with 

Frost bitten evacuation 
to hospital) 

Total of sick. 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of 1os.. .. cs 

. ,":".-:---- -

Personnel losses for Baltic and 2nd Baltic Fronts 
Total-for 539 days 

Types of losses OffiCCI1l Sergeants 

Number 15.72R 35.707 
% of 10= 21.54 20.R5 

Number 1358 1668 
% of losses 1.86 0.97 

Number 370 967 
% of iosses 0.51 0.57 

.. "" 

Number 17.456 38.342 

of losses 23.91 22.39 

% of number of All losses 24.45 36.24 

pel1loonel 
Avernge 1.38 2.05 

monthly 

Number 44.810 IOR.806 
"% of1o~scs 61.37 63.53 

Number 10.732 24.051 
% of losses 14.70 14.04 

Number 15 70 
% of losses 0.02 0.04 

Number 55.557 132.927 

of losses 76.09 77.61 

ofnumbc:r of All loss,," 77.81 125.64 

, % rc",onnci 
Average 4.40 7.10 
monthly 

Number 73.013 171.269 

of losses 100 100 
% 

of number of All loss,," 102.26 161,88 
personnel 

Average 5.78 9.15 
monthly 
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Soldiel1l Total 

. '- - .' 

115.R04 167.239 
IR._67 . " 19.35 .-

.. 
10.092 lJ,1l8 

1.63 _ 1.52 

3566 4903 
0.58 0.57 

129.462 IR5.260 

20.8R 21.43 

47.53 41.21 

2.69 2.33 

379.943 533.559 
61.27 61.72 

110.523 145,306 
17;Ri 16.S1 

21R 303 .. 
0.03 0.04 

490.684 679.168 

79.12 78.57 

IRO.13 151.06 

10.17 8.53 

620.146 864,428 . 

100 100 

227.66 192.27 

-- 12.86 10.86 

-~ 

...; -.-. -~-;'fi....7 
...: ~( ,. 

""" ~" 
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Personnel losses for the Baltic and 2nd Baltic Fronts by years of the war 
-

Types of losses Number of losses by years ." 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

Killed and Number 22,133 110,710 34,396 

died in % of 10,,""" 20.96 19:52 17.94 

stages of 
medical - .. 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 1631 7831 3656 
action, taken % oflo~cs 1.55 1.38 1.91 

Irrccov- prisoner 

crable 
Ios.,es Noncombat Number 553 2R23 1527 

losses % oflos.. ... cs 0.52 0.50 0.80 
.-

Total of Number 24,317 " 121,364 39,579 
irrccoY. 

crable losses of losses 23.03 21.40 20.65 

% ofnumbcr of All losses 5.69 28.42 7.04 

personnel 
Average 2.11 2.37 2.35 
monthly 

.. 
Wounded, Number 62,428 354,284 116,847 

. injured and % of losses 59.12 62.46 60.96 

burned 

Sickncssi 
njury and Sick Number 18,814 91,302 35,190 

wounded % of losses 17.82 16. 10 18.36 

losses 
(with Frost Number 35 208 60 

bitten % of Josses 0.03 0.04 0.03 evacu-
ation to 

Total of Number 81,277 445,794 152,097 
hosp.) 

sick, injury 
and of losses 76.97 78.60 79.35 

wounded 
losses of n'uinber of All 10.'500 19.03 104.41 27.03 

% pcrs~nnel 
Average 7.05 8.70 9.01 
monthly 

Number 105,594 567,158 191,676 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 

- ~::;-- - % 
of number of Alliosscs 24.72 132.&3 34.07 

personnel 
Average 9.16 11.07 11.36 
monthly 

., 
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Jrrccov-
cmblc 
losses 

Sickness, 
inju!)' and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacu3(ion 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for the Central (2nd time formed), Belorussian and 
1st Belorussian fronts 

Total for 815 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldiers 

Killed and died Number 36,866 90,258 .' 283,804 . 
in stages of % of losses 23.43 22.32 19.88 

medical . . . 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 4141 9384 39,281 
action, -takcn % of losses 2.63 2.32 2.76 

prisoner 

Nonco~bat Number 1647 . ,3986 15,024 
lossc." % ofJosscs LOS 0.99 LOS 

.. 

Total of Number 42,654 103,628 . 338,109 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 27 .11 25.63 23.69 

% of number of All losses 37.32 56.60 68.08 
pcrsoimel 

Average 1.40 2.12 2.55 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 94,945 261,030 909,182 
injured and % of losses 60.36 64.56 63.71 

burned . 

Sick Number 19,701 39,599 179,344 
% of losses 121.52 9.79 12.57 

Fro., binen ·Number 15 70 474 
% oflosscs 0.01 0.02 0.03 

Total of sick, Number 114,661 300,699 1,089,000 
'ioju!)' and 

wounded losses of loss,," 72.89 74.37 76.31 

' .. 
of number of All losses 100.32 164.23 219.29 

% personnel 
Average 3.75 6. 15 821 
monthly 

Number 157,15 404,327 1,427,109 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 . ,-- - % 
of number of All losses 137.64 220.83 ·287.37 

personncJ 
Average 5.15 8.27 10.76 
monthly 
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.. ' 

Total 

410,928 I 
20.66 

52,806 
· i .66: , . 

'20,57 ,', 
1.04 

484,391 

24.36 

61.00 

2.28 

I 
1,265,157 

63.62 I , 
; 

238,644 
11.99 

559 
0.03 

1,504,360 

75.64 

189.47 

7.10 

1,988,751 

100 

250.47 

9.38 

~- ~- ~~7.'::_ 
...- fP 

..,..--- -. --:-

- -:.~-

- ' 
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Personnel losses for the Central (2nd time formed), Belorussian 
and 1st BelorussianFronts by. years of the war 

-" 

Types of losses Number of losses by years 
. . 

, 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

-
Killed and Number 173,558 140,636 96,374 

died in % oflosscs 22.76 18.71 20.38 
stages of .-
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 31,114 16,321 5371 
action, taken % of losscs 4.08 2.17 1.13 

Irreeov· prisoncr 
crable 
losses Non""mbat Number .. 7428 9087 4142 

losses % of losses 0.98 1.21 0.87 

Total of Number 212,1 00 166,044 106,247 
irrccov· 

crable losses of losses 27.82 22.09 22.38 

% of number of AU losses 34.26 19.45 10.26 
pCnionncl 

.Average 3.26 1.62 2.44 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 489,514 454,419 321,224 
injured and % of losses 64.19 60.47 67.67 

burned 
Sicknessi 
njury and Sick Number 60,447 130,981 47,216 

wounded % of losses 7.93 17.43 9.95 

losses 
(with Frost Number 475 59 25 

cvacu· bincn % of losses 0.06 0.01 

atian to 
hosp.) Total of Number 550,436 585,459 368,465 

sick, injury 
and -. oflosscs 72.18 77.91 77.62 

wounded 
losses of number of AU1o~scs 88.90 68.58 35.59 

% personnel 
Average 8.47 5.72 8.47 
monthly 

Number 762,536 751,503 474,712 
-

Total or'j;SCs- of losses 100 100 ... 100 
% 

ofnumbcr of All losses 123.1 6 88.03 45.85 
pCr.ionnc1 

Average:; 11.73 734 10.91 
monthly 
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Jrrccov· 
crable 

losses 

Sick.nc~, 

injury ~nd 
wounded 

losses (with 

'evacuation 
. -to hospital) 

Personnel losses for 2nd Belorussian Front(1st time formed) 
Total for 42 days (1944) 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldiers 
. ... .. "- -

Killed and died Num!;>er 406. 1119 3462 

in stages of % of 10= 25 24.35 21.58 . -
medical 

evacuation 
--

MiSHing in Number 28 108 315 
action, t.aken % of losses 1.72 2.35 1.96 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 6 15 63 
losses % of losses 0.37 0.33 0.39 

Total of Number 440 1242 3840 
irrecoverable -

lossc.'\ of losses 27.09 27.03 23.93 

% of number of Alllosscs 1.81 3.43 3.29 
personnel 

Average 1.39 2.64 2.53 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 991 3027 10,404 
injured and % of losses 61.02 65.88 64.85 

burned 

Sick Number 193 326 1800 

% of losses 11.89 7.09 11.22 

Fro.1 bitten Number 

% oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number . 1184 3353 12,204 
injury and 

wounded lossC$ of losses 72.91 72.97 76.07 

of number of Alilosscs 4.87 9.26 10.45 

% personnel 
Average 3.75 7.12 8.04 
monthly 

Number 1624 4595 16,044 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 

% 
of number of An losses 6.68 12.69 13.74 

- :~-- - personnel 
Average 5.14 9.76 

.- . 
10.57 

monthly 
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Total 

4987 

22.40 

451 

2.02 

84 
0.38 

5522 

24.80 

3.11 

2.40 

14.422 
64.78 

2319 

IG.42 

16,741 

75.20 

9.44 

7_26 

22,263 

100 

12.55 

9.66 

... :.: ~.= ... ~ ... ~-:":-' 

- . 7;":' 
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Persormel losses for 2nd Belorussian Front (2nd time fonned) 
Total for 381 days .. 

Types of losses Offieers Sergeants Soldie", Total 
.... 

Killed and died Number 11,676 26,474 82,950 121,100 
in stages of % of losses 23.03 21.30 18 . .19 19.20 

medical 
evacuation - -. 

MisSing in Number 802 1294 7255 9351 
action, taken % of losses 1.57 1.04 1.59 1.48 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 557 1178 3911 56% 

losses losses % of losses LlO 0.95 0.86 0.89 

1:otal of Number 13,035 28,946 94,116 136,097 .. , 
irrecoverable " 

losses of losses 25.70 23.29 20.64 21.57 

% of number of Alliosscs 16.36 21.84 2736 24.47 
pcnmnnel 

Average 1.31 1.75 2.19 1.96 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 30,513 80,392 289,777 400,682 
injured and % of losses 60.17 64.68 63.56 63.51 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 7157 14,948 71,965 94,070 

wounded % oftosscs 14.12 12.02 15.79 ':.~ 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 5 15 33 53 

.• ,.-,. 
/ . . 

to hospital) % of losses 0.01 0.01 om 0.01 

Total ofsiek, Number 37,675 95,355 361,775 494,805 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 74.30 76.71 79.36 78.43 

of number of All losses 47.27 71.97 105.17 88.96 

% " personnel 
AVC("dgC 3.78 5.75 8.41 7.12 
monthly 

Number 50,710 124,301 455,891 630,902 

Total of losses of los!':cs 100 100 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 63.63 93.81 - 132.53 113.43 

. '::-:--- - per.mond 
Average 5.09 7.50 10.60 9.08 --. -:':" ~ ..... 
monthly 

'. 
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lrrccov. 
erdblc 
losses 

Sieknessi 
njury and 
wounded 

'. losses 
(with 

' " cvacu-
atian to 
hasp.) 

Personnel losses for the 2nd Belorussian Front (2nd time fonned) 
by years of the war 

Type.' of lo,,"es Number of losses by years 

.. . 
1941 1942 1943 1944 

KiII~d and Number - 40,138 
died in % o{losscs 16.81 

stages of - ,. 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 3430 
action, taken % oflos.~cs l.44 

prisoner 
,. 

yoncombat Number 2592 
10"-'05 % oflos. .. cs .. . l.08 

Total of Number 46,160 
irrecov-

erable losses of losses 19.33 

% of number of Alliosscs 10.17 
pcn:onncl 

Average 1.23 
monthly . . 

Wounded, Number 136,645 
injured and % of los...<;cs 57.23 

burned 

-
Sick Number 55,963 

% of losses 23.44 

Frost Number 12 
hinen % of losses 

Total of Number 192,620 

sick l injury 
and , . of losses 80.67 

wounded 
losses of number of All losses 42.44 

% personnel 
Average 5. 11 
mOD.thly 

Number 238,780 
. 

Tot'.lOf-losscs of.losscs 100 

% 
of number of Alliosscs 52.61 

personnel 
Average 6.34 
monthly 

'. 
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.' . 
1945 

80,962 
20.65 . 

592l" 
1.51 

3054 
0 .78 

89,937 

22.94 

12.49 

2.97 

38,107 
9.72 

264,037 
67.33 

41 
0.01 

302,185 

77.06 

41.96 

9.99 

392,122 

100 

54.45 

12.96 

.,.." . 
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Killed and died 
in stage...; of 

mcd.ical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

.losses lo$SCS 

.Iotal of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury. and Siek 

wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation Fro.st bitten 
10 hospiral) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

TOlal of losses 

. ;::.:----

Personnel losses for the 3rd Baltic Front 
Total for 179 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants 

Number 3773 7814 
% of losses 22.39 22.53 

Number 225 308 
% of losses 1.33 0.89 

Number 80 154 
% of lo~!-OCs 0.47 0.45 

Number 4078 8276 

of losses , 24.19 23.87 

% of number of All losses 9.08 13.22 
pC(1I:onncl 

Average 1.57 2.28 
monthly 

Number 10,867 22,961 
% ofiosscs 64.47 66.22 

Number 1910 3439 
% oflosscs 11.34 9.91 

Number 
% of lo. .. scs 

Number 12,777 26,400 

of losses 75.81 76.13 

of number of All losses 28.46 42.17 
%--. .. personnel 

Average 4.90 7.27 
monthly 

Number 16,855 34,676 

of losses 100 100 

% 
ofnumbcr of Alilosscs 37.54 55.39 

personnel 
Average 6.47 9.55 
monthly 
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Solcliers Total 
.-' 

28,123 39,710 
19}3 20.15 

.-
2000 2533 
1.38 1.29 

678 912 
0.46 0.46 

30,801 43,155 
'. 

21.17 21.90 

17.87 15.42 

3.08 2.66 

96,599 130,427 
-66 .39 66.20 

18,100 23,449 
12.44 11.90 

114,699 153,876 

78.83 78.10 

66.53 54.97 

11.47 9.48 

145,500 197,031 

100 100 

- 84.40 70.39 

14.55 12.14 

". 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
acrion, taken 

prisoner 

Irrccov· 
crable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 

Fro."! bitten evacuation. 
to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded Josses 

Total of losses 

,-.--. -

Personnel losses for Transbaykal Front 
Total for 25 days 

Types of losses Offiecrs Sergeants 

Number 162 566 
% of losses 23.28 25.88 

Number 5 8 

% of lo!;scs 0.72 0.37 

Number 74 168 
% of losses 10.63 7.68 

Number 241 742 

of losses 34.63 33.93 

% of number of All loss,," 0.30 0.48 
personnel 

Average 0.30 0.48 
monthly 

Number 271 983 
% of losses 38.93 44.95 

Number 184 462 
% oflosscs 26.44 21.12 

Number 
% of losses 

Number 455 1445 

of losses 65.37 66.07 

of number of All losses 0 .58 0.94 

" % personnel 
Average 0.58 0.94 

monthly 

Number 696 2187 

of losses 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 0.88 1.42 

personnel 
Average 0.88 1.42 
monthly 
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Soldicrs Total 
.. . 

955 1683 
1737 20.08 

--
10 23 

0.18 0.27 

280 522 
5.09 6.23 

1245 2228 

22.64 26.58 

0.31 0.35 

0.31 0.35 

1905 3159 
34.63 37.68 

2350 2996 
42.73 35.74 

4255 6155 

7736 73.42 

1.05 0.96 

1.05 0.96 

5500 8383 

100 100 

1.36 1.31 

. ~ .. 
1.36 1.31 
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Personnel losses for 1st Far Eastern Front 
Total for 25 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergcants 

Killed and died Number 603 1657 
in stages of % of losses 30.27 26.53 

medical 
evacuation 

-Missing in Number J9 109 
action, taken % of losses 1.96 1.74 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 137 201 

losses losses % oflo.scs 6.88 3.22 .. 

~otal of Number 779 1967 .. 
irrccovcrdblc 

Josses of losses 39.11 31.49 

% of number of All losses 1.03 1.28 
pcn;onnel 

Averdge 1.03 1.28 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 1097 3824 
injured and % oflosscs 55.07 61.22 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 116 455 

wounded % oflosscs 5.82 7.29 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 

to hospital) % oflosscs 

Total of sick} Number 1213 4279 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 60.89 68.51 

of number of AlIlosscs 1.60 2.78 
O/~". personnel 

Avcmge 1.60 2.78 
monthly 

Number 1992 6246 

Total of lossc.o; of losscs 100 100 
% 

of number of All losses 2.63 4.06 
. '~ - personnel 

Average 2.63 4.06 
monthly 
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-

Soldiers Total 

2894 5154 

22.55 24.46 

-
233 381 
1.82 LSI 

451 789 
3.52 3.75 

3578 6324 
-. 

.27.89 30.02 

I 1.08 

1 1.08 

8037 - 12,958 
62.63 6150 

1216 1787 
9.48 8.48 

9253 14,745 

72.11 69.98 

2 .59 2.51 

259 2.51 

12,831 21.069 

100 100 

- 359 3.59 
.- . . 

3.59 3.59 

., 

· - ...: '~.-.~~~-:-':":- : 
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Personnel losses for the 2nd Far Eastern Front 
Total for 25 days -

Types of I""ses Oftiee", Sergeants Soldiers Total 

Killed and died Number 224 564 1220 2008 
in ~1agcs of % of losses 40.0 28.91 39.71 35.97 

medical -
evacuation 

-. 
Missing in Number 3 67 342 412 

act ion, taken % of losses 0.53 3.43 11.13 7.38 
prisoner 

Irrceov,,: 
crable Noncombat Number 1 9 19 29 

losses losses % of losses 0.18 O.~ 0.62 0.52 

Total of Number 228 640 1581 2449 - irrccoverdblc .. 
losses of lassos 40.71 32.80 51.46· 43 .87 

% ofnumocr of Alll""ses 0.51 0.75 0.78 0.73 
personnel 

Average 0.51 0.75 0.78 0.73 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 330 1308 1474 3112 
injured and % of I""ses 58.93 67.04 .- 47.98 55.74 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury lind Siek Number 2 3 17 22 

wounded % of losses 0.36 0.16 0.56 0.39 

losses (with 
Frost bitten Number evacuation 

. ' to hospital) % oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number 332 1311 1491 3134 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 59.29 67.20 4854 56.13 

ornumocr of Alliosscs 0.73 1.53 0.73 0.93 

•.. % personnel 
Average 0.73 1.53 0.73 0.93 
monthly 

Number 560 1951 3072 5583 

Total of losses ofl~cs 100 100 100 100 

% 
ofnumocr of Alliosso. 1.24 2.28. 1.51 1.66 

- ;-:-:-:-- - personnel 
Average 1.24 2.28 '''151 1.66 

monthly 

-. 
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In-ecov· 
crable 
losses 

Sickncs.~1 

inju!)' and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
to hospital) 

Personnel losses for troops of the Moscow Defense Zone 
Total for 667 days 

Types of losses Officc", Sergeants 

Killed and died Number 94 132 

in stages of 4Yo of losses 18.95 ILl I 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 17 55 
action, taken % of losses 3.43 4.63 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 60 288 

losses % oflosscs· 12.10 24.24 

Total of Number 171 475 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 34.48 39.98 

% of number of All losses 1.54 2.45 
personnel 

Averdge 0.07 0.11 
monthl y 

Wounded, Number 157 214 
injured and % oflosscs 31.65 18.02 

burned 

Sick Number 168 498 
% of losses 33.87 41.92 

Fro~t bitten Number I 
% of losses 0.08 

Total of sick, Number 325 713 
injury and 

wounded losses ofl"",es 65.52 60.02 

of number of AlIlosscs 2 .93 3.67 

% ..... personnel 
Average 0.13 0.17 
monthly 

Number 496 1188 

TOlal of losses of losses 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 4.47 6.12 -

: -.0;--- - personnel 
Average 0.20 0.28 
monthly 
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..;,. .... - _.--:. 

Soldie", Total 

, . _ .. -
668 894 
9.28, 10.06 -

668 '740 

9 .28 833 

1104 1452 
1533 16.35 

2440 3086 

.. 
33 .89 34.74 

3.95 3.35 

0 .18 0. 15 

896 1267 
.. 12.45 14.26 

3858 4524 
53 .59 50.93 

5 6 
0.Q7 0.07 

4759 5797 

66.11 65.26 

7.71 6.29 

035 0.29 

7199 8883 

100 100 

11.66 9.64 

0.53" 0.44 

'. 
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Personnel losses for the troops of the Moscow Defense Zone by years oithe war 
-

Types of losses Number of losses by y""", .' 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 
' . 

Killed and Number 477 376 41 

died in % oflos:»cs 28.16 13.09 0.95 .. 

stages of 
medical . --

evacuation 

Missing in Number 739 1 
action, taken % oflosscs 43.62 0.02 

Irrccov- prisoner 
crable 

losses Noncombat Number 9 790 653 
losses % of losses 0.53 27.49 15.13 

Total of Number 1225 1166 695 
irrecov-

erable losses oflosscs 72.31 40.58 16.10 

% of number of AlIlesscs 0.79 0.98 1.27 

personnel 
Average 0.79 0.08 0.14 
monthly 

.. 
Wounded, Number 452 751 64 

injured and %: of losses 26.68 26.14 1.48 

burned 

Sickncssi 
. njury and Siek Number 15 956 3553 

wounded % oflasscs 0.89 33.28 82.33 

losses 
(with Frost Number. 2 4 

bitten % of losses 0.12 0 .09 . ' 

CV3CU-

at.ion to 
Total of Number 469 1707 3621 

hasp.) 
sick, injury 

and of losses 27 .69 59.42 83.90 

wounded 

losses ' of number of AlIlosscs 0.30 1.44 6.64 

% personnel 
Average 0.30 0.12 .0.74 
monthly 

Number 1694 2873 4316 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 
-

!:,---- - % 
of number of All losses . 1.09 2.42 7.91 ". 

personnel 
Average 1.09 0.20 0.88 

monthly 
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PersOIlllellosses for the 51st Independent Army 
Total for 94 days 

. . 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants Soldiers Total 

Killed and died Number 542 1304 7634 94&0 
in stages of % of losses 13.79 17.49 1).47 . 13.93 

medical 
evacuation . 
Missing in Number 1852 3063 27,258 32,173 

action, taken % of lossc8 47.11 ·41.09 48.10 47.28 
prisoner 

lrrcCQv~ 

crable Noncombat Number 395 1023 9132 10,550 

losses Io....scs % of losses 10.05 13.72 16.12 15.50 

~otalof Number 2789 5390 44,024 52,203 .. 
irrccoverab1c . . 

losses of losses 70.95 72.30 77.69 76.71 

% of number of All losses 34.43 42.11 51.43 49.02 
personnel 

Average 11.11 13.58 16:59 15.81 
monthly 

Wounded, Nu~ber 1030 1907 11,451 14,388 
-

injured and % aflosses 26.20 25.58 20.20 21.14 
burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Siek Number III 158 1194 1463 

wounded % oflos.scs 2.82 2.12 2.11 2.15 

1= (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 1 1 

tahaspital) % oflossc:; O.oJ 

Total of sick, Number 1142 2065 12,645 15,&52 
injury and 

wounded losses of losocs 29.05 27.70 22.31 23.29 

ofnumbcr of An losses 14.10 16.13 14.77 14.&8 
%.,. personnel 

Average 4.55 5.20 4.76 4.80 

monthly 

Number 3931 7455 56,669 68,055 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
ofnumbcr of All losses 48.53 58.24 . 66.20 63.90 

. F.:--- _ 
personnel .. . 

Average 15.66 18.78 21.35 20.61 
monthly 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Toralof 
irrccoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 
Si"cknes.~1 
injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten 

to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Tala I 0 flosses 

;:.-:---- -

PersOIll1el losses for 7th Independent Army 
Total for 883 days 

Types of losses Officers Sergeants 

Number 1036 2785 
% oflosscs 23.37 23 .28 

Number 235 761 
% oflo88CS 5.30 6.36 

Numbcc 79 191 
% of losses 1.78 1.60 

Number 1350 3737 
.. -

of losses 30.45 31.24 

% of number of Alilosscs 12.74 20.42 
personnel 

Average 0.44 0.71 
monthly 

Number 2169 5681 
% of lDS:iCS 48.92 47.50 

Number 907 2522 
% oflosscs 20.45 21.08 

Numbcc 8 22 
% oflosscs 0.18 0.18 

Number 3084 &225 

of losses 69.55 68.76 

of number-of All losses 29.09 44.95 

% personnel 
Average I 1.55 
monthly 

Number 4434 11,962 

of losses 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 41.83 65~7 

personnel 
Average 1.44 2.26 
monthly 
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Soldiers Total 

,- . .- . ' 
11,971 15,792 

18.60 19.55 -

.. 
6014 7010 
9.34 &.68 

1265 1535 
1.97 1.90 

19,250 24,337 

-- 29.91 30.13 

31.77 27.19 

1.l0 0.94 

27,455 35,305 
42.65 43.72 

17,250 20,679 
26.80 25.60 

411 441 
0.64 0.55 

45,116 56,425 

70.09 69.87 

74.45 63.05 

2.57 2.18 

64,366 80,762 

100 100 

106.22 90.24 

-- "3.67 3.12 

'. 
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Personnel losses for 7th Independent Anny by years of the war 

-
Types of losses Number of losses by years - -' 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

Killed and Number 4637 9304 178 1 70 
died in % oflosscs 18.35 22. 18 14.04 8~28 

stages of --
medical . 

evacuation --

Missing in Number 5609 1289 110 2 
action, taken % oflosscs 22.19 3.07 0.87 0.24 

lrrccov- prisoner 
crable 
losses Noncombat Number 346 908 .. 268 13 

losses % of losses 1.37 2:16 2.11 1.54 
.- . 

Total of Number 10,592 11,501 2159 -. 85 
irrecov-

erable losses of losses 41.91 27.41 17.Q2 10.06 

% of number of All losses 14.16 11.77 2.49 0.10 
pcr.;onnc) 

Average 4.42 0.98 0.21 0.05 
monthly 

- . 
Wounded, Number 13,112 19,023 3072 98 

injured and % oflo~s 51.88 45.34 24.21 11.60 
burned 

Sickncssi 
njury and Sick Number 1245 11,343 7429 662 

wounded % of losses 4.93 27.04 58.56 78.34 

los .... es 
(with Frost Number 325 89 27 

Or' 
cvacu- bitten % of lo!),scs 1.28 0.21 0.21 

atian to 
hosp.) Total of Number 14,682 30,455 10.528 760 

sick. injury 
and of losses 58.09 72.59 82.98 89.94 

wounded 

losses ofniimber of Alllosscs 19.62 31.16 12.15 0.90 

% personnel 
Average 6.13 2.60 1.01 0.50 
monthly 

Number 25,274 41 ,956 12,687 845 

Total of losses oflo:-;sc.s 100 100 100 100 

- :~ - % 
of number of Alllesses 33.7& 42.93 14.64 I ... 

personnel 
Average 10.55 3 .58 1.22 0.55 
monthly 

• 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
lrrecov-
crable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation Frost birten 

to hospi ta I) 

Total of sick. 
injury and 

wounded. losses 

Total of losses 

:---- -

Personnel losses for 52nd Independent Army 
Total for 81 days 

Typ"" of losses, Offieers Sergeants 

Number 225 521 
% of losses 19.n 20.60 

Number 293 989 
% of losses 25.68 39.11 

Number 23 166 
% of tosses 2,01 6.56 

Number 541 1676 

of losses 47.41 66.27 

% of number of Alilosscs 10.02 22.35 
personnel 

Average 3.85 8.59 
monthly 

Number 540 818 
% of lossQ> 47.33 32.35 

Number 55 23 
% of losses 4.82 0.91 

Number 5 12 
% oflOsscs 0.44 0.47 

Number 600 853 

of losses 52.59 33.73 

of number of Alllosscs 11.11 11.37 
' " % personnel 

Average 4.27 4.37 
monthly 

Number 1141 2529 

of losses 100 100 
% 

of number of Allles,cs 21.13 33.:72 

personnel 
Average 8.12 12.96 
monthly 
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. , 
Soldiers Total 

.' . . ' ". - . 

2811 3557 

- ISS1 16.32 

. .-

8356 9638 
%.io 44.22 
'.' ,. 

375 564 
'2.Q1 2.59 

11,542 13.759 

63,68 63 .13 

2922 26.26 

11.24 lO.lO 

6077 7435 
33.53 . 34.12 

411 489 
227 2.24 

94 Ill, 
0.52 0.51 

.. 
6582 8035 

36.32 36.87 

16.66 15.33 

6.41 5.90 

18,124 21,194 

100 100 

45.88 41.59 

'" 

17.65 16 

-. 
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Persorme1 losses for 4th Independent Army 
Total for 80 days ---

=-'- ".--
- -'.- --~.': : .... - "-:""" 

Types of losses Officc~ Sergeants Soldiers Total 
- -

TGlled and died Number 692 1578 8676 10,9% 
in stages of % of losses 26.45 27.56 24.'25 24.81 

medical 
evacuation . 
Missing in Number 205 510 4675 5390 

action, taken % of losses 7.84 . 8.91 13 .06 12.21. 
prisoner 

Trrecov-
crable Noncombat Number 102 220 IOB5 1407 

losses losses % of losses 7.B4 3._84 3.03 3.19 - -

'fotal of Number 999._ .. 230B 14,436 17,743 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 38.19 40.31 .40.34 40.21 

% of number of AlIlosscs 16.11 26.53 33 .19 30.38 
personnel 

Average 6.20 1020 12.76 11.68 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 1503 3215 )9,750 24,468 
injured aod % of losses 57.45 56.16 55.18 55.44 

burned 
Sickness, 
injury and Siek Number lOa 137 880 II 17 
wounded· % of losses 3.82 2.39 2.% 2.53 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 14 65 724 803 

to hospital) % of losses 0.54 1.l4 2.02 1.82 

Total of sick, Number 1617 3417 21,354 26,388 
injury aod 

wounded losses of losses 61.81 59.69 59 .66 59.79 

of number of AlIlosscs 26.08 39.28 49.09 45.19 

% 
, .. personnel 

Average 10.03 15.11 18.88 17.38 
monthly 

Number 2616 5725 35,790 44,131 

Total. of losses of los..~cs 100 100 100 100 
% 

- ,-"":;-- - of number of Alliosscs 42.19 65.81 - 82.2& 75.57 

personnel -- ' " 
Average 16_23 25.31 31.64 29.06 

- .~ . 

monthly 

\ 
] 

r 
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Personnel losses for Independent Primorskaya Army (1st time formed) 
Total for 303 days . 

(Losses for period from 15 July through 1 September 1941 are included 
in losses for Southern front) . 

Types of losses Officc", Sergeants - Soldieis Total 

Killed and died Number 968 1828 9224 12,020 
in stages of % of losses 7.60 8.98 

. 
7.12·- 739 

medical 
evacuation 

Mis.singin Number 8192 12,099 63,930 84,22·1 
action. laken % of losses 64.32 59.42 49.36 51.79 

prisoner 
lrrccov-

Noncombat erable Numbcr 126 271 8130 8527 .-
lossc.~ 

losses % oflosscs 0.99 1.33 .. 6.28 5.25 

Total of Number 9286 14,198 81 ,284 i04,768 
irrCcoverable 

losses of losses 72.91 69.73 62.76 64.43 

% ofnumbcr of Aillosscs 122.18 127.91 147.25 141.77 
personnel 

Average 12.22 12.79 14.72 14.18 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 3192 5706 44,322 53,220 
injured and % of losscs 25.05 28.03 34.22 32.73 

burned 

Sicknc!a:.. ... . 
injury and Siek Number 253 444 3490 4187 

wounded % oflo.sscs 1.99 2.18 2.70 2.57 

loss"'; (with 
Frost bitten Number 6 12 419 

. 
437 evacuation 

to hospital) % oflosscs 0.05 0.06 0.32 0.27 

Total of sick, Number 3451 6162 48,231 57,844 
injury and 

wounded losses •.. of losses 27.09 30.27 37.24 35.57 

of number of All losses 45.41 55.51 8738 78.27 

% personnel 
. Average 4.54 5.55 8.74 7.83 

monthly 

Number 12,737 20,360 129,515 162,612 
-

. ~oTlosses of losses 100 100 .• . 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 167.59 183.42 234.63 220.04 

personnel 
Avcrage 16.76 1834 23.46 22.01 
monthly 

.. 
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Irrccov-
crable 
losses 

Sickncssi 
njury and 
wounded 

losses 
(with 

evacu-
ation to 
hoop.) 

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

Personnel losses for Independent Primorskaya Army (1st time formed) 
by years of the war 

Types of losses Number of losses by years 

1941 1942 1943 1944 

. ' 
Killed and Number 6881 5139 

died in % of losses 9.87 5.53 

stages of . 
m .cdieal 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 21,350 62,871 

action, taken % of los..~cs 30.64 67.67 

prisoner 

Non=bat Number 7419 1108 

losses % oflosscs 10.64 I.f9 

Total of Number 35,650 69,118 

irrecov-
erable losses of losses 5U5 74.39 

% of number of All losses 54.68 86.74 
pc~onncl 

Average 13.67 14.46 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 32,977 20.243 

injured and % of losses 47.31 21.79 

burned 

Siek Number 986 3201 
% oflosscs 1.41 3.45 

Frost Number 89 348 
bincn % of tosses 0 . 13 0.37 

Total of Number 34,052 23,792 

sick, injury 
and , . of losses 48.85 25.61 

wounded 
losses of number of All losses 52.22 29.86 

% per.<onnci 
Average 13.05 4.97 
monthly 

Number 69,702 92,910 
. 

. :~:'---. -

.. . . 
1945 

.. 

of losses 100 100 Total of losses -- " 
% 

ofnumber of Alilosscs 106.90 116.60 
per.<onnel 

Average 26,72 19.43 
monthly 
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Personnel losses for Independent Primorskaya Army (2nd time formed) 
Total for 504 days . 

Types of losses Office", Sergeants SoldiCrll Total 

774-1 
-- . -

Killed and died Number 1327 2579 11,647 
in stages of % oflos= 19_21 17.07 16.08 16.60 

medical -
evacuation 

- .-
Missing in Number 220 332 1111 1663 

action, taken % of losses 3.19 2.20 2 .31 2.37 
prisoner 

Jrrecov-
crable Noncombat Number 91 178 5 15 784 

losses losses % of losses 1.32 1.17 1.07 1.12 

TOI.lof Number 1638 3089 9367 14,094 
irrecoverable .. -

losses of losses 23.72 20.44 19.46 20.09 

% ofnumbcr of All losses 11.78 14.37 1655 15.32 
pcn;onncl 

Average 0.71 0 .87 I 0.93 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 2883 7385 22,093 32,361 

injured and % of losses 4 1.74 48 .87 -. 45.89 46.12 

. burned 
Sickness, 
inj ury and Sick Number 2369 4572 16,507 23,448 

wounded % oflosscs 34.30 30.25 34.29 33.42 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 17 66 177 260 

to hospital) % oflosscs 0.24 0.44 0.36 0.37 

Total of sick, Number 5269 12,023 38,777 56,069 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 76.28 79.56 8054 79.91 

of number of All losses 37.91 55.92 68.5 1 60.94 

> - % personnel 
A verage 2.30 3.39 4.1 5 3.69 

monthly 

Number 6907 15,112 48, 144 70,163 

Total of losses of losses 100 100 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 49.69 70.29 85 .06 76.26 

:-::-- - personnel 
Average 3.01 4 .26 -.. 5.15 4.62 

monthly 
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Personnel losses for Independent Primorskaya Anny (2nd time formed) 
by years of the war 

--

Type. of losses Number of losses by years 
.. ' ... 

1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

.-
Killed and Number 2762 8881 4 

died in % of losses 19.84 15.97 0.61 

stages of - --
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 1302 361 
action. taken % oflosscs 9.35 0.65 

Im:cov- prisoner 
crable 
losses Noneembat Number 130 638 16 .- . 

losses % of losses 0.94 1.15 2-43 

Total of Number 4194 9880 20 
irrccov-

crdblc los!I\cs of losses 30.l3 17.77 3.04 

% of number of All losses 2 8.88 0.07 
per-.onnci 

.Avcrdgc 1.43 0.81 0.02 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 6075 26,282 4 
injured and 0/0 of losses 43.64 47 .28 0.61 

burned 
Siekne,",i 
ojury and Siek Number 3651 19,164 633 

wounded % oflosscs 26.23 34.48 96.35 
-/ 

losses 
(with Frost NlDllber 260 

cvacu- binen % of losses 0.47 

ation to 
hasp.) Total of Number 9726 45,706 637 

sick, injury 
and 

, . of losses 69.87 82.23 96.96 

wounded 
losses ofnumbcr of A1l1osscs 4.64 41.11 2.11 

% personnel 
Average 3.31 3.77 0.50 
monthly 

Number 13,920 55,586 657 
-

.:~ - of losses Total of losses 100 100_ 100 
% 

of number of All losses 6.64 49.99 2.18 
personnel 

Average 4.74 4.58 0.52 
monthly 

-. 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Trrccov-
erdble Noncombat 

1osse.." losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sickn~, 

injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten 
to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 

''':.-- -

Personnel losses for 37th Independent Anny 
Totalfor 146 days 

Types of los~cs Officers Sergeants 

Number 
% of losses 

Number 
% of]osscs 

Numbc,- 39 89 
% of 10= 9.47 ·8.68 

Number .. 39 89 

ofl=cs 9.47 8.68 

% ofnumbcr of Allles.es 0.37 0041 
personnel 

Average 0.07 0.08 
monthly 

Number 
% oflosscs 

Number 313 936 
% oflos.scs 90.53 91.32 

Number 
% oflosscs 

Number 373 936 

of losses 90:53 91.32 

of number of Allios.cs 3.52 4.36 

% personnel 
Average 0.73 0.91 
monthly 

Number 412 1025 

ofl=cs 100 100 

% -
of number of ' . All loss"" 3.89 4.77 
pc~onnd 

Average 0.80 0.99 
monthly 
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. ' . 

Sol!li~rs. .. -- TOI~I 

-

- -. 

298 426 
9.06 9.02 

298 426 
' . 

9.06 9.02 

0.51 0.47 

0.11l 0.09 

2 ' 2 

0.06 0.04 

2988 4297 
90.88 90.94 

2990 4299 

90.94 '90.98 

5.14 4.76 

1.07 0.99 

3288 4725 

100 100 

5.65 5.23 

1.17 1.08 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

MiS8ing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

losses losses 

Total of 
irr~covc-rablc 

losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 
Sicknc~~, 

injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 

evacuation Frost binen 

to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 

- ; ~,~ -

Personnel losses for 14th Independent Army 
Total for 176 days 

Types of losse. Officcrs Sergeants 

Number 15 39 
% of losses 3.23 2.05 

Number 6 
% oflos,",s 1.29 

Number 38 59 
% of los:;cs 8.17 3.10 

Number 59 98 
. . 

of losses 12.69 5.15 

% of number of All losses 0 .60 0.54 
pc~onncl 

Average 0.10 0.09 
monthly 

Number 21 91 
% oflosscs 4.52 4.78 

Number 384 1711 
% oflosscs 82.58 89.96 

Number I 2 

% of losses 0.21 0.11 

Number 406 1804 

of losses 87.31 94.85 

ofnumbcr of All losses 4 .14 9.97 

% ." personnel 
Average 0.73 1.75 
monthly 

Number 465 1902 

oflo~cs 100 100 

% 
of number of All losses 4:74 10.51 

personnel 
Average .0!!3 1.84 
monthly 
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Soldiers Total 

- ' . .. 
107 16-\ 
1.70 1.86 

--
2 8 

0.03 0.09 

146 243 
2.31 2.80 

255 412 

4.04 4.75 

0.55 0.55 

0.10 0.1 0 

254 366 
.. 4.03 4.22 

5789 7884 
91.82 90.91 

7 10 
0.11 0.12 

6050 8260 

95.96 95.25 

13.01 II.lI 

2.28 1.85 

6305 8672 

100 100 

13.56 11.66 -

238 1.95 

/' 
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Losses for fleets and flotillas 

From the start of the war the Northern, Baltic, Black Sea and Pacific Ocean Fleets, the 
Caspian Flotilla, and also a number of river and lake flotillas which were create4 ap.<i disbanded 
depending on the situation were a part of the Navy. During the course of the war the Navy 
conducted active combat operations to destroy the enemy naval forces and transports, cooperated 
with coastal Red Army groupings, defended naval bases and major ports, landed landing forces, 
and guarded military and national economic sea, lake and river shipments. - .-

The length of the conducting of combat operations by the Northern and BaltiC Fleets -was --
1418 days, and for the Black Sea Fleet it was 1183 days. Baltic sailors and Black Sea sailors 
together with the ground forces conducted a lengthy deferi.se of coastal cities and the evacuation 
of residents. Northern Fleet ships disrupted enemy communications lin~s, ensured the security 
of allied convoys, and landed landing forces. The Pacific Ocean Fleet actively prepared personnel 
for the active fleets, sent surface ships and submarines to aid the N orthem Fleet, and fonned 
naval brigades for the front. The Pacific Ocean sailors participated in the defeat of Japanese 
forces and landed forces in ports of North Korea, on the Kurile Islands, and Southern Sakhalin. 
The ' Amur Flotilla helped bring about the successful completion of the Manchurian offensive 
operation by Soviet troops. -

The Azov, Dnepr, Danube, Pina, Ladoga, Onega, Volga, and Chudskoye Flotillas as well 
as a detachment of ships on Lake Il'men' conducted combat operations on the rivers and lakes. 
The length of their participation in battles is indicated in the table. The combat losses for many 
of them are included in the number of losses for the fleet of which they were a part. 
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Table 77 

Name Periods for which it is Number of days Comments .. 
in active anny 

Fleets '. .. .. . . 

Baltic 22 Jun 1941 - 9 May 1945 141& -
Northern 22 Jun 1941 - 9 May 1945 141& 

Pacific Ocean 9 Aug 1945 - 2 Sep 1945 25 . 
Black Sea 22 Jun 1941 - 16 Sep 1944 1193 --

Flotillas 

Azov 22 Jul 1941 - 14 Oct 1942 776 Losses indicated in Black Sea Flcet 
31 May 1943 - 20 Apr 1944 losses .. 

- ' - , 

Amur 9 Aug 1945 - 2 Sep 1945 25 .. 

White Sea IS Aug 1941 - 9 May 1945 1364 Losses indicated in Northern Fleet 
losses 

Volga 25 lui 1942 - 2 Feb 1943 193 

Dnepr 14 Sop 1943 - 9 May 1945 604 

Danube ( 1 st and 2nd times 22 Jun 1941 - 20 Nov 1941 537 
funned) 20 Apr 1944·9 May 1945 

Caspian 8 Aug 1942 - 2 Feb 1943 179 

Ladoga 25 Jun 1941 - 2 Oct 1944 1197 Losses indicated in Baltic Fleet losses 

Onega 7 Aug 1941 .. 2& Nov 1941 690 
!3 Dec 1942 - 10 luI 1944 

Pina 22 Jun 1941 - 28 Sep 1941 99 
Lo".c.. indicated in Baltic Fleet losses 

Chucl.,koye 3 Jul 1941 - 19 Oct 194 1 109 

Navy uniL. with central 1941 - 1942 

s ubordination .. ,-

Average monthly strength and personnel losses for active fleets and 
independent flotillas for period from 22 Jun 1941 through 9 May 1945 

(except for Pacific Ocean Fleet and Amur Flotilla) 

Table 78 

Average Irrecoverable losses Sick, injured wounded losses 
monthly 

Period strength Number % Number % 

of losses of size of losses of size 

All losses Average All losses Average 
monthly monthly 

I 3rd qtr. 260200 25071 70.28 9.64 2.92 10602 - 29.72 4.07 1.23 

4th qtr. 280600 34732 75.65 12.38 4.12 11178 24.3'5 3.98 1.33 

1941 
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35673 l( 
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45910 l( 
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Period 

Total for 
year 

1st qtr. 
2nd qtr. 

1942 3rd qtr. 
4th qtr. 

Total for 
year 

1st qtr. 

2nd qtr. 
1943 3rd qtr. 

4th qtr. 

Total for 
year 

1st qtr. 
2nd qtr. 
3rd qtr. 

1944 4th qtr. 

Total for 
year 

1st qtr. 
2nd qt(. 

1945 
Total for 

year " 

Total for war 

Average 
monthly 
strength Nurobcr 

274360 59803 

251400 20049 
283000 7426 
282000 42498 
274000 3924 

284700 73897 

253800 2625 

255460 2995 
226800 2469 
242250 2653 

257460 10769 
, 

148770 2038 
262300 2653 
268750 2029 
295800 1876 

273200 8596 

307900 386 
312700 290 

311000 676 

270000 153741 

NGIC-HT -0288-95 

Irrecoverable losses Sick, injured wounded losses 

of losses 
1 

73.30 

73.71 
62.70 
90.01 
42.82 

77.44 

42.82 
42.90 
42.12 
31.42 

39.19 

22.06 
29.12 
37.88 
35.26 

29.61 

~.75 
25.39 

13.25 

64.43 

% Number % 

of size of losses of size 

Alliosscs Average All losses 
monthly 

2UO 3.46 21780 26.70 7.94 

7.97 , 2.66 7150 26.29 2.84 
2.62 0.87 4417 37.30 1.56 

15.07 5.02 4715 9.99 1.67 
1.43 0.48 5241 57.18 1.90 

25.96 2.16 21523 22.56 7.56 

1.04 0,35 3541 57.18 1.40 
1.17 0.39 3987 57.10 1.56 
1.09 0.36 3393 57.88 1.50 
1.10 0.37 5791 68.56 2.39 

4.18 0.35 16712 60.81 6.49 

0.82 0.27 7200 77.94 2.89 
1.01 0.34 6459 70.88 2.46 
0.75 0.25 3327 62.12 1.24 
0.63 0.21 3445 64.74 1.16 

3.15 0.25 20431 70.39 7.48 

0.13 0.04 3575 90.25 1.16 
0.09 0.07 852 74.61 0.27 

0.22 0.05 4427 86.75 1.42 

56.94 1.22 84873 35.57 31.43 

PersonnelI6sses for the Baltic Fleet 
Total for 1418 days 

269 II 

Average 
monthly 

1.26 

0.95 
0.52 
0.56 
0.64 

0.63 

0.47 
0.52 
0.50 
0.80 

0.54 

0.96 
0.82 
0.41 
0.39 

0.62 

0.39 
0:21 

0.33 ! 

0.68 

' \ 

All losses 

Nurober % 

I of losses of size 

All losses Average 
monthly 

81538 100 29.74 4.72 

27199 100 10.81 3.61 
11843 100 4.18 1.39 
47213 100 16.74 5.58 
9165 100 3.33 1.12 

95420 100 33.52 2.79 

6193 100 2.44 0.82 
6982 100 2.73 0.91 
5862 100 2.59 0.86 
R444 100 3.49 1.17 

27481 100 I ().67 0.89 

9238 100 3.71 1.23 
9112 100 3.47 1.16 
5356 100 1.99 0.66 
5321 100 1.79 0.60 

29027 100 10.63 0.88 

3961 100 1.29 0.43 
1142 100 0.36 0.28 

5103 100 1.64 0.38 

238614 100 88.37 1.90 

! I 
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Types of losses 

Killed and died Number 

in stages of % of losses 
medical 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 

act.ion, taken % oflosscs 
prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 

losses losses % of losses 

Total of Number 
irrecoverable -losses of losses 

% of number of Alliosscs 
personnel 

Average 

monthly 

Wounded, Number 
injured and % of losses 

burnod 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 
wounded % of losses 

losses (with 
evacuation Fro::.'1 bitten Number 

to hospital) % of losses 

Total of sick, Number 

injury and 

wounded losses of losses 

of Dumber of All losses 

% personnel 
-, Average:: 

monthly 

Number 

Total of losses of losses 

% 
of number of Alliosscs 

pc""",nel 
- '-:-:---- A,vcrdgc 

monthly 

270 

Officer.; Peny 

offic~rs, 

sergeants 

3001 4038 
30.38 27.35 

3528 4920 
35.72 33.32 

323 624 
3.27 4.22 

6852 9582 .. 

69.37· - 64.89 

48.15 42.16 

1.03 0.91 

2038 2530 
20.64 17.14 

987 2654 
9.99 17.97 

3025 5184 

30.63 35. 11 -' 

21.26 22.80 

0.46 0.49 

9R77 14,766 

100 100 

69.41 64.96 

-1.49 1.4 

NGIC-HT -0288-95 

Sailors, Total 
soldiers 

.' 

12,797 ... . 19,836 
19.11 21.66 

. 

24,261 . 32,709 
36.24 35.71 

2398 3345 
3.58 3.65 

39,456 55,890 

58.93 61.02 

'64.94 57.20 

1.4 1.23 

20,941 25,509 
31.28 27.85 

.. 

6552 10,193 
9.79 11.13 

27,493 35,702 

41.07 38.98 

45.25 36.53 

0.97 0.79 

66.949 91,592 

100 100 

110.19 93.73 

2.37 2.02 

"';-"'7 ' .-..:iii...::7.::-" .. 
~ / 

-. 
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Personnel losses for Northern Fleet 
Total for 1418 days 

. 

Types oflosscs Officers Peny Sailors, Total 
officers, sol~,~ .' 

sergeants 

Killed and died Number 1291 1727 
. 

4836 7854 
in stages of % of losses 35.26 26.43 18.61 21.71-

medical . .. 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 383 299 1061 ,1743 
action, taken % of losses 10.46 4.58 4 .08 4.81 ' . 

prisoner 

Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 141 ,224 943 1308 

losses losses % oflosscs 3.86 3.43 3.63 3.62 
.. 

Total of Number 1815 2250 6840 10,905 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 49.58 34.44 26.32 30.14 

% ofoumber of All losses 18.39 14.08 13.53 14.27 
personnel 

Average 0.4 0.30 0.29 0.31 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 635 1589 6754 8978 
injured and % of losses 17.34 24.32 25.99 24.81 

burned , 

SickneSs. " 

injury and Sick Number 1211 2695 12,393 16,299 , 
wounded % oflosscs 33.08 41024 47.69 4~.0~ 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bincn 'Number 

to hospital) % of losses 

Total of sick, Number 1846 4284 19,147 25,277 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 50.42 65.56 73.68 69.86 

of number. of All losses 18.70 26.81 37.87 :33.08 . 

% personnel 
Average 0.40 0.58 0.81 0.71 
monthly 

Number 3661 6534 25,987 36,182 

Total of losses of lo.'<8cs 100 100 100 100 

: .... - .. % 
of number of AJllosscs 37.09 40.89 " 51.40 47 .35 

pcnoonncl 
Average 0.8 0.88 1.10 1.02 
monthly 

'. 
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Personnel losses for Pacific Ocean Fleet Total for 25 days 

Types of losses ' Officers Petty SailOeN, .... Total 
officers, soldiers 

sergeants 

Killed and died Number 195 201 507 903 
in stages of % of losses 83.33 73 .90 6W2 69.57 

medical 
evacuation , 

Missing in Number 23 12 60 95 
action, taken % of losses 9.83 4.41 7.57 732 

prisoner 
lrrccovw 

cr_ble Noncombat Number, % of losses 

losses losses .. 

..:rot.lof Number 218 213 567 998 .,. 

irrecoverable 
losses of losses 93.16 78.31 ]1.59 76.89 

% ofnumbcr of Alliosscs 1.16 0.59 0.52 0.61 
pc",onncl 

Avg.month 1.16 0.59 0.52 0.61 

Wounded. Number 16 58 212 286 
injurcdJand % of losses 6.84 21.32 .16.77 22.03 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick Number 1 13 14 
wounded % oflosscs 0.37 1.64 1.08 

losses (with 
evacuation Fro~"t bitten Numbcr;% of losses 

to hospital) 
Total of sick, Number 16 59 225 300' 

injury and 

wounded losses of losses 6.84 21.69 28.41 23. 11 

of number of All losses 0.08 0.16 0.20 0.18 

% personnel 
Avg month 0.08 0.16 0.20 0.18 

., . 

Number 234 272 792 1298 

Total of losses of los:icS 100 100 100 100 

% 
of number of An losses 1.24 0.75 0.72 0.79 

pc",onnel 
Avgmooth 1.24 0.75 0.72 0.79 

;-=--- -

2 According to fleet reports. According to information of treatment faci~ities, from ships, 
units and subunits of the Pacific Ocean Fleet 4076 men went to hospitals, including 777 
wounded and injured and 3299 sick. 
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Killed and died 
in ~1.agcs of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action. taken 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat 

losscs losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

losses 

Wounded, 

injured and 
burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 

Fro.1 bitten evacuation 
to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 
. ,-::---- -

Personnel losses for Black Sea Fleet 
Total for 1183 days 

Types ofIossos Officc", 

Number 3017 
% of losses 30.19 

Number 4669 
% of losses 46.71 

Number 458 
% of losses 4 .58 

Number 8144 

of losses 81.48 

% of number of Alliossos 66.81 
pcn;onncl 

Avcrag~ 1.72 
monthly 

Number 1587 
% of losses 15.88 

Number 264 
% oflosscs 2.64 

Number 
% of Io.sscs 

Number 1851 

'of losses 18.52 

.. 
of number of Alllosso. 15.18 

% personnel 
Average 0 .39 
monthly 

Number 9995 

of losses 100 

% 
of number of All losses 81.99 

personnel 
Average 2 . il 
monthly 
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Petty SaiJoni. Total 

officers. soldier.< .. .. 
sergeants 

3649 - 10,276 16,942 
21.93 13.10 16.12 

- .-

7886 46,824 59,379 
47.41 59.69 56.51 

·· 1061 4554 6073 
6.38 5.80 5.78 

12,596 61,654 82,394 

75.72 7859 78.41 

64.13 106.63 91.91 

1.65 2.75 2.37 

3302 14,147 19,036 
19.85 18.03 18.12 

738 2651 3653 

4.43 3.38 3.47 

4040 16,798 22,689 

24.28 21.41 21.59 

20.57 29.05 2530 

0.53 0 .75 0.65 

16,636 78,452 105,OR3 

109 100 100 

84.70 135.68 117.21 

2.18 3.50 3.02 

' 0 
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Personnel losses for Amur Flotilla 
Total for 25 days . 

.. ' 

T>'J1es of losses Officc", Petty S~ilorsJ Total 

officers, soldie", .. . 
sergeants 

Killed and died Number 4 6 n 32 

in stages of % of losses 57 .14 17.14 27.16 26.02 

medical . .. 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 
action, taken % of losses 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number 

los.~cs losses % of losses 
... 

Total of Number 4 6 22 J2 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 57.14 17.14 27.16 26.02 

% ofnumbcr of Alllo""cs 0.24 0.19 0.29 0.26 

pcnoonncl 
Average 0.24 0.19 0.29 0.26 

monthly 
. 

Wounded, Number 3 16 28 47 

injured and % oflosscs 42.86 45.72 34.57 38.21 
burned 

Sickness, 

injury and Sick Number J3 31 44 

woonded % of losses 37.14 38.27 35.77 

losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten Number 

to hospital) % oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number 3 29 59 91 

injury and 
wounded losses of losses 42.86 82.86 72.84 73.98 

' .. 
ofnumbcr of Alliosscs 0.18 0.91 0.77 0.72 

% personnel 
Avcrage 0.18 0.91 0.77 0.72 
monthly 

Number 7 35 81 123 

Total of losses of loss,," 100 100 . 100 100 
' "':'--- . % 

ofnumbcr of AlIlosscs 0.41 1.10 1.06· .. · 0.98 
personnel 

Average 0.41 1.10 1.06 0.98 

monthly 

. ... , '>\ 
f 
.~ 
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Personnel losses for Volga Flotilla 
Total for 193 days , - .;;r. •. _ . _ ~ 

Types of losses Officers Petty Sailors, Total 
officCl'S, soldier. , -

sergeants 

Killed and died Number 43 65 - 164 272 

in stages of % oflosscs 3l.J6 29.41 27.70 28.60 
medical - .. 

evacuation 

Missing in Number 19 17 116 152 
action, taken % of losses 13.77 7.69 19.60 15.98 .. 

pri~'Oncr 

'rTCCOV~ 

crable Noncombat Number 21 - 60 117 198 

lossc.c.; losses % pf losses 15.2 1 27.15 19.76 20.82 

-, 
Total of Number 83 142 397 622 

irrecoverable 
losses of lo,,-,cs 60·14 64.25 67.06 65.40 

% of number of All losses 6.29 8.02 8.58 8.06 
personnel 

Average I 1.27 1.36 1.2S 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 54 77 193 324 

injured and % oflosscs 39.14 34.85 32.60 34.08 

burned 

Si,ckncss, 
injury and Sick Number 1 2 2 5 

wounded % oftosscs 0.72 0.90 0 .34 0.52 

losses (with 
Frost bitten Number evacuation 

to hospital) % of losses. 

Total of sick, Number 55 79 195 329 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 39.86 35.75 32.94 34.60 
.. ~ . , 

of number of Alllo'5cs 4.16 4.46 4 .21 4.26 

% personnel 
Average 0.66 0:71 0.67 0.68 " 
monthly 

Number 138 221 592 951 

Total of losses of losses 100 IQ.O 100 100 
. ~~- % 

of number of Alilosscs 10.45 12.48 -12.79 12.32 

personnel 
Average 1.66 1.98 2 .03 1.96 

monthly 
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Mis~ing in 
action~ taken 

prisoner 
[rrccov. 
crable Noncombat 

losses _ losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

lo~"Scs 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sickness, 
injury and Sick 

wounded 
losses (with 
evacuation Frost bitten 

to hospital) 

Total of sick, 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 
. ~,-- -

Personnel losses for Dnepr Flotilla 
Total for 604 dlJ.Ys 

Types of losses Offiee~ 

NUmber 35 
% of losses 79.55 

Number 3 
% oflos~s 6.81 

Number 2 
% of losses 4.55 

Number 40 

of losses 90.91 

% of number of AU losses 5.41 
personnel 

Average 0.27 
monthly 

Number 4 
% of losses 9.09 

Number 
% oflosscs 

Number 
% oflos::;:cs 

Number 4 

of losses 9.09 

of number of All losses 0.54 

% personnel 
Average 0.03 
monthly 

Number 44 

of losses 100 

% 
ofnumbcr of All .losses 5.95 

personnel 
Average 0.30 
monthly 
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Petty Sailors, TOlal 
officc[1), soldiers .. . , . ... 

scrgcan~ 

57 186 278 
53.27 57.59 58.65 

- --

6 17 26 
5.61 5.26 5.49 

-17 .. 38 57 
15.89 11.76 12.02 

80 241 361 

74.77 74.61 76.16 

6.40 6.97 6.63 

0.32 0.35 033 

27 82 113 
25.23 . 25.39 23.84 

27 82 113 

25.23 2539 23.84 

2.16 2.37 2.07 . 
0.11 0.12 0.10 

107 323 474 

100 - 100 100 

8.56 9.34' 8.70 

0.43 0.47 0 .43 
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Jrrccov~ 

crable 

10.<5"" 

Personnel 19sses for . Danu~e Flotilla 
Total for 537 days 

Types of los"es' Officers 

Killed and died Number 34 
in stages of % of losses 97. 14 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number I 
action, taken % of losses 2.86 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 
losses % oflo~s 

_ . . 

Total of Number 35 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 100 

% ofnumbcr of All losses 3 
personnel 

Average 0.17 
monthly 

NGIC-HT-02~8-95 

~ ... 
.,-. 

Petty Sailors, Total 
officers l soldiClS 

_. - .. -
sergeants 

41 - 99 174 
R3.67 86.09 ·' 87.44 

- .. 

R 16 25 
16.33 1.3.91 12.56 

49 
. -

115 199 

100 100 100 

2.58 2.26 2.44 

0.15 0.13 0.14 

I Because of a lack of data about the sick, injured and wounded losses, the corresponding blocks arc missing from the following tables for three 

flotillas. 

Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 

Irreeov.,-._ - Noncombat cr.ble 

losses losses 

Total of 
irrecoverable 

l~'Scs 

Personnel losses for the Caspian Flotilla 
Total for 179 days 

Types of loss,," Officers Petty 
officers. 

sergeants 

Number 18 IS 
% of losses 58.06 27.27 

Number 
% of lo".os 

Number 13 40 
% of losses 41.94 72.73 

Numbcr 31 55 

of losses 100 100 

% of number of Alilosscs 2.42 1.92 
personnel 

Average 0.41 0.32 
monthly 

277 

Sailors. Total 
soldiers 

61 94 
27.23 30.32 

... 163 216 

72.77 69.6& 

224 310 

100 100 

3.80 3.09 

0.64 0.53 

.,.. ' . 

. - - ~,-:.: 
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Personnel losses for Onega Flotilla 
Total for 690 days 

- .. .. 
Types of losses Office", Petty Sailor8J Total 

officers, soldie", .. _--.. -
sergeants 

Killed and died Number 8 13 51 72 

in stages of % of 1o~'SCS 88.89 5652 80.95 75.79 

medical . --
evacuation 

Missing in Number I I 3 5 
action, taken % oflosscs II.lI 4.35 4.76 5.26 

prisoner 
Irrecov-
erable Noncombat Number .9 . - 9 18 

losses losses % of 10sses 39.13 14.29 18.95 
--

Total of Number 9 23 63 95 
irrecoverable 

losses of losses 100 100 100 100 

% ofnumbcr of All loss,", 5.63 7.93 9.84 8.72 
rc",onnel 

Average 0.25 0.35 0 .44 0.39 

monthly 

. !"'-;---' -
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Killed and died 
in stages of 

medical 

evacuation 

Missing in 
action, taken 

prisoner 
Irrecov-

erable Noncombat 

losses l\>Sses 

Total of 

irrecoverable 
losses 

Wounded, 
injured and 

burned 

Sicknc~,. 

injury and Sick 

. wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation Frosr bitten 

to hospital) 

Total of sick. 
injury and 

wounded losses 

Total of losses 
--.--- -

Personnel losses for the Pina Flotilla 
Total for 99 days 

Types of losses Officers Petty 

officers, 
:.ergcants 

Number 33 12 
% of losses 11.79 11.65 

Number 221 44 
% of losses 78.93 42.72 

Number 2 
%oflos~ 0.71 

--

Number 256 56 

of losses 91.43 54.37 

% of number of All losses 80 11.20 
personnel 

Average . 25 350 
monthly 

Number 24 47 
% of losses 8.57 45.63 

Number 
% oflosscs 

Numbcc 
% of losses 

Number 24 47 

ofl"""cs 8.57 45.63 

, . 

ofnumber of Alllosscs 7.50 9.40 

% personnel 
Average 2.34 2_94 
monthly 

Number 280 103 

of losses 100 10(1 
% 

of number of All losses 87.50 20.60 
pcrsonnc1 

Average 27.34 6.44 
monthly 
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- -

Sailor.;. Total 

soldie,," -

- 37. 82 
11.42· 11.60 

- .-

165 430 

50.93 60.82 

2 
0.28 

, 
202 514 

6235 72.70 

13.29 21.97 

4.15 6.86 

122 193 
37.65 27.30 

122 193 

37.65 27.30 

8.OJ 8.25 

251 2.58 

324 707 

JOO 100 

-2132 30.22 

6 .66 9.44 
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Irrecov-
erable 
lossC'S 

Sicknc.s...<.;, 
injury and 
wounded 

losses (with 
evacuation 
[0 hospital) 

Personnel losses for centrally subordinated Navy units 
Total for 1941-1942 -

Typesof 1000cs Officcrs Petty 
officers, 

sergeants 

lUlled and died Number 400 102 
in stages of % oflos.:;c.s 62.99 24.40 

medical 
evacuation 

Missing in Number 162 65 
action, taken %of1=s 2551 15.55 

prisoner 

Noncombat Number 36 142 
losses %oflosscs 5.67 33.97 - --

Total of Number 598 309 
irrecoverable 

losses of 10Sl0"CS 94.17 73.92 

% of number of AI! losses 
personnel 

Average 
monthly 

Wounded, Number 37 109 
injured and % oflosscs 5.83 26.08 

burned 

Sick Number 
% of losses 

Frost bitten Number 
% oflosscs 

Total of sick, Number 37 109 
injury and 

wounded losses of losses 5.83 26.08 

-.. 
ofnwnbcr of AI! losses 

% personnel 
Average 
monthly 

Number 635 418 

Total oflosses of losses 100 100 -':::----- % 
of number of Alllosscs 

personnel 
Average 
monthly 
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---
Sailors, Total 
soldiers 

- - .. --

658- 1160 
33.43 38.40 

. --

474 701 
24.09 23.20 

412 590 
20.94 19.53 

-1544 2451 

78.46 81.13 

-
424 570 

21.54 18.87 

-f 

424 570 

21.54 18.87 

1968 3021 

100 100 

-- , . 

~ -" - .. i . 
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Table 79 
Personnel losses of the Red Army by arms of service (for 1943-1945) 

-
. . . 

Name of arm of service Irrecoverable losses 

Killed and died in Noncombat losses Missing in action, ·· · roi.i 

stages of medical (died from diseases, taken prisoner .. 

evacuation as a =ult of -
.eeiden!:!) 

. .. 
Number % of Number % of Number %of Numher % 

losses losses losses 
aflosses ,of size 

.. 
Infantry troops . 2850139 85.95 103329 6R.41l 439313 78.91 3392781 84.23 126.93 

Fonified areas 11866 0.36 1142 0.76 1845 0.33 14853 0.37 18.27 
Cavalry 54546 1.64 2828 1.87 19773 3.52 77147 1.92 61.94 
Armored and mechanized 241236 7.27 8071 5.35 6l!80 10.90 310487 7.71 71.95 · -troops .. 

Supreme Command 76365 2.30 6424 4.26 14123 252 96912 2.41 IU5 
Headquarters Reserve artillery 
Guards mortar units 
Supreme Command 4118 0.12 392 0.26 1117 0.20 5627 0.14 5.88 

Headquarters Reserve air 
defense units 9213 0.28 7750 5.14 1290 0.23 18253 0.45 . 10.89 

Rocket units 
Signal service unirs 2219 0.07 331 0.22 666 0.12 3216 0.08 ' 26.12 

Engineer uni~ 3159 o.fo 1380 0.91 619 0.11 5158 0.1 3 3.35 . 
Military-road units 30222 0.91 5296 3.51 6415 L14 41933 1.04 21.91 

I , 

Truek transport units 2072 0.06 2923 1.94 322 0.06 5317 0.13 . ' 3.55 
Other units and instal1atioDS 398 0.01 576 0.38 51 0.01 1025 0.03 1.07 . 

Air forces 21063 0.64 6008 3.98 3483 0.62 30554 0.75 2.32 
. 

9456 0.29 4438 2.94 10941 1.95 24853 0.63 6.30 

.. . 
Total for period from I Jan 43 3316072 100 150888 100 56l!38 100 4028098 . 100 

through 9 May 45 

!~--
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Table 79 continued 

Siek, .injured and wounded losses (with evacuation to hospital) . Total of losses 

Wounded, injured, Sick, frostbitten Total 
burned .-

Number % of Number %0£ Number -% Number % 
losses losses 

of of size of of size 
losses losses 

9263165 88.84 1946637 80.98 11209802 87 .37 419.39 14602583 86.62 546.32 
27741 0.27 16938 . 0.70 44679 0.35 54.97 59532 0.35 73.24 

131223 1.26 20483 0.85 151706 1.18 121.8J 228853 1.36 183.75 
637857 6.12- 73175 3.04 711032 5.54 164.78 1021519 6.06 236.73 

-. . 
" 

194421 1.86 82113 3.42 276534 2.16 49.83 373446 2.22 66,08 

9134 0.09 5416 0.23 14550 0.11 15.21 201'77 0.12 21.09 

20406 0.20 42780 1.78 63186 0.49 37.71 81439 0.48 48.59 

5479 0.05 2785 0.12 8264 0.06 67.12 11480 0.07 93.24 
6744 0.06 15902 0.66 22646 O.IS 14.70 27S04 0.16 IS.05 

73811 0.71 45830 1.91 119641 0.93 62.51 161574 0.96 84.41 
4454 0.04 38853 1.62 43307 0.34 28.90 48624 0.29 32.44 
714 0.01 6988 0.29 7702 0.06 8.01 8727 0.05 9.08 

46134 0.44 87423 3.64 133373 \.04 10.14 164291 0.97 12.46 

5632 0.05 18526 0.76 24158 0.19 6.12 48993 0.29 12.42 

10427095 100 2403849 100 12830944 100 16859042 100 

Comments: 1. In connection with the lack of sufficient data about the affiliation of losses to the appropriate arms of service for 1941-1942, 
ingormation only forthc period from I January. 1943 through 9 May 1945 is summarized in tbe table. 

2. Losses of rifle and airborne assault troops arc shown together, losses of artillery units which arc part of rifle and tank divisions (brigades) arc shown 
correspondingly in the losses of these arms of service. . 

3. Losses of the national air defense forces arc shown in the line "Ocher units and facilitics", which also inCludes losses ror other units that arc not 
included in the listed arms of :service, including reserve. training. rear service and military educational establishments. 

4. The column "% ohize" givcs the relationship of all of the losses for the period from 1 January 1943 throogh 9 May 1945 to the average monthly 
number of personnel of a specific arm. of service . 

. -~ 
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Losses for arms of service 

The active army in the period of the Great Patriotic War included various'arms of service. 
The most numerous of these were the rifle troops (infantry) who also fonned - th~-basis of the 
Ground Troops. In cooperation with units of the armored and mechanized troops, artillery, and 
others they performed the most important missions and took on the greates~ burden of the war 
both on the offense and on the defense. Their losses were especially great. This is· confinned by 
table 79 in which the summary data about the losses of the arms of service for 28 months of the 
war (1943-1945) are given. 

Just in this period the total losses of the aims of service were 16,859,000 men, including 
4,028,000 ;rrecoverable and 12,831,000 sick, injured and wounded lo~ses . . If these losses are 
taken as 100%, then the share for the rifle troops is 86.6%, 6% for annored troops, 2.2% for the 
artillery of the High Command reserve, 0.29% for the air forces, etc. 

When comparing the total number of losses suffered during these years by each ann of 
service with its average monthly strength in personnel one can conclude that in 28 months the 
following were knocked out of commission: 546.3% in fue rifle troops, 236.7% in the armored 
troops, 183.7% in the cavalry, 93.2% in the flamethrower troops, 84.4% in the engineer, 66% 
in the artillery, etc. 

And if we could add to. each number of losses for every arm of service the losses for 
1941 and 1942, then this percentage relationship (especially for the rifle troops) would be 
significantly greater. 

Irrecoverable losses among the officers 

During an analysis of the officers in the years of the Great Patriotic War the statistical 
documentary information of the Main Directorate for Personnel of the Soviet Ministry of 
Defense;-prepared in 1963 by the authors' collective under the direction of General of the Anny 
A.P. Beloborodov, was used. --

The officers, being the backbone of the army, have suffered perceptible losses in all wars 
in ail armed fight with the enemy during the organizing and waging of combat operations. 

For example, in the first world war the army of Tsarist Russia lost over 72,000 officers 
alone, or 14.6% of the size of the officer corps. They included: 

generals - 208; 
staff officers - 3368; 
junior officers - 30,330; 

/ warrant officers - 37,392; 
military doctors - 1076; 

-, 
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clerks - 485. 

Great responsibility in the fierce fight with the fascist Gennan invaders . lay on the . 
shoulders of all Red Army and Navy officers. Over one million men3

, or 35% of the totaLnumber 
of officers who served in the Armed Forces personnel in the period of the war, were killed, died 
from wounds, were missing in action or taken prisoner. 

By rank these losses are divided as follows: 

generals and admirals - 421; 
colonels - 2502; 
It. colonels - 4887; 
majors:: 19,404; 
captains - 71,738; 
senior lieutenants - 168,229; 
lieutenants - 353,040; 
junior lieutenants - 279,967; 
servicemen without officer rank who occupied officer positions - 122,_905. 

The Red Anny and Navy lost 14 times more officers in the Great Patriotic War than the 
army of tsarist Russia lost in the :flrst world war. 

The irrecoverable losses for officers are divided in the following manner: 

killed, died from wounds and diseases - 631,008 or 61.68%; 
missing in action, taken prisoner - 392,085 or 38.32%. 

According to data from repatriation organs, on 1 January 1950 over 126,000 officers who 
had been captured were repatriated. 

The irrecoverable losses of officers in terms of position and arms of service (services) 
were distributed in the following manner: 

a) by positions: 
Table 80 

Position Died, killed Missing in action, To •• 1 % of total 
taken prisoner number of 10sses 

Command 536,364 284,571 820,935 803 
Political 57,608 42,126 99,734 9.7 
Technical 14,033 21,803 35,386 3.5 
Admini~"trativc 8,746 22,914 31,660 3.1 

Medical 11,971 15,431 27,402 2.7 

Veterinary 1,642 3,798 5,440 
z 

0.5 

Legal 644 1,442 2,086 0.2 

Including about 123,000 servicemen who occupied officer positions but who did not have 
officer ranks. 
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II Total .......... , ........ . 631,008 392,085 1,023,093 100 II 
The data that is presented graphically confinns that the greatest number ofiosses in the 

war were in the command and political positions (90%), 

- ' ,::' 

,e;. ' ,_ 

The losses of officers from other positions, although they do comprise a an insignificant -
percentage in comparison to the command and political positions (only 10%) also were great For 
comparison, we will point out that in the first world war the irrecoverable losses in the service 
positions (doctors and military clerks) numbered only 2.1 % of the total number of officers killed. 
From this it follows that with more improved combat equipment, the presence of aviation and" 
the high maneuverability of the forces not only formations and units that operated on the battle 
fields, but ~lso army and front rear areas suffered significant losses and were subjected to attack. 

b) by branches and arms of service (services) 
Table 81 

Branch, ann of service (service) Died, killed Missing in action, Total % of total number of 
taken prisoner losses 

Ground t.roops 607,217 366,043 973,620 . 95.13 
Including command personnel: 

infantry 389,467 180,327 569,794 58.54 

artillery 56,610 37,576 94,186 9.68 
annorcd and mechanized troops 35,166 11,939 47,105 4.84 
engineer troops 10,260 8,047 18,307 1.88 
communications 11 ,172 13,167 24,339 2.50 

cavalry 6,757 5,836 12,593 . 1.29 

other arms of service and 4,401 6,385 10,786 1.11 

services 
Air forces 18,420 20,684 39,104 3.82 

Including command personnel 17,170 18,753 35,923 91.87 

Navy 5,371 5,358 10,729 l.05 

fncluding command personnel 3,413 3,431 6,844 63.79 

Total .. . .. , ....... .. ... .. .. 631 ,008 392,085 1,023,093 

From the table it is clear that the greatest losses were suffered by the Ground Troops -
95.13%; for the Air Forces they numbered 3.82%, and for the Navy they numbered 1.05% of the 
total number of losses among officers . 

. ;-.:-- -

According to statistical data of the Main Directorate for Personnel, the greatest number 
of irrecoverable losses among officer personnel of the army and navy were suffered in the first 
years of the war. For 1941-1942 they number over 50% of all of the losses among officers for 
the war. 

In 1942 the active army and fleets lost 161,857 officers killed, 124,488 missing inaction, 
including 125,000 platoon commanders, about 16,000 company, battery, or squadron 
commanders, and about 5500 battalion or division commanders. The greatest. losses were in the 
rifle units. In the command personnel of the infantry they comprised 50% of the total losses of 
officers. The losses were great in the command cadres. It is enough to say that ill 1942 11 corps 
commanders, 76 division commanders and 16 brigade commanders ~ed. 
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The Air Force had great losses in air crews. During 19426178 pilots, which. comprised 
about 24% of the number of combat crews of the active air forces, died. . 

In the Navy the main losses were suffered by the infantry which took part in the heroic 
defense of Sevastapol and Novorossiysk, and in combat operations in other coastal areas. 

Together with the irrecoverable losses, the loss of the officers in c0lU1ection w!!h wounds 
and diseases was significant. 

Over the course of a year about 30'0',0'0'0' men were sent from the troops tei hospitals for 
these reasons. 

Thus, tile total losses for the officers in 1942 was over 550',000 men. 

In 1943 the army and navy lost 173,584 killed and 43,423 missing in action, for a total ·· 
of 217,00'0' officers. Also, over 400,000 officers left the active army in c0lU1ection with wounds 
and disease. 

As in past years, the main losses were suffered by the ground troops. Their irrecoverable 
losses numbered over 200,0'00' officers. 

The persistent nature of the battles for supremacy in the air, especially in the period of 
the offensive by our troops around Stalingrad and in the battle at Kursk, and also in air battles 
in the Kuban' in April-May 1943 was the reason for the exceedingly high losses in Air Force air 
crews; In 1943 these losses were the greatest in comparison with all other years of the war. They 
numbered 8255 men,that is, 39.2% of the size of the combat crews of the active army. 

The losses in command personnel for the Navy reached almost 20'00' officers. 

In 1944 a marked reduction of the number of combat losses for officers was observed, 
which was a natural result of the growth of the degree to which the army was equipped 
technically and of the increase of the combat skill as well as organizational capabilities of the 
command personnel. However, even then the losses continued to be high. -In the course of a year 
our army and navy lost 169,553 officers killed and 36,704 missing in action. The total losses 
taking into account ~he wounded and sick numbered over 50'0,000 officers. 

In 1945 the army and navy lost over 80,0'0'0' officers killed and missing. 

The combat losses of the army and navy in command personnel in terms of the main 
duties are characterized in the following way. 

Table 82 

Name of positions l Died, killed l Mi""ing in action J Total 

For the Ground Troops 
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Name of positi~n8' Died, killed Mi~i~g in acri~n 

Front commanders 4 -
_Fronc chiefs of .blff 3 -
Army commanders 19 -
Army chiefs of staff 9 2 

Corps commandc~ 42 6 

_ Corps chiefs of staff 12 -
Division (brigade) conunandcrs 400 163 

Division (brigade) chiefs of staff 345 221 

Sedion heads of division headquarters 160 153 

Regiment commander.:;: 2,545 1,114 

Regiment chiefs of staff 1,372 775 

Battalion (artillery battalion) commanders 14,547 6,366 

Company (battery, squadron) eommandc", 90,210 34,554 

Platoon commandc~ 296,744 137,776 
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Name of positions Died, killed Missing in action I Total 11 
- II For the Air Force • • P -

Air corps, air division conunandcrs and deputy commanders, air %4 294 758 
-- - . . . " 

regiment commande", and dcputy commanders 
Air squadron commanders and deputy commanders 1,9% 2,110 4,056 

Detachment and flight commanders 2,792 2,587 - 5,379 

Ship commandcrs, fliers, pilots 7,855 10,609 18,464 

Chiefs of air-gunner service 154 181 . m 
Air regiment, air division navigators 51 118 169 

Air squadron navigators, deputy commanders fOr political affairs 258 320 578 

Air flight navig'dtors 
Chiefs of signal service for air-gunner service and air squadrons 729 878 1,607 

Pilot-obscrvers, bombardier-gunnerS - 44 74 118 
Air corps, division and regiment chiefs of staff and deputy chiefs of 

staff 1,715 2,659- 4,374 

Air corps, division ~d regiment chiefs of operations and chief., of 58 17 7S 

intelligence sections . --
"-

Air caqls, division. regiment chiefs of signal service and chemical 60 17 77 

service 
Adjutants 73 57 130 

32 14 % 

For the Navy 

.-
Squadron and. brigade commanders 2 · 2 

Ship commanders of 1st rank and assistants 2 · 2 
Ship commanders of 2nd and 3rd ranks and submarine commanders 364 49 413 

Ship commanders of 4th rank 
Ship detachment and clement corrunanders 283 59 342 

Ship ruvision commanders 98 14 112 

Surface ship navigators 45 8 S3 

Submarine navigators 111 29 140 

Ship gunners 124 9 133 
Surface ship mincmcn 112 30 142 

Submarine minemen 65 18 83 

Fleet signalmen 107 9 116 

Submarine mechanics 57 28 85 

Surface ship mechanics 117 4 121 

Operator officers 172 39 211 

Fleet .taff officers 8 6 14 

MariDe Slaff officcrs 20 3 23 

Marine brigade commanders 27 37 64 

Battalion commanders 3 · 3 

Coastal defense battery commanders and their .. si.tants 30 29 59 

Marine platoon commanders 45 78 123 

Marine compa~~~andcrs and as:.istant marine company 569 1,292 - 1,861 

commanders 150 233 - .- 383 

Analyzing this data, one can conclude that of the number of officers killed and missing 
in action a large percentage is to the command personnel of the active armies and fleet, corps, 
division and regiment commanders, the chiefs of staff for units and formations, and, most of all, 
the company and platoon commanders. True to their patriotic and military duty, by their personal 
example they inspired the soldiers on the battlefield and were the first to rise up for an attack. 
They were victorious together with the soldiers, and they died together with the soldiers. The 
nation will always remember the glorious military leaders ofoll army who gaye their lives to 
liberate the Homeland from the fascist enslavers: front commanders Generals of the Army LD. 
Chemyakhovskiy, N.F. Vatutin; and I.R. Apanasenko, General-Colonel M~P. Kirponos; front 
chiefs of staff General-Lieutenant P,I. Bodin, General-Majors G.D. Stel'makh and v.I. Typikov, 
army commanders General-Lieutenants S.D. Akimov, P.P. Korzun, A.M.-Gorodnyanskiy, M.G. 
Yefremov, A.I. Zygin, V.Ya. Kachalov, K.P, Podlas, P.S. Pshennikov, A.K. Smironv, P.M. 
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Filatov, and VA. Khomenko, General-Majors AI. Lizyukov, M.P. Petrov and K.I. Rakutin; 
members of front military councils, division commissars D.A Lestev and Ye.P. Rykov; members 
of army military councils General-Major B.O. Galstyan, I.A GaVrilov, and I.V. Vasil'yev, 
division commissar LP. Sheklanov, and others. 

In total during the war 421 generals and admirals were killed, missing, or died from 
disease or other causes, including 344 general-majors, 7 rear admirals, 59 general-lieutenants, 2 
vice admirals, 4 general-colonels (I.G. Zakharkin, M.P. Kirponos, K.N; 'Leselitlze, and V.I. 
Pestov),4 generals of the army (l.R. Apanasenko, N.F. Vatutin, LD. Cheryakhovskiy, and D.G. 
Pavlov) arid 1 Marshal of the Soviet Union (B.M. Shaposhinkov). 

Under the direction of the officers, the Soviet soldiers during the years of the Great 
Patriotic W-ar displayed mass heroism, drove the aggressor from their native land and together 
with their allies brought freedom to the peoples of Europe. . 

The price of the liberation mission 

The creeping barrage of war for almost a year and a half rolled to the east, burning 
villages and destroying cities in its path. Its first victims were people in army coats. They 
shielded the country. Suffering losses, the Soviet soldiers in fierce battles ground up the fascist 
divisions that had striven for the riches of Ukraine, Belorussia, the Baltic republics, the central 
regions of Russia and the Caucasus. Acquiring experience in combat operations and receiving the 
powerful support of the rear, the Red Army more and more often beat the enemy, inflicting on 
him ever more strongly felt losses. It beat the enemy in order to turn this creeping barrage to the 
west, to free the people from the fascist invasion. 

So, in the battle of Moscow (September 1941 - January 1942) Hitler's plan for a 
"lightning war" was thwarted by the Soviet troops who pushed the enemy far from the walls of 
the capital and destroyed the myth about the invincibility of the German army. The German
fascist invaders collided then, in spite of our temporary failures, with the . unprecedented 
resistanc.e-% the Red AnDy and the great strength of the spirit of the defenders of our native 
land. Those who fought on the front and those who worked day and night in- the rear believed 
in what they were doing, in victory. 

In speeches by the leaders of the Soviet state, and in many international documents signed 
by them; the missions -of defeating Naziism and of liberating the pe.oples of Europe and Asia 
from fascist-militaristic invaders, as well as .of assisting these peoples in restoring state 
independence were formed jointly. 

Attentively, with hope, the peoples of the occupied countries foliowe-a the events on the 
Soviet-German front. They saw their savior in the Red Army and therefore they wished it 
success, strengthening the resistance . to the German-fascist troops. With the start .of the Great 
Patriotic War the s.oci.oP.olitical nature .of the second world war changed as well. The anti-Hitler 
coalition of the pe.oples from countries that f.ought against Germany was gradually formed. The 
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leaders of England and the United States highly valued the role of our country in the common 
fight against fascism. In a personal message to J. Stalin_in July 1941, W. Churchill said, "We aU 
here are very glad that the Russian annies are offering such strong, brave and' courageous " 
resistance to the completely unprovoked and heartless invasion by the Nazis. The bravery and 
stubbornness of the Soviet soldiers and people arouses universal admiration ... ,,4" " " 

In the spring of 1942, when the Soviet troops were waging fierce battles 0]1 a broad front, 
an encouraging telegram came from the other side of the ocean. In the name" of the -American 
people, President of the United States Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote, "The resolve of your annies 
and people to defeat Hitlerism inspires the free nations of the entire world"s. Messages like these 
came to Moscow from various corners of the globe. In many countries they well knew that the 
Red Army, suffering great losses, was waging a fight not only for their own land, but also to 
save the freedom loving peoples of the world. Therefore, it can be stated that the liberation 
mission of the Soviet soldiers did not start With the crossing of the western border by them and 
the moving into the territory of Romania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. It started with 
the first border battles and lasted the entire 1418 days of the war. The Red Army came to the 
day of victory via great tests, difficulties and sacrifices of defensive and offensive battles. 

In the spring of 1944 it started the direct liberation of the European nations from . the 
German-fascist occupation. Romania was the first on its liberation path. On the night of 28 
March 1944 our troops made a forced crossing of the Prot River on the border. 

Soviet troops inflicted a crushing defeat on the enemy at Iasi and Kishinev. This helped 
bring about the armed rebellion in Rumanian its departure from the fascist block. The troops of 
the 2nd Ukrainian Front together with Rumanian units which had arisen on the side of the people 
by the end of October had completely liberated Rumania. The irrecoverable losses among our 
troops in the Iasi-Kishinev operation numbered 13,197, the sick, injured and wounded losses 
numbered 53,933, and the total losses of soldiers and officers were 67,130. 

The Bulgarians met the liberating army in September 1944 with bread, salt and flowers • . 
Here power moved to the patriots - members of the Fatherland Front. Bulgaria declared war on 
Germany. 

There were heavy battles for the liberation of Hungary. The Debrecen offensive operation 
was conducted from 8 through 28 October 1944. Then the Budapest operation started, and as a 
result of it the troops of the 2nd Ukrainian Front which had attacked Budapest from the east and 
northeast, and of the 3rd Ukrainian Front, which attacked from · the south, completed the 
encirclement of an 188,000 man enemy grouping. After the Balaton defensive operation Soviet 

Correspondence by the Chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers with the Presidents of 
the United States and the Prime Ministers of Great Britain during the Great l'atriotic War of 
1941-1945. (Perepiska Predsedatelya Sovet Ministrov SSSR s prezidentarni SShA i prem'yer
ministrami Velikobritanii vo vremya Velikoj Otechestvennoy voyny 1941-1945 gg). Moscow, 
1976. Vol. 1. P. 17. 

Ibid. Vol. 2. P. 17. 
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soldiers together with Bulgarian and Yugoslav annies on 4 April completed the liberation ,of 
Hungruy. " ' 

Great efforts and sacrifices were demanded to drive the fascists from Pol~hhmitorY: ',' The 
Hberation of this country started in the second half of 1944, during the Belorussi~ri.6peration. It ' 
was conducted from 23 June through i9 Augustfor the purpose of destroying thy German-fascist 
army group "Center" and the complete liberation of Belorussia. Our troops ~ere ,oppo~ed by' 63 
divisions and 3 brigades with a size of 1.2 million men. They blocked the' road to Wars.aw . • 

As a result of fierce battles the German army group "Center" was defeated and its main .. 
forces were surrounded and destroyed.In the second stage of the operation (from 5 July :thro,ugh 
29 August 1944) the destruction of the encircled enemy grouping was completed and a significant 
loss was iH:flicted on the newly formed formations that were transferred here. " 

Soviet soldiers moved into Polish territory. Here it was necessary to overcome stubborn 
resistance by the enemy which relied on a powerful defensive system. As a result of the Vistula
Oder operation the Red Army with the participation of the Polish Forces liberated the western 
and southern regions of Poland and moved to the territory of fascist Germany. TwentY-five 
enemy divisions were routed and 35 were completely destroyed. 

The losses of the liberating Soviet soldiers were great as well. Their irrecoverable losses 
in the operation numbered 43,251 men, and the sick, injured and wounded losses numbered 
149,874 men. The total was 193,125 men. 

Soviet soldiers extended a helping hand to the fraternal people of Czechoslovakia and 
helped the Yugoslav army to defeat the German-fascist occupiers. The feats of the Soviet soldiers 
are remembered in Austria, Norway and Denmark. 

In order to speed up the completion of the second world war and to help the peoples of 
China, Korea and other Asian countries to liberate themselves from Japanese doininance,the 
Soviet Union, true to its oath to its allied, entered the war with Japan. This decision was met with 
delight by the peoples of China, Indonesia, Korea and other countries. The wave of excitement 
even re~e_d the United States. 

The Manchurian strategic offensive operation (9 August - 2 September 1945) was carried 
out by soldiers of the Transbaykal, 1st, and 2nd Far Eastern Fronts, and by forces of the Pacific 
Ocean and Red Banner Amur Flotilla. Formations of the Peoples Revolutionruy Army of the 
Peoples Republic of Mongolia also took part in the operation. The million-man Kwantung Army 
was subjected to simultaneous blows from the air, land and sea. 

The attacking forces in the first six days broke the Japanese resistance in all sectors, 
forced the Amur and Ussuri Rivers, crossed the Lesser and Greater Khingail Ranges and many 
other mountain ranges and desert plains of Inner Mongolia, and moved to the central regions of 
Manchuria. The Kwantung Army was cut off and its path of retreat was blocked. Pacific Ocean 
Fleet soldiers landed at North Korean ports. Airborne landings were made in Harbin, Girin, 
Dalian, Changchun, Shenyang and other cities. 
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The Chinese and Korean peoples greeted the liberating Soviet soldiers with excitement. 
The successful offensive by the Red Army created favorable conditions for the actions by the 
Peoples Liberation Army of China. -

The South Sakhalin offensive (11-25 August) and the Kurile assault landing (igA.ugust-
1 September) operations were conducted at the same time. As a result the earlier- seized southern 
part of Salduilin Island and the Kurile Islands which had served Japan for a long time in the 
conducting an anti.:..Soviet policy· were liberated. -

Territory with an area of over 1.3 million square meters and a population of over 40 
million people was liberated. Favorable opportunities arose for the uprising of the national 
liberation fight by the peoples of many countries of Eastern and Southeastern Asia. 
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Table 83 
., ',. ' , 

Irrceovrcablc lo,,"cs Sick, injured and wounded losses Total of losses r." . ,. 
; 

State' 
, . 

Total Including those Total Including the Number % 
killed or who wounded, injured ~ . ... . , 

died from and bumed 
wounds and -
diseases . , . 

Poland 600,212 541,029 1,416,032 1,415,329 2,016,244 . 
. .' 51.83 

Czecho.!ilovakia 139,918 122,392 411,514 346,044 551,432 14.18 

Hungary 140,004 112,625 344,296 290,136 .484,300 12.45 

Germany 101,961 92,316 262,861 241,522 364,822 9.38 

Rumania 68,993 59,499 217,349 150,311 286,342 7.36 . 

Austria 26,006 23,128 68,179 60,143 94,185 2.42 ... 
Yugoslavia 7,995 6,307 21 ,589 14,617 29,584 0.76 .. 
Norway 3,436 2,887 14,726 4,750 IS,I62 0.47 

Bulgaria - 977 154 11,773 51 4 ' 12,750 0.33 

China 9,272 6,729 20,630 15,885 29,902' 0.77 
South Korea 691 528 1,272 1,154 1,963· 0.05 

Total . .. . , 1,099,465 967,594' 2,790,221 2;270,405 3,889,686 . IQO '. 
...... . 

While carrying outthe liberation mission in the West atidEast in 1944-1945, the Soviet 
Anned Forces conducted a number of major operations. Among them are the Belorussian, Iasi
Kishinev, L'vov-Sandomir, Budapest, Vienna, Belgrade, Vistula-Oder, Berlin,Prague and 
Manchuria operations; Elyven front strategic fOImations, 4 fleets, 50 combined arinsannies, 6 
tanle armies, 13 air aimies and 3 flotillas took part in them. About 7 million Soviet servic~Inen 
for more than a year conducted fierce battles with the enemy. They completely orp~rtial1y 
li1;>erated territory from 13 couiltries of Europe and Asia with a population of over147m.U1ion 
peopleS. " : . 

The final defeat of fascist Gei:many and militaristic Japan, and the liberation' of the 
p.eoples of Europe and A~ia, demanded enormous efforts and sacrifices from the Soviet Anned 
Forces ~ Data about them are presented in tab1683. . 

It is clear from the table that all together about a million Soviet soldiers rest in peaCe in 
the countries of EUrope ~nd Asia that were completely or partially liberated by the RedAiinY. 

. : " '" 
~. 'C 

'flWSoviet people paid an expensive' price for the liberation of a numhe~ of coriniries'of 
Europe and Asia from German fascism and Japanese militarism. All of our losses, irrecoverable, 
sick, injured~nd wound~, in this liberation period numbered about four m,illion mell . .. 

.... : : " 

Personnel losses for the Soviet Armed Forces are shown for the territories of the .states using 
postwar boundaries. ' -. 

Including 10,825 men who died from diseases. 

See: The Great PatriotiC War of 1941-1945. (Velikaya Otechestvennaya voyna 1941-1945). 
P. 519. 
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The following table shows how these losses were distributed in terms of the categories 
of servicemen. 

Table 84 .-.' .. . 

Types of losses Offic"", Scrgeants Soldiers Total -
Killed and died from 86,203 205,848 664,718 956;769 

wounds . --

Missing in action, takcn 6,467 17,725 70,392 94,584 
prisoncr 

lrTccovcrablc 
losses Noncombat losses (died in 4,228 9,688 34,196 48,112 

accidcnbl, from dise8SCs, 
etc.) 

Total irrecoverable losses 96,898 233,261 .-- 769,306 
' . 

1,099,465 

Wounded,injured, burned 174,539 459,340 1,636,526 2,270.405 
Sick, injured and and so on 
wounded losses 
(with evacuation Sick 43,696 91,399 383,420 518,515 

. to hospi tal) 
Frostbitten 73 201 1,027 1,301 

Total sick, injUred and 218,308 550,940 2,020,973 - . 2,790,221 
wounded 10= 

Total los>-cs 315,206 784,201 2,790,279 3,889,686 

The Soviet people and their army viewed the defense of the Fatherland and the defeat of 
the Gennan-fascist forces as being directly connected with the liberation of the countries that 
were enslaved by Nazi Germany, Soviet Armed Forces performed their liberation mission in 
Europe and Asia with honor. 

In this period the high combat and moral qualities of the liberating soldier were displayed 
with special strength. Ready for self-sacrifice, he bravely fought the' enemy and risked his life 
for the sake of preserving ancient cities and centers of world culture. He had a humanitarian 
regard for the people of the country from which the aggression and bloody war was directed at 
us, and he was concerned about the women, children and elderly who were saved. In the ruins 
of despoti&'9L ~e helped to set up a new life. He shared bread with the German population - in 
Berlin alone 3.5 million people were given food. 

Much work was done in the liberated countries in the post-war years to preserve the 
memory about Soviet soldiers who brought a rescue from fascism. However, events and facts of 
recent times talk, unfortunately, about the fact that for some people in a number of countries this 
memory has turned out to be short. Attempts to consign to oblivion the liberation feats of the 
Soviet soldiers and the relics connected with it, the manifestations of vandalism in regards to 
monuments to the liberating soldierS and their tombs which are located outside the Fatherland 
are received with pain, bitterness and disbelief. 

About the losses of other formations -
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Together with the personnel of the army and navy, the home guard, partisans and 
underground actively participated in the armed fight against the German-fascist invaders. 
However, information about the losses of the .home. guard formations exists only for ' those 
formations and units which were part the active fronts and armies. Because of the lack of 
necessary documents in the military archives it seems impossible to determine the10sses for other 
formations. 

One must keep in mind that the forming of the home guard formations was done under 
the direction of local paity and suviet organs. They included volunteers who were not subject to 
the. first draft upon mobilization. The divjsions and regiments of the home guard played a · 
significant role in the defense of Moscow, Leningrad, Smolensk, Tula, Stalingrad and other cities. 
They suffered losses, great losses, since they were inadequately armed and poorly trained for 
combat o~rations. 

All together over 4 million people around the country announced a desire to join the home 
guard. FOIIDations, units and subunits of the home guard were foimed from those selected for 
training. But it was not possible everywhere to complete the forming of them. About 2 million 
people entered the active army through the home guard. Formations of volunteers were armed, 
replenished according to the strength levels of regular units, and included in the composition of 
the Red ·Army. All t()gether 40 home guard divisions were added to the active army, and 26 of 
them went through the entire war. 

Partisans and the underground operated actively on the territory temporarily seized by the 
enemy. Among those who waged an armed fight in the enemy's rear, a significant part consisted 
of servicemen who had escaped from encirclement and captivity. 

At the end of 1941 over 2000 partisan detachments (over 90,000 people) were located on 
ocCupied territory. All together in the war years there were over 6000 partisan detachments in 
the enemy's rear in which over 1 million men, including 10,000 officers of the Red Army fought 
(they had gotten out of encirclement and escaped from captivity). .. 

The general strategic leadership of the partisan· fight was done by the Headquarters of the . 
Suprem~J;::ommand On 30 May 1942 a Central Staff for the Partisan Movement was created. 
It existed until 13 January 1944, after which leadership of the partisan detachments lay with the 
Central Committees of the soviet republics and the oblast party committees. While working on 
this book~ the authors studied short reports from several oblast committees about the partisan 
fight and reports from the Central Staff of the Partisan Movement which served as the source for 
determining the size and losses of the partisans in the war years. But this is clearly inadequate 
for a full picture of the losses. 

For example; take a report from the Orel oblast. By 1 July 1942 9693 men were waging 
an armed fight against the occupier on the territory of the oblast. By 15 Apri11943 this number 
had grown to 14,142 mert. In the period from 2 May through 6 July 1943 the German forces 
conducted a punitive expedition against the Orel partisans, · as a result of which 841 men were 
killed, 128 were drowned, 697 were wounded, 2450 partisans were missing in action (the . 
majority of them then on their own left for a Soviet troop location) and 30 were captured . 
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According to incomplete data which came from · the Chernigov, Stalin (Donets), 
Kirovograd, Nikolayevsk, Poltava, Odessa, Dnepropetrovsk, and Orel oblasts, the Krasnodarsk 
kray, the Kalmyk ASSR, and the Karelian-Finn SSR, 6528 men were killed, wounded,. missing . 
in action or taken prisoner. 

It is known that over 127,000 men were awarded the medal "Partisan of the Patriotic 
War" 1st and 2nd degree, and over 184,000 were awarded orders and m.edals of the Soviet 
Union. 

In our work did we also did not take into account the losses of other active participants 
of the war - sailors of the commercial fleet and river transport workers. The crews of many ships 
participated in assault landing operations and carried cargoes for the. fronts in conditions of 
constant action-by enemy airforces as well as submarines ap.d surface ships. 

A great burden also lay on the rail and truck transport workers and the special formations 
of them. They delivered replacements to the front, they evacuated the equipment of enterprises 
and the wounded, and they rebuilt destroyed roads at an intense rhythm Railroad stock and truck 
columns often fell under bombing by Nazi air forces. In these conditions the losses were real. 

They say that war does not have a feminine face. · But when a mortal tlrreat hung over the 
country, women rose up together with the men. At the front they were pilots, doctors, medical 
orderlies, anti-aircraft gunners, snipers, communications personnel, laundry workers, and weather 
forecasters; In all, 490,235 women were drafted into the army and navy. Many of them did not 
return from the war. 

In the period during which this book was being prepared for publication much work was 
done in the oblasts, krays and republics of the country to find and to determine by name all those 
who died in the years of -the Great Patriotic War, including the hom.e guard, partisans, 
underground. specialists in ocean, river, rail and truck transport, health care workers, and 
communications personnel who served in special formations of.various departments. The noble 
goal was to name all of those who, like the soldiers at the front, when carrying out their service 
and patriotic duty gave their lives in the name of saving the Homeland. 

Theh--;ames will be published in the Memory books that are being prepared. 

On the basis of the learning of the names of all who· died and were missing in action in 
the Great Patriotic War it seems possible clarify the total number of the persOImel losses of the 
Soviet Union as well. 

The number of victims of the country and its Armed Forces once again testifies about the 
fact that it is our state, our army that carried the main burden of the fight against fascist Germany 
and Japan in the years of the second world war. 

Really, the price of victory is great. But this is a necessary payment for the dearest thing -
freedom and independence of our beloved Homeland, the rescuing oJ :many nations from 
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enslavement, for the complete destruction of fascism and militarism, and for the establishing of 
a long peace on Earth. 

The prisoners and the missing in a~tion 

The problem connected with detennining the number of prisonerS and the missing in 
action occupied a special place in the detennining of the personnel losses for the-Soviet Armed 
Forces in the years of the Great Patriotic War. 

, ,' 

The surprise attack by fascist Germany on the Soviet Union placed; the troops of the 
western border military districts, which were reformed-at the start 6ft!:te war into fronts, in 
serious conditions. The advance deployment of superior forces by the enemy in the main sectors 
and the extremely unfavorable conditions in which the troops of our fronts hand to operate inthe 
first days of the war, as well as the loss of communications and command on the front and army 
levelled to the formation of enormous breaches in the defense andto the encircling ancicuttjng 
off from the main forces of the fronts not only of individual units and formations, but even whole 
armies. Here the rapid advance ofthe enemy tank groupings, their movement to the flanks and 
into the rear of the defending troops, the continuous air attacks, and the diversionista(;t~ons of 
various enemy groups in a number of cases caused confusion of both the cotnpland. and the 
enlisted personnel. Far from everyone was able to endure such tests, theunprece4ented physical 
and mental tension. As a result, large groups of retreating troops, having · exhausted ) lH ' 

possibilities for resistance and deprived of any support, surrendered - some being wounded" 
others beingpsychologicaUy broken, and still others· worn to the limit by hunger, cold and other 
deprivations. 

All of this led to ·the capture by the enemy in the first months of the war of a large 
number of prisoners and increased the number of the , missing in action. , And the loss of, 
communications on the army-front-General Staff level eliminated the opportunity to make regular 
reports about the results of the combat operations or the losses that were suffered. 

J~yery war there have been prisoners and those missing in action. These losses are 
inevitable companions of armed conflicts. For example, in the 40 months of the war from 1914-
1917 the Russian army lost 3,638,271 men captured and missing in action. And there were 
1,961,333 captured enemy soldiers and officers on Russian territory during the same time 9

• 

The intense nature of the Great Patriotic War and the participation of a large amount of 
people and combat equipment in it give us the right to an explanation but not a justification for 
the significant losses suffered in these years. . 

See: Russia in the World War of 1914-1918 (in figures). (Rossiya vmirovoy voyne 1914-
1918 goda (v tsifrakh)). Moscow, 1925. P. 30-41. 
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. Really, the conditions which led a soldier to being captured varied. As a rule, this was 
. preceded by being wounded, physical exhaustion, and the absence of ammunition. Each person 

knew that a voluntary surrender due to cowardice always was recognized as a rilliitary crime. 
However; for the basic mass of Soviet soldiers the word "voluntary" is not applicable. Almost 
everyone who was in fascist captivity experienced a severe psychological blow at !{tragic hour 
which threw them from the ranks of Soviet soldiers into a defenseless mass of prisoners of war. 
Many of them preferred death to agonizing disgrace. 

Unfortunately, for many long years during and after the war this topic, at Stalin's and his 
circle's instructions, was forbidden. We are talking about millions of Soviet soldiers and officers 
who ended up in the fascists' hands. Therefore, before calculating these losses, we will look at 
the tragic fate of the soldiers who became Nazi prisoners. 

Fascist Gennany waged war with the Soviet Union for the complete destruction of it. This 
criminal goal was graphically displayed in the especially severe treatment of Soviet prisoners of 
war by the Nazis. The mass destruction of them was envisioned in the "Barbarossa" plan and in 
other documents. 

Some historians in the West try to ease the crimes of the fascists and draw a false picture 
of the sitpation of Soviet people in captivity. The mass extermination of them is replaced by an 
"extremely · correct" treatment. This is an obvious lie. Soviet people died by the thousands from 
this "correct" treatment (hunger, disease, torture and execution). Numerous camps became 
cemeteries for them. Documents from the Nurenburg judicial process for the main war criminals 
testify about tbis. In particular, it was noted that the Nazi government and the supreme command 
of the German army even before the treacherous attack on the Soviet Union had developed 
special instructions about the extermination of the Soviet prisoners of war - soldiers and officers 
of the Red Army. . 

A study of the preparatory measures for the "Barbarossa" plan shows that the command 
of the Wehrmacht and the Nazi leadership, in essence, worked supemcially on questions · 
conn.ected with the holding of prisoners. All of these plans were designed for a rapid victory, of 
which they had no doubt. What concerns the bigh command of the GeIman ground forces is that 
it without ~ent supported the aim of the political leadership according to which the material 

.. expenditures for holding the prisoners of war was to be reduced to a minirrn~m. -

This · was connected with the existence of a completely different goal - the improvement 
of the supplying of the German population from the merciless exploitation of the resources of 

·the .occupied regions of our country. 

The attitude towards the Soviet prisoners of war was barbaric and differed sharply from 
the conditions in which prisoners from other countries were held. This is manifested, first of all, 
in the fundamental agreemerit by the German military leadership to the uncontrolled killing of 
Soviet prisoners of war by special SSteams (detachments) in the camps that Were located in 
regions of military operations. The so-called "order about the commissars" and a number of other 
orders, in which it talked about the killing of all party and soviet workers, and also Jews and 
"Soviet intellectuals", and all of those who could represent a potential threat to "great Germany" 
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were sent to the troops. Justifying their actions with regards to the prisoners of war, the fascist 
leadership referred to the fact that the Soviet Union had not ratified the Geneva Convention about 
prisoners of war . 

. Only after the collapse of the blitz1crieg strategy and the appearance onheneed for an 
additional work force for Germany's military industry did the attitude towards the prisoners of 
war change somewhat It is this situation that led to the attempt to keep part of the prisoners of 
war alive. However, the measures that were taken did not mean a fundamental change in the 
attitude towards them. As before the death rate in the camps remained high. 

German documents which contain information· about the number of Soviet prisoners of 
war up to the start of 1942 are almost completely filissing. This is .explained by the fact that in 
1941 the report documentation arrived from the eastem ,frolit in an inadequate amolint and with 
attentive examination it turned out to be not very reliable. The order about presenting reliable 
information concerning Soviet prisoners of war was sent to the high command of the ground 
forces onIyon 1 January 1942 when the scale of the capture of Soviet soldiers had significantly 
decreased. 

It is necessary to keep in mind that the responsibility for all of the -questions concerning 
prisoners of war (conditions of camps, maintaining and using prisoners of war) in fascist 
Germany was divided between the supreme high command (OKW) and the high cominand of the 
ground forces (OKH). On territory of the Reich together with adjacent countries and areas these 
questions were the responsibility of the office for prisoner of war affairs of the Wehrmacht 
general staff, and on the territory of occupied parts of the Soviet Union they were the 
responsibility of the military administration department of the chief of rear services for the 
ground forces (the department of the quartermaster-general). 

In the so-called competency zone of the Wehrmacht general staff (OKV) from the very 
start of the war there was no interest in reconstructing statistical data about the number of 
prisoners. The organizational order of the office for prisoner of war · affairs from 16 June 1941 . 
did not put such information in the mandatory categories. This procedure was changed on 2 July 
1941, but it concerned the counting of prisoners only on the territory of the Rei.ch. 

Auhe end of July 1941 in collection points and in transit camps located in the zone of 
responsibility of the ground forces a large number of prisoners had built up for whom there were 
no men or equipment to keep them. In connection with this, order No 1114590 from 25 July 1941 
was . issued from the quartermaster-general for setting free Soviet prisoners of war of a number 
of nationalities (Volga Germans, BaIts, Ukrainians, and then Belorussians). However, by order 
No 3900 of the OKW from 13 November 1941 further action of this order was baIted. All 
together in this period 318,770 men were set free, and_of them, 292,702 were in the OKH zone 
and 26,068 were .in the OKW zone. There were 277,761 Ukrainians in the total number of those 
who were set free. In 1942-1944 mainly people who joined volunteer -security and other 
formations or the police were set free from captivity. Up to 1 May 1944 all together 823,230 
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pnsoners of war were set free, and of them, 535,523 were in theOKH zone and 287,707 were 
in the OKW zone lO

• -

For the purposeof bringing order to the accounting on 30 September 1941 an order was 
given to the conunandants of camps in the East to make cards for registering prisoners. But it 
was emphasized here that this order should be carried out only after the completion of the 
campaign on the eastern front. And that the central information office should rece..iveinfonhation 
only for those prisoners who "after selection" done by the Einzatskommandos 
(Sonderkommandos), ''ultimately remain in the camps or at appropriate jobs". 

It followed from this that the documents of the central information office should not get 
information about prisoners of war who were killed during redeployment and filtration. Probably 
for this reasorrstatistical information about Soviet prisoners of war is completely missing for the 
Reichkomissariats "Ostland" (Baltic area) and ''Ukraina'', where in the fall of 1941 there was a 
significant number of prisoners. 

,----

-. 

Federal Archive of Germany, RH-23/5-155; RH-53-23/65; R-41/168; H-3/729. 
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Table 85 
INFORMATION 

" ':.:. 
about the number of Soviet prisoners of war . located in camps. of th.~- , . <: . 

supreme command ofthe Gennan anned forces (OKW) and used as labor in_ ~~_German .• 
economy in 1942-194511 - . .-

. ' ,'; 

Number of prisoner.;: of war Tolal priSonClS 
Date . onvar 

in OKW camps at jobs in the German economy --
(concentration camps) 

' '. 
On 1 Fcb 1942 1,020,531 147,736 1,168,267 
On 1 Mar 1942 976,458 153,674 1,130,132 
On 1 Apr 1942 643,237 166,881 ~IO,118 --
On 1 Iun 1942 734,544 242,146 9-76,690 -. 
Onl Scp 1942- 1,675,626 375,451 . 2;051,077 · 

On I Oct 1942- 1,118,011 45S,054 ,.,573,065 
On 1 Nov 1942 766,314 487,535 1~253,849 

On 1 Jan 1943 1,045,609 No data " , .-
On I Feb 1943 1,038,512 493,761 1,532,373 
On 1 Jul 1943 647,545 505,975 1,153,520 
On I Au~ 1943 " 807,603 496,106 1,303,709 

On1 Dec 1943 766,314 564,692 1,331,006 
OnJ Mar 1944 861,052 594,279 1,455;33i 

On 1 May 1944 877,980 618,528 1 ;496;50~ 

On.! Iun 1944 875,733 618,528 -- 1,494,261: 

On 1 Aug 1944 889,309 631,559 1,520,868 

On 1 Scp 1944 905,864 765,444 1,671,308 . . 

On 1 Oct 1944 911,990 No data . 
On 1 Nov 1944 929,100 No data -.. 

On 1 Ian 1945 930,287 750,000 1,680,287 
On 25 Apr . 1.945 - . 800,000 

Reports from the affice far prisaner of war affairs af the OKW to' the ~nt~atianal _Red 
Crass Committee encompassed only the system of camps subardinate to' the OKW.)nfal"Ii\ation 
abaut the Soviet prisaners of war started to' appear ouly in February 1942, t4at is~ aftei :the 
decisiO.u was made abO.utthe use of them as a wark force in the German war indlistty(see tably 
85), . . . 

On 7 July 1943 a meeting was held in Hitler's high command headqu~en,:; on the ,. 
questian of using the wark force in the mining industry. In directive No 02358/43 from 8 July 
1943 sigp~ by Rimmler it was indicated that, "The Fuhrer on 7 July ordered th~t tp:e,mining of 
caal be lncreased immediately in order to canduct an extensive pragram for prodllcll1g iron, anct 
steel and that for thisthe demand for the work farce be cavered frail} the prisaners ofwar .. ~ 

. . -! . . 

According to' Gemlan accounting data stared in the federal and military archives of Genriany 
and the Central Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation (me 500, cat. 12450, d~86). and 
also according to' materials of military histarical warks published in FRG. -~ 

In the period from February 1942 through August 1943 the prisoners af war .held .in 
receiving-transit camps and stations located in . the resp0f.1Sibility zan,e of the Gennan grpund 
forces command (OKH) are nat counted in these materials. From the fall of 1943 they were 
moved to subordination to the German supreme high command (OKW). : ; , 
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Prisoners - men ages from 16 to 55, taken in the fight against bands in the zone of 
military operations, . the rear of the army, eastern cOII1I!1issariats, the governor-genenilship, and 
in the Balkans are considered to be prisoners of war. This refers to men in the newly-captured 
areas of the East as well. They should be sent to a prisoner of waf camp, and from there ~o work 
in Germany ... ,,13. .. - . 

It should be kept in mind that there was a large number of peaceful Sovie! citizens in the 
prisoner of war camps who were not servicemen and were seized by the Germans uf violation 
of the Hague and Geneva Conventions. This, for example, is confttmed in testimony given on 
28 December 1945 by the former head of the office of prisoner of war affairs of the Danzig 
military district, Ostereich Kurt. In particular, he writes, that in the camps subordinate to hun in 
Ukraine simultaneous with the prisoners of war in separate barracks up to 20,000 Soviet citizens 
taken as hostages from a number of regions that were engulfed in the partisan movement were 
held under arrestl 4.Still more hostages were held in prisoner of war call1.:p_s on Belorussian 
territory and in the Baltics. 

Consequently, in order to recreate the actual number of Soviet servicemen who were held 
prisoner a careful analysis of the German documentary sources is needed. This would make it 
possible to get close to the truth. Meanwhile, in many ,publications here and abroad contradictory 
and sometimes clearly exaggerated data are presented. 

In the foreign press (mainly in Germany) the number of Sovet prisoners of war is given 
in the rage of 5,200,000 to 5,750,000 men, where the main mass of them belongs to the first 
period of the war (June 1941 - November 1942). It can be assumed that with the absence of 
reliable documentary materials they are taking information about prisoners that was receiv~d from 
the staffs of army groups "North", "Center" and "South" in the period of the offensive operations 
in 1941. Thus, in the reports of the German high command it was reported that in the pockets 
around Belostok, Grodno and'Minsk 300,000 prisoners were taken, 103,000 were taken at Uman', 
450,000 were taken at Vitebsk, Orsha, Mogilev and Gomer, 180,000 around Smolensk, 655,000 
in the Kiev 'area, 100,000 around Chemigov, 100,000 in the Mariupol' region, and 663,000 around ' 
Bryansk and Vyaz'ma. All together, in 1941 2,561,000 men were taken prisoner. 

The. fig.ures are ' iInposing, but not quite accurate since the fascist leadership included in 
the number of prisoners all of the workers of party and soviet organs, and also men regardless 
of age who were withdrawing together with the retreating and then encircled troops. 

In total the number of Soviet soldiers taken prisoner sometiInes exceeds the size of the 
armies and fronts that took part in some operation (battle). For example, the German command 
reported that east of Kiev 665,000 Soviet soldiers and officers were taken prisoner. Meanwhile 
the entire size of the South-Western Front at the start of the Kiev defensive operation was 
627,000 men, of which 150,000 were not surrounded. The situation with the report by the 

CSAOR, file 7021, cat. 148, d. 258, p. 420-421. 

See: "Military History Journal" (Voyenno-istoricheskiy zhurnal) No 3, p. 40. 
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German comniand about capturing 100,000 prisoners of war in Sevastapol is analogous. Clearly 
the Nazis counted the entire population of the hero_ city which could not be evacuated. 

In connection with this, it is appropriate to refer to the statement by the Engli~h historian 
D. Fuller who said that it is impossible to believe the German communique about -the victories 
since they often had astronomical figures in theml5

• 

-
What is our data about the number of Soviet prisoners of war in German captivity during 

the years of the war? The basic official source is the reports about losses received from the front 
and army strategic formations, formations, and independent units. They were analyzed in the 
General Staff, clarified and supplemented by materials about uncounted losses. 

As n result of the summarization and analysis of all sources it was _ determined that for the 
years of the war 4,559,000 Soviet servicemen were taken prisoner and missing in action. As was 
revealed during subsequent research, prisoners of war were a significant part of this number. The 
absence of a concise demarcation among between these losses is explained by the fact that in 
conditions of a rapidly changing situation on the front it was exceedingly difficult to establish 
the fact that one was taken prisoner, and, consequently, the number of people captured by the 
enemy. Therefore many of those who were not in the formation after a battle were recorded 
among those missing in action. It is also . necessary to consider the disdainful attitude towards 
being captured that existed then. This sometimes forced commanders and chiefs to reduce the 
number of people who were clearly taken prisoner and to show them in reports as missing in 
action. 

On the basis of the existing documents the total number of Soviet servicemen who were 
missing in action and taken prisoner (4,559,000 men) can be distributed in the following manner . . 

It is reliably known that 1,836,000 men returned from captivity after the end of the war, 
939,700 servicemen among the mnnber of the previously missing in action and former prisoners 
were drafted again in the territory liberated from occupation 16, and 673,000 according to German 
data died in fascist captivity. Thus, there were all together 4,059,000 Soviet servicemen in 
captivity and about 500,000 died in battles, although according to reports from the fronts they 
were listed.as missing in action. 

This information does not coincide, and can not coincide, with the data published in the 
foreign press. The differences are explained mainly by the fact that in the German data, in 
addition to servicemen, they also count captured personnel of special fonnations from various 
civilian departments (communications lines, ocean and river fleets, defense construction, civilian 
aviation, communications, health care and so on) from whom reports were not made to the army 
and navy staffs. For example, the directorates for defense construction urtder the Council of 
Peoples Commissars of the USSR, the NKVD, and Peoples Commissariat .for Defense had a 

See: Fuller D. The Second World War 1939-1945 (Vtoraya mirovaya voyna 1939-1945 gg). 
Moscow. 1956. P. 164. 

CAMD, me 19-1, cat. 1914, d. 7, p. 87-96; file 8-1, cat. 1261, d. 2, p. 50.77. 
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small percentage of servicemen (command personnel), but the main mass, then rather significant, 
consisted of workers. They put up defensive lines and fortified areas, and they built air bases and 
roads. Many of them ended up being surrounded and taken prisoner. General D.M. Karbyshev, 
who was inspecting the progress of the building of fortified areas, ended up among them. The 
partisans and 1ll1derground as well as the personnel from incomplete formations from tlie home 
guard, the local air defense, fighter battalions and the militia were not, servicemen~ 

However all of the listed categories of Soviet Citizens who ended up in teiritory captured 
by the Nazis were counted by the German command as prisoners of war and were sent to camps. 

Also, in the first weeks of the war, when the general mobilization was occurring in the 
country, a large part of the civilians who were drafted by the draft offices of Belorussia, Ukraine 
and the Baltic yepublics were captured by the enemy while ep route, that is, before they became 
soldiers. They did not make it on to the accounting documents of the fronts Tarmies), but they 
ended up captured. According to information from the Mobilization Directonite of the General 
Staff that was worked out in June 1942 the number of people with a military obligation who 
were captured by the enemy was over 500,000 17

• If one counts another 5% of the civilians 
released for various reasons from the draft in the western republics and oblasts who also ended 
up in territory occupied by the enemy and often taken prisoner, then the total number of those 
with a military obligation and the conscripts who were taken prisoner numbers about 1 million 
men. 

The enemy included in the number of prisoners the wounded and sick who were being 
treated in hospitals captured by them and the previously counted in the reports from our forces 
as sick, injured and w01ll1ded losses. 

Consequently, the information being published in the foreign press about the prisoners of 
war can not be fully accepted as the basis for calculating the number of Soviet servicemen who 
ended up as German prisoners. 

At the end of the war in connection with the arrival of Soviet troops onto the territory of 
fascist GeITIlany the Directorate of the Commission of the Council of the Peoples Commissariat 
of the USSR,..lQr Repatriation Affairs was created. It was headed by General-Colonel FJ. Golikov. 
The files ' of this 'directorate have statistical data for 3 October 1945 broken down 
demographically for 1,368,849 Soviet prisoners of war who had returned from captivity. Here are 
some of them. 

In terms of the time of the stay in captivity 

From which Officers Sergeants Soldiers 
year taken 
prisoner 

CAMD, file 15-1, cat. 113, d. 1, p. 116'-126, 228-238. 
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From 1941 52,025 76,359 544,321 672,705 
From 1942 48,796 52,046 348,110 ' .418!952 
From 1943 13,083 18,350 128,082 J5,9,515 
From 1944 5,876 9,449 54,705 "10;{)36 
From 1945 1,344 1,665 14,638 ~' 17,647 

. .. :",. 
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By. nationality: 

. Russian - 657,339, or 48.Q2%; 
Ukrainian - 368,568, or 28.24%; 
Belorussian - 103,053 or 7;j3%; 
Uzbek - 28,228, or .2.06%; 
Cossak 23,143, ·or 1.69%; 
Georgian 23,816, 6r 1.74%; 
Azerbaydzhani 20,850, or 1.52%; 
Lithuanian 2,749, or 0.20%; 
Moldavian - 4,739, or 0.35%; 
Latvian 3,286, or 0.24%; 

_Khirgiz 4,014, or 0.29%; 
Tadzhik 3,948, or 0.29%; 
Annenian 20,067, or 1.47%; 
Turkmen - 3,511, or 0.26%; 
Estonian 2,484, or 0.18%; 
Bashkir - 4,248, or 0.31%; 
Kalmyk - 3,772, or 0.28%; 
Karelian - 1,989, or 0.14%; 
Tatar 30,698, or 2.24%; 
Jewish - 4,457, or 0.32%; 
Other nationalities 35,890, or 2.63%. 

The total count is 1,368,849. 

This data can · be used with a small error factor when describing the total number 
(4,059,000) of Soviet prisoners. 

Unfortunately, we can not with all certainty talk about the fate of those who did not return 
to the Homeland. Further difficult studies continue and their results, possibly, will bring us to the 
truth. 

Weapons and combat equipment: production and losses 

The . fighting capability, the attack and maneuver capabilities of the troops, the diversity 
and effectiveness of the combat operations conducted by them together with the quality of the 
training and the number of personnel are conditioned by the level of the degree to which they 
are equipped technically. Wars at the start of the 20th century which were waged by massive 
armies showed that it is possible to achieve strategic goals only when the army and navy are 
equipped to a high degree with various forms of weapons and combat equipment. 

Already in the course of the first world war new, for that time, types of weapons - tanks, 
airplanes, improved artillery systems and rifles - had come on the scene. This gave the grounds 
for one of the English military theoreticians to state that war seems to depend 99% on the 
weapon a~d the other factors - strategy, leadership, bravery, discipline, supply - can give only 
one percent of the capabilities of warring armies. 
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The idealization of the role of technical equipment in war was pursued in a number of 
works of other military theoreticians. The Italian geJ?eral Due believed, for example, that the daily 
strikes by sob bombers on 50 industrial centers would shatter the front and lead tolmrrender by 
the enemy. The Gennan general Guderian gave a preference to massed tank: strikt?S.Which, in his 
opinion, were able to destroy any defense. The American admiral Mahan back at the start of the 
20th century put forth the idea of the dominance of "sea power" which should play the decisive 
roll in war. 

In the Soviet Union in the 20's-30's the military leaders V. TriandafIllov, M. Tukachevskiy 
and others developed and put into practice a theory of the engagement and operation in depth 
with the use of major groupings of tank forces, air forces and airborne assaults. 

Military doctrines were fonned, armed forces were built and. plans for the mass production 
of weapons and combat equipment were made under the influence of these theories. These 
theories and doctrines did contain a strategic paradox" the higher the degree to which armies are 
equipped in a technical regard, the less capable they fmd themselves, in conditions of the 
corresponding strong and organized opposition by the enemy, to conduct "lightning wars" and 
to spill "little blood" on the fields of battle. 

The process of the technical equipping of armies with new types of weapons and combat 
equipment that appeared in the first world war occurred rapidly in the 1930's. Fascist Gennany, 
having decided to take revenge for its defeat in the first world war and to win ''World 
domination" began an aggressive preparation for a new war. It bet on an anny which would have 
tarik and motorized divisions, a strong air force and infantry equipped with modem rifles and 
powerful artillery. 

And our country was preparing for an anned defense. In this period the defense industry 
was producing tanks: T-26, BT-7M, T-50, and KV; artillery systems: 45 rom. anti-tank guns, 75 
mm guns, 122 nun howitzers, 152 mm howitzer-:-guns, 152 nun howitzers, 152 nun guns, 203 mrn 
guns, 210 mm guns, 280 nun mortars, and 305 mm howitzers; 25 mm anti-aircraft guns, 37 mm 
AA guns, 76 mm AA guns, 85 mm AA guns; 50 mm mortars, 82 nun mortars, 120 nun mortars; 
aircraft: TB-3, Pe-8 (TB-7), Yer-2, DB-3F (11-4), R-Zet, MBR-2, Yak-2 (BB-22), Yak-4, Su-2, 
SB, AR-2--R,.-10, Kor-2, 11-2, I-I5bis, 1-153, 1-153, 1-16, Yak-I, LaGG-3, MiG-3, Po-2 and others. 

The tactical-technical data about the weapons and combat equipment produced in the 
Soviet Union on the eve of the war of 1941-1945 are presented in tables 86,87 and 88. 

Tactical-technical characteristics of the main models of tanks 
produced in the Soviet Union on the .eveof the war 

Table 86 18 

IIL-___ N_am_e _. __ --L_T_-2_6_.l.--_BT_-_7-L._T_-S_O--',_· _T_~3_4---,-~K~v_-,ll 

18 The tactical-technical characteristics presented in tables 86, 87 and 88 are from data of 
the main and central directorates of the Soviet Ministry of Defense. 
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Year of production 1937 1939 1941 1940 . 1939 
. -.' 

Combat weight, tons 10.5 14.6 14 30.9 47.5 
... . .. 

Maximum speed, kmh 30 62 52 55 _ 35 

Range, km 200 600 340 300 . .- 250 

Engine power, hp 97 400 85 500 600 

Height, m 2.33 2.70 1.90 2.40 2.71 

- .-

Width, m 2.46 2.23 2.35 3 3.32 

Armor thickness: 

front, mm 15 20 37 45 75 
-

side, mm 15 13 37 45 75 

Gun caliber, nun 45 45 45 76.2 76.2 

Gun firing range, km 4.8 4.8 4.8 12 12 

Round initial vel., m/s 760 760 760 662 662 

Complement of rounds o· 165 188 150 100 114 

Number of machine guns 3 3 2 2 4 
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Table 87 
Tactical-technical characteristics f9r artillery guns and mortars 

produced in the Soviet Union. on the eve of the war 

Name ·Weight in combat Firing range, km" Weight of Initial velocity of · -"Maximum rate of 

position, kg round, kg round, mi. fire, shots/min 
.-

45 mm ant i-tank gun, 1937 model 560 4.6 1.4 760 20 

76 mm reg. gun, 1927 model -
780 8.5 6.2 387 -- 10-12 

76 mm div gun, 1939 model 
1480 13.3 62 680 15-20 

122 mm howitzer, 1938 model 
2500 11.6 21.7 515 5-6 

122 mm gun, model 1931137 
7120 19.7 25 800 5-6 

152 mm how i tzer; model 1938 - 4150 12.3 .- 40 508 34 -. 
152 mm howitzer-gun, 1937 model 
152 mm gun. 1935 model 7128 17.2 43.5 655 34 

203 mm howitzer, 1931 model 17200 27 49 880 0.5-1 

210 mm guil. 1939 model 17500 18 100 607 0.5-1 

280 mm gun. 1939 model ' 44000 28.6 133 800 0.5 
-

305 mm howitzer, 1939 modci" 17600 14.1 286 356 0.5 

25 nun AA gun. 1940 model 45700 10.4 465 410 0.5 

37 mm AA gun, 1939 model 1060 2.412 0.28 910 250 

·76 mm AA gun, 1938 model 2100 41 0.77 880 180 

85 mm AA gun. 1939 model 4300 14/9.5 6.6 813 20 

·50 mm mortar. 1938 modeJ 4300 15.5110.5 9.2 800 15-20 

82 mm mortar. 1937 model · .•. 10 3 0.9 30 

120 mm mort .... 1938 model 61 3.1 3.4 25 

280 5.7 16 272 12-16 

., 

19 For anti-aircraft guns the numerator is the horizontal firing range and the denominator 

is the range in terms of height. 

20 Production was halted on the eve of the Great Patriotic War_ 
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Name 

Fight.r.! 

1- ISbis 
1-16 
1-153 
Yak-! 

LaGG-3 

Mig-3 

Attack 
airrraft 

11-2 

Bombe ... 

TB-3 
DB-3f 
SB 
Pe-2 

Special 

R·5 (recon) 

Tactical-technical characteristics for airplanes 
produced in the Soviet Union on the eve of the war 

Y car arrived in Engine power, Flight range, Maximum Ceiling, m 

anicnal hp Ian flight .pecd, 
kph 

1935 IX730 770 367 9000 

1934 IX900 625 462 9700 

1938 IX900 690 427 10000 

1941 IX1050 700 572 9600 

- 1941 IXI050 5S6 549 9600 _. 

1940 IXI200 1000 620 12000 

1941 IXI 600 510 412 5500 

1934 4X850 4000 288 7740 

1937 2XIOoo 2700 440 10000 

1935 2XI050 1000 445 9000 

1941 2X1260 1100 540 8800 

1931 IX650 600 230 6150 

- '-.:----
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Table 88 

... 

W capom:y 11 . Bomb load, 
kg 

- --

4X7.62 150 · 
4X7.62 100 
4X7.62 200 

lX20 -
2X7.62 

lX20 200 

lX12.7 
2X7.62 
IX12.7 200 
2X7.62 

2X20 600 

2X7.62 
8 rocket 

projectile. 

8X7.62 4000 
3X7.62 2500 
4X7.62 1500 
4X7.62 1000 

3X7.62 .400 

21 Number of machine guns and cannons and their calibers (in mm)_ 
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Table 89 
Co~bat equipment found in the SoViet Armed Forces and 

possessed by Germany, and also its ~lllies"on 22 June 1941 .(QOOis)- ~ · 

Name 

Tanks of all types 

Guns and mortan> of all calibcn; :!s 

Combat aircraft of all types _ 

Soviet Union 

Active anny 

14.2 " 
(3.&) " 

48.9 
32.9 

9.2 

MD2!and 

Supreme 
Command 

Hcadquart~"' 
Reserve 

8,4 

§.ll 
43.6 

10.8 

Rati" for actiVe .GCnlwIy '-- ' --

-armies 
On Soyict- iii rtiicrVc and 

, 

-GCrTJ)aI1 front -"" -_- otmir theaters of 
;';iiitary 

.. ' ·. 9pcrations 24 

3.3 : I 4.3 2.4 
(I: 1.1) , 

L.L 47.2 - 43.1 
1-: 1.4 

15:1 5 .9 7.8 

The war which had started made new, higher demands on the quality of the weapons and 
combat equipment of the warring sides. A real need was seen to increase the firepower and armor 
protection for tanks and to develop mea~ of combating enemy tanks. It was necessary to raise 
the mobility and fuingcapabilities of the artillery. It was required to improve the quality of the 
combat aircraft, especially the fighters that were intended to cany out the main mission - winning 
supremacy in the air - without which the successful operatjons by the ground forces would t;lot 
be possible. -

The war, as if on a touchstone, checked the correctness of the military technology policy 
that was being followed on the eve of the war. Thus, in the Red Army at the start oUhe war 
there clearly were not enough anti-aircraft and anti-tank weapons. As a result, our troops found 
themselves defenseless during enemy attacks from the air and before his concentrated tank forces. 
In these conditions the main burden of battles and operations lay on the Soviet soldier with a rifle 

22 MD - Internal military districts. 

23 .Of-these. there were 262 tanks, 5200 guns and mortars, and 978 combllt aircraft in the 
armies of Germany's allies (Finland, Hungary, and Rumania). 

24 Including in Italy, Finland, Hungary, and Rumania there were 800 tanks, 24,100 guns 
and mortars, and 3700 combat aircraft. Also, there was a large amount of captured equipment 
(France, Belgium, Poland and other states) in fascist Germany and in the armies of its allies. 

25 The numerator shows the number of Soviet guns and mortars except for 50 mm mortars 
and the ratio for them. The information for the German army is shown without the 50 tnm 
mortars. 

26 Of this number, 29% of the tanks needed a major overhaul, 44% needed medium 
repairs. and 3800 tanks were completely combat ready. 

27 The number of functioning Soviet tanks and the ratio of them is shown in parentheses. 
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and machine gun. And he fought valiantly, displaying courage, resolve and daring, and often self
sacrifice in the name of victory. In critical situations Soviet fliers rammed planes, infantrymen 
threw themselves under tanks with a satchel of grenades or a bottle with a fuel rrllxture~ ··covered 
pillbox embrasures with their chests, and fired at enemy planes with rifles. But even .theheroism 
and bravery of the Soviet soldiers could not overcome the deficit in the quality and quantity of 
weapons and combat equipment. Tanks, planes, and guns which would make. it possible to fight 
successfully against a strong enemy were needed. 

Of the armored equipment produced in the USSR, the T-34 tank had a high quality. It 
proved itself in the course of the entire war, but it needed an increase in firepower. The Soviet 
design thinking and industry had to work extra hard to create and produce new models of fighters 
and bombers a~d to improve the ground attack aviation. 

The artillery systems of practically all calibers and uses underwent modernization and 
improvement. Special attention was given to the production and develop~ent of rocket artillery 
("katyushas") which won world-wide fame. 

In the years df the Great Patriotic War in the Soviet Union the follo~g tanks entered 
the arsenal: T-60, T-70, T-34-85, KV-85, IS-2 and IS-3; self-propelled guns: Su-76, Su-85, Su-
100, Su-122 (ISU-122), and Su-1S2 (ISU-1S2); guns: 45 mm anti-tank gun, 57 mm anti-tank gun, 

· _ . ..;-~.~rii:.~'~~ 
- :::--:. 

;:;. ... - .. - ~ 

-_ . . -. ---," 

76 mm gun (ZIS-3), 76 mm gun (ob-25), 100 mm gun (BS-3), 152 mm howitzer (D-1), and 160 .. ':.i, 
mm mortar; combat aircraft: Tu-2, Il-10, Yak-3, Yak-7, Yak-9, La-S, La-7, and Li-2. 

The production of pre-war modification weapons and combat equipment with improved 
basic performance indicators continued. 

The tactical-technical characteristics of the tanks, guns and mortars, and combat aircraft 
produced in the war years are given in tables 90, 91 and 92. A comparison of the tactical
technical data for the weapons and combat equipment produced before and during the war shows 
the directions and the degree of improvement and modernization of them. 
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Name of characteristic 

Year of production 

Combat weight, tons 

Max.imum speed, kph 

Range, km 

Engine power, bp 

Height, m 

Width, m 

Armor thickness, 
front, mm 
side, rom 

Gun caliber, mm 

Gun range, km 

Initial velocity of round, 
mls 

Complement of rounds 

N umber of machine guns 
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Tactical-technical characteristics for main models of tank and self-propelled 
guns (SAU) produced in the Soviet Union in the war years 

T-60 1-70 T -34-85 KV-85 IS-2 IS-3 Su-76 Su-85 

1941 1942 . 1944 1943 1944 1945 1943 1943 

6.4 10 32 45 46 46.5 10.5 29.6 

42 45 55 42 37 40 45 55 

450 250 300 225 140 190 250 300 

70 2X70 500 600 520 520 2X70 2X70 

1.73 2.04 2.70 3.24 2.73 2.45 2.10 2.10 

2.30 2.42 3 3.32 · 3.07 3.15 2.71 2.71 

35 45 45 75 120 120 35 45 
15 15 45 75 90 90 15 : 45 

20 45 85 85 122 122 76 85 

2 6 13.6 13 .6 13.5 13.5 12.1 13.6 

815 760 782 792 781 781 680 792 

: 

780 90 56 28 28 60 48 

2 3 4 2 

: 313 . U .. ' 
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Table 90 

Su-lOO ISU-122 lSU-
152 

1944 1944 1943 

31.6 45.5 46 

50 35 35 

310 220 220 

500 520 600 
, 

2.24 2.48 2.48 

3 3.07 3.07 

110 90 90 
45 90 90 

100 122 152 

2504 14.3 6.2 
I 

895 781 655 

\ 
34 30 . 20 

: 
-

, I 

I 
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Tactical-technical characteristics for artillery 
guns produced in the Soviet Union in the war years 

Weight in Firing range, Weight of shell, Initial velocity 
Name combat position len kg of round, mlsee , 

45 nun anti-tank gun (M-42) 1942 model 570 4.4 1.4 870 
57 nun anti-tank gun (ZIS-2) 1943 model 1150 8A 3.14 990 -
76 nun gun (ZIS-3) 1942 model 1180 13.2 6.2 680 
76 nun gun (ob-25) 1943 model 600 4.2 6.2 262 
100 mm gun (BS-3) 1944 model 3650 20 15.6 900 
152 nun howitzer (D-I) 1943 model 3600 12.4 40 508 
160 mm mortar 1943 model 1080 5 40 

Tactical-technical characteristics for mam' types of aircraft 
produced in the Soviet Union in the war years 

Name Year arrived Engine power, Flight range, Maximum Ceiling, m 
in arsenal hp km speed, kpb 

Yak-2 1944 1310 , 480 645 1Q,.800 

Yak-7 1942 1260 820 580 10,000 

Yak-9 1943 1260 1330 584 10,000 

La-5 1942 1500 490 650 11,200 

La-7 1944 1850 500 680 11,200 

Il-lO 1944 2000 600 600 6,000 
,. 

Tu-2 1942 2X1550 2000 550 9,500 
2000 

Table 91 

" . TOtal 

30 
IS 

.-
20-25 
10,12 

7 
4 
3 

Table 92 

" 
Weapons, bomb 

load, kg 

1x20 
2x12.7 
lx20 

2x12.7 
lx20 

lxl2,7 
2X20 

200 
2x20 

200 
2x23 

' 2x7.62 
4 rocket 

projectiles . 
400-600 
3x12.7 

1000-3000 

A description of the volumes of production for the main types of weapons and combat 
equipment in the Soviet Union in the war years is given in table 93. 
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Table 93 
Volumes of production for main types of weapons and combat 

. equipment m the Soviet Union 

Name 

Rifles of all tyPes, million unitiR 

Tanks and self-propelled guns of all 
types, tbous. units 

Guns and mortars of all types and 
calibers tbous . units

29 
, 

Planes of all tYPes, thous. units 

Among the, combat aircraft, thous. 

units 

C<lmbat ships, main classes 

1941 1942 
, 

1.76 5.91 

4.7 24.5 

53.6 287 

11 .5 25.4 

8.2 21.7 

35 15 

1943 

5.92 

24.1 

126 

34.9 

29.9 

14 

'-' 
1944 1945; Jan- Total 

Apr 

4.86 1.38 19.83 

29 16 98.3, 

47.3 11.3 525.2 

40.2 - 10.1 122.1 

33.2 8.2 101.2 

4 2 70 

The production volumes for combat equipment and weapons in table 93 shows thatSoV1et 
industry with the start of the war increased production of medium and heavy -tllnks, self
propelled guns, anti-tank artillery, fighter aircraft and attack aircraft at a high rate. This ultimately 
predetermined the conditions for achieving the turning point in the war and the vict6rious 
completion of it. 

The growing production volumes for combat equipment and weapons in the war-years. 
made it possible to supply on a sufficiently high level the demand by the active army, to restore 
the combat capability of the troops quickly, and to replace their losses in the course of 
operations. 

28 MinuS revolvers and pistols. 
. 

29 Does not mclude production of artillery guns for tanks, self-propelled artillery s.ystems, 

aircraft and ships 
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Table 94 
The amount of the basic combat eq).lipment and weapons 

in the Red Anny by years of the waro 
. 

Name Tanks and self- Guns and Combat ·aircraft, 
propeUed guns, mort?rs, (000)31 (000) -
(000) 

. 
On 22 Jun41 Total 22.6 76.5 '10 

In active anny 14.2 32.9 9.2 

On I Jan 42 Total 7.7 48.6 12 
In active anny 2.2 30 5.4 

. . 

On I Jan 43 _Total 20.6 161.6 21.9 
In active anny 8.1 91.4 12.3 

On I Jan 44 Total 24.4 244.4 32.5 
In active anny 5.8 101.4 13.4 

On I Jan 45 Total 35.4 244.4 43.3 
In active anny 8.3 114.6 - . 21.5 

On 9 May 45 Total 35.2 239.6 47.3 
In active anny . 8.1 94.4 22.3 

From table 94 it is clear that by the end of 1941 in our active army in comparison with 
the start of the war there had been a sharp drop in the number of tanks (by almost 6.5 times) and 
combat aircraft (by 1.7 times). This is explained first of all by the great losses in combat 
equipment by Soviet troops and also by the cutback of supplies of it from industry. In the fall 
of 1941 defense enterprises of Ukraine, Belorussia and partially Russia were evacuated to the 
eastern regions of the country'and Central Asia. Only. by the fall of 1942 did a significant growth 
of the delivery of combat equipmeht and weapons to the front start. Also, the amount of it in the . 
active army was significantly smaller than in the Anned Forces on the whole: at the start of the 
war a large part of the weapons was located in strategic formations and formations of the internal 
military districts, in the High Command Headquarters reserve, and also in the Far East, Central 

. Asia and the-'r:ranscaucasus. . 

30 Also counts malfunctioning weapons. 

31 Minus 50 mm mortars 
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LV 
IV 
LV 

! 
I 

Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

1 

Revolvers and pistols, 
min units 
Rifles and carbines, min 

units 
Submaehine guns, min 

,units 
Light machine guns, 

thous units 
Heavy machine guns, 

thous units 
Heavy caliber machine 

guns, thous units . 

AIlIi-tank rifles, thous 
units 
Total, min units 

-

.. 

I 
Number 

on 
6121/41 

2 

1.24 

7.74 

0.10 

170.4 

76.3 

2.2 

-
9.33 

NGIC-HT -0288-95 

Summary table 
of availability, delivery and losses of weapons and equipment 

in thb period of the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945 (by yea~s) 
I 1. Infantry Arms 

1941 I 1942 I 
(22 June - 31 December) 

'Deli- Supply Losses %of Number Deli- Supply Losses % of Number 
vered looses on vered losses on 

to 111142 to 111143 
supply supply 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

0.13 1.37 0.44 32.1 0.93 ' 0.17 1.10 0.39 35.5 0.71 

\.57 9.31 5.55 59.6 3.76 4.04 7.80 2.18 27.9 5.62 

0.10 0.20 0.10 50 0.10 \.56 1.66 0.55 33.1 1.11 

45.3 215.7 ' 134.7 62.4 81 172.8 253.8 76.7 30.2 177.1 

8.4 84.7 54.7 64.6 30 58 88 24.5 27 .8 63.5 

1.4 3.6 1.4 38.9 2.2 7.4 9.6 4.9 . 51 4.7 
: 

17.7 17.7 8.8 49.7 8.9 249 257.9 86.9 33.7 171 

\.87 1 \.20 6.29 56.2 4.91 6.26 11.17 3.31 29.6 7.86 

; 317 ,I ', " 
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1943 

Deli- Supply 
vc:rcd 

\3 14 

0.37 \.08 

3.85 9.47 

2.06 3.17 

250.2 427.3 

90.5 154 

14.4 19.1 

164.5 335.5 

6.20 14.06 

I ' , ' 
I 

Losses 

15 

0.08 

\.26 

0.53 

82.8 

21 

0.9 

46.6 

2.02 

Table 95 

%of 
losses 

to 
supply 

16 

7.4 

13.3 

16.7 

19.4 

,13.6 

4.7 

13.9 

14.4 

I 

I I ' 

ii 

i i , 
' ,1 
I: , 

.' , ~ ( ,~, ' , . , I 
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Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

I 

Revolvers and pistols, 
min units 
Rifles and carbines, min 

units 
Submachinc guns, mIn 

units 
Light maehine guns, 

thous units 
Heavy maehine guns, 

thous units 
Heavy ealiber maehine 
guns, thOllS units 
AnIi-tanIc. rifles, thous 

urulS 
Total, min units 

.. 

\ 
i 

. ~. 

Number 
on 

111/41 

17 

1 

7.61 

2.64 

344.5 

133 

18.2 

288.9 

12.04 

1944 

Oeli- Supply Losses % of 
vcred. losses 

1 to 
supply 

18 19 20 21 

0.57 1.57 0.15 9.6 

2.06 9.67 1.61 16.6 

1.78 4.42 0.84 19 • 

179.7 524.2 106.1 20.2 

89.9 222.9 38.2 17.1 

14.8 33 1.9 5.8 

37.7 326.6 56.5 17.3 

4.73 16.77 2.81 16.8 

NGIC-HT-0288~95 

-- - - - - - -

1945 
(J Jan - 10 May) 

NumbCr 
on 

111/45 

22 

1.42 

8.06 

3.58 

418.1 

184.7 

31.1 

271.9 

14.06 

Oeli-
vcred 

23 

021 

024 

om 

14.5 

10.8 

7.3 

0.8 

0.69 

318 

, 
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l; 
" , .. ' 

Supply Losses % of 
losses 

to 
supply 

24 25 26 

1.63 0.06 3.7 

8.30 0.67 8.1 

3.61 0.26 7.2 

432.6 27.2 6.3 

195.5 12.9 6.6 

38.4 0.9 2.3 

272.7 15.2 5.6 

14.75 1.04 7 

. V' I 
,I " 

For war 

Number Ocli- Supply Losses % of 

on vcrcd losses 
915/45 10 

I supply 

27 28 29 30 31 

1.57 1.45 2.69 1.12 41.6 

7.63 11.16 18.90 11.27 59.6 

3.35 5.53 5.63 2.28 40.5 
427.5 

405.4 662.5 832.9 51.3 
151.3 

182.6 257.6 333.9 45.3 
io 

37.5 45.3 45.5 21 

257.5 471.5 417.5 214 45.4 

13.71 19.85 29.18 15.47 53 

I I 

I· , . , . 

!i 
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W 
N 
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;! 

Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

I 

Anti·aireraft, thous units 
Breakdown: 
25 mmAA gun 
37,40 mm AA gun 
76,85,90 rom AA gun 

Anti-tank. , thous units 
Breakdown: 

45 rom gun 
57 rom gun 

" 

Number 

on 
6/21/41 

2 

8.6 

-
1.4 
7.2 

14.9 

14.9 

-

1941 
(22 June - 3fpccember) 

Deli· SupJly Losses 
vered 

3 4 5 

3.4 12 4.1 

0.3 0.3 0.1 
1.4 2.8 1.2 
1.7 8.9 2.8 

2.5 17.4 12.1 

2.1 17 12 
0.4 0.4 0.1 

II. Artillery 
--

%of Number Deli· 

losses on vercd 
to 111142 

supply 

6 7 8 

34.~ 7.9 6.8 

33.3 0.2 0.2 
42.8 1.6 3.8 
31.5 6.1 2.8 

69.5 5.3 20.5 

70.6 5 20.5 
25 0.3 -

: 319 
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1942 1943 

Supply Losses % of ~umber Deli· Supply Losses %of 

losses on vcrcd losses 
to 111143 to 

supply supply 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

14.7 1.6 10.9 13.1 12.2 25.3 0.8 3.2 

0.4 - - 0.4 1.5 1.9 0.1 5.3 
5.4 0.6 11.1 4.8 6.9 11.7 0.4 3.4 
8.9 0.9 10.1 8 3.8 11.8 0.3 2.5 

25.8 11.5 44.6 14.3 23.4 37.7 5.5 14.6 

25.5 11.3 44.3 14.2 21.5 35.7 5.2 14.6 
0.3 03 66.7 0.1 \.9 2 0.3 15 
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Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

I 

Anti-aircraft, thous units 

Breakdo"'l: 
25JllJ1l AA gun 
37, 40 mm AA gun 

76,85,90 mm AA gun 
Anti-tank, thous units 
Breakdown: 

45 mmgun 
57 mmgun 

,. 

Number Deli-

on vered 
111/44 

17 18 

24.6 13.4 

1.8 2.4 

11.3 9 
11.5 2 

32.2 6.4 

30.5 4.1 
1.7 2.3 

I 

1944 

Supply Losses %of Number 

losses on 

? 
to 111145 

supply 
, 

19 20 21 22 

38 I 2.6 37 

4 .2 0.3 7.1 3.9 
20.3 0.5 2.5 i 19.8 
13.5 0.2 1.5 13.3 

3&.6 9.3 24.1 29.3 

34.6 &.2 23.7 26.4 

4 1.1 27.5 2.9 

'f 

':1. 

NGIC-HT -0288-95 

I II 
1945 For war i 

(1 Jan - 10 May) i 

! 

Deli- Supply Losses % of Number Deli- Supply Losses % of 
vcred losses on vcred losses 

to 9/5/45 to 
supply I supply 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

2.6 39.6 0.6 1.5 39 3&.4 47 8 17 

0.5 4.4 0.1 2.3 4.3 4 .9 4 .9 0.6 12.2 
1.5 21.3 0 .4 1.9 20.9 22.6 24 3.1 12.9 
0.6 13.9 0.1 0.7 13.8 10.9 18.1 4.3 23 .8 

1.4 30.7 4 13 26.7 54.2 69.1 42.4 61.4 

0.6 27 3.5 13 23.5 48.8 63.7 40.2 63.1 
0.8 3.7 0.5 13.5 3.2 5.4 5.4 2.2 40.7 

, , 
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:!. 

Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

1 

Field, thous units 
Breakdown: 
76 mID gun 
100,107 mm gun 
122 rom howitzer 
122 mm gun 
152 mm gun 
152 rom htzt·gun,gun 
203 aim and higher 

Monars, thous units 
Breakdown: 
50mm 
82mm 
107,120 mm 
160 mm 

Guns and monars, thous 
units 
Rocket artillery, thous 

units 
Breakdown: 
SM·S 
SM· \3 
SM·31-12 
~ 

" 

Number 
on 

6/21141 

2 

33.2 

15.3 
0.9 
8.1 
1.3 
3.8 
2.8 
1 

56.1 

36.3 
14.5 
5.3 

-
112.8 

-

-
-
-

1941 
(22 June - 31 December) 

Deli· suPPt Losses 
vered 

I 

3 4 5 

10.1 43.3 24.4 

6.5 21.8 12.3 
0.1 1 0.4 
1.9 10 6 
OJ 1.6 0.9 
0.3 4.1 2.6 
0.9 3.7 2.1 
0.1 1.1 0.1 

42.4 98.5 60.5 

23.2 59.5 38 
16.6 31.1 IR.5 
2.6 7.9 4 

- - -
58.4 171.2 101.1 

I 1 

0.4 0.4 -
0.6 0.6 -
- - -

'10 of Number Deli· 
108£es on vered 

to 111142 
supply 

6 7 8 

56.3 18.9 30.1 

56.4 9.5 23.6 
40 0.6 . -
60 4 4.5 

56.2 0.7 0.3 
63.4 1.5 -
56.8 1.6 1.7 
9.1 1 -

61.4 38 230.3 

63.9 21.5 104.4 
59.5 12.6 100.5 
50.6 3.9 25.4 

- - -
59 70.1 287.7 

- 1 3.3 

- 0.4 0.9 
- 0.6 2.4 

- - -
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1942 

Supply Losses % of Number 
losses ,on 

to 111143 
supply 

9 10 11 12 . 

49 12.3 25.1 36.7 

33.1 10.1 30.5 23 
0.6 0.1 16.7 0.5 
8.5 1.5 17.6 7 

1 - - 1 
1.5 0.2 13.3 1.3 
3.3 0.4 12.1 2.9 
1 - - 1 

268.3 82.2 30.6 186.1 

125.9 37.3 29.6 88.6 
113.1 34.8 30.8 7R.3 
29.3 10.1 34.5 19.2 
- - - -

357.8 107.6 30.1 250.2 

4.3 0.7 16.3 3.6 

, 
\.3 OJ 23.1 1 
3 0.4 13.3 2.6 

- - - -

.v: ',~ . ' 

1943 

Deli· Supply 

vcred 

13 14 

22.1 58.8 

16.6 39.6 

- 0.5 
3.8 10.8 
0.5 1.5 
0.1 1.4 
1.1 4 

- 1 
67.9 254 

17.5 106.1 
33.6 1I1.9 
16.8 36 
- -

125.6 375.8 

3.3 6.9 

0.4 1.4 
2.9 5.5 

- -

r' " 

,~ 

'''./: 

Losses 

15 

5.7 

5 

-
0.6 
-
-
0.1 
-
26.7 

13.3 
10.3 
3.1 
-
38.6 

2.1 

0.5 
1.6 

-

% of 
losses 

to 
supply 

16 

9.7 

12.6 

-
5.6 

-
-
2.5 
-
10.5 

12.5 
9.2 
8.6 
-
10.3 

)0.4 

35.7 
29.1 

-

I 

I 

T 
1 

I I 
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N 
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\ 

Name ofwC8pon .and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

1 

Field, thous units 
Breakdown: 
76 mm gun 
100,107 mm gun 
122 mm howitzer 
122 mm gun 
152 mm gun 
U2 mm htzr-gun,gun 
20J mm and bigher 

Moitars, thous unit. 
Breakdown: 
50mm 
82= 
107, 120 rom 
160mm 

Guns and mortars, thous 

units 
R.oeket artillery, thous 

units 
Breakdown: 
BM-S 
BM-13 
BM-31-I2 

" 

Number 
on 

111144 

17 

53.1 

34.6 
0.5 
10.2 
1.5 
1.4 
3.9 
I 

227.3 

92.8 
101.6 
32.9 

-
337.2 

4.8 

0.9 
3.9 

-

1944 

Deli- Supply 
vered 

I 
lR 19 

21.5 74.6 

17.3 51.9 
0.3 0.8 
3.1 13.3 
0.2 1.7 
0.3 1.7 
0.3 4.2 
- I 
2 229.3 

- 92.8 
0.6 102.2 
1.4 34.3 
0.6 -

43.3 380.5 

2.6 7.4 

0.5 1.4 
0.9 4.S 
1.2 1.2 

. ; 

f 

Losses %of 
losses 

to 
supply 

20 21 

12.3 16.5 

10.8 20.8 
- -
1.2 9.0 ' 
0.1 5.9 
0.1 5.9 
0.1 2.4 

- -
29.2 12.7 

8.5 9.2 
14.6 14.3 
5.8 16.9 

- -
51.8 13.6 

1.5 20.3 

0.5 35.7 
1 20.8 

- -

Number 

on 

1/1/45 

22 

62.3 

41.1 
0.8 
12.1 
1.6 
1.6 
4.1 
I 

200.1 

84.3 
87.3 
28.5 
0.6 

328.7 

5.9 

0.9 
3.8 
1.2 

Deli-

vcred 

23 

5.8 

4.8 
0.3 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 

-
1.4 

-
1 

0.4 
0.8 
11.2 

0.8 

0.2 

-
0.6 
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1945 
(1 Jan - 10 May) 

Supply Losses %of Number 

losses on 
to 9/5/45 

supply I 

24 25 26 27 

68.1 6.8 10 61.3 

45.9 5.8 12.6 40.1 
1.1 0.1 9.1 1 

12.4 0.7 5.6 . 11.7 
1.7 - - 1.7 
1.7 0.1 5.9 1.6 
4.3 0.1 2.3 4.2 

I - - I 
201.5 7 3.5 194.5 

84.3 2.4 2.8 81.9 
88.3 3.7 4.2 84.6 
28.9 0.9 3.1 28 
1.4 - - 1.4 

339.9 18.4 5.4 321.5 

6.7 0.6 8.9 6.1 

1.1 0.1 9.1 1 
3.8 0.4 10.5 ; 3.4 
1.8 0.1 5.6 1.7 

i.'; " ( I 

V. i: : 

For war 

Deli- Supply 

vered 

28 29 

89.6 122.8 

68.8 84.1 
0.7 1.6 
13 .6 21.7 
1.4 2.7 
0.8 4.6 
4.2 7 
0.1 1.1 
344 400.1 

145.1 181.4 
152.3 166.8 
46.6 51.9 
1.4 1.4 

526.2 639 

lJ 11 

2.4 2.4 
6.8 6.8 
I.S 1.8 

I'" 

Losses 

30 

61.5 

44 
0.6 
10 
I 
3 

2.8 
0.1 

205.6 

99.5 
82.2 
23 .9 

-
317.5 

4 .9 

1.4 
3.4 
0.1 

%of 

losses 
to 

supply 

31 

50.1 

52.3 
37.5 
46.1 
37 

65.2 
40 
9.7 

51.4 

54.9 
49.3 
46 
-
49.7 

44.5 

58.3 
50 
5.6 

I 
I 

I 

" '~-
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Name of weapon and 
equipment,unit of 

plcasurcmcnt 

1 

Tanks, thallS units 
Breakdown: 
heavy 
medium 
light 

Self-propelled guns, 
thou! .units 
BreaKdown: 
heavy 
medium 
light 

Tanks and self-prop. 
guns, thoos units 
Armored vehicles, 

tractors, other armored 
equipment 

" 

Number 
on 

6/21/41 

2 

22.6 

0.5 
0.9 
21.2 

-

-
-
-
22.6 

13.1 

. 194f. 
(22 June - 31, December) 

Deli- Supply Losses 
vered 

3 4 5 

5.6 28.2 20.5 

1 U 0.9 
2.2 3.1 2.3 
2.4 23.6 17.J 

- - -

- - -
- - -
- - -
5.6 28.2 20.5 

.10.8 23.9 3 

" 
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iII. Annored equipment 

%of Number Deli-
losses on vered 

to 1/ 1142 
supply 

6 7 8 

72.7 7.7 27.9 

60 0.6 2.6 
74.2 0.8 13.4 
73.3 6.3 11.9 

- - 0.1 

- - 0.Q3 

- - -
- - 0.03 
72.7 7.7 28 

20.9 20.9 10.2 

323 
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1942 

Supply 

9 

35.6 

3.2 
14.2 
18.2 
0.1 

0.03 
-

0.03 
35.7 

31.1 

-

~I ; 

Losses %of 
losses 

to 
supply 

10 II 

IS 42.1 

1.2 37.5 
6.6 46.5 
7.2 39.6 
0.1 100 

0.03 100 

- -
O.oJ 100 
15.! 42.3 

9 28.9 

1943 
I 

Number Deli- Supply 
on vered 

111/43 

12 13 14 

20.6 22.9 43.5 

2 0.9 2.9 
7.6 16.3 23.9 
11 5.7 16.7 
- 4.4 4.4 

- 1.3 1.3 
- 0.8 0.8 

- 2.3 2.3 
20.6 27.3 47.9 

22.1 10.6 32.7 

; 

Losses 

15 

22.4 

1.3 
14.7 
6.4 
1.1 

0.5 
0.1 
0.5 

23.5 

12.5 

", ' 

%of 
losses 

to 
supply 

16 

51.5 

44.8 
61.5 
38.3 
25 

38.5 
12.5 
21.7 
49 .1 

38.2 

, I 

"; 
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Name. of weapon and 
equipment, unlt of 

measurement 

1 

Tanks, thous units 
Breakdown: 
heavy 
medium 
light 

Self-propelled guns, 
thous units 
Breakdown: 
heavy 
medium 
light 

Tanks and self.prop. 
guns, tho ... unlts 
Annorcd vehicles, 

tractors, other armored 

, .. 

equipment 

... .... ,.;/ 

.' 

Number Deli· 
on vereq 

1/1/44 

17 18 

21.1 21.2 

1.6 4 
9.2 17 
10.3 0.2 
3.3 13.6 

0.8 2.5 
0.7 2.4 
1.8 8.6 

24.4 34.7 

20.2 17 

1944 

Supply Losses %of Number 
losses on 

! to 1/1/45 
supply 

19 20 21 22 

42.3 16.9 40 25.4 

5.6 0.9 16.1 4.7 
26.2 13.8 52.7 12.4 
\0.5 2.3 21.9 ; 8.2 
16.9 6.8 40.2 10.1 

3.3 0.9 27.3 2.4 
3.1 1 32.3 2.1 
10.4 4 .9 47.1 5.5 
59.1 23.7 40.1 35.4 

37.2 12.5 33 .6 24.7 

~i 
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1945 
(1 Jan • \0 May) 

Deli· Supply Losses % of Number 
vc(cd losses on 

to 519145 
supply I 

23 24 25 26 27 

8.5 33.9 8.7 25.7 25.2 

1.5 6.2 0.9 14.5 5.3 
6.1 18.5 7.5 40.5 II 
0.9 9.1 0.3 3.~ 8.8 
5 15.1 5.0 33.1 10.1 

\.2 3.6 0.9 25 2.7 
0.8 2.9 1 34.5 1.9 
3 8.5 3.1 36.5 5.4 

13.5 48.9 13.7 28 35.2 

10.6 35.3 0.6 1.7 34.6 

324 
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For war 

Deli· Supply 
vcrcd 

28 29 

86.1 108.7 

\0 \0.5 
55 55.9 
21 12.2 

23.1 23.1 

5 5 
4 4 
14 14 

109.1 131.7 

59.1 72.2 

,.1 ,' 

Losses %of 
losses 

to 
supply 

30 31 

83.5 76.8 

5.2 49.5 
44.9 80.3 
33.4 79.1 

\3 56.3 

2.3 40 
2.1 52.5 
8.6 61.4 
96.5 73.3 

37.6 52.1 

! 
I 

I 

I 

I 

! 

I 

I 

'. 

I , 
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Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

I 

Bombers, thallS units 

Attack. aircrafl, thous 
units 

Fighters, thOllS units 

Total combat aircraft, 
thous units 

Training, transport, and 

other aircraft 

Total airerafl, thous 
units 

, -, 

j' 

:! 

Number 
on 

6121141 

2 

8.4 

0.1 

11 .5 

20 

12.1 

32.1 

1941 
(22 June - 31 'D,eeember) 

supply Deli- Losses %of 
vcred losses 

to 
supply 

3 4 5 6 

2.5 10.9 7.2 42.2 
4.6 

1.4 1.5 !J. 40 
0.6 

6 17.5 ~ 29.1 
5.1 

9.9 29.9 11.9 34.4 
10.3 

1.1 13.2 1J. 2.3 
0.3 

11 43.1 ill 24.6 
10.6 

" 
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IV. Aircraft 

1942 

Number Deli- Supply Losses % of 
on vered losses 

1/1142 to 
supply 

7 8 9 10 11 

3.7 4.1 7.8 2.5 20.5 
1.6 

0.4 7.2 7.6 2.6 23.7 
1.8 

7.9 10.7 18.6 .J... 23.7 
4.4 

12 22 34 ill 22.9 
7.8 

9.9 5.7 15.6 2.6 S.3 
1.3 

21.9 27.7 49.6 ill 18.3 
9.1 

325 .\/ ~ ; 

l'-l.unber 
on 

111/43 

12 

5.3 

5 

11.6 

21.9 

13 

34.9 

., 
';,; 

1943 

Deli- Supply 
vercd 

1J 14 

5.1 10.4 

11 16 

17 28.6 

33.1 55 

5.1 18.1 

38.2 13.1 

, . , ' 

Losses % of 
losses 

to 
supply 

15 16 

3.6 16.3 
1.7 

7.2 24.4 
3.9 

ill 19.6 
5.6 

I 

22.5 20.4 
I 

11.2 
, 

, 

1..1 2.8 
0.5 

121 16 
11.7 

. , 

I I 

" 
'i ' 

1 

i .1 ; 
1:1 :,' 1\ \ 1 . · I·r! " 
: ( 
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tv 

Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

1 

Bombers, thous units 

Anack aircraft, thous 
units 

Fighters, thous units 

Total combat aircraft, 
thallS units 

Training, transport, and 
other aircraft 

Total aircraft, thOllS 
units 

\ . 
(. 

" 

1944 

Number Dcli- Supply 
on vcrcd 

111144 
J 

17 18 19 

6.8 5.3 12.1 

8.S 10.3 19.1 

16.9 20 36.9 

32.5 35.6 68.1 

13.9 7.5 21.4 

46.4 43.1 89.5 

--

Losses % of Number Deli-
losses on vcred 

to 111/45 
supply 

20 21 22 23 

3.2 12.4 8.9 2.2 
1.5 

8.9 21.5 10.2 3.7 
4.1 t 

ill 11.1 24.2 9.1 
4.1 

24.8 14.2 43.3 15 
9.7 

5.7 3.3 15.7 3.5 
0.7 

~ 11.6 59.9 18.5 
10.4 
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1945 
(I Jan - 10 May) 

Supply Losses %of Number 
losses on 

to 5/9/45 
supply I 

24 25 26 27 

11.1 .!.! 5.4 9.7 
0.6 

IJ .9 3.8 14.4 10.1 
2 

33.3 lJ! 4.5 27.5 
1.5 

58.3 lL 7 47.3 
4.1 

19.2 2.3 1 16.9 
0.2 

77.5 ill 5.5 64.2 
43 

v 

Fot war 

Dcli- Supply Losses 
vcrcd 

28 29 30 

19.2 27.6 ill 
10 

33.6 33.7 ~ 
12.4 

62.8 74.3 46.8 
20.7 

115.6 135.6 88.3 
43.1 

22.9 35 III 
3 

138.5 170.6 106.4 
46.1 

,' '" 

% of 
losses < 

to 
supply 

31 

36.2 

36.8 

27.9 

31.8 

8.6 

27 

, 1 

'I' . 
J.-o--.(. 

) 

I. 

, .. i i 

'I ' 1'\1: 
;)<;i :·' .. / 
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w 
w 

Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

1 

Surface ships (except for 
small ships) 

Combatant craft 

Submarines 

Total ........ . . . . 

,, ' 

Number 
on 

6/2 1/41 

2 

235 

466 

212 

913 

1941 
(22 June - 31 ~ecember) 

Deli- Supp~ Losses 
vered 

3 4 5 

264 499 121 

682 1148 168 

20 232 36 

966 1879 325 

V. Ships 

%of Number Deli-
looses on vcred 

to 1/1142 
supply 

6 7 8 

24.2 378 66 

14.6 980 548 

15.5 196 13 

17.3 1554 627 

:327 · 
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1942 

Supply Losses %of Nlmber Deli-
losses on vered 

to 1/1/43 
supply 

9 10 11 12 13 

444 46 10.4 394 --

1528 159 lOA 1369 311 

209 37 17.7 172 14 

2181 242 11.1 1939 321 

. V ' " I 
:! 

1943 

Supply Losses 

14 15 

394 22 

1680 210 

186 19 

2260 251 

,J ,' 

% of 
losses 

to 
supply 

16 

5.6 

12.5 

10.2 

1\.1 

I 

I 

I . 

T ; 

, 1 

! ·I i 

, ·1 . 
" , 

i i. ~ L~f !. · 
,' j ,r! . ~>;,. : 
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. Name of weapon and 
equipment, unit of 

measurement 

I 

Surface ships (e~cept for 
small ships) 

Combatant craft 

Submarines 

Total . ... .. . ... . . 

.1 

. \ , 
./ 

" 

Number Dcli-
on vClcd 

111/44 

17 18 

372 8 

1470 568 

167 3 

2009 579 

1944 

Supply Losses %of 
losses 

? to 
supply 

19 20 21 

380 21 5.5 

2038 141 6.9 ' 

170 9 5.3 

2588 171 6.6 

NGIC-HT-0288-95 

------ ---- -

1945 
(I Jan - \0 May) 

Number Dcli- Supply Losses % of 

on vercd losses 
111145 to 

supply 

22 23 24 25 26 

359 54 413 2 0.5 

1897 40 1937 22 l.! 

161 1 162 I 0.6 

2417 95 2512 25 1 

328 
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For war 

Number Dcli- Supply 

on vercd 

9/5/45 
I 

27 28 29 

411 388 623 

1915 2149 2615 

161 51 263 

2487 2588 3501 

,J , ' 

Losses %of 

losses 

to 
supply 

30 31 

212 34 

700 26.8 

102 38.8 

\014 29 

I 
i 

, , 

I . 
'j ' !, 

........ ! 
)' 

i i, 
,. 1,'1 
i\ ' l.~, 
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VI. Automobiles, thous units 

Name of weapon and 1941 1942 1943 
-equipment, unit of (22 June - 31 .December) 

measurement 
Number NumberDeli- Losses % of Deli- Supply Losses % of ~umber Deli- LossesSupplySUP~IY %of 

vered losses veredon on losses on vered losses 
6/21141 1/1/42 toto 1/1/43 to I

supply supply siJPply 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 151\ \3 14 16 i 

159 33.3 318.5 152.9 470.7 158.5 563 67Automobiles of all types 271..6 204.9 .477.5 66.2 14.1 404.5 11.9I 
1 

Name of weapon and 1944 1945 For war 
equipment, unit of (1 Jan  10 May) 

mcasur,cmcnt 
Number 

on 
Deli
vcred 

Supply Losses % of 
losses 

Number 
on 

Deli
vcrcd 

Supply Losses % of 
losses 

Number 
on 

Deli
vcrcd 

Supply Losses % of 
losses 

1/1/44 to 
supply· 

1/1145 to 
supply 

5/9/45 to 
supply 

1 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

Automobiles of all types 496 157.9 653.9 32.6 5 621.3 70.9 692.2 27 3.9 665.2 744.4 1017 351.8 34.6 

'---~ 
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VII. Radio equipment, thous units 

Name of weapon and 1941 1942 1943 

equipment, wtit of (22 June - 31 December) 
mcasurctncnt 

Number 
on 

6121141 

D eli 
vered 

Supply 

! 
I 

Losses % of 
losses 

to 
supply 

Number 
on 

111142 

Deli
ve[ed 

Supply Losses %of 
losses 

to 
supply 

Number 

on 
\ 11I4:i 

Deli
vcrcd 

Supply Losses % of 

losses 
to 

supply 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 

Radio equipment of all 
types 

37.4 5,6 43 n ,7 55.1 19.3 27.5 46.8 7 15 39.8 49.8 89.3 17.7 19.8 

1 

Radio equipment of all 
types 

-

Number 
on 

111/41 

17 

71.6 

- 

- - -  -- ---  --- - ----  - 

1944 1945 
(1 Jan - 10 May) 

Deli- Supply Losses %of Number Deli- Supply Losses % of Number 
vcrcd losses on vcrcd losses on 

to 1/1145 to 915/45 
supply supply 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

48.7 120.3 13.3 11.1 107 20.1 127.1 13.4 10.5 113.7 

-  '----  -

-------- 

For war 

Deli- Supply Losses 
vered 

28 29 30 

151.4 188.8 75.1 

% of 
losses 

to 
supply I 

I 
31 

39.8 
, 

" 

, I 
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Comments: I The dota presented in the tabk: was compiled on the basis of an analysis of archive materials from the period of the Grt:at Patriotic War 
and calculations ba.""d on them. 

2. In the columns (Numhero~ ... ) .the weapons and combat equipment, including that being repaired, used up or having a ~tu!rf service lifi: (runnin'g 
time, guaranteed work time for engines in combat vehicles, 'Ievel of wear of gun barrels and so on) arc counted. 

3. In the columns "Delivered" the weapons and combat equipment that arrived from indw."tt)', from lend lease, and after recovery (major overhaul) 
arc counted. The ·delivery docs not include about 43,000 infantry weapons, 17,100 guns and marta"', 1300 tanks, 1600 aircraft that were 'sent by the Soviet Union 
in the ycano of the Great Patriotic War to equip formations and units from Bulgaria, Poland, Rumania and Yugoslavia. ' -

4; In the columns "Losses" the combat and noncombat losses or: counted together since the size of the noncombat losses is • .",.11 eXcept for aircra.tt. 
Its losses arc given as the total1o~cs in the numerator and the combat losses in the denominator. . 

5. In the columns "Percent of losses to supply" the percentage of the losses to the total supply (the availability on the staning dote plus thedeliverics) 
is given by years and for the war. 

6. From lend-lease and other supply systems the following were received from the United States, Great Britain andeanado: "151,700 infantTy w,;.,pons, 
9400 guns and morta"" 11 ,900' lanks and self-propelled guns, over 5000 armored per.;onncl carrier.;, 18,300'pla'ncs, and 520 ships and boats. ' 

The irwmnation presented here about the deliveries includes only that amount of weapons and combat equipment which actualiy reached the army , 
and navy, The count does not include loss;" during shipmeiit, faulty items, or equipment and';;'eapons sent to other departmenti.' ,· ' 

'. 
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. Table 96 
:<;'-' 0 __ 0 _:_0Irrecoverable losses in main combat equipment and weapons 

of the Soviet Armed Forces in the Great Patriotic War 

Amount % of losses 
Name 

on 22 of total of losses to 
.. 

to total 
Jun 1941 supply32 nUIllber  supply 

on 22 
Jun 1941 

Infantry weapons of all types, 9.33 29.18 15.47 166 53 
million units .. .. 

Tanks and se1f":propelled 22.6 131.7 ·· 96.5 427 73.3 
artillery, thousand units 
Guns and mortars33 

, thousand 112.8 639 317.5 281 49.7 
units 
Combat aircraft of all types, 20 135.6 88.334 442 65.1 

thousand units 43.1 216 31.8 

In the course of the war much of the equipment was sent to newly deployed formations 
and units that were removed from the fronts to restore their combat capability, and also to 
academies and reserve formations and units. 

By the end of the war the amount of equipment and weapons that was undergoing repair 
. and also being sent to equip the troops of the Far East had increased. Each day during the war 
from 8 to 10% of all of the combat equipment and weaponry of the army was on the road (to 
and from fronts - for recoveT¥ and during regroupings). 

The overall dynamic of the change in the amount of weaponry and combat equipment in 
the Red Army is presented in table 95. 

32 The total supply is the sum of the amount of weapons and combat equipment on 22 
June 1941 and the amOlll1t that was supplied to equip the armed forces in the years of the 
Great Patriotic War. 

33 In this and the following tables the total amount of losses for guns and mortars includes 
the losses of 50 mm mortars, the number of which was from 29-30% in the active army in 
1941-1942 and down to 3% in 1945. .~ 

34 Losses of combat aircraft are given as: the numerator has the total planes, the 
denominator has the combat planes. The losses of the other types of weapons and combat 
equipment were not divided into combat and noncombat losses since the latter comprised a 
negligible part of the total losses. 
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From table 96 it is seen that the irrecoverable losses of tanks and self-propelled artillery '.' 
comprise the highest percentage: 427% incomparis~m to that available on 22 June 1941 and over, ' 
73% of the total supply. " . 

" --". , ." 

The percentage of irrecoverable losses in combat aircraft is high: 442% and 216% of that 
available on 22 June 1941, and· so too are the total losses, 65.1 %, and the combat losses, 31 .8% 
of the total supply. In the air forces a large percentage of the losses, over h~lf, are noncombat 
losses. They are connected with the training of pilots, with the reduction in the tille for training 
them, especially with the mastering of new equipment, and also with the lack of discipline ofthe 
air crews and the flight leaders when canying out flight training missions. The amount of, 
noncombat losses also depended on the design and production shortcomings of the planes. 

-

Irrecoverable losses for the main types of weapons and combat ,equipment 
of the Soviet Anned Forces by years of the war 

Table 97 

. , 

Lo.."" 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 

Name for war 
Arnoun % Amoun % Arnoun % Arnoun % Amoun % 

I I I I - I 

Infantry weapons of all 15.47 6.29 40.7 3.31 21.4 202 13 2.81 18.2 1.04 6.7 

typc..... , mln un its 
Toolc; and self-propelled 96.5 20.5 21.2 15.1 15.6 23 .5 24.4 23 .7 24.,6 13,7 14.2 

art illery. thousand units 
Guns and mortar. 

thousand units 317.5 101.1 31.8 107.6 33 .9 38.6 12.2 51.8 163 18.4 5:8 
Combat aircraft. thousand 

units ru ill ~ ill 13.7 22.5 25.5 ~ ill 1.l 12.4 . 

43.1 10.3 23 .9 7.8 18.1 11.2 26 9.7 22.5 4.1 9.5 

As we can see, the Soviet forces had the greatest losses in infantry weapons during the 
retreat in 1941 and 1942 (over 60%). There were major losses in tanks and self-propelled artillery 
in 1941, 1943 and 1944. In the fIrst year of the war the main share of the losses consistedofout 
of date types of tanks. In 1943-1944 the loss grew from enemy anti-tank weapons, especially 
when breaking through his defensive lines. The greatest losses in guns and mortars occurred in 
1941-1942 (65.7%). During the withdrawal guns and mortars, even those with small damage, 
were le~!tind, and sometimes this occurred because of the absence of or the malfunctioning 
of truck tractors. These losses for us ended up being irrecoverable. The maximum losses of 
combat aircraft occurred in 1943-1944 (48.5%). At this time the fIght for air supremacy was 
especially sharp. Intense air battles on the K,uban' and over Kursk, and also strategic operations 
conducted with the participation of major air force groupings were accompanied by large losses. 

The losses for the main types of. combat equipment and weapons for Soviet troops are 
given in table 98 by periods and strategic operations during the war years. 

Table 98 
Losses of combat equipment by periods and strategic operations 

/ ' 
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-
._- -

Losses 
Name of operations, 

tanks and self-propelledinfantry weapons, guns and mort"'" 

conducted, length in days 

periods in which they were 
thousand units artillery 

In Average In AverageAverageIn 
. dailyoperation operation dailyoperation daily 

combat-aircraft 

_ J._ 
AverageIn 

operation daily 

Period I (22 JUDe 1941 

2523 

6122-719 1941 (18) 
Belorussian defensive 

ope",!ion 6122-7/9 1941 

341 18.9Baltic defensive operation 

28.9 4799521.2 

(18) 
Defensive operation in 

4381 


1941 .(15) 


169.8 11.3WcstemUkmine 6122-7/6 

Dcfc~sivc opcrationin the 
0.4 546 

10110 1941 (104) 
Kiev defctL<ive operation 

7n-9126 1941 (82) 
Leningrad defensive 

40.2Arctic and Kareli. 6129

411 

operation 7/10-9/30 1941 
21.51764.9 

(83) 

Battle of Smolensk 7/10 8.8 1492 

.91101941(63) 

7333 

Donbass·Rob"tOV defensive 
1348233 .4 3 .7 ope"'tion 9/29-11116 1941 

(49) 
7.5 101 

operation 9130-12151941 
369Moscow defensive 

(67) 
3_7 2785 

operation 11110-12130 
1941 (51) 

250.8Tikhvin offensive 

70 

operation 1111 7-1212 1941 

0.6Rostov offensive 3\.1 

(16) 
424.266.8 

- 18 November 1942) 

140 3561 

267 9427 

292 5806 

.. 
5 540 

284195 

18 9885 

21 9290 

2 3646 

42 3831 

1-2 2293 

2-3 1017 

198 

524 

}87 

5 

347 

119 

147 

74 

57 

45 

64 

55990 

991777 

811218 

-. 
I64 

4343 

1702 20-21 -

14903 

5240 

-r 
4293 

82 1-2 

42 2-3 

.::-.:---.. 

-. 
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Losses 
Name -of operations, 

"periods in which they were infantry weapons, tanks and sclf-pr-;'pelled guns and monars combat aircraft . -  .-.' -.-~ .'-:-

Conducted, length iDdays thousand units artille!), 

In AVC[",dgC In Average In Average ' ' ln ' ,, ' 
Average 

operation daily operation daily operation daily operation daily 

Moscow offensive 1093.8 32.2 13 13350 393429 140 4 
operation 1215 1941 - In -
1942 (34) 
Kerch'-Feodosiya assault 11.2 1.2 4 133 1535 39 4-5 

landing oper.tion 12125 
1941-112 1942 (9) 
Rzbcv.Vyaz'~ offc~sivc 

operation 118-4i20 1942 305.5 3 9 7296 71957 550 5 
(103) ~ -

Voronezh-VoroshilovSt:ad 
defensive operation 6128 488,6 18,1 90 ,-, 13716 5082436 783 29 

:71241942 (27) 
Stalingrad defensive 

operation 7117-11118 1942 
(125) 412.6 3.3 11-12 12137 971426 2063 16-17 
North Caucasus defensive 

ope..ation 7125- 12131 1942 
(160) 139,2 0.9 6 5049 31-32990 644 4 

- , 

Total for strategic 

operations of period I of 

the war (1024)" 


Stalingrad offensive 
'operation 11119 1942
212 1943 (76) 
North Caucasus offensive 

operation 111-2/4 1943 
(35) 

'Breakthrough of 

,Leningrad blockade 1112
11301943 (19) 


6972.4 6,81 24771 

Period IT (19 November 1942 

112.2 L5 2915 

36,7 1 220 

17.4 0.9 41 
0' 

24 129397 126 

- 31 December 1943) 

38 3591 47 

6 895 26 

2 417 22 

11873 11-12 

706 

236 

41 

9 

6-7 

2 

. :~-- -

'. 

35 Here and henceforth in the table the total number of days of length of the strategic 
operations that were conducted in a given period is given. 
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Losses 
-Name of operations, 

combat-iircraftinfantry weapons, tanks and self-propelled guns and moJ"'tB.['Speriods in whieh they were 
thousand units artilleryconducted, length in days 

. -.. 
AverageAverage In Average In Average InIn 

dailydaily operation daily operation dailyoperation ~peration 

Voronczh--Khar'kov 
offensive operation 1/13-
313 1943 (50) 
Khar'kov defensive 

operation 3/4-3125 1943 
(22) 
Ku",k detCnsive operation 

7/5-7123 1943 (19) 
Orcl offensive operation 

7/12-8/18 1943 (38)_ 
Belgorod-Khar'kov 

offensive operation 8/3· 

8/23 1943 (21) 
Smolensk oftcnsivc 

operation 817-10/2 1943 
(57) 
Donbass offeNd ve 

operation 8113-9/2.2 1943 
(41) 
Chcmigov-Poltava 

offensive operation 8126-
9130 1943 (36) 
Novoros.iysk-Taman' 

offensive operation 9/10
10/9 1943 (30) 
Lower Dnepr offensive 

operation 9/26-12120 1943 
(86) 
Kiev offensive operation 
11/3-131943 (11) 

81.5 

1165 

70.8 

60.5 

21.7 

33.7 

37.9 

48 

4.5 

179.9 

8.6 

1.6 

5.3 

3.7 

1.6 

I 

0.6 

0.9 

\.3 

0.2 

2.1 

0.8 

1023 

.322 

1614. 

2586 

1864 

863 

886 

1140 

III 

2639 

271 

20 

15 

85 

68 

89 

15 

22 

32 

4 

31 

25 

2106 

3185 

3929 

892 

423 

234 

814 

916 

70 

3125 

104 

42 

145 

207 

23 

20 

4 

20 

25 

2 

36 

9 

307 
- -

110 

459 

-. 
-. 

1014 

153 

303 

.- 327 

269 

240 

430 

125 

6 

5 

24 

27 

7 

5 

8 

7 

8 

5 

II 

~-f ' 

-( 

38 8-9 

operations in period" of 
the war(54 I ) 

16495 30 20701 4720829.9 1.5Total for strategic 

'. 
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Los""" 
Name of operations, 

eoi:i\l;Jat airc~1\ .guns and mortarstanks and self-propelledinfuntry weapons,periods in which they were 
artillerythousand unitsConducted, length in days .' :C 

.. .. . -

I I I [n Avemge 

operation daily 

In Average[n. , Average[n Average 
.opcration. dailyoperation dailyoperation daily l 

Period III (January 1944 - May 1945) . . 
-

6
616
65 


of Ukraine 12124 1943
4117 1944 (1\6) 


7532
4666 
 40
3.1362.6.Liberation of Right Bank 

S260 


offensive opetation 1114
3/1 1944 (48) 


· 1832 
 38
462 
 10
1.6Lcningrad-Novgorod 77.1 

5
179 


operation 4/8-5112 1944  
15
521
171 
 5
0.829.7Crimea offensive 

(35)  -. 
5
311 


. offensive operation 6110-
8/9 1944 (61) 


8
489
294 
 5
0.424.1.Vyborg-Perrozavodsk 

12 .....822
2447 
 36 


operation 6123-8129 1944  
43
2957
2.7183.5Be[orussian offensive 

(68) 
6.289 


operation 7113-8/29 1944  

1832 
 38
26
1269
1.6L'vov.Sandomir offensive 79 


-
(49) 

IlIII 108 
 10-11
75 
 7-8
0.66.2lasi-Kishincv offensive 
operation 8120-8129 1944 

(10) 

Ea."tcm Carpathian 
 192
19
962
478 
 9
0.947.9 '* offen.iveoperation 9/8-

10129 1944(51) 
II 779 


9/14-11124 1944 (71) 

Belgrade offensive 


37
2593
7
522
2A172.7Baltic offensive operation 

3
66
8
184
53 
 2
0.716.6operation 9/28-10/20 1944  
(23) 

Petsaino-Kirkencs 


3
62
2 


10129 1944 (23) 


40
1
21
0.12.9offensive operation 1017· 

Budapest offensive 
2-3
293
38
4127 


2/13 1945 (108) 


16
1766
1.3135.1opetation 10/29 1944 

- .~ : . 

( 
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Name of opcl1ltiORS. 
penods in which they were 
eonduct.ed, length in days 

Losses 

infantry weapons, 
thousand unilll 

-
tanks and self-propelled 

artillery 
guns and mortars -. combat -aimaft 

In 
operation 

Average 
daily 

In 
operation 

Average 
.daily 

In 
operation 

Average 
daily 

16 

In - -

operation 

.. -Average 

daily 

Vistula-Odcr offensive 
operation 1/12-213 1945 
(23) 

25.3 1.1 1267 55 374 343 

-
15 

Western Carpathian 
offensive operation 1112
2118 1945 (38) 

21.5 0.6 359 9 753 20 94 2 

Eastern Prussia offensive 
operation 1/13-4125 1945 
(103) 

119.4 1.2 3525 34 1644 16 1450 14 

Eastern Pomcr'"dIlia 
oftcnsivc operation 2110
4/4 1945 (54) 

89.4 1.7 1027 19 1005 
--. 

19 1073 20 

ViCM8 offensive 
operation 3116-4115 1945 
(31) 

29.6 0.9 603 19 764 25 614 20 

Berlin offensive operarion 
4/16c5/9 1945 (23) 
Prague offensive 

215.9 9.4 1997 87 2108 92 917 40 

operation 5/6-5111 1945 
(6) 

59.8 10 373 62 1006 168 80 .- 13 

Total for strategic 1698.3 1.8 21885 23 30321 32 8611 9 
operations in period nr of 
war (940) 

Cunpaign in tb. Far East (August 1945) 

Manchurian offensive 11 0.4 78 3 232 9 62 2 
operat ion 819-912 1945 
(25) 

Tota'!' for strategic 
operations of Great 
Patriotic War 

9511.6 3.75 

-. 
63,229 25 180,651 71 25,266 10 

In strategic operations the troops lost 62.2% of the infantry weapons, 65.6% of the tanks 
and self-propelled artillery, 56.8% of the guns and mortars, and 60% of the combat aircraft losses 
suffered in the entire war. Each day on average in the Soviet forces 11,000 pieces of infantry 
weaponry, 6~~, 224 guns and mortars, and 30 aircraft were lost. And in defensive operations 
such as the Baltic, Belorussian, Kiev, and Voronezh-Voroshilovgrad operations the daily losses 
reached 20-30,000 pieces of infantry weaponry, 90-290 tanks, 200-520 guns.and mortars, and 30
100 combat aircraft. The losses by our troops in the period of the waging of the battle of Kursk 
and the Berlin offensive operation were high: each day 70-90 tanks, 90-210 guns and mortars, 
and 25-40 aircraft were lost. 

The losses of infantry weapons after 1941 steadily decreased for all types_ The percentage 
of losses of light tanks also decreased, but this occurred because the production of them was 
halted: the medium and heavy tanks played the main role in battles and operations. Their losses 
especially grew in 1943. In that year the fascist command undertook an attempt to take revenge 
for Stalingrad, having gambled again, as at the start of the war, on improved models of tanks and 
assault guns. The largest battles with the massive use of tank forces on both _sides took place in 
the Donbass, and around Khar'kov and Kursk. 
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In 1944 a munber of major strategic offensive operations were conducted from the Barents 
to the Black Seas for the purpose of expelling the enemy from Soviet territory and liberating the 
countries of Eastern and Southeastern Europe from their German-fascist invaders: A large role 
in the operations was given to the artillery. It participated in the preparation for attacks and in 
close fire support for rifle troops and tanks in the depth of the enemy defense. In these conditions 
the losses of artillery of all types, except for mortars, grew. The losses of them decreased since 
the share of their participation in offensive operations, especially the 50 nnn mot:!ars, which at 
the end of 1944 was removed from the strength tables of rifle divisions and brigades; dropped. 

In 1942 the aviation losses stabilized and remained on approximately the same level. 

In the years of the Great Patriotic War Soviet forces lost 351 ;800 automobiles (34.6% of 
the supply): 75,100 pieces of radio equipment of all types (40% of the_ s,upply), about 10,000 
pieces of engineer equipment (ferries, tow boats, graders, scrapers, compressor units, mobile 
charging and power stations, water lifting engines, mobile repair shops and other equipment), 
over 24,000,000 pieces of chemical protective gear, over 31,000 special chemical vehicles, 
instruments and sets, and several thousand pieces of rear services property and equipment. 

During the years of the Great Patriotic War 1014 ships of various Classes were lost. Of 
them, there were 314 surface ships and submarines of the 1 st, 2nd and 3rd rank (a list of these 
ships with an indication of the date and place of the loss is given in table 99), 139 torpedo boats, 
128 submarine hunters, 77 armored launches, 168 minesweepers, and 188 patrol and other craft. 

The losses of combat equipment and weapons by Soviet troops are enormous. The need 
to compare them with the damage inflicted upon the enemy is quite natural. But the authors of 
this book did not set for themselves the goal of calculating the losses of fascist Germany and its 
allies in the war with the Soviet Union. It can only be said that everything produced by them 
before their attack on the Soviet Union and in the course of the war was, for them, an 
irrecoverable loss. All together, these are also large figures: 42,700 tanks and assault guns, 
379,400 guns and mortars, and 75,700 combat aircraft. The fascist army ceased to exist. 

The Red Army on 9 May 1945 had in its equipment 35,200 tanks and self-propelled 
artillery,"+06-times more than it had on 22 June 1941, 321,500 guns and mortars, an increase of 
2.9 times, and 47,300 combat aircraft, 2.4 times more than at the start of the war. The Soviet 
Armed Forces had a rich experience in waging various operations and engagements and were at 
a high combat readiness. Part of them, the troops in the Far East, in a short time routed and 
captured the Kwantung Army of Japan. 

After the war the striking power of the army and navy grew significantly. Nuclear 
weapons and missiles with various purposes appeared in the arsenal of the Soviet Armed Forces, 
and several generations of tanks, artillery systems, combat aircraft and ships _ were replaced The 
weaponry of the Red Army which had brought victory over the Nazi invaders and Japanese 
militarists now are only displays in museums and monuments on pedestals: the feted 34's "II's", 
"Katyushas", 45's, 76 mm cannons, 122 mm howitzers, submarines and torpedo boats, the three 
ton and one and a half ton workers of the front line roads ... They remain in the memories of 
millions of peoples as the fruit of their intensive labor, a symbol of the military glory of our 
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soldiers during the defeating and expelling of the aggressor from our native land and · during the 
liberation of other nations from the fascist enslavers. 

". 
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. > 

Table 99 
;p.' - - .. : 

Roster of ships of the Soviet Navy lost in the years of 
the Great Patriotic War (1941-1945) . - . -

CommentRegion of lossFleetNameDate -

Cruisen 
. 

I 9/\ 8/41 Pctropavtovsk Red Banner Baltic Leningrad Raised 


2 11112141 Chervona Ukraina Black Sea Scvastapot I I I I I 
-

FrigatOf 

East of Constanta 


2 


Black SeaMoskva6126/41I 
Raised 


3 


KronshtadIRed Banner Baltic9/23/41 Minsk 
NovorossiyskBlack SeaTashkent712142 
Central part of Black Sea Black Sea10/6/43-4 ~ 

Destroyers 

Mouth of Gulf of Finland 


2 


Red BanDer Baltic GnevyY6123/41I 
Liyepaya 


3 


Red Banncr BalticLenin6123/41 
Scvastapol'Black Sea711741 ~ 
Muhu Bay 


5 


Red Banncr BalticSerdityy7119/414 
YekateriDinskaya harbor 


6 


NorthcrnStrcmitcl'nyy7/20/41 
Gulf of Riga 

· 7 
. Red Banncr Baltic7127/41 SmelyY 

Laks BayRed Banner BalticIV8/41 ~ 
Muhu Bay 


9 


Red Banner BalticStatoyyIV18/418 
Ncar Capc Yuminda 


10 


Red Banner BalticEngel's!V24/41 
Ncar Mokhni Island Red Banner BalticYakov Sverdlov !V24/41 
Ncar Cape Yuminda Rcd Banner BalticIV28/41II ~ 
Ncar Capc Yuminda 
Ncar Cape Yuminda 

Red Banner BalticKalinin!V28/4112 
Red Banner Baltic 

Ncar Cape Yuminda 
8/28/41 Volodar.;ki~13 

Red Banner BalticIV28/41 Mem14 
Rai~'CdKronshtadI 

Ncar Tendrovskaya Kosa 
Red Banner BalticSteregushchiy912114115 
Black Sea- 9/21/41 Frunze16 

Ncar Naysaar Island Red Banner Baltic 


18 


11/5/41 SmetlivYY17 
Ncar Ken IslandRed Binner Baltic11/\4/41 ~ 
Ncar Naysaar Island Red Banner Baltic 


20 


Gordyy , . 11114/4119 
Ncar Zhelcznyj Rog 

In area of Gelendzhik 
Black Sea·316142 Smxsblcnn 
Black SeaShaumyan4/3/4221 

In area of Scvastapol'Black SeaDzcrzhinskiy5114/4222 
Sevastapol'Black SeaSovcrshennyy618/4223 
Scvastapol'Black Sea 
In arca of Yalta 

Svobodnyy6110/4224 
Black SeaBczuprcchnyy6126/4225 

NovorossiyskBlack SeaBditc1'nyy7/2/4226 
Barents Sea . central partNorthernSokrushitel'nyx11120/4227 '-,-- - Black Sea - central pall 

Black Sea • central part Black ScaBcs[!!!shchadnIT10/6/4328 
Ncar Bolshoy Oleniy Island Black Sca 


30 


10/6/43 SposohnIT29 
Northern1116/45 Dc:i!!tcl'nyy 

-. 

' .. 
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I Date I Name I Fleet I Region of loss I Comment II 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
II 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

6123/41 
6123/41 
6123/41 
6123/41 
6123/41 
6123/41 
6124/41 
6126/41 
6128/41 
6128/41 
1IInJ 
7/6/41 
7121/41 
812/41 
8141 
8141 

8128/41 
8128/41 
8/41 
8141 
9/41 
9/41 
9/23/41 
10/41 
10/41 
10/41 

10-11/41 
10-11/41 
il/41 
11141 

M-78 

B 
Ronis 
Spidola 
M-71 
M-80 
S-3 

M:.6l 
S-IO 
M-99 
M-81 
Sheh-206 
M-94 
S-II 
~-49 

M-63 
5-5 

~ 
§:§. 
M-103 

E.:!. 
Sheh-319 
M-74 

2:l!. 
Shch-322 
M-58 
M-59 
M-34 

~ 
Sheh-211 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 

45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

11/14/41 
11/14/41 
11/41 

11141 
11/41 
11-12/41 
1110/42 
3/42 
4/8/42 
4142 
5/12/42 
6113/42 
6115142 
6120/42 ; '.-C-

6142 
6126/42 
6126/42 
6126/42 
7/4/42 
7/18/42 
7/42 

!d 
M-98 
KBlcv 

L-I 
Sheh-324 
Sheh-204 
M-175 
Shch-210 

~ 
~ 
K-23 
Shcb-405 

~ 
Sbcb-214 
D-3 
5-32 

~ 
hl 
M-176 
Sheh-138 

Sheh-317 

,. 

Submarines 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red BaMer Baltic 
Red BaMer Bailie 
Red B8IU1er Bailie 
Rcd Banner Bailie 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red B8IU1er Baltic 
Black Sea 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Ballic 
Pacific Ocean 
Pacific Ocean 

Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Bailie 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 

RedBanner Baltic 
Red Banner Bailie 
Red BaMer Baltic 
Black Sea 

Black Sca 
Black Sea 
Black Sea 
Black Sea 

Red Banner Bailie 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 
Black Sea 
Northern 
Black Sea 
Northern 
Northern 
Northern 
Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banncr Baltic 
Black Sea 

Northern 
Black Sca 
Black Sea 
Black Sea 
Black Sea 
Pacific Ocean 
Red Banner Baltic 

In area ofVcntspils 
Licypay. 
Liyepaya 
Liyepaya 

Liyepaya 
Liyepaya 
Ncar Uzhava lighthouse 
Liyepaya 
Danzig Bay 
Ncar Khiyurnaa Island 
Ncar Vorrnsi Island 
Ncar Shablcr 
Ncar RiSlna lighthouse 
Socia Vain 
In area-of Vladivostok 
In area of Vladivostok 
Gulf of Finland 
Ncar cape Yuminda 
In arca of Karlskrona 
Gulf of Finland 
Gulf of Finland 
Gulf of Finland 
Kronshtadt 
Gulf of Finland 
Gulf of FiDland 
Ncar eo...-ranta 
In arc. of Sulina 
rn area of Con.!.1:anta 
Ncar Cape Emin 
10 area of Varaa 

Ncar Ken Island 
Ncar Naysaar Island 
Ncar Naysaar Island 

LcDingrad 
Gulf of Finland 
In arca of Varna 
Varanger Fjord 
Ncar Cape Shablcr 
Ncar Cape Nordkap 
Ncar Fuley Island 
Ncar Cape Nordkin 
Ncar Scskar Island 
Ncar Gogland Island 
Ncar Cape Aytodor 
Tana Fjord 
Ncar Cape Aytodor 
Se"","-rapol' 
Scvastapol' 
Varanger F joed 
Nikolayevsk-na-Amur 
Gulf of Finland 

_ . ' 

. . - ...:....-:::. 

-

-

-. 

Raised .- . 

".- -7;';"" 

-. 
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. .. 
Date Name Flcet Region of loss Comment 

-
52 8/42 M-173 Nonhern In region of Varda· 
53 8/42 M-33 Black Sea In region of Odessa 
54 . 8-9142 Shch-208 Black Sea In region of Constanta 
55 8-9/42 K-2 Nonhcni Tana Fjord 
56 9/42 M:21 Red Bann~r Baltic Ncar Gogland Island 
57 9142 M-60 Black Sea In area of Odessa 
58 1011/42 M:ill BlaCK sd Ncar Cape Bum.. 
59 10142 Sbch-320 Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
60 10/42 Shch-302 Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
61 lOll 1142 L-16 Pacific Ocean Pacific Ocean off coa:,1 of 

United States 
62 10/14142 ~ Black Sea In area of Con~1anta 
63 10142 Sbch-311 Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
64 10/42 Sheh-308 Rcd Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
65 10/21142 S-7 Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Bothni .. 
66 10/29/42 Shch-304 Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
67 11/5/42 Shcb-305 Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Bothnia 
68 11142 Shch-306 Rcd Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
69 11142 !!!:ill Northern Varanger Fjord 
70 12142 L-24 Black Sea Ncar Cape Shablcr 
71 12142 M-31 Black Sea In Zhebriany Bay 
72 12142 Shch-212 Black Sea Ncar Care Sinop 
73 12142 M-72 Red Banner Baltic Leningrad Raised . 
74 2143 K-22 Northern Ncar coa~1 of Norway 

75 4110/43 K-3 Northern Ncar coast of Norway .-

-. 
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Date Name Fleet Region of loss Comment 

~ ~ 

76 511143 Shch-323 Red Banner Baltic In area of Kronshtadt Raised 
77 5114/43 M-122 Northern Off Cape Tsyp-Navolok 

78 5/22/43 Shch-408 Red Banner Baltic OffVayndlo Island .""- ' 

79 611143 Shch-406 Red Barmer Baltic Gulf of Finland 
80 7/5143 Shch-106 Northern Varangcr ~ Fjord -
81 7/43 Shch-422 Northern Off coast of Norway 
82 811143 S-12 Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland - -83 8113/43 S-9 Red Banner Baltie Off Bol'.hoy Tyutell< Island 

10 area of Sevastapol 
84 8-9143 Shch-203 Black Sea Off Novaya Zcmlya Islands 
85 9/43 K-I Northern In area of Ochamchira 

Varanger Fjord 
86 9/22143 M-51 Black Sea Tana Fjord 
87 10/43 M-I72 Northern Varangcr Fjord 
88 10/43 Sheh-403 Northern Kalamitskiy Bay 
89 10/43 '"M-I74 Northern Kalamitskiy Bay 
90 10/28143 ,u Black Sea Off coast of Norway 

-~ 

91 12/43 D-4 Black Sea In area of Kobul"'i 
92 12143 ~ Northern Karkinitska Bay 
93 114/44 M-36 Black Sea Kongs Fjord ~ 

94 1117/44 L-23 Black Sea Near Cape Tarkhankut 

95 2144 M-I08 Northern Off coast of Norway 
96 2-3/44 Shch-216 Black Sea In arca of Sev."tapol' 
97 3/44 5-54 Northern Off c,,",,1 of England 

98 4144 L-6 Black Sea Gulf of Narva 
99 7/27/44 V-I Northern In arca of Garnvik 

100 9144 M-96 Red Banner Baltie Danzig Bay 

101 9/21144 ~ Northern 
102 116/45 §:± Red Banner Baltic 

Moniton 

I 7/16/41 ~ Pina Flotilla On Berezina River 
2 8112/41 Zhcmehuzhin Pina Flotilla On Dncpr River 

3 8131141 Bobruysk Pina Flotilla On Dnepr River 

4 9/1/41 ~ Pina Flotilla On Dnepr River 
5 9115/41 Smolensk Pin. Flotilla On Desna River 

6 9/18/41 Martynov Danube Flotilla On Dncpr River 
7 9/18/41 Lcvaehev ,. Pina Flotilla In area of Kiev 

8 9/18/41 Flyagin Pina Flotilla In area of Kiev 
9 9118/41 Ro!oo1ovtscv Pina Flotilla In area of Kiev 
10 9118/41 Vitebsk Pina Flotilla In area of Kiev 
II 9119/41 Udarnyy Danube Flotilla Ncr Kinburnskaya Ko.. 
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IDate Region ofl= Comment 

Patrol combatants , .. 

1 
.2 

1/13/41 
7119/41 

~ 
Shtil' 

Northern 
Northern 

Ncar Kharlov Island 
Guba Ura 

.. -" 

3 8110.;41 Tuman Northern KiI'dinskiy PIes 
4 8111141 Zhcmchut Northern Mouth of White Sea 
5 8126/41 Reka Pina Flotilla On Dncpr River 
6 8126/41 Parizhskaya Kommuna Pina Flotilla On Dnepr River - --
7 8128/41 ~ Red Banner Baltic· Ncar Cape Yumida 
8 8128/41 Tsiklon Red Banner Baltic Ncar Cape Yumida 
9 8128/41 Rulevoy Pina Flotilla On Dnepr River 
10. 8128141 Bodop'uanov Pina FlotiDa On Dnepr River 
11 8131/41 ~ Pina Flotilla On Dncpr River 
12 8137/41 ~ Pina Flotilla On Dnepr River 

13 9/9141 Pushkin Pina Flotilla On DcsnaRiver 
14 9/41 - Karl Marks Pin. Flotilla On DneprRiver 
15 9/41 Engel's Pin. ·Flotilla On Dncpr River 
16 9/18/41 Vorosbilov Pina Flotilla On Dncpr River 
17 9122141 ill!!: Red Banner Baltic Kronshtadt Raised 

18 9126/41 Sheho," Red Banner Baltic Ncar Lavensaari Island Raised 
19 10./41 SKR,'j/ @T-66) Northern Ncar Tersko-Orlovskiy 

lighthouse 
20. 1213/41 Virsaytis Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
21 1/42 SKR-24 !A~bers) Northern .Ncar Lumbovskiy Island 
.22 3/8142 Mgla (RT-39) Northern Ncar. Cape Tsyp-Navolok 
23 5112142 .Brilliant Northern lokan'ga Raised 
24 5/17/42 SKR-21 (RT-73) Northern , lokan'ga 
25 7/15/42 ~ Red Banner Baltic Gulf of Finland 
26 8/20.142 Voykov Azov Flotilla Kc.rch' Bay 
27 8124/42 Shtunnan Azov Flotilla Tcmryuk 
28 8124/42 Bury. Red 'Banner Bahic Gulf of Finland 
29 911/42 Purga Ladoga Flotilla Lake Ladoga Raised 
30. 10./11/42 Musson (RT-54) Northern Matochkin Shar Straits 
3 1 )1/5142 SKR-23 (RT-57) Northern In arca of lokan'ga 

32 1218142 Srnereh Northern Rosta settlement Raised 
33 5/12/43 SKR-3I(RT-5) Northern Ncar Cape T.yp Navolok 

34 813143 . Priliv Northern Kil'dinskiy Pies 
35 10/17/43 SKR-14 (RT-86) Northern Yenisey Bay 

36 ·9123/44 Brilliant 
., . 

Northern Kara Sea- eenual part 

Name Fleet 
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Region of loss CommentFleetNameDate I 
Gunboat. " 

Chudskoye Lake Chudskoye Flotilla 7/23/41 Narov81 
"" -

On Dnepr River 

3 

Pina Flotilla Peredovoy81111412 
Chudskoye Lake Chudskoye Flotilla 8111/41 Issa -Chudskoyc Lake Chudskoye Flotilla 8113/414 ~ 
On Dnepr River 

6 

Pina Flotilla Vemyy8125/415 
On Dnepr River Pina "Flotilla -8126/41 Dimitrov 
On Dnopr River Pina Flotilla 8127/417 ~ 
Ncar Cape Yumida Red Banner Baltic 8128/418 !:!! 
On Dnepr River 

\0 

Pina Flotilla Trudovoy8/311419 
On Dnepr River 

11 

Pina Flotilla Kaganovieh9115/41 
On Dnepr River 

12 

Pina Flotilla 9/18/41 Smol'nyy 
Ncar Tendrovskaya Kosa Black Sea 9/21/41 Krasa8l:3 Armeni;ta 

RaisedLeningradRed Banner Baltic 9127/4113. ~ 
Raised 

15 

Lake Ladoga Ladoga Flotilla 1016/41 Olekrna14 
Taganro); 

16 

Azov Flotilla Krenke)'10/19/41 
Kcrch Bay 

17 

Azov Flotilla 5111142 RioD 
Tcmryuk 

18 

Azov Flotilla 712/42 No 4 
Don River Azov Flotilla 7/28/42 Sarafimovich 

Lake Onega 

20 

Onega Flotilla KL-13 (lzhotcts-18) 7/3114219 
Tcmryuk 

21 

Azov Flotilla 8110/42 Dncstr 
Tcmryuk Bay 

22 

Azov Flotilla 8121/42 Ural 
Tcmryuk Bay 

23 

Azov Flotilla Burlak8121/42 
Kuban' RiverAzov Flotilla No 1 (1P-22) 8122/42 
Tcmryuk 

25 

Azov Flotilla Don8124/4224 
TcmryukAzov Flotilla8124/42 ~ 
Taman' Bay 

27 

Azov Flotilla RO~'1ov-Don9/214226 
Taman' Bay 

28 

Azov Flotilla Oktyabr'9/2142 
Raised 

29 

Ncar Lavcnsaari Island Red Banner Baltic 11116142 Krasn0:ie Znam:t!! 
In arca of Myskbako 

30 

Black SeaKrasnaya Gruziya2127/43 
On Volga River 

31 

Volga Flotilla 5117143 Krasn:t:l Dage~'1an 
On Volga River 

32 

Volga Flotilla Krasnogvardcycts5/26/43 
Onega Lake 

Raiscd 
Oncga Flotilla 611/43 KL-12 ili!!lyayev) 

Ncar Lavensaari Island 

34 

Red Banner Baltic 6/22/43 Kama33 
RaiscdNear Acgna Island Rcd Banner Baltic 11110144 Amgun' 

Minc laycrs 
'" 

I In arca of Kuyvastu 

2 

Red Banner Baltic 8111/41 Surop 
On Dnepr River Pina Flotilla 8/28/41 Mina 
Ncr Kinbumskaya Koso 
In arca of Scvastapol' 

Danubc Flotilla Kolkboznik9121/413 
Black Sea 

5 
2111142 Doob4 

Tuapsc 
At mouth of Khopi River 

Black Sea Ostrovskiy3/23/42 
Black Sea 

7 

Komintcm10/10/426 
In area of MyskhakoBlack Sea 3/5143 Zarva -
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f 

"-

2 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 
10 

Il 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

21 

22 
23 

24 

25 
26 
27 

28 
29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 
36 
37 

6124/41 
711/41 

7/6/41 

717141 
7/9/41 

7129141 

7/30/41 

7/31141 
8/3/41 

RlI1I41 

Rl13/41 

Rl15/41 

8118/41 

RlI8/4r

Rl19/41 

Rl24/41 
Rl24/41 

Rl25/41 

Rl28/41 
Rl28/41 

9/6/41 

9112141 

9116/41 

9/17/41 
9/19141 
9/20/41 
9/22/41 
9/23/41 
9/30/41 
9141 
9/41 
9/41 
9/41 

"10125141 
10127/41 
10129/41 
"il/1141 

.'~-- :... 

Name 

T-208 (Shkiv) 


T-299 ((manta) 


T-216 

"N039 (Eetrozavodsk) 


T-890 (Nalim) 


No 51 (Zrney) 


T-201 (Zaryad) 

No 46 (lzborets-25) 


T-212 (Shtag) 

T-213 (lVambol) 


No 41 (Lcnvodl!!!t'-12) 


T-202 (Buy) 


No 80 (lzhorets-21) 


T-503 (Baykal) 


T-487 (OehakovskiX Kanal) 


T-214 (Bugcl') 


T-209 !Kiyckht) 


T·898 (RT-411) 


No 71 (Crab) 

No 42 (Lenvod1!!!t'-13) 


T-493 !!9Jadzhibcy) 


T-402 (Minrep) 


No 81 (lzhorets-22) 


No 122 (Som) 


"No 53 (lzhorets-39) 


No 33 (Molotov) 

No 41 (S, Kirov) 


No 31 (Ozem:a) 

No 64 (lznorets-71) 

No 82 (Tzhorets-23) 


No 87 (lzhorets-34) 


No 89 (lzhorets-83) 


No 85 (Tzhorcts-29) 


T-203 (patron) 


T-507 Wclegat) 

No 36 (Moskva) 


No 43 (lzhorcts-65l 


Fleet 

MID. sweepers 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red Bamler Baltic 

Red Bahner Baltic 

Northcin 

R~ Bann~ Baltic 

Red Baimer Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 

RedBM,flc.. Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Black Sea 

Black Sea 

Rcd Banncr Baltic 

Red Banncr Baltic 

Black Sea 
Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Black Sea 

Black Sea 
Red Banner Baltic 

Ladoga Flotilla" 

Rcd Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red BannCf Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Red Banner Baltic 

Black Sea 
"Red Banner Baltic 
Red Banner Baltic 

Region of loss 

Glolov Banks 


Ncar Saarcmaa Island 


Ncar Cape Takhkun 


In area of Kronshtadt 


zapadnaya Litsa Bay 


Soda Vain 


Ncar Ristna 

Tallinin 


SocIa Vain 

Ncar Cape Yumida 


Gulf of Finland 

Ncr Cape-Yumjda 
"Muhu Bay 

Inarca of Ochakov 

In area of Khcrson 

Ncar Keri Island 

Ncar Keri Island 
Mouth of White Sea 

Ncar Cape Yumida 

Ncar Capc Yumida 

Odessa 

Ncar Fcodosiya 
Baltic Sea - central part 

Lake Ladoga 

Leningrad 

Leningrad 
Gulf of Finland 

Keonshtad! 


Gulf of Finland 

Interned 10 Sweden 
Interned in Sweden 

Interned in Sweden 
Baltic Sea - central part 

Ncar Keri Island 

Kerch' 
Ncar Lavensaari Island 
Ncar Lavensaari Island 

Comment 

-R~ised 

..... 
.•.. 

RiU.ed 


Raised 


Raised 


~'.- '- -~ 
.-., . .... . .. ... 

, 

: '''':' -. 

"-
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CommentDate Region of lossFleetName 

Ncar Cape Aytodor 

39 

38 1112141 Black Sea. T-504 (Rabotnikl 
NovorossiyskBlack Sea1112141 T-498 (Ycgurchal 

Raised _.Red Banner Baltic Lcni~grad1113/4140 No 177 (Belugal .--
Raised 


42 


Neva BayRed Banner Baltic41 1117141 No 178 tuI'xanovl 
Ncar Cape Sarych1117/41 Black SeaT-484 (J(henkinl .-
Ncar. ~ri IslandRed Banner Baltic 43 11/14141 T-206 !ye!!!l 
Ncar Osnyc Ludki ·Islands 
Gulf ofFinland 

11/15/41 Northern44 T-889 iliT-31 -
Gulf of Finland 

46 
Red Banner Baltic 45 11122141 No 35 !Mcnzhinski~l 

Gulf of Finland 

47 
Red Banner Baltic11125/41 No 56 {!1l:!;!2l 

Raised 

48 

Lake Ladoga 11130/41 Red Banner Baltic No 67 (12horets-531 
Ncar Kcrcb' peninsulaLadoga Flotilla 11130/41 No 171 (Norckl 
In arca of Evpatoriya 

50 
49 12/28141 Black SeaT -485 (Kakhovkal 

Kerch' 

51 

115/42 Black SeaT-405 VEt:vatc1'1 
In arca ofYascnskiy Bay · · 

52 
3/2142 Black SeaT-491 (Khilta,;hl 

In arca of Sevastapol' 

53 
4/29/42 Azov Flotilla J:-494 (Sa~-Kam:t::!hl 

DcmanstCynskaya Banks 

54 

Black Sea6113/42 T-413 
Gulf of Finland 

55 

Red Banner Baltic813/42 No 39 ~etrozavodskl 
Ncar Scskar Island 

56 

Red Banner Baltic 8124/42 T-204 (Fugasl 
Kronshtadl 

57 

1012142 Red Banner BalticNo 57 illdamikl 
Raised 

58 

Ncar Danilov Island Red Banner Baltic11120/42 No 48112horct"-331 
In .rca ofMyskhako 

59 
11124142 NorthernT-105 

In arca of My.khako 

60 
2127/43 Black SeaT-403 (Grnzl 

Tscmco.kaya Bay 

6 1 
Black Sea.314143 T-514 (0.'1 

.- 

62 

Mouth of Volkhov River 3126/43 Black SeaT-511 (Chcrvon~i Kozakl 
Raised 

63 

In area of Sukhumi4/10/43 Ladoga Flotilla No 126 (Imorets-66] 
Ncra Yugorskiy Shar Bay 

64 
6115/43 Black SeaT-411 (Zashchitnik] 

Ncar Novaya Zemlya Islands 

65 
7/25/43 NorthernT-904 @T-94l 

In arca of Sukhumi7/30/43 NorthernT-911 (RT-76l 
Ncar Mikhaylov peninsula 
Ncar Scskar Island 

67 
Black Sea66 8129/43 Dzhalita 

10/1/43 Northern 
68 

T-896 (RT-30Rl 
Red Banner lialtic12123/43 Radugo 

Kola Bay 

70 
Northern5/9/4469 T-886 @T-151 

B'yerkczund 

71 

Red Banner Baltic6121/44 No 47 Ilzhorcts-261 
B'ycrkczund 

72 

Red Banner Baltic6121144 No 53 jlmorcts-391 
Vyborg Bay 

73 

Red Banner Baltic712144 T-210 (G-dkl 
Narv. Bay 

74 

Red Banner Baltic812144 T-37 (T~ulen'l -. 
Lake Ladoga 

75 

813/44 Ladoga Flotilla No 127 (lzhorets-32J 
Kara Sea - central part 

76 
8112/44 NorthernT-1l8 

Kara Sea - central part 

77 

Northern8113/44 T-1l4 
Ncar Nerva Island 

78 

Red Banner Baltic8126/44 T-45 (Anrika~nenl 
In arca of Con.1801a 

79 

Black Sea912144 T-410 (VzCivl 
Narv. BayRed Banner Baltic9/R/44 !:ill. 
Virgund Banks Red Banner Baltic9/19/4480 No 49 (lzborcts-31} 

-Kara Sea - centra I part Northern81 9124/44. " --.l.;!1Q 
'- .. Tallinin 

83 

Red Banner Baltic10123/4482 T-379 
Ncar Kolguyev Island 

84 
Northern11122144 T-I09 

Tn area of Ta1lininRed Banner Baltic11128!44 T-3R7 
Ust'-DvinskRed Banner Baltic121514485 T-82 (lzhorets-.821 
Gulf of Riga 

87 

Red Banner Baltic1215/4486 T-377 
Ncar Cape Svyatoy Nos 

88 

Northern12129/44 T-883 (RT -451 
Ncar Acgna IslandRed Banncr Baltic1/11/45 T-76 {!oralll 

-. 
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Enemy losses 
:~ .- . 

The study of Soviet and GelTIlan documents from the period of the secondWQrlrl war, 'a~d 
also many military history works and publications from foreign ,authors has, shown that 
determining the scale of personnel losses for the armed forces of fascist Germany, ~ndits al~~.s . 
during the years of the second world war with reliable accuracy is an extremely difl}ctilt problenl~: , 

InfoI111ation from the German staffs about losses were close to objective -approximately 
up to January 1945. However in the last stage of the war, when the forces of fascist Germany :
suffered major defeats, the staff mechanism of the Wehrmacht lost accuracy in work andtlie ' 
information about losses was approximated, mainly by the calculation method on the basis of 
information-for preceding months. During this period the· systematic dOc~lI1entary aCCOlIDtlng , of . 
losses also broke down, There are contradictions and inaccuracies in the information aboutth~in. ." 
This especially concerns the statistics for the rear and service units, subunits and ' fa~iIitieS, ' and , 

, also the police and other paramilitary formations that were staffed with citizens of other countries 
(Serbs, Croats, Czechs, Slovaks, Poles, French, Belgians) Dutch and so on). . . 

. The personnel losses by fasci;t Germany in the seco~d world war do -not take Wto aCco~~ 
the losses of Germany's allies (Finland, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria), and also Spanish ,and. 
Slovak divisions, French and Croatian infantry regiments, a Belgian infantry pattalion, .and a , 
number of other foreign units which took part in battles on the Soviet-GelTIlan:6;9pt. TheJqs~e~': " 
of "Volksturm" subunits and military formations of the so-called "volunteer helPers" ,ofGeriP,.any .• 
from representatives of peoples of the Soviet Union (Baits, Moslems, Ukrairrlans; the"R~sjai:). .' .' 
Liberation Army", and so on) are not included in reports. Meanwhile, the number of personnel 
of formations .of this sort, including police and auxiliary . formations, by the :middle o,fJuly 1944 , 
exceeded 800,000 men. Over 150,000 former citizens of the Soviet Union Served in the "8S" . . 
troops alone in the period' of the war. ' . " ' . . 

It should be explained what went into the idea of "total personnel losses for the Ge~~m , 
aimed ,forces". According to German dopuments, they in()luded irrecoverable as we.!l aSsick~ 
injured and wounded losses only of servicemen. Losses . of yarious paramilitary iI}StitUtions which .... 
seIYiced ,the __ armed forces were included in losses in the ' civilian, popu1ation. 

Irrecoverable losses include those )dlle~ those who died from wounds and diseases 
in treatment facilities and at home due to causes connected with the use of weapons, the missing 
in action, and also noncombat losses (those who died during accidents, th()se executed, and so 
on). There is no category such as prisoners of war in the Wehrmacht report documents. They are 
counted as a subsection of "missing in action". 

Sick, injured and wounded (temporary) losses were the wounded, injured, sick, 
frostbitten and burned, and then only those who were treated in hospitals or evacuated to the rear. 

IIi. the years of the second world ' war the reports about personnel losses in the armed 
forces of fascist Germany were made by three independent channels: -
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The first channel supported the gathering ofreports along staff lines and had the goal 
of giving an idea about the consumption of men and. the need for replacements to the high 
command. 

The second channel went along the lines of the medical service and was to determe the 
degree to which hospitals were burdened and the expansion of their capacities, and also to 
determine the need to relocate them. 

The third channel was for supporting the personnel accounting of the losses of 
servicemen. 

Reports went along the lines of all three channels, depending 'on the end goal, to the 
appropriate organs of the staffs of the service branches (ground forces, air_ force and navy) in 
order for making necessary decisions. 

The summarizing and analyzing of the information about losses in the general staff of the 
supreme high command of the armed forces (OKW) was done in the central bureau (department) 
for accounting of personnel losses of the armed forces which received all information on this 
matter. The monthly reports about persoIUlellosses for the German-fascist forces put together by 
this bureau -are the most complete and reliably accurate. However, in the concluding stage of the 
war, because of the breakdown of the command of the forces on the Soviet-German front the 
reliability of the reports dropped sharply. Confinnation of this is the last sUlllIl1arized report from 
the central- bureau dated 14 March 1945 which characterizes the scale of the losses of German 
forces based on the situation of 31 January 1945. 

For comparison and evaluation of the reliability of this information -we will present the 
figures for the condition reports for 31 December 1944 and 31 January 1945 (see table 100). 

From the table it is clear that the number of servicemen in the navy who were killed and 
died on 31 December 1944 is greater than the number of them for the end of January 1945, and 
in the ground forces and "SS" forces there are differences in terms of the number of wounded 
in the direction Of a drop (by 838,400 men). On the whole, the total personnel losses for the 
German armed-forces for 31 January 1945 dropped by 729,750 men. 

The main shortcoming of this information is that it does not show the losses during the 
last months of the war in Europe, that is, during that period when the situation on the front went 
against fascist Germany and its armed forces in a short interval of time (4 months) suffered the 
most perceptible losses. 

Table 100 

- TotalNaval forces Air forces GroWld force:; and SS 
troops 

Types of losses I 9/1/399/1139- 9/1139-I 9/1/39- 9/1/39- ~ 911139 9/1/39-9/1/39· 
12131/44 1131/4512131144 1131145 12131/44 113114512/31/44 1131145 I 

.. -
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Irrecoverable losses 3359919 3425811 303464 319138 160285 159088 3823128 3904103 

Breakdown: 

killed, died from wounds and for 1150281 1119561 155014 163006 60029 58832 1965324 2001399 

other rcason~ ." 

missing in action and taken 1609698 1646316 148450 156132 100256 100256- 1858404 1902104 

prisoner 

-
Wounded lo=s 5026404 4188031 192594 216579 21002 25259 52MlOOO 4429815 

Total .. ... . , .... .. '" 8386383 1613914 496058 535117 181281 184347 9063728 833391& 

In connection with .the fact that there is no statistical data about personnel losses for 1945 
in the archives, a rough estimation of the scale of them was done after the war by the department 
for accounting for Wehrmacht losses. 

According to the calculation data of the German command, these losses for the period 
from 1 January through 30 April 1945 numbered: 

...•'-. 

-. 

.  
( 
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Table 101 

Types of losses 

Ground 
forces 
and SS 
troops 

Air 
forces 

Naval 
forces 

-

_Total 

- --

Irrecoverable 1250000 17000 10000 1277000 

Breakdown: 
killed 
missing in action or taken prisoner 

250000 
1000000 

10000 
7000 

5000 
5000 

265000 
1012000 

- Wounded losses 750000- 30000 15000 795000 

Total ....................... 2000000 47000 25000 2072000 

However, the reliability of the calculations that are given causes some doubt. First of all, 
they do not include losses suffered in ' combat operations that took place in the period from 1 
through 11 May 1945; second, the average monthly losses for three months of 1944, which might 
not correspond to the losses of 1945, are taken as the. basis for the calculations; third, the 
indicated calculations contradict the materials of the staff of the supreme high command of the 
Gennanarrned fontes published in the work of B. Muller-Hillebrand (Moscow, Voyenizdat, 
1976), in which on page 328 it says that the number of the killed and missing in action was 
approximately 1,900,000, and not 1,277,000 men as is shown in table 101. 

We will look at yet another document from the Wehrrnacht department for accounting for 
losses prepared after the end of combat operations. In a radio telegram addressed to the 
Quartetmaster General of the -OKW dated 22 May 1945 the following infonnation is given: "For 
OKW radiogram, quartermaster general No 822/266 from 5/18/45 I report: 

1. a) The dead, including 500,000 who died from wounds, number 2.03 million. Also 
200,000 died as a result of accidents and diseases. 

b) The.....wounded number 5.24 million. 
c) The missing in action number 2.4 million. 
Total losses are 9.73 rnillion.36 

2) Since 5/2/45 the Russians have about 70,000 wounded and the Americans and English 
have 135,000. 

3) The total wounded in the Reich at the present time is about 700,000... 
Department of losses of the Wehrrnacht 5/22/45" 37

• 

From this report it follows that the irrecoverable losses of Getman armed forces numbered 
4,630,000 ' men. However, this number does not correspond to the data of other sources. 

36 A mistake is made in the total (it is reduced by 140,000). 

37 Military archives WF, No 01/1913,p. 655. 
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According to a report of the organization department of the OKH dated 10 May 1945, just the 
ground forces, including the "SS" fo~ces (minus the air force and navy), for th~peripdfroml .', 
September 1939 through 1 May 1945 lost 4,617,000 men (2,007,000killedand'2,610,OOO missing 
in action and taken prisoner)38. ,., . . ' 

For comparison and analysis of the sununary data we will present the comp~rison table 
.. T~ble 102 

. . .(; 
Personnel losses, (000) .:t" 

i j 

Periods bf war and sources 
' ,Total ,; .. 

,. number , 
Irrecoverable losses 

Killed, Missing in Total- of losses 
died of 

Wounded 
action, 

wounds taken 
pnsoner 

9063 ;8 
(according to accounting data) 
1 Sep 1939 - 31 Dec 1944 1965.3 52401858.5 3823.8 

.. 

1 Jan - 30 Apr 1945 

(according to calculations) 
 2072265 1012 1277 795 

Total for war 11135.82230.3 60352870.9 5100.8 

9870 
OKW loss department dated 
22 May 1945 

According to report from 2230 52402400 4630 

From the table it is clear that the total number of losses in the indicated sources differs 
by 1,265,800 men, especially in terms of the number of the missing in action and the wounded . . 

According to materials from the "Information Service of Germany" (appendix to the , FRG 
law "About preservation of burial sites"), the total number of German soldiers buried just on the 
territory 9fJp.e Soviet Union and the eastern European countries numbers 3,226;000, of which, 
2,395,000 have had names established. Information about the number of the bUried Wehrrnacht 
servicemen in western countries, on whose territory combat operations were conducted (Germany, 
France, Italy, Greece, Norway and so on), and in North Africa is not given in these materials. 

What concerns the missing in action and the prisoners of war is that it is known that after 
the war just from the Soviet Union 1,939,000 men returned to their homeland, and 450,600 
German soldiers and officers died in captivity (356,700 men in NKVD camps, and the other 
93,900 at transit stations and en route). 

'-
Consequently, information about the number of military losses for fascist Germany that 

is presented in Wehrmacht documents is contradictory and unreliable. 

38 Military archives, WF No 01.1761, p. 123,124. 
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Starting outfromthis, it can be assumed that the number of the missing in action and the 
prisoners of war was significantly greater (by approxim.ately 1,200,000 men) due to the dead on 

~- ..... . 

the battlefield, not to mention those taken prisoner during the surrender of Germany. -Evidence 
of this is the analysis of the consumption rate of the personnel mobilization r~~owces for 
Germany in the second world war. 

Information about the number of German prisoners of war also exists in Soviet archives. 
According to the statistical report data for fronts, fleets and independent armies, sfinuTIarized in 
the General Staff, the number of prisoners captured by our troops on the Soviet-German front is 
3,777,300 men39 (see table 103). Of these, over 600,000 prisoners of various nationalities were 
freed directly on the fronts without being sent to rear camps, and no documents were fLlled out 
for 183,619 men40

• 

·r~ 

. :----- 

39 CAMD, file 13-A, cat. 3028,d. 10, p. I-1S. 

40 Central State Archives, file 1 (illegible) 32b, d 2, p. 8-9. 
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Table 103 

Periods of the war 
Personnel .-

Generals Officers Non-corns Soldiers _._ Total 

22 Jun - 31 Dec 1941 
1 Jan - 30 JUll 1942 
1 Jul - 31 Dec 1942 
1 Jan - 30 JUll 1943 
1 Jul- 31 Dec 1943 
1 Jan - 30 JUll 1944
1 Jul - 31 Dec 1944 
1 Jan - 3.0 Apr 1945 
1 May  8 May 1945 

-
1 
2 

27 
-

12 
51 
20 
66 

303 
161 

1173 
2336 
866 

2974 
8160 

10014 
10424 

947 
762 

3848 
11865 
4469 

15313 
44373. 

-. 59870 
40930 

9352 
5759 

167120 
350653 
72407 

238116 
895946 

1234440 
583530 

10602 
6683 

172143 
364881 
77742 

256415 
948530 

1305344 
634950 

Total • " • " . 6 " " . " ... 179 36411 182377 3558323 3777290 

~ Of the total number of prisonc" of war (3,777,290 men); _the following were counted: Germa"" - 2,389.560; Austrians - 156.682. 
Hungarians - 513.767. Rumanians - 201,800, Italians· 48,957, Finns - 2377. The remaining 464,147 men were French, Slovaks, Czechs, Belgians, Spaniards, 
and ochers who had served earlier in the Wchnnaeht or worked in service and rear installations . 

. ,-::---- 
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Table 104 

Name of countries, formations and types of losses PCrliOnncl losses, (000) 

Armed for... of Germany 
Wehrmaeht and SS troops 6231.7 
Breakdown: 

killed, dicl from wounds and disease 
missing in actiQD, 972.8 
taken prisoner _ 2389.6"._ 
Austri8n~, Sudeten Germans, Alsacc and Lorraine natives, Luxemburgers who served in the Wchnnacht 462 
Breakdown: 

killed, died from wounds and disease, missing in action 
taken prisoner 280 

Foreign fonnalions of the Wchnnacht (Spanish and Slovak divisions, French, Belgian, Flemish and other 
fonnations) 182 
Volunteer. formations of the Wchrmacht and SS troops (Vlasov'$ men, BaIts, Moslc~ and so on) 15 

215 

Total 6923.7 

Armed forces of Germany's alii.. 
Hungary 863.7 
Breakdown: 

killed, died from wounds. miss ing in action 350 
taken pri.soner 513.7 " 

Italy 93.9 
Breakdown: 

killed.. died from wounds, missing in action 45 
taken prisoner 48.9 

Romania 681.8 
Breakdown: 

killed, died tram wounds. missing in action 480 
taken prisoner 201.8 " 

Finland 86.4 
Breakdown: 

killed, died from wounds, miSiing in action 84 
taken prisoner 2.4 

Total 1725.8 

All losses in armies from fasci~1 block countries 8649.5 

Analysis of some archive materials and pUblications in the Soviet and foreign press which 
characterize the military loss in the second world war show that the total p~rsonnel losses for the 
anned forcesof fascist Germany equal 13,448,000 men, or 75.1 % of the number of those 
mobilized in the war years, and 46% of the entire male popUlation of Gennany (in 1939), 
including Austria. Here the irrecoverable losses on the Soviet-Gennan front number 6,923,700. 

Gennany's allies (Hungary, Italy, Romania and Finland) lost (irrecoverably) 1,725,800 
men on the Soviet-Gennan front (see table 104). 

41 Including 450,600 who died in captivity. 

42 Including 54,700 who died in captivity. 

43 ~cluding 40,000 who died in captivity. 
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After 9 May 19451,284,000 enemy soldiers and officers turned over their weapons to 
Soviet troops. . 

. Thus, the persoruiel losses for German, and also its allies who fought in Eu!ope against 
the Soviet Union were very significant, not to mention the complete destruction· ~nd surrender 
of their armed forces. The irrecoverable losses alone numbered 8,649,500 men. 

Also, Japan's Kwantung army in the period of the combat operations agaiiist the Soviet 
Union (August-September 1945) lost 83,700 men killed and 640,100 men captured (including 
609,400 Japanese, 16,100 Chinese, 10,300 Koreans, 3600 Mongols, 700 Manchurians and other 
nationalities). 

Although part of the losses was returned to the warring countries in the form of an 
exchange of prisoners of war, still, the aggression of fascism cost Germany_ and its allies dearly. 
Their irrecoverable personnel losses on the Soviet-German Front ended up being only 30% 
smaller than the analogous losses of Soviet troops (8.6 million men for them and 1104 million 
for us). Thus, the ratio in terms of irrecoverable losses was 1 : 1.3. 

The larger number of these losses for Soviet troops is connected basically with the first 
period of the Great Patriotic War during which the factor of the surprise attack by Germany on 
the Soviet Union and the mistakes of the Soviet military and political leadership that were made 
on the eve of and at the start of the war had an effect. 
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Chapter IV 
," . 

LOSSES AMONG SOVIET SERVICEMEN  
WHO PARTICIPATED IN PROVIDING  

INTERNATIONAL, MILITARY AND TECHNICAL  
ASSISTANCE TO OTHER COUNTRIES, AND ALSO  

IN ELIMINATING MILITARY BORDER CONFLICTS  

The war in Korea 1950-1953  

After the formation of two Korean states in 1948 and the departure of first Soviet and 
then American troops from the peninsula, a military conflict broke out between South Korea and 
the Korean Peoples Democratic Republic (KPDR). 

In addition to South Korean and American troops, a num1;Jer of fonnations, units and 
subunits from the armed forces of 15 states, mainly those that were a part of NATO and several 
other blocks (Australia, Belgium, Great Britain, Greece, Turkey, France·and others) took part in 
the war which began on 25 June 1950 under the UN flag. 

The government of the Soviet Union viewed the war in Korea as a domestic liberation 
war by the Korean people and as a difficult time for the KPDR, and guided by the interests of 
the defense of the country, sent it a large amount of weapons, combat equipment and various 
kinds of materiel. 

Chinese volunteers took part in the war on the KPDR's side. 

In critical days the Soviet government transferred to the northeastern region of China 
several Soviet air divisions44 which participated in repelling the raids by US air forces on the 
territory ofChina and North Korea. Also, Soviet military advisers were-sent to the formations 
and staffs ofihe Korean peoples army. 

The aggressive combat operations of the Korean Peoples Army and the Chinese peoples 
volunteers, and also the growing demands by the world community to put an end to the war led 
to the signing of a cease fire agreement in 1953. 

-. 

44 See: History of Soviet Foreign Policy, 1945-1975. (Istoriya vneslmey politiki SSSR, 

1945-1975 gg.): Moscow, 1976, Vol. 2. P. 165. 
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All together during the war in Korea Soviet air force foonations that took part in repelling . 
the raids of US air forces lost 335 planes and 120 p ilots 45. The total losses for out units and 
formations numbered 299 men, of which 138 were officers and 161 were soldiers and sergeants: . 

Local wars and military conflicts in countries of 

Asia, the Middle East and Africa  

AB a result of the second world war and the national liberation fight by peoples, young 
developing countries appeared in the world which had freed themselves of coloma! dependence. 
Over half of the newly appearing states of Asia, Africa, and Latin America won their sovereignty 
and independence through the use of arms. In a number of fOmi.ercolonies mass annies were 
created which waged an armed struggle against the restoration of colonial. systems. 

The Soviet Union gave comprehensive aid to the nations who had liberat~ themselves 
from colonial dependence, and from the '60's such help was given to many friendly developing 
countries for creating and strengthening national anned forces. 

In accordance with agreements between states, Soviet military subunits and units, military 
advisers and specialists were sent to these countries to give assistance to the national military 
command on various matters regarding the building of the military. Soviet weapons and military 
equipment were supplied, and technical assistance was given for creating objects with a military 
purpose. 

In a number of countries in which localwars were being waged and military conflicts 
broke out, Soviet servicemen often took part in combat operations. The size of their losses is 
shown in table 105. 

_ .J -

45 CAMD, file _16-A, cat. 3139, d. 188, p. 2; cat. 175512, d. 1, p. 1-45. 
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Table 105 

Countries 
PeriodS when combat 

operations were conducted 
Contingents of Soviet 

Servicemen 

- Losses -
total of 

dead 
combat noncombat 

Total Among 
them, 

officers 

Total 

. . . - . 

Among 
ihcm, 

officers 

Algeria 1962-1964 and subsequent 
yean; 

Military advisers and 
specialists 

25 21 20 -4 4 

United Arab 
Republic (Egypt) 

18 Oct 1962-1 Apr 1963; 
I Oct 1969-16 Jul 1972; 
5 Oct 1973-1 Apr 1974 

Speciali"" 

Military units 

15 

6 

5 

6 

5 

6 

10 

-

10 

-

Total ... . ... . .... 21 l\ - - II 10 10 

Yemen Arab 
Republic 

18 Oct 1962-1 Apr 1963 Military advisers and 
specialists 

I I I - -

Vietnam July 1965-Dceember 1974 Same 16 \3 12 3 3 

Syria 5-13 June 1967, March-July 
1970, September-November 
1972, 6-24 October 1973 

Same 35 30 28 5 5 

Angola November 1975 - November 
1979 

Same 7 3 
--

2 4 3 

Mozambique 1867, 1869, November 1975 
- November 1979 

Same 6 5 5 1 I 

Ethiopia 9 Dee 1977-May 1990 Same 34 14 " 11 20 16 

~. The servicemen who died from diseases and who were killed as a rC~iU1t of accidencs not connected whh the conducting of combat 
operations arc not shown io the table. 

' Events in Hungary in 1956 

There was an armed uprising by anti-socialist forces in Hungary in 1956. The organizers 
of the uprising used the gross mistakes and distortions committed by _the leadership of the 
Hungarian-Workers Party: distortions in the area of economic policy and serious violations of the 
law. A certain part of the young people and other strata of the popUlation were involved in the 
armed conflict. 

A group of leaders of the Hungarian Workers Party on 4 November 1956, in this difficult 
situation, formed a revolutionary workers and peasants government, and created the temporary 
Central Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party. The new government turned to the 
Soviet Union for help. 

-. 
Military units of the Soviet Army, temporarily deployed on the territory of the Hungarian 

Peoples Republic on the basis of the Warsaw Pact took part in suppressing the armed uprising. 

46 In this number the missing in action number 7 men, 5 officers and 2 soldiers. 
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During the suppression of the anned uprising in Hungary Soviet troops suffered the 
following losses47

: 
~- ' .- :.. -"":"" 

Table 106 

Types of losses 

Irrecoverable losses 

Officers Sergeants and_ 
soldiers 

- -

Total 

Killed and died from wounds 
Missing in action 

- Total .......... 

_Sick, injured and wounded losses 
Wounded, injured 

Total .......... 

85 
2 

87 

138 

225 

--

684 
49 

-

633 

1402 

2035 

669 
51 

720 

1540 

2260 

Sending of troops into Czechoslovakia 

On 21 August 1968 troops from five member states of the Warsaw Pact (the Soviet 
Union, Peoples Republic of Bulgaria, Hungarian Peoples Republic, GeIman Democratic Republic 
and Polish Peoples Republic) were sent mto Czechoslovakia for the purpose: as it was then 
stated, to give international assistance to the Czechoslovak people in the matter of defending 
socialism from right-wing-revisionist and anti-socialist forces supported by the imperialists of the 
West. 

There were no combat operations when the troops moved in. During the course of the 
redeployment and placement of the Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia (from 21 August through 20 
October ,19.68) as a result of hostile actions by individual citizens of tlie Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic 11 Soviet servicemen were killed; including 1 officer, and 87 were ~ounded, including 
19 officers. Also, 85 men died as a result of accidents and the careless handling of weapons and 
combat equipment, as well as other accidents and diseases. 

In 1989 the action of sending troops into Czechoslovakia received a different evaluation. 
It became clear that the "international assistance", in essence, halted the process of the 
development of democracy in Czechoslovakia. Regarding this, on 5 December 1989 a Decree of 
the Soviet government and a Decree of the leaders of Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR, Poland and 
the USSR, in which the sending of troops into Czechoslovakia in 1968 was evaluated as an 
illegal act of interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign state which halted the process of 

47 CAMD, file 16-A, cat. 3139, d.193, p. 10,12,48,65,69-73. 
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the democrat renewal of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and which had long temlOegative 
consequences, were published in the press. 

Military border conflicts in the Far East 
and in Kazakhstan (1969) 

In the '60's in connection with the so-called cultural revolution that had begun in China 
the anti-Soviet orientation both in internal and in foreign policy sharply prevailed: A desire to 
change unilaterally the location of the state border between the Soviet Union and the Peoples 
Republic of China in a number of places appeared at that time among the Chinese leadership. 

Violating the border situation, groups of civilians and servicemen started systematically 
to move into Soviet territory, from which each time they were evicted without the use of arms. 

The most dangerous and aggressive were the military provocations in the area of 
Damanskiy Island, ill the Ussuri River and around Lake Zhalanashkol', in Kazakhstan. 

On 2 March 1969, having secretly concentrated up to 300 armed soldiers, the Chinese 
violated the state border and seized the Soviet Damanskiy Island (300 km south of Khabarovsk). 
When Soviet border guards went to the site of the state border violation, they were opened fire 
upon. The violators were driven from Soviet territory by the resolute actions of border guard 
subunits. 

After having concentrated up to a regiment of infantry, reinforced with artillery and tanks 
by 15 March, the Chinese command undertook a new attempt to capture the island. 

As a result of the JOInt actions of Soviet border guards and also subunits of the Far 
Eastern Military District the second provocation was intercepted. 

The personnel losses in battles around Damanskiy Island during the period from 2 through 
21 March 1969 numbered: 

. '-::.-----....- Table 107 .-. 

Types of losses 
Personnel of border 

troops 
Personnel of Far 
Eastern Military 
District troops Total 

Among 
them, 

officers 

Total Among 
them, 

officers 

Total Among 
them, 

officers 

Killed and died from 
wounds 
Wounded,injured 

Totaled ....... 

49 

61 

110 

4 

7 

11 

9 

33 

42 

-

2 

2 
-

-~ 

58 

94 

1:52 

4 

9 

13 
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On 13 August 1969 Soviet border guards eliminated a new military provocation by 'the 
Chinese, this time in Kazakhstan. 

Two Soviet border guards were killed and five were wounded in a batti~'-ne~rLake 
Zhalanashkol' . 

The rendering of military assistance to the government of Afghanist~n" , 
(25 December 1979 - 15 February 1989) , '" 

In ~cember 1978 a Treaty about Friendship, Good Neighbor Relations and Cooperation, 
was concluded between the Soviet Union and the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan. Article 
4 of this treaty stated, "The High Agreeing Sides, acting in the traditions of friendship and good 
neighbor relations, and also the UN Charter, will consult with one another and with the 
agreement of both Sides will take the appropriate measures for the purposes of ensuring the 
security, independence and territorial integrity of both Sides"_ 

When turning with requests for the sending of Soviet troops into Afghanistan in 1979 in 
order to give military assistance in the armed struggle with the anti-govermnent opposition and 
in defense from outside interference, the Afghan leadetship relied on this artiCle of the treaty. ,,' " 

In December 1979 a decision was made about sending troops into Afghanistan. It was 
kept in mind here that formations and units would be stationed in garrisons and would take 
important objects under their protection. 

-The sending in and stationing of the contingent of Soviet troops in the Democratic 
Republic of Afghanistan were conducted from 25 December 1979 until the middle of January , 
1980. The contingent included the command of the 40th Army with service and support uriits, 
4 divisions, 5 independent brigades, 4 independent regiments, 4 combat aviation regiments, 3 
helicopter regiments, 1 pipeline brigade, 1 logistical support brigade; and several other units and 
facilities. '''_ -. -

Besides the formations and units of the Soviet Army, there were independent subunitS ' of 
border troops as well as KGB and Soviet Ministry of Internal Affairs troops in Afghanistan. 

Soviet troops in Afghanistan guarded highways, many objects of Soviet-Afghan economic ' 
cooperation (gas works, electric power stations, a nitrogen fertilizer factory in Mazari-Sharif; ' and 
others). They guarded and supported the functioning of airports in major cities. They assisted ' the 
strengthening of the organs of power in 21 provincial centers. They condu<;.ted columns with 
military and national economic cargoes for their own needs and in the interests of the Democrat 
Republic of Afghanistan (DRA). Together with Afghan units and subunits they conducted combat 
operations of various scales to defeat armed detachments and groups from the opposition, and 
also they fought against caravans that were delivering weapons and ammunition into the DRA 
from Pakistan and Iran. / 
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At the requeSt of the republic's leadership Soviet servicemen performed various other tasks 
-as welL 

The sending of Soviet troops into Afghanistan did not lead to the collapse of the armed 
resistance by the opposition. To the contrary, from the spring of 1980 it started to grow. 

In accordance with the decision of the political leadership of the Soviet Union, Soviet 
troops in response to the numerous times their garrisons and transport columns were fired upon 
by opposition detachments started to conduct joint combat operations with Afghan subunits to 
search out and destroy the most aggressive enemy groups. This even further aggravated the 
situation. The number of refugees in Pakistan and Iran started to grow and, consequently, the 
number of trained and well armed opposition detachments that came into Afghanistan from there 
started to grow-as well. 

Thus, the Soviet troops that were sent into Afghanistan ended up being involved in the 
internal military conflict on the government's side. 

-The stay by the Soviet troops in Afghanistan and their combat activity are divided into 
the following stages: 

1st stage: December 1979 - February 1980. The sendIng of Soviet troopS into 
Afghanistan, the stationing of them in garrisons, and the organizing of security for deployment 
points and various objects. 

2nd stage: March 1980 - April 1985. The conducting of active combat operation, 
including large scale operations jointly with Afghan formations and units. The work to reorganize 
and strengthen the DRA armed forces. 

3rd stage: May 1985 - December 1986. The transition from active combat operations 
primarily to support operations of Afghan troops by Soviet air forces, artillery and combat 
engineer subunits. ' The use of motorized rifle, airborne and tank subunits mainly as a reserve and 
to raise the morale and combat strength -of the Afghan troops. Spetsnaz (specialized troops) 
subunits cont:iIW¢ to conduct the fight to intercept the delivery of weapons-and ammunition from 
across the border. The rendering of assistance in the development of the DRA amied forces. The 
departure of six Soviet regiment to the Homeland. 

4th stage: January 1987 - February 1989. Participation of Soviet troops in the 
conducting of the national pacification policy by the Afghan leadership. Continuation of the 
support of the combat activity of Afghan troops. Preparation of Soviet troops to return to the 
Homeland and carrying out the complete departure of them. 

-. 

The number of personnel and their losses 
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The . time of the stay in the limited contingent of Soviet troops in Afghanistan . by . 
servicemen was set at no more than 2 years for offic~rs and 1.5 years for sergeants · and soldiers. . 
All together, for the period from 25 December 1979 through 15 February 1989, 620,000 
st;:rvicemen served in the troops located on the territory of the Afghan Republic~ ~nd of these, 

. 525,000 men were in Soviet Army formations and subunits, 90,000 were in border and other 
formations of the Soviet KGB, and 5000 men were in independent formations from the troops 
and militia of the Soviet Ministry onnternal Affairs. 

Also, during this period there were 21,000 men in positions of civilian workers, in the 
Soviet troops. 

The annual strength level for the Soviet Army troops was 80;000 - 104,000 servicemen. 
and 5000 - 7000 workers_ . 

Total irrecoverable losses (killed, died from wounds and diseases, killed in accidents) 
for the Soviet Armed Forces together with the border and internal troops numbered 14,453 men. 
Here the conunand organs of the Soviet Army formations and units lost 13,833 men, KGB ' 
subunits lost 572 men, Soviet Ministry of Internal Affairs troops lost 28 men, and other ministries 
and departments (State Fihn, State TeleVision and Radio, the Construction Ministry, and others) 
lost 20 men. 

During this period 417 servicemen were missing in action and taken prisoner, · of whi(;h . 
119 men were released from captivity (97 men returned to the homeland and 22 men are ill other .. 
countries) . 

The structure of the irrecoverable losses in terms of their types is presented in table .1 08. 

---
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Table 108 

Types of 1""",,-, 

Died in battle 

Died from wounds 

Total combat losses 

Died in accidents, col]llllittcd suicide, and so 
on 

Dice! from disease. 

Total noncombat loss.". 

Total irrecoverable losses 

Avcragc monthly icrcCQvccablc losses 

Among the killed and dead: 
gcncrdis 

officcrs 

warrant officer.; 

I 

sergcartts and soldiers 

workers 

Number 
% oflosscs 

Number 
% of losses 

Number 
% oflosscs 

Number 
% of losses 

Number 

% of I""",," 

Number 
% of losses 

Number 
% ofl~'CS 

Number 

% oflosscs 

Number 
0/0 of lo!iSCS 

Number 
% of losses 

Number 
% of losses 

Number 
% oflosscs 

Number 
% of losses 

Total 

9511 
65.81 

2386 
16.51 

11,897 
8232 

1739 
12.03 

817 
5.65 

2556 
17.68 

14,453 
'100 

131 
0.91 

4 
0.03 

2129 
14.73 

632 
4.37 

11,549 
79.91 

139 
0.96 

Soviet 
Army 

8984 
64.95 

2337 
16.89 

11,321 
81.84 

1708 .. . 
12.35 

804 
5.81 

2512 
18.16 

13,833 
100 

126 
0.91 

4 
0,03 

1975 
14.28 

616 
4.45 

11,120 
80.39 

118 
0.85 

Breakdown 

KGB Ministry of 
Internal 

Affairs 

-
499 28 -87.24 100 

49 
8.57 

548 28 
95.80 100 

II 
1.92 '. 

13 
2.27 

24 
4.2 · 

572 28 
100 100 

5 -
0.87 -

129 25 
22.55 89.29 

16 
2.80 

427 2 
74.65 7. 14 

- I 
- 3.57 

.. ,

other 
. ministries 

and 

departments 

.. 

20 
100 

20 
100 

20 
100 

-
-

20 
100 

Comment. There were 145 officers among the 190 military advisers who were killed . 
.-- , 

Sick, injured and wounded losses numbered 469,685 men, including 53,753 men 
(11.44%) wounded and injured and 415,932 (88.56%) sick. 

The relationship of the sick, injured and wounded loses according to their types and the 
outcomes of the treatment of the wounded, injured and sick are described by the following 
indicators: '. 

/' ") 
·v 
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Table 109 

... %Types of losses and outcome of treatment Number 

Wourided and injured 53,753 .. 100 
Breakdown: 

.. 
returned to duty 44,056 81.86 
discharged for health reasons 7,311 .J3.60 
died* 2,386 4.44 

Sick 415,932 100 
Hreakdown: 
returned to duty 411,015 98.82 
discharged for health reasons 4,343 1.04 

.. 574 . ..died*  0.14 

Total of sick, injured and wounded losses 469,685 100 
Breakdown: 
returned to duty 455,071 96.89 
discharged for health reasons 11,654 2.48 
died* 2,960 0.63 

Average monthly sick, injured and wounded losses 4,269 0.91 

Breakdown of wounded, injured and sick 
officers and warrant officers 
sergeants and soldiers 10,287 2.19 
workers 447,493 95.28 

11,905 2.53 

• Included among irrecoverable 1o~cs 

A significant place among the total number of sick, injured and wounded losses is 
occupied by the sick (89%). This is explained by the difficult local climate, medical and sanitary 
conditioIlRWlrich helped the spread of acute infectious diseases among the troops. During the 110 
months stay by Soviet troops in Afghanistan, in spite of the measures taken by the medical 
service, 415,932 men became sick, including 115,308 with infectious hepatitis, 31,080 with 
typhoid, arid 140,665 with other infectious diseases. 

Of the 11,654 men discharged from the anny in connection with wounds, maimings and 
serious diseases, 10,751 men (92%) became invalids, including 672 men in the 1st group, 4216 
in the 2nd group, and 5863 in the third group. 

If one takes the losses of just the Soviet Army (13,833 irrecoverable
t 

and 466,425 sick, 
injured and wounded losses), then they were the greatest in the second stage of the combat 
activity (March 1980 - April 1985). Over 62 months they comprised 49% of the total number of 
all losses. All together, the losses are distributed among the stages in the following way: 
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Table 110 

Stages of the combat activity and their length 
Irrecoverable losSes Sick, injured and 

wounded losses 

, T9tal -- 

Number % Numbc 
r 

% Numbe 
r 

-% - 

Fi"'t (Dec 1979 - Feb 1980) 
2 months 

Alilooscs 
A verage monthly 

243 
121 

1.76 
0.88 

5306 
2653 

1.14 
0.57 

-
5549 
2774 

1.15 
0.58 

Second (Mar 1980 - Apr 19R5) 
62 months 

Third (May 19lr5 - Dec 1986) 
20 months 

Fourth (Jan 1987 - Feb 1989) 
25 months -
Total for 110 months 

Alilosscs 
Average monthly 

8945 
144 

64.66 
1.04 

226649 
3626 

48.59 
0.78 

235594 
3800 

49.06 
0.79 

Alilosscs 
Average monthly 

2700 
135 

19.52 
0.98 

114861 
5743 

24.63 
1.23 

117561 
5878 

24.48 
1.22 

Alilosscs 
Averdge monthly 

1945 
75 

14.06 
0.54 

119609 
4600 

25.64 -

0.99 
121554 
4676 

25.31 
0.97 

Alilosscs 
Average monthly 

13833 
126 

100 
0.91 

466425 
4240 

100 
0.91 

" 

4802~8 

4366 
100 
0.91 

The losses of equipment and weapons were: 

aircraft - 118; 
helicopters - 333; 
tanks - 147; 
infantry fighting vehicles, airborne fighting 

vehicles, annored personnel carriers - 1314; 
guns and mortars - 433; 
radio stations, command and staff vehicles - 1138; 
engineering vehicles - 510; 
gas tanker trunks and trucks with sides - 11,369. 

On 15 February 1989 Soviet troops returned home. But the pain of the heavy losses will 
not leave the national memory. Everyone who performed his military andintemational duty with 
dignity and honor has earned all of the people's respect. 

After people in our country finally learned the truth about this war, the sending of the 
Soviet military contingent into Afghanistan, although it was not contradictory tt) the norms of 
international law, officially was recognized as a mistake. 

-. 
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Summary data about the personnel losses 
for the Soviet Armed Forces in .wars, combat operations 

and military conflicts 

The sending of Soviet troops into Afghanistan and the rendering of mlIitary asSistance to 
this republic is ·the last page in the combat history of the Soviet Armed- Forces which is 
encompassed by this statistical research. The analysis and exact determining of all of the types. 
of losses of the army and navy in various wars, combat operations and military conflicts end 
here. . . ", 

What does the counting up of our personnel losses in large !,lnd small wars, and also 
during the stay by Soviet troops abroad show? The answer to this question IS giVeIl. in the ' 
following table. 
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Table 111 
Summary data 

about personnel losses for the Soviet Armed Forces in wars,' 
combat operations and military conflicts (1918-1989) 

Wars, combat operations. military 
conflicts 

Civil war (1918-1922) , 939,755 6,791,783 
Fight, wilh Basmateh counterrevolutionary movement (1923-1931) Sino-Soviet 626 867 

military conflict (1929) 187 665 
Rendering of military aid 10 the Spanish Republic (1936-39) and to China (1937 353 No data '":::.... 

39) 
Rcpelling of Japanese aggrcs.,ion in region of Lake Khasan (1938) 989 3,279 
Combat operations in-rcgi~D of Khalkhin-Gol River (1939) 8,931 15,952 
Campaign into W",,~crn Ukraine and Westcrn Bclorussia (1939) 1,139 2,383 
Soviet-Finnish War (1939-1940) 126,875 264,908" 
Great Patriotic War (1941- 1945) 8,668,400 22,326,905" 
War in Korea (1950-1953) 299 No dala 
Rcndering of military and technical aid 10 the countries of Asia, the Middle East 14S<' No daia 

and Africa (1962-1979) 
Events in Hung'",), (1956) 720 1,540 
Sending of troops into Czechoslovakia (1968) 96" 87-
Military border conflicts in thc Far Wi and Kazakh.ian (1969) 60 99 
Rendering of military aid 10 the government of the Rcpublic of Afgbani>1an (1979 14,751" 469,685 
1989) 

Total, ________ , ____ _ . ______ . __________ . __ . _____ 9,763,326 29,878,153 

- : .::--- 

Irrecoverable losses (killed, 
died, died as a result of,-

accidents) missing in action, 
not returned from captivity 

Sick, injured and wounded 
loslfcs (wounded, injured, 

sick,. frostbinen) 

-

48 The irrecoverable losses of Soviet servicemen only for the periods of the conducting of 
combat operations in the countries in which they stayed are shown. 

49 Of them 85 were noncombat losses. 

50 The irrecoverable losses of Soviet Army personnel, Ministry of Internal Affairs 
formations, KGB formations, and formations of other departments (see p. 367);=including the 
missing in action are 298 men. 

51 According to the data of treatment facilities, 

52 According to the data of treatment facilities. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this statistical study systematized information about the personnel losses' of the Soviet 
Armed Forces in wars, combat operations and military conflicts during the p~rjQd , from 1918 
through 1989 is shown for the first time. The summarized totals for all types of losses are 
presented in table 111, from which it is seen that during the indicated period as a result of 
military operations the irrecoverable losses of servicemen numbered 9, 763,326 me~ and the sick, 
injured and wounded losses numbered 29,878,153 men. 

The greatest number of irrecoverable personnel losses belongs to the two most serious ., 
wars - the civil war (1918-1922) and the Great Patriotic War (1941-1945). In the former they 
numbered 939,755 men, and in the latter they numbered 8,668,400 men. 

The Great Patriotic War, forced on the Soviet Union by German fascism, was 
unprecedented in terms of scale and ferocity. The Soviet people were able to endure an enemy 
attack that was unprecedented in terms of its force, to thwart his plans, to inflict enorinous 
damage to him, and then together with their allies to defeat him completely and in the end to win 
a world-wide historic victory. ' 

In the period between the civil war and the Great Patriotic War the Soviet Anned Forces 
many times took part in battles with the Basmatch counterrevolutionary movement, in defending 
the Homeland's lines around Lake Khasan and also on the Khalkhin-Gol River, in the war with 
Finland and other military conflicts. In the post-war years Soviet servicemen in accordance with 
international agreements gave aid to many friendly and developing countries. 

All of this, as a rule, required great human sacrifices. In the period between the wars 
(1923-1940) the irrecoverable losses of the Red Army numbered 139,100 men, and in the post 
war period (1950-1989) the Anned Forces lost 16,100 men. 

The totals for the personnel losses of the Soviet Anned Forces that are given in this book 
can be used not only for scholarly and research goals, but also when performing various 
endeavors to immortalize the memory of the fallen soldiers. 

:-:--- -
The authors' collective continues research work on the topic of this work Here the main 

efforts are directed at the search for new documents and materials which would make it possible, 
first of all, to fill out some madequate data about the losses of the Soviet Armed Forces and, 
second, to learn more fully and adequately the losses of their enemies in past wars and military 
conflicts. This concerns the losses by the Nazi Webnnacht and its allies on the Soviet-German 
front, the Japanese armed forces in the Far East, the Finnish army in 1939-1940 and 1941-1944, 
and the foreign military interventionists in the period of the civil war. The study of losses by the 
white armies requires serious efforts. 

" 

It seems to the authors of this book that the creation of a unique work about the losses 
of all of the warring sides in all wars and military conflicts of recent times, and also in the most 
significant battles and operations is possible only with the joint efforts of the international 
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authors' collective to whom access will be given to the necessary documents in the archives of 
any country. 
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